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Queer With The City: Gender, Race, Environment And The Poetics Of Urban
Change
Abstract
“Queer with the City” traces how urban and environmental context have shaped the commitments of
queer cultural production in the United States. This dissertation articulates an urban environmental
lineage of queer cultural production through a literary and visual approach to the redevelopment of New
York City from the early 1950s to 2020. The project argues that the losses of the early era of AIDS to
which much queer cultural production responds are inextricable from mounting public anxieties about
climate change in the late 1980s and from the aftermath of a program of urban renewal that demolished
nearly 7.5 million residences in the U.S. between 1950 and 1980. The project reads the entanglement of
queer, environmental, and urban experiences of loss in the postwar United States through a cultural
archive that brings those forms of loss into contact with one another in its attention to New York’s
postwar redevelopment. “Queer with the City” begins with writing by James Baldwin, James Schuyler, and
June Jordan that directly grapples with urban renewal in New York in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. It then
follows the geography of renewal to the landscape of AIDS activism and climate anxiety in the late 1980s
and early 1990s in the writing and visual art of David Wojnarowicz and Eileen Myles. The project’s final
chapter and coda attend to these entangled conditions of queer, urban, and environmental loss through
the late-2000s trans ecological poetics of Julian Talamantez Brolaski and N.K. Jemisin’s speculative
writing in the late 2010s and early 2020s. This alternate lineage of queer cultural production models how
urban and climate futures invested in justice can draw upon queer theory’s decades of analysis of the
inextricability of racial, sexual, and gendered marginalization. How urban and climate planning and policy
distribute life chances depends upon their understanding of how structural inequality manifests. “Queer
with the City” argues that a cultural history of postwar redevelopment in the most populous city in the U.S.
demonstrates the connection between queer, urban, and environmental loss. This cultural history
contributes to an understanding of how structural inequality mediates processes of urban change.
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ABSTRACT

QUEER WITH THE CITY:
GENDER, RACE, ENVIRONMENT AND THE POETICS OF URBAN CHANGE

Davis Aaron Preston Knittle
Melissa E. Sanchez
“Queer with the City” traces how urban and environmental context have shaped the
commitments of queer cultural production in the United States. This dissertation
articulates an urban environmental lineage of queer cultural production through a literary
and visual approach to the redevelopment of New York City from the early 1950s to
2020. The project argues that the losses of the early era of AIDS to which much queer
cultural production responds are inextricable from mounting public anxieties about
climate change in the late 1980s and from the aftermath of a program of urban renewal
that demolished nearly 7.5 million residences in the U.S. between 1950 and 1980. The
project reads the entanglement of queer, environmental, and urban experiences of loss in
the postwar United States through a cultural archive that brings those forms of loss into
contact with one another in its attention to New York’s postwar redevelopment. “Queer
with the City” begins with writing by James Baldwin, James Schuyler, and June Jordan
that directly grapples with urban renewal in New York in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. It
then follows the geography of renewal to the landscape of AIDS activism and climate
anxiety in the late 1980s and early 1990s in the writing and visual art of David
Wojnarowicz and Eileen Myles. The project’s final chapter and coda attend to these
entangled conditions of queer, urban, and environmental loss through the late-2000s trans
ecological poetics of Julian Talamantez Brolaski and N.K. Jemisin’s speculative writing
in the late 2010s and early 2020s. This alternate lineage of queer cultural production
vi

models how urban and climate futures invested in justice can draw upon queer theory’s
decades of analysis of the inextricability of racial, sexual, and gendered marginalization.
How urban and climate planning and policy distribute life chances depends upon their
understanding of how structural inequality manifests. “Queer with the City” argues that a
cultural history of postwar redevelopment in the most populous city in the U.S.
demonstrates the connection between queer, urban, and environmental loss. This cultural
history contributes to an understanding of how structural inequality mediates processes of
urban change.
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Introduction: Pedagogies of Loss: Queer, Urban, Environmental
I. What Loss Made Queer Theory?
Poet Carol Muske’s essay “Rewriting the Elegy” opens the 1989 anthology Poets for
Life: Seventy-Six Poets Respond to AIDS. In the essay, Muske argues that “perhaps the
single positive contribution of AIDS to our culture” is “a politics of death.” As Muske
continues, “That is to say, AIDS (like the Right to Die movement) has made dying
itself—in bed, away from the battlefield—a political act” (6). The deaths of people with
AIDS, in 2021 as in 1989, are of course political. But AIDS did not make dying (or, as
Muske suggests, dying outside the context of war) a political act. To say that a death is
political is to say that the immediate and accumulated causes of that death reveal the
biases of the structural forces from which it is inextricable. In the late 1980s, the early
years of the AIDS pandemic1 emphasized how a system of racial capitalism mediates life
chances.2 The early era of AIDS generated activist and academic conversations about loss

1

Throughout this dissertation, I refer to HIV/AIDS as a pandemic, rather than as an epidemic. I use the
term “pandemic” to underscore the ongoing global reach of HIV/AIDS. As infectious disease experts
Robert Walter Eisinger and Anthony S. Fauci note, “The phrase ‘HIV/AIDS pandemic’ indicates that there
is a global HIV epidemic, which may be generalized in some countries, such as South Africa, and localized
in other countries, such as the United States” (413).
2
In dialogue with Cedric Robinson, Jodi Melamed describes racial capitalism by noting Robinson’s
“theory of racial capitalism,” and explains that “because ‘the development, organization, and expansion of
capitalist relations [have] pursued essentially racial directions [in modernity],’ racialism is to be considered
a ‘material force’ and a ‘historical agency’ of capitalism, with no outside between the two” (7-8). Theories
of racial capitalism are particularly relevant to studies, like this dissertation, that focus on cities and urban
development. Historian Andrew Hersher argues that U.S. cities are constituted by racial capitalist forces,
identifying his own work on “blight” as a function of racial capitalism as a contribution to what he
describes as scholarship focused on “the development of the American city in terms of the linked dynamics
of racialization and capitalism” (64). Geographer Laura Pulido similarly argues that racial capitalism is
endemic to the history of city making and remaking in U.S. She writes, “We must see racism as a material
discursive formation that is routinely and differentially harnessed across space and time by capital and state
power” (“Flint, Environmental Racism, and Racial Capitalism” 2). Racial capitalism manifests in urban
spaces, as Pulido argues of the example of Flint, Michigan, because it affects racism’s spatial form. As
Pulido posits, “racism is a process that shapes places, and in this case, produces a racially devalued place”
(“Flint, Environmental Racism, and Racial Capitalism” 8). Racial capitalism also mediates suburban space.
As Lisa Duggan argues, the mid-century expansion of the U.S. suburbs resulted in an “expanded

1

and power that became and informed queer theory and queer cultural production. These
conversations focused on critiques of racialized rhetorics and policies that frame
legibility to the state in white cis-heteronormative or, subsequently, homonormative
terms.3 These conversations focused as well on how these rhetorics and policies shape
queer lives as they variously and unevenly mediate the inequitable distribution of
resources under racial capitalism.
The early era of AIDS set the terms for subsequent considerations of how the
changing marginalization of queer people is linked to other forms of dispossession. These
linked relationships to dispossession by a white cis-heteronormative settler state form the
basis of queer coalition politics. As Cathy Cohen asks, “How do we use the relative
degrees of ostracization all sexual/cultural ‘deviants’ experience to build a basis of unity
for broader coalition and movement work?” (453). Cohen is interested in a coalition that
includes but is not limited to people who identify as queer. The unifying factor in this sort
of coalition work and thought is an experience of marginalization on the racialized terms
of gender and sexuality, rather than a particular shared identification.
The loss that queer theory addresses, and therefore the coalition that might be
built, responds not only to social and cultural experiences of deviance, but also to
material experiences of dispossession. These material forms of dispossession manifest in
the physical mediation of daily life: they manifest as housing precarity and homelessness,
as disproportionate exposure to toxicity and environmental disaster, as lack of access to
spatialization of racial difference” (38). And as Pulido subsequently argues, “There is very little in the U.S.
that falls outside the scope of racial capitalism” (“Flint, Environmental Racism, and Racial Capitalism” 13).
3
In The Twilight of Equality?: Neoliberalism, Cultural Politics, and the Attack on Democracy, Lisa
Duggan defines the “new homonormativity” in describing the political orientation of the Independent Gay
Forum (IGF) as “a politics that does not contest dominant heteronormative assumptions and institutions,
but upholds and sustains them, while promising the possibility of a demobilized gay constituency and a
privatized, depoliticized gay culture anchored in domesticity and consumption” (50).

2

clean air, water, and equitable transportation, as food insecurity, and as infrastructural
injustice. Elucidating queer theory’s entanglement not only with other forms of social and
cultural dispossession but also with material forms of loss makes evident that
environmental and infrastructural experiences of marginalization have shaped the terms
of queer coalition politics.
Despite Muske’s assertion that AIDS made death political, the poems in the
anthology turn to other forms of politicized dying as they seek to understand and witness
how the inequitable distribution of life chances conditions the AIDS-related deaths of
lovers, friends, and students. The poems reveal the project of understanding AIDS deaths
to be one of endless analogy. The anthology draws together a network of loss, putting
AIDS deaths in conversation with loss caused by geopolitical conflict, gentrification and
urban displacement, and particularly, biodiversity loss and species extinction. For
instance, in his poem “a diagnosis,” David Craig Austin refers to queers as “an
endangered species” (30). Richard Harteis’s poem, “The Dolphins,” argues both of AIDS
deaths and of the loss of nonhuman species, “Extinction is the / unnatural act” (96). The
particular references to species extinction suggest that an environmental politics is
foundational to the work of grappling with the loss contingent upon gendered and
sexualized dispossession.4 In addition to Mel Chen and Dana Luciano’s question “Has
the Queer Ever Been Human?” the extinction analogy raises the question: does the non-

4

In the early years of AIDS, queer theory developed as a critical conversation designed to grapple with
how queerness came socially to stand not only for a shattering of normative gender and sexual scripts, but
also for the loss of life due to the refusal by the U.S. government to adequately fund research and treatment
for AIDS. As Leo Bersani argues in “Is the Rectum a Grave?” gay sex “should be celebrated for its very
potential for death.” As he goes on to argue of the reception of that potential, “Tragically, AIDS has
literalized that potential as the certainty of biological death” (222). It is both the overwhelming number of
queer lives lost in the early era of AIDS and the sociopolitical association of queers with death that is the
context for the development of queer theory.

3

human make the queer perceptible?5 If the non-human does make the queer perceptible,
how might non-human beings and built and non-built environments be part of a queer
coalition and its politics?6
In the anthology, discussions of loss open in poem after poem to include a nonhuman community composed of endangered non-human animals, weather, and the built
environment, often New York City. As Austin writes in “a diagnosis,” quoting in the
poem from a letter written by a deceased friend, “‘A fog obscures the odd parabolas / of
light across the East River: the signature, / Pepsi-Cola, in letters larger than life … // How
this weather impersonates our loss” (21). In the editor’s introduction, Michael Klein
writes, “AIDS does more than cause us to grieve; it is both a reality and a metaphor for
the most elemental human challenges” (13). The poems in the anthology signal what, in
1989, some of those challenges were. Specifically, the poems link the rupture of queer
life in the early era of AIDS both to the devastating transformation of the postindustrial
environment, and to the making and remaking of urban, suburban, and rural life in the
U.S. around the spatial demarcations of racial capitalism.
In the decades after World War II, much of that remaking was facilitated by urban
renewal, a federally subsidized program of demolition and clearance that began in 1949,

Dana Luciano and Mel Y. Chen, “Has the Queer Ever Been Human?” GLQ: A Journal of
Lesbian and Gay Studies, (2015), 183-207.
6
I use the term “non-built environment” throughout this project to refer to elements of the city’s landscape
that exceed its buildings and infrastructure. I use this term rather than “natural environment” to underscore
that many elements of the city including its weather, water, air, and plant and animal life are not
coterminous with the built environment, and yet are mediated by it and by human life in the city. Similarly,
I use this term rather than “non-human environment” or “more-than-human environment” to underscore
that any city is made up of built and non-built elements, and that human and non-human actors are in close
relation in all of those elements, both built and non-built. In some cases, I use the term “non-human
environment” to specify non-human living things in the city and their habitats, distinct from the city’s
“non-built environment,” the elements of the landscape that are not buildings or infrastructure but are in
relation with them. I occasionally use the two terms together to emphasize that an element of the city’s
ecology, like the Hudson River, is both part of the non-human life of the city and is managed by elements
of city infrastructure with which is in close relation.
5

4

became formally referred to as urban renewal in 1954, and continued to reshape the U.S.
regional landscape for decades. The goals of urban renewal were to “cure” urban
problems by clearing “slums,” revitalizing urban commercial life, and diminishing
congestion by improving highway access to downtowns through demolition, clearance,
and redevelopment. The aftermath of those changes has continued to shape the lives it is
possible to live in many parts of the U.S. As urban and planning historian Francesca
Russello Ammon notes, according to the U.S. Census of Housing, roughly 7.5 million
dwelling units across the U.S. were demolished between 1950 and 1980 (5). In those
same decades, Manhattan’s population decreased from 1,960,101 in 1950 to 1,539,233 in
1970, losing almost 20% of its residents, despite the growth of the city’s population
overall (New York City Population by Borough, 1950 – 2040).7
Public conversations about loss in the late 1980s in the U.S. were shaped by a
moment of urban and climate crisis bound up with the crisis conditions of the early era of
AIDS. The systemic disinvestment of many U.S. cities including New York created the
conditions for crisis-levels of homelessness and concentrated poverty that were met with
massive increases in incarceration, which affected a disproportionately Black
population.8 While Muske asserted in her 1989 essay that AIDS introduced a “politics of

In terms of federal policy, “urban renewal” refers specifically to the period of U.S. city and regional
planning catalyzed by Title I of the Housing Act of 1949 and ratified by the Housing Act of 1954 that used
the methods of large-scale urban clearance, massive interstate highway development, and widespread
construction of suburban housing to substantially change the geographic reach and sociocultural politics of
U.S. cities and regions. In 1964, Martin Anderson’s The Federal Bulldozer estimated that by 1965, urban
renewal would have displaced 1,000,000 U.S. urban residents from their homes. (Anderson 54. Also see
Sugrue 1996: 1-20 and Zipp 2010: 3-27.) The term is often used in a contemporary context to describe
ongoing programs of large-scale clearance and redevelopment beyond those facilitated in the decades after
World War II.
8
As Michelle Alexander notes, the War on Drugs that began in the early 1980s in the U.S led to the
massive increase in incarceration rates. Alexander writes, “Convictions for drug offenses are the single
most important cause of the explosion in incarceration rates in the United States. Drug offenses alone
account for two thirds of the rise in the federal inmate population and more than half of the rise in state
prisoners between 1985 and 2000” (59). Yet, contrary to public narratives, this increase in incarceration
7

5

death” to American culture, that same year the New York City Department of Corrections
reported that the jail population had doubled in four years and that homicides increased
10.4% in one year alone, between 1987 and 1988. 9 As these statistics indicate, death and
life chances in U.S. cities in the late 1980s were already political, and the politicization of
AIDS deaths merged with other elements of a culture of loss sutured to the aftermath of
urban renewal.
1989, as I discuss in Chapter Three, was also the same year that environmentalist
Bill McKibben published The End of Nature, which contributed to the amplification of
public conversations about climate change and built upon NASA scientist James
Hansen’s 1988 testimony before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources.
In the aftermath of his testimony, Hansen argued, “I would say there was not a sharp
change in my assessment. There was more of a sharp change in attention, which had a lot
to do with the temperature the day I testified” (qtd in McKibben, “Is the World Getting
Hotter?”). Following Hansen, the early years of the AIDS pandemic might be described
as themselves facilitating a sharp change in attention that brought the government neglect
that needlessly killed people with AIDS into conversation with other forms of uneven and

rates did not begin with the crack epidemic but rather with President Reagan’s anti-Black policies in the
early 1980s at a moment in which there was minimal public concern about drugs. As Alexander notes, “In
October 1982, President Reagan officially announced his administration’s War on Drugs. At the time he
declared this new war, less than 2 percent of the American public viewed drugs as the most important issue
facing the nation. This fact was no deterrent to Reagan, for the drug war from the outset had little to do
with public concern about drugs and much to do with public concern about race. By waging a war on drug
users and dealers, Reagan made good on his promise to crack down on the racially defined ‘others’—the
undeserving” (49).
9
Michel Marriott, “After 3 Years, Crack Plague In New York Only Gets Worse, The New York Times. 20
February 1989. Marriott goes on to explain that the increase in crack users also contributed to an increase in
cocaine users, homicides, reported cases of neglect and child abuse, and incarceration. Marriott additionally
notes that an increase in drug-related enforcement spending, which doubled between fiscal year 1986 and
1989, did not reverse any of the harmful effects of the crack epidemic. Michelle Alexander, among many
others, would argue that drug enforcement and criminalization without access to social and addiction
services cannot begin to address the root causes that caused the crack epidemic, and which continue to
shape racialized experiences of inequality in the U.S.
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targeted harm under racial capitalism.
Queer and trans activism and scholarship from the 1980s to the present has argued
that it is the structural and racialized devaluation of queer and trans life and not the
pursuit or practice of queer sex, the practice of asexuality, and/or the performance of noncisnormative gender that denies people life chances on the grounds of non-normative
gender and/or sexuality. Explicating the politics of death in the late 1980s context in
which queer theory developed in the U.S. illustrates that the structural devaluation that
informed the social and conceptual framework of queer theory was itself informed by the
losses of urban and climate change. But how did urban and environmental forms of harm
shape the context of loss in the early era of AIDS? How does that urban and
environmental context manifest in the archive of queer theory? And what would a queer
method of reading the accumulated urban and environmental losses that both led to and
followed the conditions of the late 1980s reframe about the dominant narratives of what
caused those losses, and how their ongoing effects manifest in the present? In this
dissertation, to think through these questions, I trace environmental devastation, the
practices and legacies of urban renewal, and the systemic and racialized marginalization
of non-normative gender and sexuality as different aspects of a single system of
dispossession that has shaped both the material and sociopolitical conditions of loss in the
redevelopment of New York City since the early 1950s.10
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Urban environmental critique focused on racial bias implicit in housing has to account, further, for the
artificial separation of “city” and “nature” in accounts of urban change that focus on the effects of racial
capitalism. And just as the city in the discourse of “urban problems” is often racialized as Black, “nature”
or “the wilderness” is separated from an analysis of urban systems because it is racialized as white. Such a
separation impedes a necessary public narrative in which corroding water systems, the disproportionate
location of toxic sites in Black and Brown urban neighborhoods, inequitable access to food and green
space, and the inadequate distribution of health care along racial lines are issues that are importantly both
urban and environmental. As Carolyn Finney argues: “A ‘white wilderness’ is socially constructed and
grounded in race, class, gender, and cultural ideologies. Whiteness as a way of knowing becomes the way
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In “Queer with the City,” I articulate an urban environmental lineage of queer
writing and art that offers an alternate cultural history of the redevelopment of New York
City from the early 1950s to the present. Separate strains of scholarship in urban and
planning history, the environmental humanities, and queer and trans studies seek to trace
how racial capitalist systems unevenly harm people and places identified as exceeding the
terms of the cis and straight states.11 In this dissertation, I trace how processes of urban
and environmental harm use rhetorics of normative gender and sexuality to justify
practices of racialized marginalization, dispossession, and displacement. I follow seven
writers who depict queer, trans, and Two-Spirit relationships with New York City from
the early years of what became urban renewal in the early 1950s to the mounting climate
crisis and intensification of public conversations about energy transition of 2020. I read
works by James Baldwin, James Schuyler, June Jordan, David Wojnarowicz, Eileen
Myles, Julian Talamantez Brolaski, and N.K. Jemisin. I argue that these writers
democratize the tools of city planning in their discussions of how queer, environmental,
and urban systems intersect by documenting in their writing and visual art how built and
non-built environments shape and change one another. I use this literary and visual
archive to identify how the broader interlocking social and environmental systems I

of understanding our environment, and through representation and rhetoric, becomes part of our
educational systems, our institutions, and our personal beliefs” (3, emphasis in original). Whiteness as the
dominant paradigm of both the “wilderness” and the suburb also presents a barrier to an environmental
reading of urban change. All cities require the transformation and management of environmental resources
in order to function. The city is a primary context in which environmental, gender, and racial relations are
worked out in dialogue with one another.
11
In her explanation of what she terms “the straight state,” Margot Canaday considers “how the federal
interest in homosexuality developed in tandem with the growth of the bureaucratic state” (2). Writing about
recent anti-trans legislative proposals, Jules Gill-Peterson builds on Canaday’s work in her discussion of
what she terms a “cis state” in which “two longstanding observations are merging in real time: 1. Cisgender
is a fiction that gender tells itself to organize its binary and coordinate the biological anchor of political
governance in the individual and population. 2. The modern state is a fiction it tells itself to authorize its
political domination of social life” (“The Cis State”).
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discuss are specified and clarified as they appear in the version of New York represented
across these literary and cultural texts. As Julie Sze argues, “Culture is not mere
prescription or a road map for policy, but it can spark a fire, especially linked to
movements on the ground” (Environmental Justice in a Moment of Danger 76). Reading
across the work of these seven writers, artists, and activists, I identify how their writing
and visual art elucidates the entanglement of urban renewal and its spatial and social
norms with environmental racism and the normalization of white cis-heteronormativity.
But I also demonstrate how the coalitional thinking integral to queer theory routinely
turns to kinship with disinvested urban spaces and with non-human life to articulate and
organize resistance to racial capitalist systems.
Thinking with this literary and cultural archive, I argue that the losses of the early
era of AIDS that shaped the development of queer theory were themselves conditioned
by the spatial, social, and economic losses of urban renewal and by growing anxieties
about the loss of land, homes, species, consistency, and mobility caused by climate
change. But as queer theory developed an urban environmental understanding of loss,
subsequent conversations about climate change and the social, cultural, political, and
economic losses of gentrification have themselves engaged the rhetorics of loss specific
to the early era of AIDS. And yet, analysis of marginalization that targets non-normative
gender and sexuality as inextricable from racialization is not normalized either in the
environmental humanities or in urban and planning history. Furthermore, an
environmentalism attentive to the infrastructural injustices that have shaped U.S. cities
since the 1950s is not a standard component of conversations about queer coalition
politics. The goal of tracing how urban and environmental context shaped the setting and
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commitments of queer theory is to contribute to the larger project of articulating and
refusing the interlocking structures of marginalization foundational to racial capitalism.
What motivates the urgency of doing this tracing now is the opportunity to articulate why
equitable urban and climate policy requires an attention to queer theory’s explanation of
how sexual, racial, and gendered marginalization are inextricable. All present and future
lives depend on the transformation of urban and climate policy. The efficacy of that
policy depends upon its understanding of how structural inequality has manifested and
inequitably distributed life chances. The tools of queer theory together with those of
critical race studies, urban and planning history, and the environmental humanities, offer
a means of contributing to that understanding.12
Across the chapters of this dissertation, I illustrate how the intellectual projects of
queer theory, urban and planning history, and the environmental humanities are
inextricable from one another and from the shared postwar context of spatial, social, and
environmental loss in which they developed. The context of urban renewal is a crucial
site both of environmental harm and of the construction of white cis-heteronormativity as
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Urban disinvestment and environmental precarity are among the investments of queer resistance excised
in the project of what Roderick Ferguson terms the “mainstreaming of gay liberation.” As Ferguson argues,
this mainstreaming “attempted to turn queerness into an endorsement of state and capital as the satisfiers of
queer needs, as the incarnations of reason, and as the reasons to make peace with the world that capitalism
helped to bring about” (One-Dimensional Queer 6). Looking to the devastation of large U.S. cities and the
ruptures of climate change as integral to how queerness traces its break with the state renders it impossible
to make peace with the spatial and social violence of racial capitalism. And so, following Ferguson,
refusing a single-issue narrative of queerness requires refusing a totalizing and despecifying narrative of
neoliberalism as it shapes and reshapes urban space. The neoliberal city contains the effects of
disinvestment and gentrification alongside ongoing practices of resistance that both exist within and exceed
the consolidation of urban economic and spatial resources. As I go on to illustrate across my literary
archive, one way that queerness resists the conflation of the post-renewal city with its growing
neoliberalism is to build kinship with disinvested and often environmentally precarious places. Building
intimacy with urban parks and streets, and piers and warehouses, represents the city as in excess of its
legibility to globalized neoliberal capitalism. As I argue across the project, queer and trans writers
democratize the tools of city planning in their writing to insist on precarious and marginalized forms of
belonging, even as the neighborhoods with which they identify are variously redeveloped out of financial
reach or left to toxify, collapse, or decay.
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a set of spatial, political, economic, and social expectations. Additionally, all three of
these fields care intensely about clarifying the terms on which dispossession occurs as an
urgent component of advocating for justice. All three fields also blur theory and practice,
reaching across genre, method, and media, and across and beyond the university to
realize the urgency that motivates their scholarship. Furthermore, all three of these fields
have had trouble with scale—if queer theory is an engagement with how marginalization
encodes norms of gender and sexuality, if urban and planning history and the
environmental humanities analyze relations between non-human and built environments,
then each field risks being too expansive to hang together. I argue that these vital
theoretical conversations are specified through the articulation of how they depend upon
one another. Queer theory, urban and planning history, and the environmental humanities
share one set of what Rob Nixon terms “imaginative difficulties” (9). These three
overlapping conversations trace the relationship between resistance and systemic harm as
it is distributed along the lines of racial capitalism. They describe relationships between
communities and their built and non-human environments, as well as projects of
resistance that refuse damage-centered readings, and refute the singular identification of
marginalized communities with the harms that shape their lives. 13
To be queer with the city is to identify an intimacy between beings variously and
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Eve Tuck distinguishes between what she terms damage-centered and desire-based research frameworks.
As she argues of a desire-based model, “One alternative to damage-centered research is to craft our
research to capture desire instead of damage. I submit that a desire-based framework is an antidote to
damage-centered research. An antidote stops and counteracts the effects of a poison, and the poison I am
referring to here is not the supposed damage of Native communities, urban communities, or other
disenfranchised communities but the frameworks that position these communities as damaged (416). As
she explains further, “Desire-based research frameworks . . . can yield analyses that upend commonly held
assumptions of responsibility, cohesiveness, ignorance, and paralysis within dispossessed and
disenfranchised communities. Desire, yes, accounts for the loss and despair, but also the hope, the visions,
the wisdom of lived lives and communities” (417).
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unevenly harmed by white cis-heterosexual privilege, and shaped by resistant approaches
to the physicality, memory, and fantasy of urban space and infrastructure. The city in
question is not the metronormative city of Richard Florida’s gay gentrification, in which
a homonormative white cis-masculine version of queerness is used as a metonym for all
queer people and paired with the now-neoliberalized gay district of large cities as a
limiting metonym for urban space.14 Inquiry into queerness with the city builds on
systemic rather than identitarian modes of reading queerness as a relation to racialized,
gendered, and sexualized forms of power. It also builds on non-metronormative
scholarship on queer and trans relationships to urban space. 15 The city in question appears
in the gaps between planning and use, and articulates that some of those gaps are
behavioral and others are non-built. Queer sex and queer bodies disrupt planned spaces
and their assumed or intended use, but so do floods, rats, mold, street trees whose roots
break the sidewalk, squirrels that nest in walls and ceilings, and countless other nonhuman actors. The goal of this project is not to delineate urban queers from suburban and

One of the most prominent projects to analyze queer people’s visibility within a neoliberal urbanism is
urban planner Richard Florida’s “Gay Index,” an analytical tool designed to predict the appeal of a city to
cisgender-heterosexual people by measuring its appeal to partnered white cis-male gay men. In the
footnotes, Florida explains that the formulation of the “Gay Index” only considers “individuals in same-sex
unmarried partner relationships” and does not include “unpartnered gays,” (189) which disqualifies from
his study the large number of gay men who do not identify as having a primary partner. In her reflection on
Florida’s “Gay Index,” Karen Tongson argues that Florida situates gay men as “unintentionally complicit”
in “newly normative, ‘creative’ processes of gentrification” (11).. Florida argues for a “creative class” of
urban workers in a third sector outside the service and manufacturing sectors and aggregated by what he
terms the “3T’s of economic growth: technology, talent, and tolerance” (6). In a passage frequently cited in
queer critiques of the “Gay Index,” he explains that: “Gays . . . can be thought of as canaries of the creative
economy, and serve as a strong signal of a diverse, progressive environment. Indeed, gays are frequently
cited as harbingers of redevelopment and gentrification in distressed urban neighborhoods (131, emphasis
in original). Florida equates gay men with disposable capital, identifying them as gentrifiers (a
disproportionately white group) and therefore occludes all other queers: queers of color, queer women, and
transgender and gender non-conforming queers, who are more likely to have been forced from their
neighborhoods than to have perpetuated gentrification.
15
Karen Tongson resists the spatial imprecision of situating gay men as indicative of queer experiences of
cities, identifying the “common lore” about the “different spatial circumstances of gays and lesbians” in
Tongson’s terms: “gays live in hip neighborhoods in world cities, while lesbians generally have to traverse
some bridge, tunnel, or undesirable stretch of freeway to participate in urban life” (53).
14
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rural queers, or even to focus solely on queer and trans people at all. The goal is rather to
trace how the environmental and social production of urban space has in the past seventy
years been formed on the terms of assumed white cis-heterosexual identification and
what that means for how we address questions of inequality for an urbanizing global
population in the context of climate change.
With the early era of AIDS at the center of the project, I begin with the urban
renewal clearance and construction projects of the 1950s and I end with the rampant and
environmentally precarious redevelopment of 2020. The project offers a long urban
environmental history of queer theory as it manifests in a literary and visual engagement
with the postwar environmental transformation of New York City. The project spans
seventy years in order to provide a reading of how urban renewal shaped the geographies
of environmental and infrastructural harm that in turn produced the spatial landscape of
the early era of AIDS. Furthermore, the two authors whose work is the focus of the first
two chapters of the project: James Schuyler in Chapter One and June Jordan in Chapter
Two, establish an urban environmental attention to reading experiences of gendered and
sexual marginalization in the New York of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. In addition, they
are both figures whose work has been of sustained interest to scholars in feminist, queer,
and trans theory. Reading across this time period provides a context both for the early era
of AIDS and for the subsequent decades of mounting environmental precarity and
neoliberal gentrification.
Across the project, I work toward a queer method of reading urban and
environmental change in the context of climate emergency, what I frame as a poetics of
urban change facilitated by queer theory. This method at once draws upon and exceeds
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the affordances of the project’s literary and visual archive. As Édouard Glissant argues,
“poetics aims for the space of difference—not exclusion but, rather, where difference is
realized in going beyond” (82). As I use a literary and visual archive to facilitate a queer
method of reading urban change, I ask what such a method offers to queer theory, and
also what it offers to urban and planning history and to the environmental humanities. A
queer methodological approach to urban and environmental change is not the same as an
urban environmental lineage of queer cultural production. A queer method of urban
change seeks to expand what we see when we look at the city. An urban environmental
lineage of queer cultural production seeks to identify how the conditions of urban and
environmental change have shaped the inception, concerns, and development of queer
aesthetic practice.
The primary intervention of this project is thus in two places. It is at once in
conversations about queer theory and queer environmentalisms, and in interdisciplinary
approaches to urban and climate futures that argue for the singular contribution that
cultural texts can make to accurately representing all of what a city is. These related
projects question our ways of knowing and writing the city. They center literary and
visual experiments with urban and environmental change as ways of knowing the city
invested in curiosity rather than capture as an orientation to the kind of problem a city
is.16 To highlight a cultural archive as a way of knowing the city, and as a way of
questioning what of the city there is to know, is to commit to a project of continually
asking whose knowledge of the city matters to urbanist scholarship. To approach this

As Katherine McKittrick explains of a focus on Black ways of knowing in her work, “This shift—from
studying science to studying ways of knowing—has allowed me to work out where and how black thinkers
imagine and practice liberation as they are weighed down by what I can only describe as biocentrically
induced accumulation by dispossession” (Dear Science 3).
16
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same archive of urban environmental literature and visual art as important to
conversations about what queer theory is, who it is for, and how to use it, is to argue that
queer theory benefits from addressing the spatial and environmental conditions of racial,
sexual, and gendered marginalization in which it developed.
These combined projects identify a formal overlap between urban and
environmentalist scholarship and queer theory, and also articulate their shared spatial and
political conditions under racial capitalism. Environmental justice scholars regularly
reach for language to describe the rupture, non-linearity, or unevenness of urban and
climate change, language queer theorists would identify as part of a queer method. For
instance, Julie Sze argues that “The links between urban policing and pipeline violence,
between oil production/extraction and gentrification, are themselves connected. These
lines are not straight—they are jagged. They move between places, groups, and pastpresent-future” (Environmental Justice in a Moment of Danger 100). In her description of
the links between police violence, environmental harm, and stratifying urban
redevelopment, Sze references a conceptual problem with the language that critical
discussions of their interrelation use to link these forms of violence. Many scholarly
interventions formally establish themselves by relating two seemingly disparate areas of
focus or impact to describe how they affect one another. Sze specifies that the kind of
link relevant to addressing the interrelation of racialized, urban, and environmental harm
is a jagged one, where a normative formal link might suggest a straight line connecting
two problems, questions, or fields. Her emphasis on the jaggedness of the lines between
these mutually constitutive forms of harm recalls Sara Ahmed’s description of the spatial
orientations of queerness and straightness. As Ahmed argues:
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To become straight means that we not only have to turn toward the objects
that are given to us by heterosexual culture, but also that we must “turn
away” from objects that take us off this line. The queer subject within straight
culture hence deviates and is made socially present as a deviant. (Queer
Phenomenology 21)
Sze, like Ahmed, is describing the insufficiency of straight lines as a representative
relation of subjects to normative understandings of the social. However, Sze is not
describing the orientations of individual people, as Ahmed is, but rather how forms of
harm relate to one another. In Ahmed’s terms, Sze argues that urban and environmental
harm have a formally queer relationship to one another. If the queer subject is made queer
by turning away from objects that follow a straight line, a queer method of reading urban
and environmental change is made queer by turning away from practices of reading that
reproduce normative narratives of where cities and the environment diverge, how they
change, and who has been harmed in the process of their transformation.
In the next section of the introduction, I explain why I focus on a cultural archive
engaged with New York. In the third, fourth, and fifth sections, I situate the postwar
planning history of New York in queer and environmental terms, I discuss further how an
urban environmental approach reshapes a queer coalition politics that extends beyond a
human coalition, and I introduce the four chapters and coda that make up the body of this
project. Throughout this project, I combine and recombine the approaches of queer and
trans theory, urban and planning history, critical race studies, and the environmental
humanities as a set of tools whose shared purpose is to contribute to the project of
understanding and resisting harm under racial capitalism. I argue that literary approaches
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to the postwar planning and environmental history of New York City importantly clarify
how these fields rely upon one another, and how we might use them together in the
pursuit of urban justice.
II. Queer with Which City? or, Why Revisit New York?
The Poets for Life anthology includes “Poem for Buddy” by Black feminist poet and
activist June Jordan, whose early work is the subject of Chapter Two of this dissertation.
The poem, which is dedicated to actor André Morgan and dated March 26th, 1986,
originally appeared in the journal Callaloo. The poem opens with a scene of
environmental disaster that ruptures the built environment:
In that same beginning winter
when the rains strained all credulity
swallowed highways
rolled mountains of mud down
mountains
buried boundaries
left 20,000 families homeless (116)
The poem focuses its first ten stanzas on establishing a context of entangled
environmental devastation and political violence. It then uses that context to focus on a
scene that unfolds in a Manhattan gym. Jordan writes:
it was then that
in Manhattan
one Black homosexual
in a gym
by himself
he turned to the taunting cocksure
multitude of forty-five
miscellaneous straight men (118)
Facing this room of straight men, Morgan addresses the crowd to enumerate a queer
coalition composed of the groups of people who make up the city:
next thing you know and your dog will be gay
17

and your wife and the cop on the corner gay gay
teachers in the classroom gay
victims of aids gay soldiers
in uniform gay fathers
of children gay
athletes on the U.S. Olympic teams
of whatever gay
members of city council gay
lovers who love themselves gay
mothers gay (118)
In his listing of categories of gay people (and non-human animals), Jordan traces the
contours of a gay city. Representatives of both private and public life—“your wife” and
“the cop on the corner”—are gay. In Jordan’s list, the entire social apparatus of
compulsory heterosexuality as it is linked to the operations of the city becomes part of the
structure of queer life. In doing so, Jordan links the normative kin relations of
reproductive futurism (wives, mothers, fathers of children) to public and municipal
systems (members of city council, teachers in the classroom, the cop on the corner) to the
performance of U.S. nationalism (the U.S. Olympic team, soldiers in uniform). Jordan
insists on a polyscalar queer community that extends from the institution of the family to
that of the nation. In the poem, the nation and the family meet in Manhattan. They meet
in the tacitly queer space of the gym. They are drawn together by the assertions of a
Black gay man who is marginalized at once by white cis-heterosexual imaginaries of the
family and by the structures of racial capitalism that mediate the nation. Morgan’s
critique of the interlocking scales that facilitate queer life is bookended in the poem by
the ongoing presence of environmental disaster.
The poem ends:
In that same beginning winter
when the first rivers burst torrential
18

to attack to overcome
the limitations of all compromise
he slipped into the rising up
we who will irreversibly see
and name our own destiny
with our own
open eyes (120)
Jordan’s poem, like many in the anthology, locates its treatment of AIDS at the
intersection of queer life, the non-human environment, and the city. Jordan draws an
analogy between the catastrophic floods of February 1986, in which more than 20,000
people from Southern California to Canada were displaced from their homes as a result of
torrential storms, and the way that infrastructure and social systems that anticipate white
cis-heterosexuality fail to accommodate queer people.17
As the opening of the poem that is focused on the floods in California and
elsewhere in the Western U.S. and Canada shifts to Manhattan, the thousands of people
displaced by the flood suggest the crisis of unprecedented numbers of people
experiencing homelessness in New York. As Northern Californians were displaced from
their homes by the February 1986 flood, New York City mayor Ed Koch announced the
extension of a program in which people experiencing homelessness who refused
transportation to a shelter on nights that dropped below 32 degrees were detained for
psychiatric evaluation (“Policy Extended”). Jordan emphasizes that the overlapping
categories of queer people, people displaced from their homes by the flooding, and
people experiencing homelessness in New York City were all harmed by the same set of
structural conditions.

17

In the floods, Northern California was most severely affected, when the Russian River reached a peak of
49 feet (its flood stage is 32 feet) (Flood Refugees in West Rise to 12,000). As one resident of Guerneville
California put it, “there’s no town left” (Flood Refugees in West Rise to 12,000).
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Following Jordan, in its impressions of New York (more like dental imprints than
like abstract paintings), this dissertation stays with one of the world’s most overnarrated
cities for the same reason that anthropologist Savannah Shange writes about San
Francisco. In her recent monograph, Shange identifies San Francisco as “a harbinger of
things to come as the urban renewal plans of the mid-twentieth century ripen in this
season of neoliberal privatization and rollback of state provisions” (25). She goes on to
argue that “the struggle of its last poor residents against displacement is a key site for
understanding the mechanisms by which individual and collective subjects resist,
negotiate, and transform the macro-level processes that overdetermine life under late
capitalism” (25). New York, like San Francisco, offers a variously relevant blueprint for
analyzing spatial practices of resistance under late capitalism in other global and
globalizing cities both within and outside the U.S. In its overnarration, and its particularly
outsized belonging to queer cultural production and scholarship in the U.S., New York
also offers an important site for revising and reframing how the concerns of queer theory
need to change to address the conditions of climate emergency. New York’s planning
history further demonstrates that the contours of that shift are already available in queer
theory’s urban and environmental attention to the transformation of the city.
In his recent monograph, A Queer New York: Geographies of Lesbians, Dykes, and
Queers, geographer Jen Jack Gieseking revisits narratives of how queer people occupy
space in New York to illustrate, as Shange argues, a blueprint for the spatial resistance of
marginalized people in globalizing cities. Gieseking asks of the narratives that form the
foundation of his participatory research project, “how can ‘invisible’ lesbians’ and
queers’ productions of space allow us to rethink and enact projects of spatial justice?” (5)
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He argues further that urban space is co-constituted by systems of identitarian power. As
he writes, “aspects of identity like gender, sexuality, and race socially produce through
space, as space co-produces gender, sexuality, and race” (12). Additionally, New York
provides an important context in which to consider how queerness works both with and
against patterns of neoliberal development. As Gieseking notes, “New York is not
affordable to most people,” despite being the most populous city in the U.S. (27). Queer
belonging, Gieseking argues, is “essential to white settler, cis-heteropatriarchal capitalist
expansion even as queers often experience that belonging as geographically itinerant,
temporally iterant, and emotionally partial” (20). Gieseking is focused specifically on the
experience of queer-identified people in New York, rather than on racialized gender and
sexuality as lines along which power is distributed that affect people of a broad range of
identifications.18 Even so, Gieseking’s work provides a method for considering New
York as a laboratory for how queerness exists in complex and multiple relations with
neoliberal predatory development. He considers as well how queer belonging provides a
set of tools for how marginalized communities negotiate urban spaces that are pressed
between redevelopment and climate emergency.
Following Gieseking and Shange, I return to New York in this project to establish a
blueprint for collective resistance as climate emergency further stimulates the ethylene
production that causes the ripening of urban renewal. Additionally, as the poems in the
Poets for Life anthology illustrate, the transformation and iconography of New York is
integral to the geography of loss within which queer theory developed. I am searching, in

I follow Dean Spade’s usage of the term “racialized gender,” as when he writes “life chances are
distributed through racialized-gendered systems of meaning and control, often in the form of programs that
attest to be race- and gender-neutral and merely administrative” (5).
18
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this project, for a queer theory better suited to thinking with urban and environmental
change, and for an approach to urban and environmental change that is good at thinking
with the coalitions among marginalized people that are the expertise of queer theory. If
New York’s mythology is encoded into how queer theory thinks, then revisiting the
planning and cultural historical archive of New York to renarrate that mythology can
catalyze another queer theory suited to addressing coalition politics in the context of
urban and climate crisis.
III. What Was New York?
James Baldwin’s story “Come out the Wilderness” was originally published in 1958 in
Mademoiselle. In the story, Ruth, the protagonist, is a Black woman in her late 20s who
works as a typist for a life insurance company in Manhattan. Beyond the frame of the
story, Ruth’s New York is being reshaped by urban renewal projects taking place outside
her window. Ruth lives with Paul, her white misogynist boyfriend. Ruth spends the story
both waiting for him to leave her and terrified that he will. One morning, as she exits
their apartment to go to work, she finds a homology between her feelings of despair and
the relationship that urban design has facilitated between the built and non-built
environment in urban renewal-era Manhattan:
When she left the house he was sleeping. Because she was late for work
and because it was raining, she dropped into a cab and was whirled out of
the streets of the Village—which still suggested, at least, some faint
memory of the individual life—into the grim publicities of midtown
Manhattan. Blocks and squares and exclamation marks, stone and steel
and glass as far as the eye could see; everything towering, lifting itself
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against though by no means into, heaven. The people, so surrounded by
heights that they had lost any sense of what heights were, rather
resembled, nevertheless, these gray rigidities and also resembled in their
frantic motion, people fleeing a burning town. Ruth, who was not so many
years removed from trees and earth, had felt in the beginning that she
would never be able to live on an island so eccentric; she had, for
example, before she arrived, dreamed of herself as walking by the river.
But apart from the difficulties of realizing this ambition, which were not
inconsiderable, it turned out that a lone girl walking by the river was
simply asking to be victimized by both the disturbers and the defenders of
public peace. She retreated into the interior and this dream was
abandoned—along with others. For her as for most of Manhattan, trees
and water ceased to be realities; the nervous, trusting landscape of the city
began to be the landscape of her mind. And soon her mind, like life on the
island, seemed to be incapable of flexibility, of moving outward, could
only shriek upward into meaningless abstractions or drop down into
cruelty and confusion. (203)
In his description of Ruth's cab ride from her home in Greenwich Village to the office
where she works in midtown Manhattan, Baldwin frames the design of the city as a
source of psychological harm to its residents. Where Greenwich Village suggests “some
faint memory of the individual life,” the design of midtown Manhattan engenders an
experience at once of confinement and of crisis. Baldwin suggests that the design of
Midtown, composed of “blocks and squares and exclamation marks” has facilitated the
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emotional uniformity of the people who move through it. Yet, despite taking on both the
deracialized and lifeless form of “gray rigidities,” the movement of people through
Midtown suggests the omnipresence of disaster. People travel through the streets as
though they are “fleeing a burning town.”
In Baldwin’s description, the design of renewal-era Midtown undoes Ruth’s
previous imaginary of the city, in which moving to New York would allow her to escape
the scripts of her life in the U.S. South. The development of Midtown had produced a
totalizing landscape of “stone and steel and glass as far as the eye could see.” But this
landscape designed to maximize profit thwarted Ruth’s ability to imagine a more viable
future for herself. Baldwin’s description of Ruth’s mind as taking on the character of
Manhattan’s built environment dramatizes how design practices that cleave the non-built
environment from the built environment do so with the result of direct harm to urban
residents. His description also sets non-built and built environments in dialogue as key
determinants of the availability of spatial belonging, as he suggests that the further Ruth
gets from a past of “trees and earth,” the less she is able to imagine alternate futures for
herself. He suggests that an environment in which built elements crowd out non-built
elements and access to the city’s ecology is a failure of Midtown’s planning rather than
an unfortunate but unavoidable reality of cities.
Baldwin goes on to identify the source of Midtown's “grim publicities” as the
severing of the built environment from non-human life. He describes the construction of
an architectural landscape in which “trees and water ceased to be realities.” When he
explains that Ruth believed she “would never be able to live on an island so eccentric,” it
is not that Ruth did not believe she could live in Manhattan, but that she could not contain
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her life within landscapes that cleave the built environment from non-human life. Ruth's
imaginary of Manhattan before she arrives takes into account the ecological conditions of
the island as it is limned by rivers that Ruth thought she might walk along. But the
experience she has as she lives in Manhattan is that despite being physically proximate,
the rivers that frame Manhattan are rendered inaccessible both by the planning of the city
and by the racial and gendered social norms that restrict her from feeling that liminal
urban space is accessible to her as a Black woman.
In Ruth's experience of midtown Manhattan, the planned space of the district is
inextricable from its emotional effect on her. This emotional effect is formed of a
relationship between the severity of the architecture and the loud silence of antiBlackness communicated by the buildings and their frenetic use. Baldwin suggests that
“landscape” in urban space is a relation formed differently for each person between the
built environment in which they live—the “landscape of the city”—and personal
psychology, as it is for Ruth, who feels the constriction of the “landscape of her mind.”
Baldwin indicates further that Ruth's negative psychology, capable only of “meaningless
abstractions” or “cruelty and confusion” is the direct result of how the planning of
Manhattan negotiates the island's ecology. The island’s built environment deletes its
ecology from the spatial experience of its residents. With the erasure of the island's
ecology comes the erasure of how human interaction with its non-human environment is
policed in gendered terms—as Ruth feels her use of the river to be both surveilled and
embedded in a geography of racialized violence. Further, Ruth identifies that the ecology
of New York is especially inaccessible to her as a Black woman, as she is read outside
scripts of cisnormativity that assume whiteness and is therefore the target of “both the
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disturbers and the defenders of public peace.”
The raced and gendered impact of New York City’s renewal-era planning was an
ongoing concern for Baldwin. In his 1960 essay “Fifth Avenue, Uptown,” Baldwin
further reflects on how New York's built environment spatializes anti-Black violence. He
writes, “the American equation of success with the big time reveals an awful disrespect
for human life and human achievement. This equation has placed our cities among the
most dangerous in the world and has placed our youth among the most empty and most
bewildered” (73). Baldwin takes particular aim at discourses of improvement or
redevelopment that produce cosmetic changes but reinscribe the spatial and social
conditions of racialized inequality. In the particular case of Harlem, he notes:
The people in Harlem know they are living there because white people do
not think they are good enough to live anywhere else. No amount of
“improvement” can sweeten this fact. Whatever money is now being
earmarked to improve this, or any other ghetto, might as well be burnt. A
ghetto can be improved in only one way: out of existence. (73)
Between “Come out the Wilderness” and “Fifth Avenue, Uptown,” Baldwin identifies
both “the ghetto” and “the grim publicities of midtown Manhattan” as built environments
whose design is characterized by anti-Blackness. Ruth's relationship to Midtown further
identifies a connection between the enactment of racial violence in the built environment
of Midtown, the disappearance of water and trees, and the gendering of their
inaccessibility. Baldwin discredits the logic of “improvement” as it applies to chronically
disinvested neighborhoods. Ruth's experience of Midtown and the inaccessibility of the
river suggest that the raced, gendered, and environmental logics of how Midtown's built
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environment excludes and how Harlem’s disinvestment constricts inform one another.
Ruth’s experience demonstrates that the imaginary with which she had approached New
York was foreclosed by the social imaginary suggested by Manhattan’s built
environment. Baldwin presents the systemic disinvestment he identifies in 1960 Harlem
and the concentration of capital in late 1950s Midtown as twin contributions to the
foreclosure of a social imaginary beyond that accorded to white, middle-class cisheterosexual city residents. Baldwin, a Black queer writer, presents the narrative of Ruth,
a Black cis-heterosexual woman as pressed upon by a set of raced and gendered spatial
limitations that rhyme with Cathy Cohen’s discussion of a queer coalition politics.
Following Cohen, such a queer coalition politics brings together the needs and goals of
all people variously and unevenly marginalized by structures that equate cisgenderheterosexuality with non-disabled whiteness. The promise of queer theory, following
Cohen, is to link Ruth’s dispossession to that of both queer-identified people and others
experiencing marginalization. One way to make this connection is through shared
experiences of urban space and its mediation of environmental resources.
Baldwin notes that the “American equation of success with the big time,” which
takes the form both of Midtown's financialized skyscrapers and of chronic disinvestment
in Harlem, is an orientation that needs to end in order for it to be possible to meaningfully
address spatial inequality. He suggests a counter-narrative of the future of the city, one
that actively refuses the work of planners designing in accordance with American ideals
of success. Between the two pieces, Baldwin calls for competing futures for New York
that identify and reject sterile opulence and constraining disinvestment as poles of
Manhattan that depend upon one another. The Manhattan he constructs across the story
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and the essay sets the terms of spatial marginalization and infrastructural and
environmental injustice with which the writers at the center of this dissertation grapple in
their work. Baldwin’s descriptions of New York focus on the city as it was being remade
by the policies and building practices of urban renewal. The legacy of those practices has
continued to shape the city from Baldwin’s New York to the New York of the present.
Several decades after the New York in which Baldwin’s story and essay were set,
the city in the 1980s was being significantly remade by an increasing wave of neoliberal
gentrification that appeared against the backdrop of the disinvestment Baldwin
documented. The early processes of neoliberal globalization of the 1980s and 1990s and
the gentrification it spurred in New York facilitated forms of urban change and their
environmental consequences that both provided a backdrop to and actively exacerbated
the early years of the AIDS pandemic. 19 Gentrification signaled the entanglement of
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Gentrifying neighborhoods, while inaccessible in many other ways, often meet the goals of queer theory
that advocates for the rupturing of a public culture built on the hegemony of the heterosexual couple. In the
gentrifying city, the heterosexual couple with children is no longer the paradigmatic example of politicaleconomic public culture, even while it remains in many cases the privileged example of sexual culture.
While urban spaces are often governed by cisnormative expectations for contact between strangers, kinship
networks that make up gentrifying urban areas often stray from the referent of the heterosexual couple that
is frequently the model for suburban domestic life. As economist Ann Markusen argues, “gentrification is
in large part a result of the breakdown of the patriarchal household. Households of gay people, singles, and
professional couples with central business district jobs increasingly find central locations attractive” (S32).
As feminist geographer Damaris Rose argues in her 1984 article “Rethinking Gentrification: Beyond the
Uneven Development in Marxist Urban Theory,” “the terms ‘gentrification’ and ‘gentrifier,’ as commonly
used in the literature, are ‘chaotic conceptions,’ which obscure the fact that a multiplicity of processes,
rather than a single causal process, produce changes in the occupation of inner-city neighbourhoods from
lower to higher income residents” (62). One of those processes, Rose argues, is that “we are used to
thinking about ‘upward mobility’ and progression through ‘the family life-cycle’ in the same breath . . .
Upward mobility as a condition of years of employment experience as a single head of household who is
male are implicitly taken as the norm in such models. Yet, for many so-called ‘first-stage’ gentrifiers, one
or both parts of this assumption may be invalid, as they now are for many other groups in the present phase
of advanced capitalism” (59-60). Rose argues that we might look beyond these models to consider
“changes in female labour-force participation” and the concentration of managerial activities in the central
business districts (CBDs) of cities as a result of a “fairly immobile pool of female suburban labour” (51,
55). Rose's concern is primarily that in Marxist readings of gentrification that focus on production rather
than on consumer choice rely on unspoken assumptions about the universal relevance of normative family
models and labor structures in order to identify how gentrification is produced. Single mothers, in
particular, Rose argues, are invisible within these Marxist structures. Rose questions how accurate a model
of gentrification can be that is premised on inaccurate assumptions about the forms of localized economic
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social and economic processes of pro-business urban redevelopment under racial
capitalism. Neil Smith notes that the private-market driven procedures of gentrification
were staged by the social and economic disinvestment of urban renewal that Baldwin
critiques. Of urban renewal Smith argues,
Regardless of how socially destructive urban renewal was—and it was
socially destructive—it was actually very successful economically in
laying the foundation for the phase of redevelopment, rehabilitation, land
use conversion and, ultimately, private-market gentrification that would
follow. (New Urban Frontier 87, emphasis in original)
This private-market process, Smith goes on to state, was furthered in the 1980s by the
U.S. government’s withdrawal of state involvement in housing investment (New Urban
Frontier 87).
The gentrification of areas of Manhattan in the 1980s was sutured to a housing
crisis in New York that dramatically worsened over the course of the 1980s. As Ariel
Eisenberg notes, “in 1979, the city estimated that it served 9,000 men and 6,000 women
per year; by November of 1983, municipal shelters provided beds to almost 15,000 men,
women, and children per month” (916, emphasis in original). Jonathan Soffer notes that
“in 1986 the number of people regularly housed in city shelters rose to 10,000, a level not
reached since the middle of the Great Depression in 1936” (277). Alex S. Vitale offers
the statistic that “homelessness advocates estimate that an average of 50,000 people were
homeless at one time during this period, and 200,000 were living with friends and

and kinship relations that facilitate gentrification on its smallest scale. In other words, if you make incorrect
assumptions about the groups of people who are likely to buy houses, open businesses, and move into
apartments in a given neighborhood, it is impossible to be precise about the larger economic systems to
which they contribute.
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relatives or in substandard housing” (5). In 1990, the city’s total population was
7,322,564 (New York City Population by Borough). This means that 3.41 percent of the
population was unhoused or precariously housed, or roughly 1 in every 30 New Yorkers
was without reliable housing at some point in the years surrounding 1990.20
The housing crisis in 1980s New York was exacerbated by a number of factors—
the rapid gentrification of many New York neighborhoods, the “drastic reduction” in the
1970s of state-run residential psychiatric facilities, and the rehabilitation of buildings that
had previously been single-room occupancy (SRO) hotels (Soffer 277-8). As Soffer
notes, New York State diminished its capacity to house psychiatric patients by two-thirds,
making little or no provision for housing for patients after their deinstitutionalization
(280). At the same time, many SROs closed across the city. As Soffer argues, “the tax
incentives for the rehabilitation of these buildings meant that New York lost an estimated
100,000 units of its cheapest housing” (278). This loss contributed significantly to a city
housing shortage. As the 1980s progressed, New York’s housing crisis was further
exacerbated by the significant rise in crack use in the city and by a national fiscal crisis in
1981 and 1982, as a result of which the “number of households living below the poverty
line increased 25% between 1978 and 1985” (280). These factors together created a
climate in mid-1980s New York characterized by record concentrations of poverty and
homelessness, which were further exacerbated by the AIDS pandemic, as both people
with AIDS and people caring for others with AIDS had to negotiate networks of care in a
city that incentivized the displacement of low-income people. While AIDS activists who

Crime during this period also reached record numbers. In 1991, New York City’s homicide rate exceeded
2,000 (Vitale 1). (For the purpose of comparison, there were 289 reported homicides in New York in 2018
(Leigh).)
20
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targeted Mayor Ed Koch focused directly on his response to the need for AIDS treatment,
the pro-development climate that Koch facilitated, including the active prioritizing of
gentrification and over $1 billion in lost revenue from tax abatements to facilitate
development, created a political climate designed to imperil New Yorkers in poverty for
the benefit of real estate gains (259).21
As I describe in detail in Chapter Three, tensions over housing justice intensified in
the summer of 1988 in a resistance movement in Tompkins Square Park on the Lower
East Side of Manhattan. A series of protests that summer resulted in violent clashes
between protesters and the police over a housing encampment in the park. These protests
occurred during a severe summer heat wave, the same summer that NASA scientist
James Hansen testified before the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources as
to the demonstrated warming of the planet due to human behavior, industrialization, and
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In addition to the housing crisis, the lives of dispossessed people in New York were further
disenfranchised by new policing strategies that sought to strengthen the city’s ability to attract new business
development. “Quality of life” polices were introduced by Koch in the mid-1980s, and informed Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani’s own “quality of life” campaign in the mid-to-late 1990s. As Samuel Delany notes of the
Forty-Second Street Development Project, the non-profit organization set up by the City of New York to
manage the public-private partnerships that curated the redevelopment of Times Square beginning in the
1970s, its “the best-known and most visible member” was the Walt Disney Company (7). Also, see Chapter
4 of this project for an analysis of white feminist anti-pornography organizing and its contribution to the
privatization and regulation of Times Square in the 1970s and early 1980s. As urban historian Ariel
Eisenberg notes, however, while the “quality of life” approach to policing as a form of social control is
associated with the Giuliani administration, Mayor Ed Koch, who served as mayor of the city from 1977 to
1989, also used the term. A “quality of life” policing strategy, in Eisenberg’s words, “guided the Koch
administration’s understanding of how to both formally and informally police the people and acts they
considered to be public nuisances” (925). The Koch administration’s precedent for the targeted policing of
minor infractions facilitated the same forms and avenues of transformation that became characteristic of the
Giuliani administration’s policies. In addition, Koch’s pro-gentrification real-estate agenda both
exacerbated the manifestations of poverty that quality of life policing targeted, while also instilling a
political precedent in municipal government for the devaluation of dispossessed people. Marginalized
people’s relationship to poverty—economic, racial, ecological, sexual, and otherwise—was used by a
quality of life approach to justify their further disenfranchisement by a city government conditioned to
value profit above all else. As sociologist Alex S. Vitale explains, the “quality of life” paradigm that began
under Mayor Koch shifted the city’s management of homelessness and poverty from one based in social
services to a system focused on punitive social control (13).
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fossil fuel use. The New York of the 1980s demonstrated the intensification of spatial
inequality that Baldwin documented in the 1950s and 1960s. In postwar New York, urban
renewal and the predatory redevelopment and mounting environmental crisis that
followed set the terms of dispossession to which arguments for queer coalition politics
began to respond in the 1980s and 1990s.
IV. What Queer Coalition?
Elsewhere in the introduction to Poets for Life, editor Michael Klein argues of AIDS “as
it has diminished community after community, AIDS has also strangely united us. As it
has summoned still more fear and uncertainty in the way we live, AIDS has revealed
more courage and understanding about how we affect each other” (16). Inquiry into “how
we affect each other” is at the heart of thirty years of queer theory that seeks to be precise
in at once minimalist and maximalist terms about what queerness is and to whom queer
analysis might be relevant. In the archive of queer theory, a maximalist definition
identifies queerness as a blueprint for understanding how normative and racialized ideas
of gender and sexuality are the basis of all forms of marginalization under racial
capitalism. As I argue in the previous section, the loss of queer life from AIDS is and was
inseparable from a network of other forms of structural devaluation under racial
capitalism. As we continue the decades-long project of articulating what a queer coalition
politics is and how it might be relevant to broader advocacy for racial, environmental,
and infrastructural justice, what network of relation needs to be articulated in order to
understand “how we affect each other”? And how might that network of relation
contribute to an urban environmental alternate lineage of queer cultural production?
In “Queer and Now, the introduction to her 1993 monograph Tendencies, Eve
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Kosofsky Sedgwick defines queerness as: “the open mesh of possibilities, gaps, overlaps,
dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of meaning when the constituent
elements of anyone’s gender, of anyone’s sexuality aren’t made (or can’t be made) to
signify monolithically” (7). Queerness, following Sedgwick, is inherently relational. The
failure of gender or sexuality to monolithically signify is a failure to communicate
meaning, to have embodied meaning be understood. The planning historical archive of
urban renewal and its aftermath further reveals that the monolithic signification that
Sedgwick describes requires stable access to housing, which is routinely undone by urban
clearance, economic precarity, and environmental disaster. The design and redesign of
U.S. cities, many of which were built by settler colonists before emancipation, are shaped
by foundational systemic racism and anti-Blackness. Thinking with this history suggests
the utility of a queer theory of housing as part of an urban environmental alternate lineage
of queer cultural production.
Physical, affective, and economic relations to the home in the U.S. are conditioned
by legacies of racial discrimination both specific to and in excess of the context of design.
As Keeanga-Yamhatta Taylor argues:
the quality of life in U.S. society depends on the personal accumulation of
wealth, and homeownership is the single largest investment that most
families make to accrue this wealth. But when the housing market is fully
formed by racial discrimination, there is deep, abiding inequality. (261)
In addition, in the context of climate change, the racially mediated wealth accumulation
facilitated by owning a home depends on the capacity to maintain the home in the context
of environmental disaster. If homeownership has been a primary term not only of wealth
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accumulation but also of the performance of normative gender, sexuality, and kinship,
queerness as a category is redefined by climate change. “Queer” as I discuss it in this
project is a spatial, sexual, and gendered relationship determined at the intersection of
human bodies and relations with and within built and non-built environments. As the
project’s literary archive reveals, the recurrence of severe weather in queer writing about
urban space is not only a metaphor for otherness or displacement, but also a description
of how space is made queer.
Several decades of work in queer theory clarifies that not only social and cultural
factors but also the behavior of capitalism condition what is within the category to which
“queer” refers. Citing this same passage from Sedgwick, Kara Keeling argues that queer
as a category is particularly useful for analyzing what she terms “the management of time
and space.” Keeling describes “queer” as not an ontological category, but “an
epistemological category—one that involves life and death questions of apprehension and
value production” (17). She goes on to argue:
To the extent that queer is perceptible at this point in our analysis, it
appears as a structuring antagonism of the social, and therefore of all those
institutions, practices, traditions, and so on that seek to govern sociality
and regulate the terms of sociability, including the management of time
and space. (17)
Keeling echoes Elizabeth Freeman’s definition of queer as a function of the chance
operations of capital. Freeman writes, “the point is to identify ‘queerness’ as the site of
all the chance elements that capital inadvertently produces, as well as the site of capital’s
potential recapture and incorporation of chance” (xvi). In urban spaces undergoing
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redevelopment and gentrification, queer life is what occurs in the interstices of capital
accumulation. This is not to say that the city is of singular importance to queer people or
to rehearse arguments—or rebuttals—about metronormativity, or to say that all queer and
trans people share a particular relationship to capital or to the city. 22 It is instead to say
that “queer” as theorized by Keeling and Freeman relates not to how individual people
understand or act on their desires, but to how capital behaves and how people behave in
response, in which gentrifying cities are one primary site that displays and guides the
shape of capital’s behavior.
“Queer” names what resists and exceeds the impulse in the planning and
replanning of the gentrifying city to orient urban spaces toward the maximum
concentration of capital. As I expand upon below, there is also something queer about
how climate change increases the risk of all urban development projects, especially those

Queer theory, in its discussion of the city, has focused primarily on queer people’s social relationships to
and with urban space. In his description of dominant queer relationships with urban space, Jack Halberstam
uses the term “metronormative,” which “reveals the conflation of ‘urban’ and ‘visible’ in many normalizing
narratives of gay/lesbian subjectivities” (36). Queer readings that counter metronormativity include
Christina Hanhardt’s argument that “in mooring a dominant understanding of sexual identity to place, the
promotion and protection of gay neighborhoods have reinforced the race and class stratification of postwar
urban space” (9). Hanhardt describes the entanglement of the redevelopment history of large cities like San
Francisco and New York—her two focal cities—and how queer people have used urban space. And she
cites the metronormative gay neighborhood as an active participant in stratifying neighborhood change, and
as a narrative that masks the many other ways that queer and trans people use and live in urban spaces.
Responses to and extensions of Halberstam’s use of “metronormativity” by Karen Tongson, Scott Herring
and others have dismissed the gay district as the metronormative locus of a narrow performance of
commercialized, depoliticized queerness. Tongson’s Relocations: Queer Suburban Imaginaries reads the
suburban sprawl of California’s Inland Empire to resist the oversight of queer engagements with the city
that have identified the suburbs as white, middle-class, disconnected from histories of settler colonialism,
and devoid of productive queer life. Scott Herring’s Another Country: Queer Anti-Urbanisms focuses on
the development and practices of rural queer lives, and argues, like Tongson, for a move away from
metronormativity. Both Tongson and Herring gesture towards what a responsible queer urbanism might
look like, even as they identify it as beyond the scope of their projects. Herring writes, “there's a world of
difference between living in a city and living in a world of metronormativity, and the two need not go hand
in hand” (27). The trouble with metronormativity as Hanhardt explains is that it is “applied to all other
places [outside of the city] not at equal scale” (10). Herring and Tongson’s solutions have been to read
locations that operate at different scales—the smaller suburb or less dense or developed rural landscape.
Their work focuses on populations left out of conversations about queer urbanism, and also offers a set of
tools for addressing queer lives within cities on a wider variety of neighborhood and community scales.
22
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that occur on a densely populated network of islands and peninsulas whose landmass is
composed significantly of infill. Both “chance” and “the social” transform in the context
of climate change and its uneven effects. “Queer” as a strategy for gathering oppositions
to regulation, of lingering with chance, is necessary to making sense of what cities
become as their assumed relation to linear futurity ruptures in the presence of climate
change, even as their populations increase and densify.
While the conditions facilitated by climate change amplify queer theory’s
investment in non-linear temporality, climate change also calls into question some of the
goals of queer theory. Queer theory has long advocated for a non-linear relationship to
past, present, and future. Non-linear conceptions of time are useful in considering how to
address the uneven effects of climate change. But they also make evident the need for
greater clarification in queer theory as to what kind of non-linear relationship to time is
advantageous. A linear future is unavailable to most people, for example, in a city
decimated by a catastrophic hurricane. And a heat wave or fire or flood offers a glimpse
of what José Esteban Muñoz refers to as “the future in the present” (49). Queer, as
Sedgwick and Keeling describe it, is a spatial relationship that is formed in relation to
environment, and changes as the surrounding environment itself transforms. The spatial
and environmental dimensions of queerness are integral to queer theory’s durable critique
of progress and linear, financialized conceptions of time.
Furthermore, scholarship on queer temporality responds to the early era of AIDS, in
which the inevitability of the loss of friends and lovers became a scalable model for the
loss endemic to queerness. At its deadliest in the U.S., the AIDS pandemic killed more
than 30,000 people a year. As Dagmawi Woubshet argues, AIDS literature demonstrates
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“that loss can refer not just to elapsed time, but also to the soon-to-be-lost future” (11).
The inability to orient toward a future presented a foundational rift with U.S. progress
narratives that establish a sense of purpose from a linear narrative of futurity. Lee
Edelman's explanation of the death drive articulated queerness as fundamentally a
temporal orientation—a disagreement with American progress narratives about the way
ideas about time might be organized and the kinds of behavior those ideas of time might
motivate. At the center of American progress narratives, so Edelman argues, is the figure
of the Child.23 Many scholars working on queer relationships to time respond to Lee
Edelman's provocation with counter-narratives of how queerness operates as a temporal
orientation. In particular, many engagements with Edelman seek to decouple a queer
relation to time from an outright refusal of futurity. In doing so, these engagements with
queer time separate progress and futurity as goals that are not necessarily mutually
constitutive.24

In No Future: Queer Theory and the Death Drive, Lee Edelman describes “reproductive futurism” as
“terms that impose an ideological limit on political discourse as such, preserving in the process the absolute
privilege of heteronormativity by rendering unthinkable, by casting outside the political domain, the
possibility of a queer resistance to this organizing principle of communal relations.” He continues, on the
subject of political discourse: “For politics, however radical the means by which specific constituencies
attempt to produce a more desirable social order, remains, at its core, conservative insofar as it works to
affirm a structure, to authenticate social order, which it then intends to transmit to the future in the form of
its inner Child” (2-3). One key challenge for environmental justice advocacy is to refuse environmental
harm on terms that do not perpetuate the reification of white cis-heterosexuality that reproductive futurism
makes obvious.
24
Elizabeth Freeman, for instance, identifies queerness not as divested from the figure of the child, but as
divested from the progress narratives of capitalism. She describes how the figure of the queer exposes and
resists what she terms “chrononormativity,” “the use of time to organize individual human bodies toward
maximum productivity” (3). In a chrononormative frame, she explains, “institutional forces come to seem
like somatic facts” (3). In the place of a chrononormative orientation, she argues that queers present a
“stubborn lingering of pastness,” which “is a hallmark of queer affect: a ‘revolution’ in the old sense of the
word, as a turning back” (8). She goes on to describe the lingering of pastness figured by queers as a
“temporal drag” that manifests as “retrogression, delay, and the pull of the past on the present” (62). José
Esteban Muñoz resists Edelman's provocation that queerness can only be anti-chrononormative by being
oriented to death through his discussion of queer futurity. He argues of his 2009 book Cruising Utopia: The
Then and There of Queer Futurity, “this book offers a theory of queer futurity that is attentive to the past
for the purposes of critiquing a present” (18). One strategy that queerness offers, so Muñoz argues, is to
expose and critique the temporal logics of heteronormativity. He asks of a heteronormative relationship to
23
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Queer theory is, of course, not alone in its critique of the totalizing future
orientation of U.S. progress narratives. Taylor argues that progress narratives surrounding
the involvement of Black homeowners in mortgage lending programs on predatory terms,
what Taylor refers to as “predatory inclusion,” evidenced the valuation of a progress
narrative over the actual manifestation of racial equity. As Taylor writes:
Inclusion on predacious terms was not only about banking and real estate,
but it raised deeper questions about the progress and triumphalism that
pervade the discourses of racial liberalism and uplift so central to the U.S.
narrative of progressive change over time. (19)
What Taylor identifies as “predatory inclusion” within practices of homeownership in the
U.S. might also be applied to scripts of racial progress that Jodi Melamed identifies as
hallmarks of racial liberalism that seek to exploit and marginalize people of color under
the guise of inclusivity. Melamed argues:
Tropes such as race reform, racial progress, racial integration, ending
racism, bringing in excluded voices, and living in a postracial society have
become the touchstones for racial projects that recalibrate state
apparatuses, expand the reach of normative power, and implant norms
during the performative constitution of human subjectivities. (11)
Taylor and Melamed both draw attention to the way that the narrative organization of

time: “But must the future and the present exist in this rigid binary? Can the future stop being a fantasy of
heterosexual reproduction?” (49) Muñoz instead argues for a queer orientation to time that like Freeman's
collapses multiple temporalities, what he refers to via Black radical theorist C.L.R James as “the future in
the present” (49). Queer engagements with time serve to critique normative narratives of progress, but also
to speculate about how the pursuit of equity for marginalized people might depart from the temporal,
political, and economic narrative of progress in which advancements in rights for marginalized groups are
prevented by systems of power from facilitating meaningful change.
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time is itself a tool used to reproduce normative power. As Taylor argues of the narrative
fissure between institutionalized housing discrimination along racial lines and an
economically-oriented progress narrative: “The decades-long search for safe, sound, and
affordable housing has been impervious to the country’s triumphalism concerning the
inevitability of ‘progress’” (23). Freeman and Keeling posit new ideas of time as acts of
resistance. Taylor and Melamed contribute to the same project of identifying how the
normative narratives of progress require a linear understanding of what time is and have
controlled the social and material reality of life in the U.S.
Narratives of progress that govern contemporary conversations about climate
change also illustrate the link between social and environmental conceptualizations of
progress. As Naomi Klein argues of the history of harnessing coal to power industrial
production and shipping,
It’s a history worth explaining in more depth, because it goes a long way
toward explaining how the climate crisis challenges not only capitalism
but the underlying civilizational narratives about endless growth and
progress within which we are all, in one way or another, still trapped.
(149)
Klein identifies as environmentally dangerous the same narratives of progress that
Freeman and Keeling identify as a barrier to the rights of queer people, and which Taylor
and Melamed identify as an engine of racial discrimination and predatory inclusion.
Klein specifies that normative narratives of economic and social progress rely not only
upon unlimited time, but also upon unlimited space and resources. As she argues, despite
the clear indication that environmental resources are imperiled and finite, “we are trapped
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in linear narratives that tell us the opposite: that we can expand infinitely, that there will
always be more space to absorb our waste, more resources to fuel our wants, more people
to abuse” (147). The narratives of progress that shape the analysis of individual lives in
queer theory, of social and political systems in an analysis of racial liberalism, and of real
estate development and gentrification in urban and planning history also structure
environmentalist analyses on the scale of the future of the planet. Furthermore, while
analyses of progress on the scale of one life or of the human species privilege a focus on
the human, progress narratives as they shape the effects of climate change evidence the
impact of a pervasive system of linear time on all forms of life, human and non-human.
Like analyses of progress narratives as they relate to queer lives and racial
liberalism, climate change makes narratives of progress appear both predatory and
obsolete. As Klein argues of climate change:
We know that if we continue on our current path of allowing emissions to
rise year after year, climate change will change everything about our
world. Major cities will very likely drown, ancient cultures will be
swallowed by the seas, and there is a very high chance that our children
will spend a great deal of their lives fleeing and recovering from vicious
storms and extreme droughts. And we don’t have to do anything to bring
about this future. All we have to do is nothing. (4)
Klein speculates about a near future, a future in the present, in which the attachment of
progress narratives to consistency and stasis will facilitate their undoing. And yet, even as
she critiques a linear narrative of economic progress, Klein still relies on a narrative of
social progress that can only see the future as it might belong to “our children.” Even so,
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her description of the total transformation wrought by the effects of climate change
demonstrates how the normalization of environmental disaster changes linear time. What
happens to a triumphalist progress narrative in the presence of climate change? What
happens to the narratives of individual and social progress when presented with an
uncertain and limited future? What does racial liberalism and the refusal of the terms of
its predatory inclusion become in the unmaking of a viable future? What do radical
projects that look toward the future to resist the injustice of the present become when the
future is foreclosed on a planetary scale? In the context of climate change, what is the
temporal model of justice? Climate change presents human life with a model of queer
time, one that reorganizes the relationship between past, present, and future. At the same
time, it requires an engagement with longstanding objections to linear time that amplify
Black, Brown, queer, and trans critiques of linear time to articulate how the effects of
climate change follow the contours of existing racial dispossession on a set of
interlocking scales.
Cities, as the intertexts of queer theory and climate change make evident, are
squeezed between scales. The transformation of individual lives shows up on the surface
of the city—community institutions built and maintained, public spaces used,
transportation taken, births and deaths, houses bought and sold. But change bigger than
the scale of the city also shifts its material life, as cities are bisected by state and federal
highways, emptied and filled by patterns of national and global migration, beset by global
pandemics, and ruptured by climate disaster. It is the habit of cities to transform
constantly. “City” is always an approximation. Queer theory and the environmental
humanities join the scales of kinship relations to global environmental transformation as
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those simultaneous scales shape and reshape urban life. Queer theory regularly objects to
a model of reproductive futurism in which marriage and biological reproduction
correlated with whiteness are the only way to give kinship meaning and to provide
individuals with access to basic resources. Urbanist critiques focus on the city, national,
and global scale of economic and social exchanges that have governed global urban
development. These scales collide as the effects of climate change follow the social and
political contours of racial capitalism.
An urban environmental lineage of queer cultural production makes evident that the
systems that are both the sites of resistance and the sites of constraint are designed to
organize cities, infrastructure, and the distribution of environmental resources as part of
their management of the bodies and lives of marginalized people. “Queer” is an
acknowledgement of an unevenly shared experience of everyday sustained resistance as it
occurs in space.25 Such an experience is sustained and multisited because spaces change
as they are redesigned, redeveloped, maintained or not maintained, and beset by slow and
instantaneous forms of environmental harm. This constant reshaping of space changes the
conditions of queer resistance and constitutes the potential both for survival and for the
harnessing of that change toward justice for people variously affected by marginalization
on the terms of racialized gender and sexuality.

As Cohen argues further: “And for those of us who find ourselves on the margins, operating through
multiple identities and thus not fully served or recognized through traditional single-identity-based politics,
theoretical conceptualizations of queerness hold great political promise. For many of us, the label ‘queer’
symbolizes an acknowledgement that through our existence and everyday survival we embody sustained
and multisided resistance to systems (based on dominant constructions of race and gender) that seek to
normalize our sexuality, exploit our labor, and constrain our visibility” (440, emphasis in original).
25
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V. Which Queer Urban Environmentalisms?
In the subsequent chapters of “Queer with the City,” I focus on a group of formally
various novels, poetry collections, hybrid works, photography, and visual art by writers
and artists concerned with queer, trans, and Two-Spirit experiences of New York City
from the early 1950s to 2020. These predominantly literary engagements with New
York’s redevelopment focus on areas of the city including Midtown, Harlem, the Lower
East Side, and the Gowanus Canal.

Image 1: Map of Brooklyn and Manhattan Neighborhoods, New York, United
States. GmapGIS, 2021, https://gmapgis.com/. Annotated by Author.
These texts range from Baldwin’s realist short story set in the present-day Manhattan of
its 1950s composition to N.K. Jemisin’s speculative novel The City We Became, which is
set in an alternate reality present of its 2010s composition in which the city is threatened
by a neocolonial project from an alternate dimension at work to superimpose its city on
top of New York. Many of these texts document the collision of previous urban
imaginaries with existing urban realities. As they consider alternate futures for the city,
these texts make evident the overlapping projects of urban and planning history, queer
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and trans theory, critical race studies, and the environmental humanities to center the city
in imagining more equitable spatial and social relations. They also consider how informal
strategies of city planning are integral to refusing marginalizing projects frequently
perpetuated under the guise of formal city planning. Counter-planning, or informal
adoptions of the processes and perspectives of city planning, is a primary vehicle for
imagining equitable futures, and confronting the administrative system by which
neoliberal development has exacerbated inequality under racial capitalism.
The majority of writers and artists in this project do not share design training with
planners and architects, but they do share an investment in New York and the pull to
shape its future. Throughout this project are thinkers who are not considered by the
design professions to be designers, but who advocate, as the poet, activist, and urbanist
June Jordan does, that “it is architecture, conceived of in its fullest meaning as the
creation of environment, which may actually determine the pace, pattern and quality of
living experience” (“Skyrise for Harlem” 110). Furthermore, these writers and artists
contribute in their work to the creation of environment that is integral to the procedures
of design. As I engage with the seven writers and artists at the center of this project, I use
work in queer and trans theory, critical race studies, urban and planning history, and the
environmental humanities to describe how their work shares, clarifies, and opposes the
future imaginaries of urban design. This reading practice draws attention to the design
intervention contained in every cityscape in every work of 20th and 21st century U.S.
urban literature and visual art and the implications of those cityscapes for imagining
urban change otherwise.
I have argued in this introduction that queer theory shares its interest in analyzing
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the inequitable distribution of life chances with scholarship in urban and planning history
and in the environmental humanities. In his discussion of what he terms “slow violence,”
environmental humanities scholar Rob Nixon argues, “To address the challenges of slow
violence is to confront the dilemma Rachel Carson faced almost half a century ago as she
sought to dramatize what she eloquently called ‘death by indirection’” (9). As I discuss at
length in Chapter Three, when queer artist and writer David Wojnarowicz asks, “Why is
it any other person but myself can make a determination that affects the health or safety
of my body? Why are so many people silent in the face of this? Is it because the sky is
blue that most people feel safe from this disease called AIDS?” (Close to the Knives 157),
he is asking about the loss of life chances as a result of death by indirection. The
indirection of the governmental neglect of his body as a person with AIDS is inextricable
from the neglect that facilitated the widespread use of pesticides that Carson opposed, the
inaccessibility of urban spaces to people with disabilities, as I discuss in Chapter One,
and the disproportionate concentration of toxic exposure in Black and Brown
communities, as I discuss in Chapter Four.26
The four chapters in “Queer with the City” model how the queer, urban, and
environmental pasts, presents, and futures of New York City are intertwined. The first
chapter, “James Schuyler, Obsolescence, and the Urban Curative Imaginary” focuses on
queer, disabled New York School poet James Schuyler’s first collection, Freely
Espousing (1969) and his contemporaneous photographs in the context of the urban
renewal clearance and construction projects in the Manhattan of the 1950s and 1960s.

26

Contemporaneous and subsequent work by scholars focused on how environmental harm follows the
lines of racialized dispossession focuses on, as Dorceta Taylor argues, the linking of “environmental with
racial and other kinds of social inequalities” (1).
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The chapter goes on to describe what I refer to as an “urban curative imaginary,” the
strategy of renewal projects to map body-scale expectations of non-disability to city-scale
expectations of urban spaces that reward racialized social normativity. The chapter
additionally engages Schuyler’s attention to the constant changes that occur at the
meeting of built and non-built environments that he observes from his midtown
Manhattan window. This attention establishes the conditions of a queer attention to
meetings of built and non-built environments that I return to over the arc of the following
three chapters.
The second chapter, “Environmental Justice and Racialized Gender in June
Jordan’s Future New York” considers Black feminist poet and activist June Jordan’s
1971 experimental novel His Own Where, her 1965 collaboration with R. Buckminster
Fuller, “Skyrise for Harlem,” and poems from her 1974 collection New Days: Poems of
Exile and Return as they illustrate the entanglement of racial, gender, and environmental
justice in the redevelopment of New York. I consider how these texts center city planning
as a tool for combating environmental racism justified by arguments for compulsory
white cis-heteronormativity. I build on work by Hortense Spillers on the racialization of
family in 1960s urban policy as it relied upon the language of gender non-conformity. I
read Jordan’s model for coalition politics at the intersection of Black feminist theory,
Harlem’s planning history, and the environmental humanities.
The third chapter, “The Climate of AIDS: Gentrification and Loss at the End of
Nature” turns to trans poet and novelist Eileen Myles 1991 collection Not Me and
multimedia artist David Wojnarowicz’s 1991 Close to the Knives: A Memoir of
Disintegration, as well as to Wojnarowicz’s visual art. These texts further illustrate the
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entanglement of the losses of the early years of the AIDS pandemic, the gentrification of
Manhattan’s Lower East Side, and early public conversations about climate change in the
late 1980s. I trace how Wojnarowicz and Myles witness loss and imagine collectivity out
of diffusion on scales from the ends of individual lives and the demolition of
neighborhoods to the reconfiguration of a recognizable planetary future.
The fourth chapter, “Toxic Optimism: Trans Hydropolitics and the Future of the
Gowanus” reads trans and Two-Spirit poet Julian Talamantez Brolaski’s 2011 collection
gowanus atropolis in the context of the Superfund remediation of the Gowanus, a project
ongoing in the 2020s. The chapter reads Brolaski’s collection against the history of the
Superfund program to illustrate how remediation projects in the U.S. have long equated
environmental repair with racialized social normativity. Working between scholarship in
affect studies, trans studies, and the environmental humanities, the chapter decouples
remediation from racial and social normativity and from its reliance on pre-industrial
restoration rather than environmental justice.
The project’s coda reads N.K. Jemisin’s 2020 novel The City We Became, which
imagines a New York City in which the five boroughs and the city as an entity are
personified through avatars who are created when the city is about to be “born” and work
to find one another. As the six avatars move through the city alone and in groups looking
for one another, they are attacked by the avatar of a fictional city that animates symbols
of neoliberal globalization with the goal of realizing a white supremacist state that would
use climate disaster to disappear New York and replace it with her own city. All of the
avatars are responsible for giving birth to the future city. I use this cohort of cis-male and
cis-female gestational parents of future New York to consider how queer, urban, and
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environmental futures come together in the extended metaphor of birthing the city. I ask
how Jemisin’s framing of catastrophic urban change as gestation and birth establishes a
queer framework for how to narrate the future transformation of New York in preparation
for and as a result of climate disaster.
Across the four chapters and the coda, the project considers how this various body
of literature, photography, and mixed media visual art that critiques raced and gendered
norms, and the kinds of kinship, families, and futures they assume has a lot to teach us
about how we might remake our critical lenses to greet the non-linear temporalities
imposed by climate change. Applied to cities, this archive demonstrates that racial and
gender norms manifest spatially—in the uneven availability of housing, in the building of
the vast suburban landscape of the U.S., and in the maintenance of infrastructure. The
urgency of linking the critical lenses afforded by queer theory to the concerns of urban
and planning history and the environmental humanities inheres in the effects of climate
change and its transformation of urban, suburban, and rural places, and therefore of their
spatial organization of racial and gender norms. If, as sociologist Matthew Hauer
predicts, climate change will force 13 million people to migrate within the U.S. by 2100,
how will we come to understand racialized gender differently as a result of those
migrations?27 Conversely, how can an urban environmental lineage of queer cultural
production provide a set of tools for addressing how the equitable distribution of life
chances that responds to racialized conceptions of non-normative gender and sexuality
can come to occupy the center of conversations about urban and climate futures?

Mathew E. Hauer. “Migration Induced by Sea-Level Rise Could Reshape the US Population
Landscape.” Nature Climate Change. vol. 7, no. 5, 2017, pp. 321.
27
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Chapter One – James Schuyler, Obsolescence, and the Urban Curative Imaginary
I. James Schuyler’s Urban Renewal-Era Manhattan
Born in 1923, James Schuyler is, in many respects, the outlier among the first generation
of the New York School of poets. 28 While the other three New York School poets, Frank
O'Hara, Kenneth Koch, and John Ashbery, all attended Harvard, Schuyler attended
Bethany College in West Virginia. Schuyler also started writing poetry later than his New
York School colleagues, beginning his career by writing several novels, including the
collaboration A Nest of Ninnies with John Ashbery, as well as reviews for Art News, his
most steady form of employment in the 1950s and 1960s. By the time he published his
first collection of poems, Freely Espousing, in 1969, he was 45, and the zenith of the
first-generation New York School was decidedly in the past, Frank O'Hara having died
three years previous.
I read Schuyler in this chapter as an urban poet, with the understanding that he is
also, importantly, a poet of regional and rural spaces: he split his time between New York
and a number of suburban and rural environments.29 Across those settings, Schuyler was
attentive to the relationship between built and non-built environments: how changes of
light and weather fundamentally transformed the elements that constituted the small and

28

The first wave of the New York School is commonly, but not uniformly, identified as having what David
Lehman refers to as “four core members”: O’Hara, Schuyler, Ashbery and Kenneth Koch (8). The most
consistent additional configuration includes the poet Barbara Guest. Other configurations also include the
poet Joe Brainard.
29
Debates about the urban vs. the anti-urban have, in readings of Schuyler’s work, taken the form of a
tension between the urban and the pastoral. His work has been written about as a form of the “urban
pastoral” by Timothy Gray as “pastoral” by Don Adams, as importantly including poems of “urban
everyday life” by Andrew Epstein and in his syndicated obituary as featuring poems of “urban and rural
life.” Focusing on his urbanist poems is not a gesture of taking a side in this debate, but rather of rejecting
an urban-rural binary on the grounds that it has been actively unhelpful to describing Schuyler’s impact on
postwar U.S. poetry and to conceptions of queerness, disability, and urban and regional space illuminated
by his poems.
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large shifts of a particular place. His poems, I argue, convene urban and environmental
systems as primary interlocutors for an often-solitary queer, neurodisabled poet.
Schuyler’s investment in being in simultaneous relation with built and non-built
environments in his early poems, written in the 1950s and 1960s, invites an entry point
into the seventy-year history of queer urban environmentalism that I trace in this project.
Even as I identify Schuyler as important figure for queer environmental urban
thought, I step away from classifications of his work as “pastoral” or “urban pastoral,” as
they often mistake his writing from a stationary vantage point as a pursuit of leisure,
rather than as an accommodation of his disability. 30 Schuyler shares with his fellow gay
New York School poets, John Ashbery and Frank O’Hara, a white, cis-male subject
position, and the context of writing in dialogue with a rapidly changing New York. In this
way, Schuyler rhymes with the archetype of people typically frequenting the gay district
of a large city. But what readings that describe his subjectivity as such overlook is the
relationship between his queerness and his neurological, and later physical, disabilities.
Schuyler had bipolar disorder and was hospitalized regularly during a number of severe
manic episodes.31 Towards the end of his life he was also physically disabled by diabetes
and found moving around the city increasingly difficult (Kernan 287-8). Schuyler was
cared for regularly during the final decade of his life by a number of younger poets

For instance, Gray’s argument resituates within the urban Helen Vendler’s framing of Schuyler as a
“pastoral poet,” whose poetry adopts as a pastoral mode “because it values leisure, the sexual life, the
‘trivial’ (as in Herrick), and retirement from the active life” (Vendler 62-63, qtd in Gray 178). Gray
identifies in Schuyler’s poems a “search for pastoral bliss” (177) and “an unlikely rural-urban synthesis”
(173). As he ignores Schuyler’s neurodisability, Gray misreads Schuyler’s desire to exist as a desire for
relaxation.
31
Schuyler’s hospitalizations included the period during November and December of 1951 when he wrote
the poem “Salute,” which closes Freely Espousing and is among the best known of Schuyler’s shorter
poems. Other poets often funded his periods of inpatient care. In the essay “Past = Past,” Nathan Kernan
notes of Schuyler that his care in 1951 at the Westchester County Branch of the Payne Whitney Psychiatric
Hospital was supported by the poet W.H. Auden.
30
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including Eileen Myles, a relationship that has been of consistent interest to queer
scholars, most notably José Esteban Muñoz. 32 In this chapter, I am particularly interested
in what Timothy Gray refers to as Schuyler's “window poems,” accounts of the city
written in the 1950s and early 1960s that he wrote from the window of an apartment,
often the one he shared with Frank O'Hara on East 49th Street in midtown Manhattan
(171; 179). Schuyler's poems, I argue, bring together the body scale important to
disability studies and queer theory, and the city and atmospheric scales important to
accounts of urban and environmental transformation. The poems model how to work
with, rather than refuse, obsolescence as a constitutive logic of urban placemaking.
Furthermore, they identify the city scale as an assemblage of built and non-built factors.
They describe the city not only as a built environment but also as the meeting of built and
non-built environments. Schuyler’s poems remind their reader that U.S. cities have been
remade by overlapping cycles of the clearance and removal of both human and nonhuman life, and that their present is formed through a negotiation of these human, built,
non-human, and non-built components. Furthermore, reading his poems in the context of
the widespread threat of climate change, the flexibility of Manhattan’s environment in the
poems is a reminder to read New York as a non-human and non-built place. This
flexibility also suggests the utility of reading his work as a set of strategies for insisting
on the obsolescence of the devaluation of marginalized lives, rather than on the logic of
obsolescence that facilitated the clearance of Manhattan during and after the
implementation of urban renewal in the 1950s and 1960s, and the reverberation of
renewal plans in subsequent decades.

32

See José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia: The Then and There of Queer Futurity, 2009, 13-15.
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Many of Schuyler’s “window poems” identify the dynamic meeting of body and
city through the presence of people, buildings, or light as they change over the course of
the poem’s composition. In their interest in tiny transformations, they offer a set of tools
for how to read both small and large changes to the urban built environment and how to
conceptualize access as a continuous practice of negotiating with those changes. In the
opening lines of “Freely Espousing,” the title poem of his 1969 debut poetry collection,
Schuyler writes:
Marriages of the atmosphere
are worth celebrating
where Tudor City
catches the sky or the glass side
of a building lit up at night in fog (14)
The sorts of “marriages” that concern Schuyler are instantaneous, moments of confluence
rather than lifetimes of commitment. They are glimpses of the city as it synthesizes a
particular quality of light, or meetings of the built and non-built environments in
configurations that fade as soon as they join. Their plurality reinforces the iterability of
the title’s “espousing,” and they claim the act of espousing both for an unpartnered,
neurodisabled gay man and for the buildings themselves. Marriage, in Schuyler’s
assessment, is not the homonormative and homonationalist tool of the deradicalization of
queer politics that it becomes, because it does not occur between people, but between
elements of built and non-built environments. The “celebration” of those marriages
occurs both in the poem itself and in the use of the poem as an occasion to observe and to
record those observations with the understanding that these “marriages” are short-lived.
The “atmosphere” for Schuyler is composed of elements of the built environment as they
meet the meteorological conditions in which they exist. The “marriages” Schuyler
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considers are candid portraits of the city, available both as a condition of the familiarity
of specific buildings, like the Tudor City housing complex on Manhattan’s East Side, and
to any observer identifying that how they perceive a building is specific to the present
quality of weather and light.
Schuyler writes about the city the way the lyric tradition has often taken up the
figure of the lover, particularly the young lover, captured in a moment of perfection
before they age. But Schuyler’s instants are rigorously antiteleological. The city as he
sees it is a series of relationships between light and built environment, which together
describe the non-linear texture of urban time. The particulars of these relationships are
always obsolescing as they slip from the city’s visible surface, but their traces inhere in
Schuyler’s poems. These tiny losses reframe the dramatic changes of large-scale
clearance and urban renewal catalyzed by obsolescence and taking place outside
Schuyler’s window. Read in a present in 2021 in which to look out the window in
Manhattan is to wonder anxiously about the climate future of New York, the poems also
introduce a pedagogy of loss as integral to living in a city. Looking out the window is for
Schuyler a process of identifying the city as a set of confluences that disappear even as he
views them.
Schuyler’s confluences refuse a narrative in which urban change, like marriage,
anticipates a long-term or singular commitment, or a rote series of events. Just as
Schuyler observes “marriages of the atmosphere” without legal ratification, teleological
claims of duration, child rearing, or even relations between humans, he witnesses urban
transformation without demolition or construction. He claims marriage, a form of
legibility to state power, in a way that escapes the gaze or interest of the state. In doing
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so, he offers a model of how to claim urban transformation in the form of a counterobsolescence available to him from his apartment. In addition, he also claims
environmental attention as a site of queer belonging. He situates “marriages of the
atmosphere” as an alternative to marriage as a relation with the state, as he proposes the
alternate frame narrative of relations between built and non-built environments as a site
of queer engagement.
While the collection’s title, Freely Espousing, flirts with the lexicon of marriage,
the poems perch more significantly on a second definition of “espouse”: “To associate or
ally oneself with, to adopt, embrace (an opinion, doctrine, policy, course of action, mode
of life, etc.); to take to oneself, make one's own (a cause, a party).” 33 What is free about
Schuyler’s espousing is its position of belonging without prescribed duration or means.
Schuyler’s involvements with his subjects are immersive, brief, regularly broken, and
often repeated. They stage an attention to how built and non-human environments meet
that requires sustained attention to be able to document how small, gradual, and constant
changes might become or facilitate larger ones. In the context of Schuyler’s observations,
the building and demolition of urban renewal going on in the city around him occasions
the transformation of the city’s built environment and the displacement of its previous
populations. But it also renegotiates the relation between built and non-built
environments. Different buildings, or the absence of buildings, will produce different
assemblages, other marriages of the atmosphere.
Schuyler’s focus on the atmosphere as the meeting of built and non-built
environments anticipates recent conversations in the atmospheric humanities. The
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“espouse, v.” OED Online. June 2017. Oxford University Press. Accessed December 5th, 2017.
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atmospheric humanities seek to center what Robert-Jan Wille refers to as “aerial history”
in analyzes of human-facilitated environmental change. As Wille stages some of the
questions key to a focus on air as site of environmental history, he asks, “What kind of
space is air? How does working with air affect us? What does it mean if air envelops us?
Are there different cultures of air? If air is not an element, what are the consequences of it
being a variable mixture?” (185). In his focus on marriages of the atmosphere, Schuyler
identifies the variable mixture of the air as a site of affective as well as environmental
attachment. In the poem, the built environment conditions the kind of space that air is. As
he advocates for the semi-private space of his writing desk at his apartment window as a
site of urban inquiry, he identifies the atmosphere as one connective element between
inside and outside. Private space, in the poem, is still mediated by public air.
The opening of the poem contains two marriages, which gather around the “or”
in the fourth line. In the first, the Tudor City housing complex “catches the sky,”
embedding into its top floors. “Sky catching” is the synonym of “sky scraping,” but with
more force, holding the sky, rather than touching or grating against it. Or Tudor City
“catches” the sky as you might catch a glimpse of someone as they pass you, as though
building and sky register the presence of the other in motion. The second marriage, “the
glass side / of a building lit up at night in fog,” also suggests an ephemeral moment in
urban space. In this moment, the building absorbs light (from a street lamp, a car, another
building, or from inside the building itself), which is refracted by the fog. Because the
side of the building is glass, its appearance is changed by weather and light, blurring the
edges of built and non-built environments. Additionally, the fog itself raises questions
about what is in the air, and what combination of humidity and emissions produce the
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fog. The fog is a point not only where built and non-built environments meet, but also
where they combine. As it focuses on the specificity of these portraits of the city in
motion, the poem also documents the emissions practices in which the built environment
and the non-built environment come to constitute one another. An attention to how the
non-built environment forms the context for the city also creates a portrait of how the
building and operations of the city contribute to human-facilitated environmental change.
II. Dynamic Access
Schuyler’s exploration of renewal-era New York shares a set of concerns with
conversations in disability studies and queer theory on the politics of inclusion and
participation, as well as the planning historical and environmental context in which both
fields developed. Both fields have long responded to a network of urban, suburban, and
rural spaces rebuilt in accordance with the clearance logics of a resource-intensive
program of what became urban renewal that began in the late 1940s, and which continues
to shape U.S. urban and regional landscapes and patterns of transformation in the present.
In this chapter, I am interested in how queer theory, disability studies, the environmental
humanities, and work that spans these fields has addressed and accounted for the socially
and environmentally violent, large-scale transformation of the urban spaces by which the
social and political realities they discuss have been significantly constituted. Taking my
cues from Schuyler, I read disability studies, queer theory, and urban and environmental
history together. I also read queer accounts of negotiating access to the social as they are
embedded in, overlap with, inform, and are informed by accounts in disability studies of
access to both built and non-built environments. One goal of this reading practice is to
account for the queer temporality of urban disinvestment, decay, and its environmental
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impact. Another is to situate within the context of a continuously changing urban built
environment the varied and uneven experiences of social, political, and economic nonnormativity lived on the scale of individual lives, of communities, and of the body politic
that queer and disability studies consider. To reflect on these questions, I examine how
urban planning decisions to neglect, raze, or redevelop the built environment reshape the
relationship between built and non-built environments. These decisions also work
together in cities with decisions to build accessible buildings, streets, and spaces to define
the terms of access and accommodation. At stake in this chapter is how we define what it
means to have access and be accommodated, what changes the terms of access and how
often those terms change, and how we consider the kinds of access that might be
variously necessary, ethical, or desirable for different individuals and groups of people.
As they draw together body and city, Schuyler’s window poems anticipate the
interventions of work in queer disability studies that focus on the meeting of queer and
disabled bodies and the built environment. In the poems, Schuyler looks out the window
at a city in which thousands of buildings, and their occupants, are being displaced as part
of the clearance logic of urban renewal. And yet, Schuyler pushes back on this logic,
reading the city to emphasize the obsolescence of normative space, rather than the
obsolescence of buildings and their minoritized residents. As they resist a violent
obsolescence, Schuyler’s portraits of the city refuse the ableist singularity of walking in
public as the quintessential urban experience, and the conflation of the social assimilation
of queer and disabled subjects into normative social and political participation by means
of an urban built environment becoming physically accessible. In the process and wake of
urban renewal, Schuyler gathers together body and city scales, and the obsolescence of
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buildings and communities, as he records traces of the city in his poems. 34 Additionally,
as the atmosphere in the poem’s first line becomes fog in the fifth line, the poem hints at
the future obsolescence of the city itself, undone or radically transformed by the
environmental impact of a fog of its own making. In Schuyler’s work, what remains in
the present of the poem is the queer ephemera of urban obsolescence. His poems record
disappearances in progress so that they might make the act of vanishing extend beyond
the violent disappearances of renewal, and the obsolescence of non-normative urban
spaces and lives, even as the future of the city beyond renewal it itself environmentally
precarious.
Schuyler’s refusal of the ableist urbanism often attributed to the New York School
rhymes with a range of scholarship in queer, disability, and queer disability studies that
considers the dangers of a selective version of inclusivity, or a neoliberal frame that
requires assimilation to the normative and devalues people marked as non-normative. In
Crip Times, queer disability scholar Robert McRuer focuses on “how neoliberalism and
the austerity that now undergirds it similarly work, in queer ways, in relation to disability
and to crip forms of relationality” (39). McRuer builds on queer critiques of the state
instrumentalization of homosexuality by Lisa Duggan, Jasbir Puar, Licia Fiol-Matta, and
others. Their work, McRuer argues, demonstrates “that neoliberalism can function very
efficiently with queerness” (39, emphasis in original). His interest is in a disability rights
agenda that does not equate access with forms of co-optation that benefit the optics of
neoliberalism. McRuer’s analysis focuses on what he refers to as the “cultural logic of

On the queer potential of the trace, José Esteban Muñoz writes, “[t]he key to queering evidence, and by
that I mean the ways in which we prove queerness and read queerness, is by suturing it to the concept of
ephemera. Think of ephemera as trace, the remains, the things that are left, hanging in the air like a rumor”
(65).
34
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neoliberalism,” which “simply entails asking how cultural formations and movements
circulate around, emerge from, and resist the hegemonic global political economy of
neoliberal capitalism” (13). Crucial to tracing how neoliberal capital shapes sociocultural
forms of access is the process of urban transformation that both exemplifies and
facilitates neoliberalism’s cultural logic. Additionally, Schuyler’s analysis of access
relates the transformation of urban space in the context of the renewal projects that set the
stage for neoliberal redevelopment to the human-facilitated environmental transformation
that is both sped by and enables neoliberal global capitalism.
Schuyler’s probing of the ableist expectations of urban space and its
representation can be usefully put in dialogue with disability scholar Aimi Hamraie’s
question: “Who benefits from a more accessible world, and how can designers know?”
(175). The “world” that Hamraie considers in their history of Universal Design is
composed mostly of public interior spaces, particular features of outdoor space like curb
cuts and ramps, and specific sites like public transit stations. Echoing arguments
definitional to disability studies, Hamraie explains that access to public space is essential
to disability justice both materially and symbolically. Disability scholars Nancy J.
Hirschmann and Beth Linker argue similarly that “disability is central to understanding
citizenship,” and disability scholar Alison Kafer notes that disability justice aligns
“access to spaces with access to the body politic” (1; 161). Like disability studies, queer
theory also negotiates and considers the condition of being refused access to political,
built and non-built environmental, and social legibility and participation. Queer theory
and disability studies have separately and together analyzed the experience of what Sara
Ahmed refers to as being “out of place” and “out of time” (Queer Phenomenology 13).
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Schuyler’s poems illustrate that experiences of both place and time are formed at the
meeting of built and non-built environments.
In its analysis of the terms and stakes of access, scholarship in queer, disability,
and queer disability studies focuses on legislation, social practices and particular physical
spaces, but also on public discourse and literacy about inclusivity and accommodation.
Hirschmann and Linker, for instance, explain in their analysis of the relationship between
disability and citizenship that they are interested not in the “political practices of
citizenship, such as voting, naturalization, or jury or military service, but rather . . . the
symbolic representations of what it means to ‘belong’ as a disabled person within a
political society in the Western context” (3). I follow Hirschmann and Linker’s focus on
“symbolic representations of what it means to ‘belong,’” to think through how a
conception of access as dynamic contributes to a range of non-normative positions and
requires new language. I focus specifically on obsolescence as a strategy used by urban
renewal projects, as well as by contemporary neoliberal environmental, social, and
cultural forms, for determining whose lives should be accommodated by the conditions of
the present. Schuyler's poems, I argue, bring together the body scale important to
disability studies and queer theory and the city and atmospheric scales important to
accounts of urban and environmental transformation, and model how to work with, rather
than refuse, obsolescence as a constitutive logic of urban placemaking.
Assessing access in dialogue with urban redevelopment leads us to consider how
social experiences of non-normativity are produced, alleviated, and exacerbated by
changes to urban space. In dialogue with Hamraie’s question of who benefits from
increased accessibility, I ask: how does urban redevelopment make access dynamic?
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What can we learn about the queer politics of access by centering disability within an
examination of urban and environmental change? What sorts of access to urban space are
desirable and sustainable and for whom? Can urban planning, as a state project, be
motivated by non-neoliberal goals or intentionally accommodating of non-normative
social forms? How are those goals transformed by the threat of environmental crisis and
the pervasive presence of precarious environmental relations? The queer temporality of
urban transformation is produced both by policy and planning decisions and by
environmental crisis, and shapes how bodies and urban spaces are granted or refused
access to the present of cities. I consider access, like disability and queerness, as a
dynamic social and material form, as a relation between body and city in which each
continuously changes. What I hope to demonstrate is that disability studies, queer theory,
and urban and environmental history are already significantly embedded, and that
describing this embeddedness can help strengthen each field by making its strategies
available to the others.
Schuyler’s poems concretize the embeddedness between these critical
conversations through their destabilization of the figure of the flâneur, the peripatetic cismale non-disabled subject who walks the city. The flâneur has canonically been a role
based, in Martin Manalansan’s terms, on “a white heterosexual male ocular authority and
privilege,” and used as the metonym for urban involvement (42). The flâneur is often
scripted as a marginal subject, but also, as Julie Abraham indicates, as “the
“representative modern urbanite” (31). Furthermore, the city through which the flâneur
walks is a space whose urbanness is defined against the nature of non-urban places. It is
the imaginary of the pastoral that the flâneur’s experience of the city defines itself
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against. To read the city as a relation between built and non-built environments (and to
read the pastoral as reframed by human-facilitated environmental change) transforms
what a representative experience of urban space would be. Schuyler’s poems destabilize
the figure of the flâneur that is so central to the imaginary and reception of his New York
School colleagues both by viewing the city from his window, often, rather than from the
street and by attending to the atmosphere and the fog and the light that cross the borders
both of public and private space and of urban and non-urban environments.
In his article “Disabling the Flâneur,” David Serlin argues that discourses around
the flâneur as early as the 1840s and through 1980s and 1990s present the flâneur (and
revisions like the feminist flâneuse) as a fundamentally ableist figure, and premise urban
participation on compulsory non-disability. Serlin writes, “making claims for the flâneur
or the flâneuse as an agent of modern experience already presumes that the codes of
urban modernity—what really counts as urban and/or modern—are organized around
narratives of normative able-bodiedness” (199). Instead of refusing obsolescence and its
coordinate ableism as the dominant logic of urban spatial transformation, Schuyler
instead redirects it, defining it, like queerness, as an inevitable process of loss. Urban
infrastructure needs to be maintained in order to stay in the present, and to remain
accessible to the people who use it. Schuyler reads the inevitable obsolescence of the
urban built environment—changes in light and use, but also changes in the presence and
structure of buildings—to suggest that the normative expectations and uses of space that
have perpetuated obsolescence might themselves obsolesce. Additionally, reading his
work in 2021, the Manhattan of his poems is both rendered precarious by sea level rise
and beset by an atmosphere remade by the construction of the built environment Schuyler
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documents and the global economic transformation in which it participates. Schuyler’s
observations figure obsolescence as a condition of the urban built environment, resisting
its use as a selective curation of the social that removes individuals or groups from an
urban present to replicate and support normative expectations of kinship and progress.
The obsolescences Schuyler documents at once provide him space to belong to the city as
it sheds itself and signal the precarity not only of buildings slated for demolition or
communities threatened with displacement but also of the future of the city.
In his poems, Schuyler observes what I refer to as counter-obsolescences that resist
the refusal of his urban experience as a queer, neuro-disabled person. The practice of
observing counter-obsolescences requires constant re-commitment to the future that he
knows will itself disappear, rather than to the expectation of arrival at a stable present that
cannot ever come. I argue that Schuyler’s poems model a form of urban participation that
imagines access on terms that allow for the simultaneity of participation in and
observation of the built environment and the development of a queer disability poetics
that refuses social, political, and economic normativity. Schuyler’s poems are also
attentive to the precarity of the non-built environment with which the built environment
is always in relation. His counter-obsolescences at once make a place for him in
narratives of the city and identify the harm both to marginalized people and to the nonbuilt environment that the urban renewal logic of obsolescence causes. Schuyler’s urban
portraits produce a queer disability poetics that centers a non-ableist relationship to urban
experience via a counter-obsolescence that resists both the “curative imaginary” applied
to disabled subjects and what I describe below as the “urban curative imaginary” applied
to the social and material transformation of the renewal-era city. The poems indicate, as
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well, that an urban curative imaginary premised upon a static and attainable future
ignores how the non-built environment changes in the city. The qualities of light and air
as they shift in the poem suggest larger environmental changes before and after the
moment Schuyler captures.
Schuyler’s urban poems offer a counter-urbanism that rejects flâneurie and
produces an image of the city from indoors and above the ground rather than outside on
the street.35 These poems pivot away from the non-disabled expectations with which the
poetry of the New York School has been read. They also offer an exception to narratives
of queer urbanism that take the non-disabled white gay male walking in the city as its
emblematic metropolitan subject. An attention to where Schuyler looks as he engages
with urban space, most frequently from his apartment window, suggests that the view of
the city from up above and indoors centers a different sort of relationship between
people, buildings, and landscape than the flâneur’s street-level participation. But rather
than looking down, like De Certeau’s viewer atop the World Trade Center, Schuyler also
looks across, identifying urban domestic life, its built environment, and its exchange with
the non-built environment as the set of observations from which he constitutes an urban
imaginary.36 Schuyler’s detailed record of the renewal-era city resists the abstracting
large-scale impulses that are a condition of obsolescence by complicating and expanding

35

Andrew Epstein argues of Schuyler that his portraits of Manhattan from inside his apartment complicate
a binary Epstein identifies in the field of everyday life studies as the equation of the quotidian with the
urban, and the urban with the masculine. He notes of Schuyler “though he is a wonderful poet of the city,
he almost entirely eschews viewing daily life through the figure of the male, urban flaneur: the speakers of
his poems are almost never darting about the city a la Frank O’Hara or Ted Berrigan but, rather, observe
the dynamism of New York City from a stationary spot by a window” (73). While I agree with Epstein’s
estimation that Schuyler is attentive to the “dynamism of New York City,” I argue that this dynamism is
chiefly grounded in buildings and weather, and requires an attention to the planning history of the city as a
primary concern of Schuyler’s work. Additionally, Schuyler’s situated urbanism occurs as an
accommodation of his disability, not as a purely aesthetic choice.
36
See De Certeau 1984, 91-115.
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the intersecting scales of what in cities ritually disappears. As planning historian Brian
Goldstein notes of Harlem, “[u]rban renewal had long been a paternalistic, top-down
policy that viewed a community like this one as a simplified abstraction” (32). As he
looks out his window, Schuyler views the street from above. But when he sees other
people, they are on his level—in their homes while he is in his. When he is on the street,
he continues to read the city as a set of interactions between people and infrastructure. A
reading focused on the vantage point afforded by his disability accommodation joins his
social relationships and modes of looking. It also asks for a consideration of how his
embodied experience shapes how and what he sees, and how his view of the city refuses
the abstraction and obsolescences canonical to urban renewal.
III. Queer Disability Urbanisms
The name of the “New York School” belies its lean toward urbanism. The “New York”
of the name is the city, not the state, or the city’s metropolitan area. It is not even the city
but rather Manhattan as a metonym for the city. And it is Frank O’Hara’s peripatetic,
street-level New York, rather than Schuyler’s above-ground, stationary one. It is an U.S.
nationalist New York, and not the destination of immigration to the U.S. It is furthermore
a white New York, despite the fact that the city was in the midst of the Second Great
Migration and “between 1940 and 1950, 211,153 southerners settled in New York
City.”37 Another available reading is that the “New York” of its name is not even the city,
but instead a 1950s and 1960s painter-poet mostly white, mostly cis-male art scene as a
metonym for the city. It is, perhaps, the name of the “New York School” and its
connotations of youthful, non-disabled walking around the city that explain why

“Black New Yorkers, 1940-1959” Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture. New York Public
Library. https://blacknewyorkers-nypl.org/education/. Accessed 2 May 2021.
37
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scholarship on Schuyler and on other poets and painters of the New York School, has had
such a difficult time reading for all of the ways in which the artists and work involved in
the New York School are not represented by its expectations of white ableist urbanism.
To begin with, the New York School poets and their circle spent a great degree of their
social time outside of the city, at the houses and estates of friends. Their New York was
as much an idea of the city they had while living outside of it as it was composed of the
material conditions of their everyday lives in the city.38
Scholarship on Schuyler’s poetry often acknowledges the complexity of his
embeddedness within the social circles of the New York School. Schuyler operated
simultaneously as colleague and dependent, able to survive, receive medical care, and
engage in poetic production because of the financial support of Ashbery, Koch, the
painter Fairfield Porter and his wife Anne (Freely Espousing is dedicated to both of
them), and many others.39 As a white, gay cis-male poet, Schuyler has a lot in common
with O’Hara and Ashbery, and with their queer colleagues beyond the New York School.
But, as a disabled and financially precarious poet, Schuyler’s experience of the city
differed substantially from theirs.40 As a result of the differences in his experience and
subject position and the complexity of his social relationships with the other poets of the

Lehman describes the four poets’ relationship with New York as embedded in their artistic life, as he
writes, “Yet for all of them the artistic life of the city seemed to function as a stimulus and a necessary
backdrop” (19). In Lehman’s account, the New York School poets borrow from or riff off the city, but do
not considerably engage with it. Lehman eventually disavows a materialist urbanism in New York School
poetry altogether. He writes, “In the end, the New York School of poetry has less to do with the city than
with a state of mind to which the poet would like to travel” (29).
39
In the introduction to his edited selections from Schuyler’s diary, Nathan Kernan notes that the artists and
writers who provided emotional and financial support to Schuyler included the poets W.H. Auden, James
Merrill (and his partner David Jackson), and the painter Fairfield Porter (and his wife Anne).
40
As Christopher Schmidt acknowledges, “Koch and eventually Ashbery ascended to distinguished
professorships. Schuyler, meanwhile, did not maintain regular employment beyond his thirties and in his
later years was supported by a trust created by his monied friends” (91).
38
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New York School, what is singular about Schuyler’s poetry is often omitted from
descriptions of the aesthetic orientations of the New York School.41 Instead of describing
the work of O’Hara, Ashbery, and Koch and grafting those descriptions onto Schuyler’s
poetry, as commonly occurs in scholarship on the New York School, I suggest that
Schuyler’s careful materialist attention to the city provides a heuristic for reading the
New York School as a whole in order to consider the literary, as well as the theoretical,
implications of Schuyler’s attention to counter-obsolescence. Schuyler’s poems point to a
late or recently post-urban renewal Manhattan as one in which large-scale physical
transformation was central to urban life. Schuyler’s attention to the city as a dynamic
assemblage of buildings, people, light and weather can help correct for readings of other
New York School poets that flatten the city, write it off as an imagined rather than as an
observed landscape, artificially separate it from its regional geography, or otherwise
decline to notice its materiality and transformation as it is documented very clearly in the
poems. Schuyler’s descriptions of buildings concretize his relationship to a city in which
he resists disappearance by describing in the poems the disappearance of the city itself,
situating his observations as a small, queer trace in the planning historical record.
While Schuyler is remembered as a poet, novelist, and diarist, he was also an
avid amateur photographer. His photographs illustrate his interest in how buildings and
their periphery join outside and inside, and non-built and built environments. In a
sequence of undated contact sheets of photographs that Schuyler took, poets John

41

For instance, when David Lehman describes the aesthetics of the New York School, he includes
examples from everyone but Schuyler. Lehman writes, “[a] pretty good idea of the aesthetics of the New
York School could be gleaned from such works as Koch’s “The Artist,” Ashbery’s “The Painter” and
“Self-Portrait in a Convex Mirror,” and O’Hara’s ‘Memorial Day 1950” and “Why I am Not a Painter,” all
of which treat the visual arts as a kind of allegorical surrogate for poetry” (7).
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Ashbery and Kenneth Koch, painter Fairfield Porter, and the families of Koch and Porter
sit on decks, go for walks in the woods, and sprawl on lawns. In the context of the
photographs, the “New York” of the school might be better understood as regional,
spreading out across the newly built renewal-era bridge and tunnel infrastructure that
more thoroughly connected the city to its region by car, clearing and imperiling many
Black and Latinx neighborhoods in the process.42
Among these contact sheets are several that include a series of photographs of
windows. Many of these are photographs that Schuyler took from inside of a room. They
most often focus on the surface of a closed window, with the landscape out of focus in its
background. In the two contact sheets below, some of the photographs of closed windows
reveal a verdant landscape—likely the view from Fairfield Porter’s studio in Great
Spruce Head Island, Maine or his home on Long Island—and others offer the dense,
urban landscape of Manhattan. Others of the Manhattan photos are taken through an open
window, and offer a view of other buildings from a vantage point similar to that of the
poem “February,” which I discuss below. Situating Schuyler as a poet engaged in a
The purpose of renewal was to rebuild housing in “slums and blighted areas,” an expectation that Robert
Moses, who directed New York’s renewal program, interpreted generously. As a result of Moses’s pursuit
of private sector allies and his rigorous competition for federal urban renewal funding, New York City
accounted for 32 percent of all construction activity under the law between 1949 and 1961. The 16 Title I
projects that were built across the city displaced more than 28,000 households (Zipp 164). These included
the massive NYU-Bellevue hospital project, which built medical facilities and eight large apartment
buildings over a 20-year period beginning in 1959 less than a mile south of Schuyler’s primary Manhattan
residence in the late 1950s (Fried, “Bellevue South Renewal Project”). As Paul Walker argues, Robert
Moses justified the racial segregation imposed by his building projects by means of a misguided distinction
between “nature” and the city. As Walker writes, “The essentialist and escapist strands in Moses's rhetoric
and policy exemplify the nature/civilization dichotomy with which twentieth-century America was
grappling since Theodore Roosevelt began a conservation crusade. ‘Nature’ was desirable as a place to
escape the awfulness of the civilized, human-constructed city and its unnatural problems and laws. Moses's
constructed segregation emerged from a nature framework—people are naturally divided, and civilization
should be constructed to improve their natural inclinations and characteristics. From controlling the
temperature of pools to constraining how residents spent leisure time, Moses identified catalytic elements:
People needed adequate housing, people needed big highways, housing developments needed walls, races
needed separation—and he doled out this benevolence” (295).
42
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process of carefully observing the relationship between built and non-built environments
moves away from debates about the urban and the pastoral in his work to center his
embodied experience and modes of attention. The photographs demonstrate further that
Schuyler’s investment in the poems is part of a broader practice of documentation, an
orientation to locating where atmosphere and building meet such that he might situate
himself in their joining.
As Schuyler split his time between Manhattan and a number of suburban and rural
environments, he lived for most of his adult life with friends, in residential psychiatric
treatment facilities, or in an apartment, or finally, a room at the Chelsea Hotel that
belonged to or was paid for by friends and acquaintances. He rarely made decisions on
his own about where to live, or even what sort of landscape to live in, but was instead
guided by his friends’ preferences and by who had space in their home for him. Schuyler
lived in Manhattan in the 1950s and early 1960s while he wrote many of the poems in
Freely Espousing. He left Manhattan in 1961 for the painter Fairfield Porter’s house in
Southampton, on Long Island, and did not live in the city again until 1973. The
collection’s urban poems appear alongside others that consider Southampton, the nonurban landscape of the Porters’ summer home in Great Spruce Head Island, Maine, and
other urban, rural and suburban spaces. The changing assemblage of body and landscape
is a primary concern of all of the poems, a concern the photographs help articulate.
Furthermore, Schuyler’s attention to windows becomes a way of locating himself as his
setting changes. As he moves from rural to suburban to urban environments, the practice
of looking out the window at an environment that exceeds the built one that houses him is
a source of consistency.
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The first contact sheet includes a number of different series.

Image 2: James Schuyler Contact Sheets. Box 23, Folder 3. MSS 78 James Schuyler
Papers. Archive for New Poetry. Mandeville Special Collections Library, University
of California San Diego Libraries, San Diego, CA. 5 June 2018.
The top rows include photographs taken of a person standing between two room-height
windows, the glow through which contrasts with the comparative darkness of the room.
That series is followed by one focused on arrangements of small objects inside the same
domestic space. The final two rows offer views through both open and closed windows of
a street view in Manhattan. The windows are much smaller than those in the earlier series
that share the same sheet, indicating the compression of the apartment. The final row
includes additional urban window photographs, some interior photographs, and several
photographs of a doll densely surrounded by debris.
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Image 3: James Schuyler Contact Sheets. Box 23, Folder 3. MSS 78 James Schuyler
Papers. Archive for New Poetry. Mandeville Special Collections Library, University
of California San Diego Libraries, San Diego, CA. 5 June 2018.
The second contact sheet reveals similar interests as the first, but in a different
setting. The first rows include photographs of windows or their shadows, as well as
interior views, likely taken in Fairfield Porter’s painting studio in Great Spruce Head
Island, Maine. Later photographs in the series include a number of un-posed photographs
of a person tightly framed or with a non-built landscape visible in the background,
followed by other photographs of an outdoor, wooded landscape taken from both interior
and exterior vantage points.
What relates these series to one another is the relationship of window to the
landscape contained in its view. The photographs reveal Schuyler’s interest in
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documenting how the window mediates its view. The photographs taken through closed
windows send their viewers to the background of the image, beneath the window’s
surface. The landscapes visible through the windows in the photographs are both public
urban spaces and secluded non-urban spaces. The documentary project of recording how
the windows mediate the landscape for the interior viewer is integral to Schuyler’s queer
disability poetics, as he engages with the urban spaces of midtown Manhattan from his
apartment as a process of claiming his modes of participation as viable forms of urban
practice. Taken across land use types, the photographs raise questions of what is really
urban about Schuyler’s work. The photographs suggest that the city is a particularly
dense built environment, but not a fundamentally different relationship between human
mediation and non-built environments as compared to the other landscapes in which
Schuyler spends his time. Decades before scholarly and public conversations about the
Anthropocene, Schuyler suggests a queer anti-pastoral as he uses the window
photographs to refuse the idea that rural environments are any less mediated by human
activity than the city outside his Manhattan window. 43
Committed to similar forms of attention as Schuyler exhibits in the contact sheets,
Schuyler’s “window poems” detail relationships between people as well as between
buildings and the non-built environment, situating interpersonal relationships as part of a
network of urban transformation. Early in the collection, the poem “February” describes a
late winter sunset over Manhattan that Schuyler observes from his apartment window,
Writing about the queer anti-pastoral as an “ecocinematic model,” Cameron Clark describes the term as it
presents “more nonegalitarian, inhospitable, and discomforting representations of queerness within the
natural world that often struggle to achieve interpersonal or ecological connections” (212). Clark argues
that the queer anti-pastoral marks a rupture or distance in queer relationships with the natural world.
Schuyler’s poetry, however, suggests that the rupture is in the mediation of the idea of the pastoral as a
result of human activity, in which the pastoral queerly turns away from nature.
43
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from which he pivots into memory, and then revisits to continue to detail what he sees.
The poem documents a moment, as short as a minute or as long as an afternoon, seen
from Schuyler’s window, likely the window of the apartment at 326 E. 49th St that he
shared with Frank O’Hara and then lived in alone for most of the 1950s, and from which
he stages many poems in Freely Espousing.44 The poem in its entirety reads:
February
A chimney, breathing a little smoke.
The sun, I can't see
making a bit of pink
I can't quite see in the blue.
The pink of five tulips
at five p.m. on the day before March first.
The green of the tulip stems and leaves
like something I can't remember,
finding a jack-in-the-pulpit
a long time ago and far away.
Why it was December then
and the sun was on the sea
by the temples we'd gone to see.
One green wave moved in the violet sea
like the UN Building on big evenings,
green and wet
while the sky turns violet.
A few almond trees
had a few flowers, like a few snowflakes
out of the blue looking pink in the light.
A gray hush
in which the boxy trucks roll up Second Avenue
into the sky. They're just
going over the hill.
The green leaves of the tulips on my desk
like grass light on flesh,
and a green-copper steeple
and streaks of cloud beginning to glow.
I can't get over
An account statement in Schuyler’s name from the Manufacturer’s Trust Company identified his address
as c/o O’Hara 326 E. 49th Street, Apartment 37. He shared the apartment with O’Hara for much of the
1950s, often occupying it alone. (James Schuyler, Account Statement: Manufacturer’s Trust Company.
February 1959. Box 10, Folder 16. MSS 78 James Schuyler Papers. Archive for New Poetry. Mandeville
Special Collections Library, University of California San Diego Libraries, San Diego, CA. 5 June 2018.)
44
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how it all works in together
like a woman who just came to her window
and stands there filling it
jogging her baby in her arms.
She's so far off. Is it the light
that makes the baby pink?
I can see the little fists
and the rocking-horse motion of her breasts.
It's getting grayer and gold and chilly.
Two dog-size lions face each other
at the corners of a roof.
It's the yellow dust inside the tulips.
It's the shape of a tulip.
It's the water in the drinking glass the tulips are in.
It's a day like any other. (15-16)
“February” opens by looking out at a Manhattan whose soundscape is muted by its
distance floors below, “[a] gray hush / into which the boxy trucks roll up Second
Avenue” and “the UN building on big evenings” (15). The poem then pivots into a
memory of a non-urban landscape. Schuyler joins this landscape to the city outside his
window by its shared color palette. The “green wave” of that remembered coastal
landscape becomes the “green and wet” UN Building. The green of the tulip leaves on his
desk are “like grass light on flesh,” even though there is, of course, no grass in his
apartment or perhaps even visible from it. The word “green” repeats five times in the
poem. In the repetition of the word with its strong pastoral associations, Schuyler
describes not a bucolic non-urban scene, but the leaves of a flower on his desk, an office
building, his memory of a wave, and a copper steeple. Grafting the associations of
greenness onto the city, Schuyler insists on the co-presence of the non-built environment
within the cityscape he sees from his window. The non-built, coastal scene to and from
which he pivots in his description of what he can see out his window demonstrates the
continuity for Schuyler that qualities of light and air and color and plant life offer
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between built and non-built spaces that might otherwise be read as conceptually opposed.
In the later portion of the poem, the direction of Schuyler’s gaze has shifted from
trucks on the street, which he sees by looking down, to two people in an apartment,
whom he sees by lifting his gaze. “How it all works in together” might be a synonym for
what Schuyler refers to in the book’s title poem as “marriages of the atmosphere,” which
occur at precise moments of confluence. (As we learn earlier in the poem, its time of
composition is 5:00 pm on the last day in February.) As the sun sets, the presence of the
tension between full and partial light stays consistent, even as its quality changes. The
woman’s inclusion in the poem suggests that Schuyler’s exercise is to write as though he
is recording what he sees, and what it reminds him of, with the expectation that both will
change from the moment he begins composing to the moment that he is finished.
Schuyler’s exercise in “February” is to record the counter-obsolescences he also
identifies in “Freely Espousing.” Even though the built environment does not change in
the poem, its use by its human residents and its relationship to the atmosphere transforms.
Important to Schuyler’s attention to how the city continually changes is that careful
observation can always identify transformation in progress. Identifying these
transformations requires an attention to the city as an importantly environmental place.
In “February,” Schuyler comfortably sheds one assemblage of sky/building/quality
of light for another, reproducing or marrying together views of New York the way
children swinging at the same height and speed on a swingset are “married” for as long as
their swinging is synchronous. In documenting the city from the window of his building,
Schuyler creates a viable urban public, a mode of participation in urban life available to
him from his window. What is at Schuyler’s eye level is not the interactions of people on
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the street, but the interactions of buildings and light, and the actions of people within
buildings. When he addresses the reading public of a pair of lines like “I can’t get over /
how it all works in together,” it is a public both unfamiliar with Schuyler’s particular
view, and likely familiar with views of the city from other windows.
I have suggested in my reading of “Freely Espousing” that the mention of
espousal as what built and non-built environments do offered the register of nonnormative sexuality as a lens through which to read Schuyler’s environmental
description. If we considered the relationship between Schuyler and his environment, or
Schuyler, the woman, and the baby as “queer,” what would that mean? What might it say
about the form of the poem, or the nature of their relationship or encounter? As I
discussed in the introduction of this dissertation, in the introduction to Tendencies, Eve
Kosofsky Sedgwick writes of one available definition of queer that it is “the open mesh
of possibilities, gaps, overlaps, dissonances and resonances, lapses and excesses of
meaning when the constituent elements of anyone's gender, of anyone's sexuality aren't
made (or can't be made) to signify monolithically” (8). If I meant “queer” in the way that
Sedgwick describes it, it might mean that while a degree of intimacy exists between
Schuyler, the woman, and the baby, it is not possible to identify what sort of intimacy
that is, or how that intimacy constitutes the gender or sexuality of any of the people
involved in the interaction. Reading Schuyler’s environmental description as queer would
be to suggest that the kinship he identifies in the marriages of the atmosphere as they
manifest in this poem offer him an example of intimacy outside heterosexuality, or
outside intimacy between humans at all. To argue for this scene—and its record in the
poem—as queer is to argue that where one performs the constitutive acts of one’s gender
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or sexuality is always a part of how those acts are constituted. One element of what is
queered in this interaction is the relationship between public and private space. Schuyler
begins the poem by observing objects clearly in public space: a chimney, the sun. He then
shifts to view an item clearly in private space: the tulips that are revealed in the end of the
poem to be in a drinking class presumably on his writing desk, close enough for him to
see the dust on their surface, which he returns to at the end of the poem. But in his pivot
to the woman and the baby, he looks across the public atmosphere of the city to the
window of a private residence in which he sees these two people looking perhaps out at
the city, and perhaps into his apartment, or into the apartment of another person. By the
parallel structure of their positioning in their windows, Schuyler suggests a homology
between how the blur of public and private space contributes to his own gendered
signification and to that of the woman and the baby. None of these people are necessarily
confined to the domestic, but all of them are within private space, witnessing the city, but
also composing it through their view. And yet, even as they all appear in their private
residences, their privacy is interrupted by their visibility to one another. Everything we
learn about the city’s buildings and streets in the poem comes from a private vantage
point, and in this way it is private space that produces the public, that allows it to exist.
The public it produces, however, is not the sociopolitical public of street life, but a
constellation of people and elements of the built and non-built environments that raise
questions of how public and private as urban categories might be adapted to consider the
non-human elements of cities. If the private or public conditions of a space are an
element of how gender signifies, then Schuyler refuses a monolithic signification by
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refusing to constrain either himself or the woman and the baby to the private sphere
simply because they are above the street and behind a window.
As I am considering the relationship between Schuyler, the woman, the baby, and
the atmosphere as queer, what about the context of their relationship needs to be made
suitably specific so as to make “queer” in this context mean something other than “nonnormative”? How can a reading of the relationship between the three of them as “queer”
come to mean something not about a gay man looking out of his window at a woman and
a baby and seeing the baby as the Child, the icon of his denied futurity, but about the way
their relationship complicates a clear distinction between public and private space, or
about the relationship Schuyler, the woman, and the baby have in perpetuity as it turns
across the lines of the poem? And how can Schuyler’s intimacy with and attention to the
non-built environment of Manhattan, and the non-built coastal environment of his
memory, suggest a queerness that is not only a turning away from compulsory
heterosexuality, but also a turning away from readings of sexuality that privilege the
relation between humans above all of the other relations humans have with their nonhuman environments?
Within these discussions of queerness as they might relate to the poem, what is
the role of the poem itself in producing intimacy? Poet-critic Rachel Blau DuPlessis
describes what she refers to as the “eros of poesis,” the energy from which poems are
created, as “the desire to be making” in which “eros here is a work and a drive, the work
of making works” (30). DuPlessis’s eros of poesis offers for the queer poet exactly the
sort of futurity that Lee Edelman argues is foreclosed by the queer entanglement with the
death drive. He writes, “the death drive names what the queer, in order of the social, is
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called forth to figure: the negativity opposed to every form of social viability” (9).
Leaning DuPlessis’s drive against Edelman’s, the baby that Schuyler sees becomes
subsumed by the desire to create the poem. The baby continues to exist not because they
continue into childhood and adult life, but because the poem continues to be read, and in
the poem they continue to be a baby. The poem offers both Schuyler and the baby a
social viability of looking out at the city from their windows, and in that looking it offers
a futurity of reading, paused in the poem’s present.
IV. Approaches to Obsolescence
Schuyler’s descriptions of atmospheric changes in “February” and “Freely Espousing”
model what I have been describing as his interest in counter-obsolescence. Schuyler’s
counter-obsolescences resist the normalization of obsolescence as a racialized planning
practice in the city and in the cultural context of the 1950s and 1960s urban U.S. within
which he was writing. Conversations that seek to justify uneven access to the urban
present in planning documents and planning historical scholarship often use the discourse
of obsolescence, both in the urban renewal projects of the 1950s and 1960s and before
and after. Obsolescence refers to “the process or fact of becoming obsolete or outdated,
or of falling into disuse,” where obsolete refers to the state of being “no longer used or
practiced; outmoded, out of date.”45 As I describe in detail below, the logic of
obsolescence as it facilitated U.S. urban planning during and after urban renewal employs
ableist, hetero-, and cisnormative social logics that justify, through a commitment to
narratives of progress, the marginalization of people who identify within and across the
categories of queer and trans; disabled; Black, Indigenous, and of color; as single parents;

“obsolescence, n.” OED Online. March 2019. Oxford University Press. Accessed May 23rd, 2019.;
“obsolete, adj. and n.” OED Online. March 2019. Oxford University Press. Accessed May 23rd, 2019.
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and as people in poverty.46 As they negotiate and advocate for a politics of equitable
social participation, queer theory and disability studies consider a number of strategies
for opposing the logic of obsolescence. I outline three approaches here. While I describe
these approaches as distinct, I want to stress that while they differ in their emphasis, they
frequently and importantly overlap. One axis of distinction between these three
approaches is whether the approach attends primarily to access to the social or access to
built and non-built environments. In my reading of Schuyler, I focus on what I identify as
the third approach that seeks to decouple obsolescence from the pursuit of normative
progress. All three approaches note the embeddedness of built and non-built
environments and the social networks that operate within them. In my analysis I focus on
the importance both of this overlap and of their respective areas of emphasis.
A first approach advocates for the importance of access to the present for bodies
and people situated as obsolescent, or consigned to the past. Where the form of
obsolescence is the denial of participation or forced removal (from a neighborhood, but
also from normative experiences of the social), this approach advocates for continued or
improved access. Disability studies has refused the obsolescence of disabled people to
advocate both for changes to how we produce and circulate knowledge about disability
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In Obsolescence: An Architectural History (2016), historian Daniel Abramson cites a 1933 pamphlet
published by New York real estate broker Bernard London entitled Ending the Depression through
Planned Obsolescence. In the pamphlet, London calls on the federal government “to assign a lease of life to
shoes and homes and machines” (qtd in Abramson 32). To this list, Abramson adds skyscrapers, urban
districts and city plans. Abramson discusses urban obsolescence as the city-scale manifestation of the
“planned obsolescence” of 1950s American consumer culture (5). This culture of ritualized disposal,
Abramson argues, made urban renewal and its obsolescence of buildings and districts intuitive to planners
(53). However, obsolescence on the scale of the city differs from the obsolescence of commodities, as it not
only disposes of buildings and infrastructure, but also compromises and displaces the people and
communities they contain. As a building practice invested in optimizing economic gains for developers,
obsolescence values change over continuity and demolition and construction over preservation and repair
(20-21).
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and changes to the built environment. Disability scholar Rosemarie Garland-Thomson
advocates for changes to “the built and arranged space through which we navigate our
lives” to accommodate “the widest possible range of human variation” (594). She stresses
civil rights legislation as her avenue of intervention. The focus of her advocacy is ideal
forms of built environmental transformation that provide accommodation. This category
of “accommodation” necessitates access without compulsory assimilation to the
neoliberal project.
A second approach to negotiating obsolescence questions whether dominant
social and built environments can offer accommodation without assimilation. This
approach challenges structures of power that seek to determine how to conceptualize and
value the present and to question whose bodies and lives are valuable to it. Queer theory
has debated questions of access in terms of the availability and desirability of a future,
and the terms on which that future might be available. Queer theory that focuses on the
city has discussed both queer people’s instrumentalization in arguments for unequal
urban change and the policing of queer people and social practices. The denial of queer
people’s access to normative forms of social or political legibility is often resisted by
advocacy for what Lisa Duggan terms the “homonormative,” in which queers attempt to
assimilate and become visible by reproducing heteronormative conventions of marriage
and family life. As Robert McRuer explains, analyses skeptical of how neoliberalism
might “work with queerness” caution against how a politics of visibility can correlate to a
politics of assimilation. These analyses most often focus on the social rather than on the
built environment. Scholarship skeptical of access on neoliberal terms implicitly and
explicitly refuses homonormative modes of social and political participation, but also
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issues a social critique of work in urban planning that seeks to accommodate queer
people within a neoliberal project of urban redevelopment.
A third approach, the approach I focus on in this chapter, troubles obsolescence as
a necessary catalyst for urban transformation, and seeks to focus equally on social, built,
and non-built environments. It considers how to use obsolescence as a strategy such that
normative structures rather than marginalized people become its focus, while
acknowledging the growing risk of environmental harm that continuously changes the
physical landscape on which resistance occurs. Many social practices that resist
normative and assimilationist logics continue and will continue to take place in built
environments designed to accommodate people and behaviors that correspond to those
normative logics. These resistant practices will also continue to take place in built
environments threatened and affected by toxicity, environmental catastrophe, and
inequitable access to non-toxic air, water, and food. Queer and disability theorists
regularly refuse the structures of marriage and child-rearing as constitutive of social and
political legibility, while continuing to advocate for accessible subways, sidewalks, and
public buildings, and non-toxic air, clean water, and food sovereignty. At the same time,
the decay, neglect, and uneven transformation of urban built environments creates a
physical, social, and environmental experience of non-normativity for many people who
do not identify as “queer.” In addition to describing non-normative sexualities, queerness
also can index a general feeling of social alienation from any locally dominant group or
social practice, normative or non-normative, what disability scholar and activist Eli Clare
describes as feeling “queer in the queer community” (42). Such a feeling can be produced
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by different social or language norms, as well as entrenched racial or ableist bias, or
divergent expectations of access to capital, material, or environmental resources.
The logic of obsolescence has been used to imagine a unified future that anticipates
urban spaces that are the catalyst and the setting for socially and economically legible and
productive lives, while ignoring the environmental harm caused by resource intensive
demolition and construction projects. Obsolescence was the dominant planning logic of
the urban renewal-era New York in which Schuyler wrote the poems in Freely Espousing
between 1951 and the late 1960s. The legacy of these approaches to urban planning and
policy map onto urban space what Alison Kafer defines as a “curative imaginary” that
situates compulsory able-bodiedness as the foundation of its nominal inclusivity of
disabled people. As she explains:
Futurity has often been framed in curative terms, a time frame that casts
disabled people (as) out of time, or as obstacles to the arc of progress. In
our disabled state, we are not part of the dominant narratives of progress,
but once rehabilitated, normalized, and hopefully cured, we play a starring
role: the sign of progress, the proof of development, the triumph over the
mind or body. (28)
Obsolescence as an approach to urban planning facilitates what I refer to as an “urban
curative imaginary,” which joins the normalization of deviant urban spaces to the
rehabilitation of bodies marked as deviant for their deferral from a performance of legible
social and economic normativity.
Theorizing the urban curative imaginary requires both contributions from queer
theory and from urban and planning history, and draws out similarities between these two
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modes of analysis, as I explore in more detail below. Specifically, queer temporality
shares with urban obsolescence the ability to be a container for all sorts of strained and
non-normative temporalities, and for the spatial contexts they are produced by and
produce. In its development as a discourse, queer temporality has posited a number of
relationships between past, present and future. These models include Edelman’s “no
future” and his disavowal of queer futurity, and José Esteban Muñoz’s “future in the
present,” as well as Elizabeth Freeman’s “pull of the past on the present” and Karen
Tongson’s “seemingly atemporal opting out of the past, present, and future altogether.” 47
Together, they offer a set of strategies for addressing how queer lives resist teleologies on
the physical scale of the body, and on the temporal scales of the quotidian and the
lifetime. They also identify the external control of time as a primary means of producing
and enforcing normative social expectations, curating experiences of time for populations
that exceed those who identify as queer. Reading these variously flexible temporalities
also suggests how queer relationships to time are made both newly relevant and helpful
as environmental transformation collapses and reworks any conception of a stable or
predictable future.
In this literature, time is construed as variously in dialogue with and necessarily
separate from space. Elizabeth Freeman focuses on non-sequential time that “is crucial to

Muñoz borrows the language of “the future in the present” from C.L.R. James and argues that “[t]o call
for this notion of the future in the present is to summon a refunctioned notion of utopia in the service of a
subaltern politics” (49). He constructs a model of “queer futurity” in direct resistance to Edelman. Muñoz
explains that theorizing the future from the material conditions of the present allows an “actually existing
queer reality” that takes shape in the present to signal a utopian reading that affords “a kernel of political
possibility within a stultifying heterosexual present” (49). Freeman does not address the future directly in
her writing in Time Binds: Queer Temporalities, Queer Histories (2010) on “temporal drag,” (62) but in
Relocations: Queer Suburban Imaginaries (2011), Tongson uses Freeman’s “temporal drag” to think about
how conceptions of pastness and queer futurity merge and overlap in the suburban landscape of
California’s Inland Empire (133).
47
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revitalizing a queer politics and theory that until fairly recently has focused more on
space than on time” and even on reading “time rather than just space” (3, 126). By
contrast, Jack Halberstam references specific material histories to identify queer space
and time as inseparable.48 Halberstam notes that queer temporality arose as a result of gay
and other queer lives ruptured in the “shadow of an epidemic” (3). Moving from the early
era of AIDS to the conceptual affordances of queer space and time, Halberstam argues,
“[a] ‘queer’ adjustment in the way in which we think about time, in fact, requires and
produces new conceptions of space” (6). Halberstam goes on to describe “queer space” as
referring “to the place-making practices within postmodernism in which queer people
engage” and adds, “it also describes the new understandings of space enabled by the
production of queer counterpublics” (6). Halberstam recognizes that queer people’s
interactions with physical space reveal otherwise invisible aspects of how those spaces
behave, and he also gestures toward the utility of reading specific spaces as distinct from
reading spatialized human networks. But considering “place-making practices” broadly is
still separate from reading the specific interactions between individuals and the dynamic
built and non-built environments where they live. 49 Reading the material transformation
of cities helps elucidate how that transformation produces queer experiences of space and
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One project of queer space for Halberstam is accounting for the shortcomings of postmodern geography
that situate discussions of space in terms that occlude the lives of queers. He argues in the introduction to In
a Queer Time and Place: Transgender Bodies, Subcultural Lives, “queer work on sexuality and space, like
queer work on sexuality and time, has had to respond to canonical work on ‘postmodern geography’ by
Edward Soja, Fredric Jameson, David Harvey, and others that has actively excluded sexuality and as a
category for analysis precisely because desire has been cast by neo-Marxists as part of a ludic body politics
that obstructs the ‘real’ work of activism” (5).
49
Readings of queer relationships to the built environment are especially important in light of the fact that
readings of metronormative gay men as indicative of all queers regularly overlook queer populations
including lesbians, trans and gender non-conforming people, queers of color and disabled queers who
experience poverty at much higher rates than white, able-bodied cisgender gay men, and who are less likely
to be able to live in desirable or central urban areas.
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time. This reading asks resolutely un-queer scholarship in urban and planning history to
recognize the range of relationships to time facilitated by the uneven transformation of
the urban built environment. Just as a focus on the material systems of cities helps
contextualize the production of queer space and time, applying a queer focus on space
and time to built environments transformed by urban renewal identifies that a legible
performance of normativity is inaccessible on streets and in neighborhoods with damaged
or decaying buildings, pavement and utilities, or compromised access to basic resources
like food, water and transportation. This reading requires a focus on smaller cities, an
important project outside the scope of this dissertation, and focus on unequal resource
access and relationships to redevelopment in the non-metropolitan areas of large cities. 50
Schuyler’s participation in urban life from within his apartment helps complicate
arguments about queerness, disability, visibility and the urban present. Historian

A feature article in New York Times Magazine in June 2017 entitled “America’s Hidden H.I.V.
Epidemic,” on the disproportionate rate of black queer and trans people with H.I.V., exemplifies many of
the difficulties presented by using received metronormative narratives of queer urban life to represent
inequality within queer urban communities even as it usefully profiles queer care networks in and outside
the small, largely impoverished city of Jackson, Mississippi. Early in the article, author Linda
Villarosa makes a distinction between the previous relevance of a metronormative geography of H.I.V. and
a narrative of its current geography. Villarosa writes, “In cities like New York and San Francisco, once
ground zero for the AIDS epidemic, the virus is no longer a death sentence, and rates of infection have
plummeted.” Against this narrative, she argues, “in certain pockets of the country, unknown to most
Americans, H.I.V. is still ravaging communities at staggering rates. She goes on to include examples from
a number of non-metropolitan areas mostly within, and also outside, Jackson. Villarosa profiles care worker
Cedric Sturdevant, whose discourse about available forms of H.I.V. treatment suggests his belief in the
perceived evenness of available resources in large cities, even as he notes their absence in the Jackson area.
He says of one patient who lives outside of Jackson, “there is no Gay Men’s Health Crisis for him to visit
in his small town, as there would be if he lived in New York.” Villarosa continues this homology between
large cities and the metronormative as she writes, “[a]s the center of the epidemic has moved from New
York and San Francisco to the smaller cities in the South, and from gay white men of means to poorer
people of color, L.G.B.T. advocacy and fund-raising has shifted to marriage equality.” Villarosa
problematically suggests that the end of a white queer AIDS pandemic in the U.S. is synonymous with its
move to smaller cities, even though queer communities of color in large cities, including New York, have
significant H.I.V infection rates. Both the pandemic Villarosa describes and Mr. Sturdevant’s
representation of his own experience and his perception of the resources available in other cities points to
the necessity of new narratives that focus on the unevenness of urban experience and queer lives in the
cities that have historically been central to images of queer urbanism in the U.S.
50
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Christina Hanhardt explains that an increased visibility of queer life and of white, gay,
metronormative men as its symbol was understood as an invitation to violence (221). But,
the other side of equating metropolitan visibility with a public understanding of queerness
suggests that a non-metropolitan urbanism like Schuyler’s runs the risk of not being
coded as queer at all. So, if you walk in different neighborhoods, or at a different pace, or
at another time of day, or if you do not or cannot walk, your body, even a white, gay cismale body, can be less likely to code as part of a queer collectivity, even as it differently
assumes the danger of being visible. Because Schuyler’s disabled body does not code in
the city as metropolitan, he is less likely to be legible as participating in a collective,
queer presentation. Schuyler’s troubling of a curative imaginary presents a model for
interrogating the co-constitution of disability, queerness and urban space.
A connection between queer and urban theories of the city belies a link between
queer and queered people and the urban built environment itself. Since the rise of the
large-scale clearance strategies of urban renewal in the aftermath of World War II, queer
urban populations have shared with their cities a precarious and uneven relationship to
the present. Reading urban and planning history alongside work in queer temporality
reveals that an interest in the instability of past, present and future describes the temporal
orientation of both the city planning ideology of obsolescence and the concerns of queer
time. In Obsolescence: An Architectural History (2016), planning historian Daniel
Abramson discusses urban obsolescence as the city-scale manifestation of the “planned
obsolescence” of 1950s American consumer culture (5). This culture of ritualized
disposal, Abramson argues, made urban renewal and its obsolescence of buildings and
districts intuitive to planners (53). However, obsolescence on the scale of the city differs
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from the obsolescence of commodities, as it not only disposes of buildings and
infrastructure, but also compromises and displaces the people and communities they
contain. As a building practice invested in optimizing economic gains for developers,
obsolescence values change over continuity, and demolition and construction over
preservation and repair (20-21).51 The rise of urban obsolescence challenged the idea that
architecture is forever, and that the past, present, and future of cities exist in clear and
stable relation to one another.
The language with which Abramson describes his interest in temporal fluidity
closely echoes that of debates about temporality in queer theory. Abramson suggests that
the discourse of obsolescence “signaled a district’s irrelevance to the present moment,” a
condition of being condemned to the past and refused the present that rhymes with queer
theorist Elizabeth Freeman’s “temporal drag” (Abramson 52; Freeman, 62). Freeman
explains that for queer subjects, the experience of temporal drag manifests as
“retrogression, delay, and the pull of the past on the present.” Abramson addresses what
could be called an urban temporal drag as he discusses the “polytemporal” nature of
urban time. He writes, “the architectural history of obsolescence teaches us about
polytemporality. We live in an age of both obsolescence and sustainability, past and
present all at once” (148). He notes of polytemporality in language that reflects
Freeman’s, “it is a static snapshot describing a single moment’s complexity that
implicitly suggests a process of cumulative change rather than rupture, the past
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Abramson notes that the rate and scale of urban obsolescence were enabled by tax allowances for
obsolescence, beginning with the enactment of U.S. federal income tax in 1909, and extended by a 1931
Bureau of Internal Revenue report that publicized the Income Tax. Depreciation and Obsolescence
Revenue Act of 1928. This act set the expected life of skyscrapers at 30 years, encouraging developers to
collect their depreciation allowance and demolish the buildings (29, 162). As Abramson explains, “The
higher the rate of depreciation allowed, the less income would have to be reported; thus, less tax would be
paid, and owners would keep more of their money” (20-21).
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continuing into the present” (148). Abramson’s attention to the appearance of the past in
the present belies a reading of obsolescence as a selectively foreclosed futurity, a subject
of tremendous importance to queer theory’s modeling of temporality. He argues,
“[o]bsolescence teaches letting go of the past—for worse and for better. Obsolescence
might also tutor us to relinquish the future, too” (147). Rather than imagining buildings
and urban environments as structures built in the present with the expectation of
endurance, Abramson advocates for a temporal orientation to urban space that echoes
Schuyler’s as it understands that buildings and cities, like bodies, will decay. His
skepticism about obsolescence as an “attempt to discipline time and idealize its shape”
results in his temporary espousing of a position that echoes queer theorist Lee Edelman’s
advocacy for queerness as what turns away from the future (Abramson 139). Edelman
argues of queerness that “the queer comes to figure the bar to every realization of
futurity, the resistance, internal to the social, to every social structure or form” (4).
Abramson’s call to “relinquish the future” hews closely to Carla Freccero’s reframing of
Edelman’s argument, which encourages queers to “fuck [it]” (322).
Despite this similarity, Abramson and Edelman address the foreclosure of very
different scales of futures. Edelman argues that the concept of the future is bound up in
reproductive futurism and compulsory heterosexuality such that queerness must refuse
any future, as the idea of a future is always already heterosexual, concentrated in the
figure of the Child, a position refuted variously by subsequent work in queer theory. 52
Edelman’s refusal of the future does not consider, however, that queer subjects are
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See, for instance: Alison Kafer, Feminist, Queer, Crip (2013), José Esteban Muñoz, Cruising Utopia:
The Then and There of Queer Futurity (2009), Shaka McGlotten, Virtual Intimacies: Media, Affect, and
Queer Sociality (2013), and Kathryn Bond Stockton, The Queer Child, or Growing Sideways in the
Twentieth Century (2009).
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unevenly refused a future by means of their race, their ability, their class status, their
education, their gender, by where they live, and by the existential threat posed by climate
change. This, a queer refusal of the future, must meet for each subject the various refusals
they already receive. Edelman’s provocation is that “queerness names the side of those
not fighting for the children” (3, emphasis in original). Does that make queer the urban
residents fighting instead to keep their homes or resist displacement? Does that make the
population of an entire city threatened by drought or sea level rise queer? In context
where the fight is not “for the children” but for basic survival, what does queerness
become? And what about fights for the future on larger scales—those that take the future
of the city or the planet, rather than the future of the Child, as their locus? Below I
consider how the fight for the Child is always bound up, in an urban context, with the
fight for the city. The relationship between these projects sets urban residents, (mostly
residents of color) who have been displaced by clearance purportedly in service of the
city’s future, in dialogue with queer subjects refused access to a future organized around
the Child.53
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The question of how to represent homologies between and among deviances marked in terms of
queerness and in terms of race is central to current work in queer studies on urban space, violence, and
mourning. The central challenge in this work is to represent overlapping and similar forms of alterity
without identifying a coalition under the sign of deviance that suggests a degree of evenness that overlooks
the class-based, gendered, racial and ability-based privileges specific to particular individuals and groups.
In an effort to identify shared experiences of mourning in Manila, New York, and Orlando in a recent
reflection on the one-year anniversary of the 2016 Pulse nightclub shooting, Martin Manalansan writes “I
think of the number of people whose lives were cut short and whose lifeless bodies were scattered like
awkward pietas in the various rooms of the Pulse nightclub a year ago. And how days after the shootings,
these unfortunate Orlando denizens were already painted as deviants, deserving of the terror and their
unfortunate endings much like those of Eric Garner in my home city of New York and nameless others in
Manila’s war on drugs” (44, emphasis in original). A queer reading of the transformation of the city’s built
environment seeks to identify a link between the violent loss of urban spaces and the violent loss of their
residents. This reading identifies built environmental and social loss as inextricable from one another, while
drawing distinctions between the particular conditions under which those specific violent losses have
occurred.
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Schuyler’s poem “December,” finds him on the street in Midtown Manhattan, and
is therefore unusual among the poems in Freely Espousing. Schuyler, reflecting on
having watched the Christmas tree go up in Rockefeller Center that morning, goes on to
wander the city as a gay, neurodisabled anti-flâneur: accompanied by a young girl and
delighted by but uninterested in touching most of what he encounters (33). His is a city of
views and exchanges composed of what almost happened, an almost that is not only
adequate, but singularly appealing:
The giant Norway spruce from Podunk, its lower branches bound,
this morning was reared into place at Rockefeller Center.
I thought I saw a cold blue dusty light sough in its boughs
the way other years the wind thrashing at the giant ornaments
recalled other years and Christmas trees more homey.
Each December! I always think I hate “the over-commercialized event”
and then bells ring, or tiny light bulbs wink above the entrance
to Bonwit Teller or Katherine going on five wants to look at all
the empty sample gift-wrapped boxes up Fifth Avenue in swank shops
and how can I help falling in love? A calm secret exultation
of the spirit that tastes like Sealtest eggnog, made from milk solids,
Vanillin, artificial rum flavoring; a milky impulse to kiss and be friends
It’s like what George and I were talking about, the East West
Coast divide: Californians need to do a thing to enjoy it.
A smile in the street may be loads! you don’t have to undress everybody.
“You didn’t visit the Alps?”
“No, but I saw from the train they were black
and streaked with snow.”
Having and giving but also catching glimpses
hints that are revelations: to have been so happy is a promise
and if it isn’t kept that doesn’t matter. It may snow
falling softly on lashes of eyes you love and a cold cheek
grow warm next to your own in hushed dark familial December. (33)
In the first two lines of the poem, the presence of the tree draws together the international
(Norway) with nameless rural (Podunk) and urban commercial locus (Rockefeller
Center). The way the tree gets to Rockefeller Center is by being “reared into place,”
raised like a building. The third, fourth and fifth lines expand upon the physical presence
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of the tree, but the sixth pivots to consider the tree as a synecdoche for the Christmas
season. Felled and transported from its rural context (Podunk) to midtown Manhattan, the
tree ceases to have the futurity of a healthy, live evergreen, and becomes instead
coterminous with the event of its display. Its obsolescence as a living thing creates the
conditions for its performance as spectacle within the context of the commercial
trappings of the Christmas holiday. As the tree is displayed in the public space of
Rockefeller Center, Schuyler’s expectation is that it is bound up in the commercial
procedure of Christmas shopping (and, perhaps in the commercial procedure of
tourism—the privilege of watching other people engage in their Christmas shopping in
and around Rockefeller Center).
Schuyler’s participation is one of viewership, and in his viewership Schuyler
refuses to be obsolescent to Rockefeller Center because he does not fit within a
heteronormative family model and does not have the financial capital to participate in
Christmas shopping. The practice of viewership becomes appealing presumably because
of the enthusiasm of “Katherine going on five,” who is delighted by the eventness of the
activity in the street.54 Upon Katherine’s appearance, the city shifts from being the focus
of the poem to being the frame that occasions an interpersonal relation, turning the
poem’s wide opening toward its eventual final moment, which is neither clearly public
nor private. The adjectives that modify the closing of “December” (both the poem’s title
and its final word, as though completing the poem occasioned its recommencement)
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Katherine is likely Katherine Koch, the child of Kenneth Koch, the fellow New York School poet. See
the essay “Love and Irony: Postcards from a Child of the New York School” in Hanging Loose, Issue 102
(2013) for Katherine Koch’s discussion of her childhood relationship to Schuyler and other members of the
New York School.
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suggest indoor, domestic space: “hushed, dark, familial.” And yet snow falls softly on
lashes in the previous line. Cold cheeks grow warm around the turn of the line, as the
presence of another person shifts the location of the poem’s activity to make its space feel
private, complicating the twin polarities of private-public and indoor-outdoor. That
complication exemplifies what David Serlin notes of a disability critique of the flâneur,
“[p]erhaps the willful exclusion of disabled bodies from the literature on flânerie has
something to do with how the embodied experience of disability challenges and even
thwarts cultural expectations of the firm division between public and private spheres”
(200). Exceeding a division between public and private also produces an experience of
gender and sexuality that exceeds a singular signification, as Sedgwick notes of
queerness. Schuyler often rejects walking in the city by writing urban poems from his
apartment. Here, he rejects it by participating and observing on the street level. He rejects
received divisions and behaviors associated with public life, rather than entirely refusing
the public in favor of the private. He also reminds us of something important about cities:
that they are composed mostly of people moving through space outside of a
heteronormative family form. While the planned imaginary of urban life often anticipates
heterosexual people and families, the dense urban commercial street itself is designed for
people moving through space alone. While rejecting the ableist expectations of the
flâneur, Schuyler draws attention to the queer potential of a space in which many
people’s gender and sexuality cannot be made to signify monolithically because they are
alone among a dense network of other people to whom they are in constantly shifting
relation as they move through urban space.
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Schuyler puts further pressure on the queer potential of navigating the city by
describing the uneven texture of urban time. Within the events that begin and end the
poem—the rearing of the tree and the hushed, dark warming of cheeks—is Schuyler’s
counter-obsolescence in the form of a repeated willingness to let moments pass. The
lines, “to be so happy is a promise and if it isn’t kept it doesn’t matter,” modify the
recurring temporality of the poem’s earlier scenes. The unimportance of keeping the
promise suggests that Schuyler is more interested in an individual experience than its
duration, futurity, or iterability, a present that sidelines the question of a stable future. His
nonchalance about the promise’s keeping has in common with the fading light in
“February” a crowding of past and future into the present. In both poems, the moment the
poem describes stands in as a metonym for the whole month. The poems together
compose a queer calendar that describes the texture of how time felt as it passed, where
some moments remain forever in the poems and most others disappear. Linear time on
the scale of the year is bound up in the normative family as the primary audience of the
annual tradition and the Christmas season, which pivots around the enthusiasm of
children. Because Schuyler is outside of that familial frame, or its echo in the frame of
the couple, to expect or await the return of a positive association with Christmas is to lick
the stamp of his refusal on the grounds of normative temporality. Expecting to hate it, he
gets to be delighted on his own queer terms, as he is by his queer kinship with Katherine,
and to trace in the poem the contours of the way time feels.
Reading for how the transformation of the built environment makes access
dynamic reveals the competing forms of obsolescence of which both queers and urban
districts find themselves on either side. One form of obsolescence deletes the past from
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the fabric of the city’s built environment by replacing old buildings or parks or
neighborhoods with new ones. The other permits decline to define a neighborhood—its
built environment coming under the sign of pastness. These two forms often overlap.
Gentrification, for instance, on which queers find themselves on both sides, is often
produced at the meeting of the two. The challenge for a queer method of reading urban
and environmental change that also accounts for experiences of disability is to negotiate
how the built and non-built environments of cities need to change in order to make urban
spaces accessible. At the same time, it also must consider how the social and political
transformation that can both catalyze and accompany these forms of material
transformation risks subsuming the accommodation of queer and disabled people within a
neoliberal pro-gentrification argument.
Following Schuyler’s reading of the renewal-era city suggests the usefulness of
reading for the sociopolitical effects of small and large-scale urban transformation on the
terms of access in the contemporary city to argue for queer urban life beyond the patterns
and systems of gay gentrification. Extrapolating from Schuyler imagines a queer
disability critique that acknowledges the small and large shifts in the material realities of
queer and disabled lives as a key focus of materialist queer and disability scholarship. A
critical attention to the material realities of urban change concretizes queer time and
space as a set of relationships between queer and disabled people and changing built
environments. The constant transformation of the urban built environment is
characterized by the sort of cyclical, non-sequential pastness that is a hallmark of queer
affective and temporal structures as indicated by Elizabeth Freeman and others. Queer
time is produced within the appearance and reappearance of the past in the urban built
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and non-built environments in which queer and disabled people and communities have
lived and continue to live.
V. The Urban Curative Imaginary
I have suggested in this chapter that Schuyler's poems help us to consider how reading
access on the scale of the city offers a productive vantage point on the sorts of small and
large changes that occur within the built environment. My interest has been in arguing
that efforts to make spaces more accessible for the range of people who use them need to
account for the fact that urban space is dynamic and that access is too. I close the chapter
by offering another take on the relationship between disability and urban transformation,
another meeting of body and city scales staged by the language of illness and disability as
it is used to describe cities as though they were bodies in a city-scale version of Alison
Kafer’s curative imaginary. I posit that reading urban and queer disability studies
together reveals that urban and environmental change require access to itself be dynamic.
But it also reveals that the body-scale normativizing impulse that frames disabled people
as in Kafer's words “obstacles to the arc of progress” appears on the city-scale to justify
clearance and displacement (28).
In disability studies, what appears under the normative sign of progress is the
ableist will for a curative future. In studies of urban renewal, the demolition that
destroyed more than 7 million dwelling units in the U.S. over a 30-year period was
motivated by a similar normativizing impulse towards progress. As planning historian
Francesca Russello Ammon argues, the study of urban renewal is the study of “how the
nation came to embrace and implement widespread destruction as a means of achieving
progress” (3). Ammon explains that the urban development, clearance and construction
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program inaugurated by Title I of the Housing Act of 1949 and formally introduced as
urban renewal by the Housing Act of 1954 was a primary catalyst for many of these
projects. While she describes the destruction that occurred in urban spaces under the
auspices of urban renewal as “widespread,” she also notes that “[n]ationwide, 60 percent
of residents relocated by urban renewal were non-white” (13).55 In addition to noting the
racial disparities of urban renewal, she argues that “[c]learance also implicitly targeted
sexual minorities including lesbians and gay men, through demolition of the
neighborhoods and hotels that housed many of these nontraditional households. Lowincome single mothers suffered a similar fate” (14). Ammon identifies the practice of
conflating demolition and progress and the social normativity that catalyzed it as the
“culture of clearance.” She recognizes a homologous precarity across lines of class, race,
gender, and sexuality, which argues that experiences of disability and urban poverty often
overlap and intensify one another, and correlate to precarious relationships to resource
access in urban space. The cohort of urban residents that Ammon argues were most
affected by urban renewal rhymes with the potential contributors to a queer coalition
politics that Cathy Cohen identifies as unevenly sharing an experience of dispossession.
The connection Ammon draws between single motherhood, poverty, race, and
queerness as forms of precarity in relation to displacement suggests that the refusal of
urban futures requires reading across identity categories. This reading requires us to ask:
what do experiences of displacement have in common? How are they different? Does
clearance always mark those forced from their homes as deviant? Is it useful or
problematic to read that deviance as queerness? Does clearance always make an
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According to the 1960 U.S. census, people of color made up 11.2% of the population (Table 44, 1960
United States Census).
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argument about who is and who is not a part of the imagined future of a lot, a
neighborhood, or a city? In what ways do conversations in queer theory about nonnormative experiences of time as a condition of queerness (and queerness as
constitutively urban) connect to conversations in urban and planning history about a
denial of social futurity as a condition of urban displacement? Ammon argues that the
fate of queers, together with others who experience social and infrastructural alterity, is to
disproportionately suffer displacement that denies them participation in or relevance to
the future of their neighborhoods.
Lee Edelman argues that “the fate of the queer is to figure the fate that cuts the
thread of futurity” (30). Edelman’s argument occurs at the scale of the queer individual.
At the scale of the city, it is the clearance or demolition project that cuts the thread. In
addition to providing scalar corollaries to one another, these readings also differ in their
arguments for the refused subject’s agential relationship to the future. Edelman argues
that it is the responsibility of the queer to refuse a future already refused to them. Alison
Kafer argues that for the disabled subject, the curative imaginary denies access to the
future by imagining progress as compulsory non-disability. At the city-scale, the removal
of deviant bodies and deviant buildings via renewal projects suggest an urban curative
imaginary, in which clearance is in the service of a viable urban future that is necessarily
heterosexual white, ableist, and masculinist, and entangles land clearance with the
disproportionate removal of residents for whom such a future is unavailable. 56
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Ammon, Edelman and Kafer all focus on the figure of the Child as the symbol of a future reproduced
either by procreation or by demolition and construction. Edelman situates the queer as definitionally
antithetical to the Child as the icon of futurity. Reading the figure of the Child as it is bound up with the
destruction of the built environment, Ammon argues that the iconography of the bulldozer reinforced a
vision of white compulsory heterosexuality in which white, male children were interpellated. She identifies
“bulldozer books,” children’s literature that promoted clearance, as one of this interpellation’s primary
modes. She writes, “[t]hese works promoted clearance as technological progress and put a friendly,
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Edelman, Kafer and Ammon agree that the image of a unified imaginary is
produced and supported via cultural representation. Of the bulldozer operator, Ammon
argues:
[i]n photography and fiction, the bulldozer operator became a new version
of the American cowboy. He was strong, handsome, and white; and he
controlled a mighty beast. Blighted urban neighborhoods and
untrammeled rural landscapes were the new frontier, and he conquered
them with reckless (but not “wreckless”) abandon. (14)
As a form of urban cultural representation, Schuyler’s poetic engagement with renewalera Manhattan as a queer, disabled poet functions as a scalar shifter between the
individual and the city, weaving the web between Ammon’s city-scale and Edelman and
Kafer’s body-scale considerations of deviance, loss, and access to or interest in futurity.
Using Schuyler’s polyscalar attention to read the relationship between queer and
disability futures, the curative imaginary, and urban renewal suggests two interrelated
considerations. The first, with which I began this section, asks for a reading of queer and

masculine, patriotic face on otherwise violent acts” (8). The Child, in the imagined audience of the
bulldozer books, is the white male child whose compulsory heterosexuality is expressed primarily through
his compulsory destruction of the built environment. Equating both the Child and the demolition project
with futurity suggests the expectation of a future inaccessible to anyone other than heteronormative, white,
middle-class Americans. In other words, in the bulldozer books, the future of the white, male Child is an
image of progress because it connotes demolition. Alison Kafer argues of Edelman’s Child, “The Child
through whom legacies are passed down is, without doubt, able-bodied/able-minded” (29). Situating
Edelman’s argument in the context of large-scale clearance suggests the pervasiveness of a curative
imaginary as it is applied both to people and to the built environment. On the scale of the city, Edelman’s
Child almost certainly facilitates demolition rather than being displaced by it. Edelman’s Child is unafraid
of neighborhood violence, a child in whose name “safety” and its attendant projects are pursued (from
policies targeting public sex to the construction of developments of suburban-style single family homes
within and outside the city). Reading Edelman’s Child in the context of the narratives of urban renewal also
suggests that queers are not the only ones who resist a future of the sort that the Child might symbolize.
Straight families with children who are removed by clearance and demolition are both participating in a
child-focused heterosexuality and are simultaneously refused from the future of the city. The Child that is
the symbol of a unified imaginary is not their child.
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disability futures clarified by the transformation of urban renewal. The other asks for a
reconsideration of the clearance projects of urban renewal on the terms of queer disability
scholarship, which I will explore in closing through a consideration of the demolition of
Manhattan’s San Juan Hill neighborhood in the early 1960s, one of the largest urban
renewal demolition projects in Manhattan, which occurred blocks from Schuyler’s
apartment.
The San Juan Hill neighborhood was demolished in the early 1960s to clear the
area that would become Manhattan’s Lincoln Center. The construction of Lincoln Center,
and the demolition that preceded it, was one of the most visible of the urban renewal
projects that took place in New York. Of the more than 5,000 households displaced by
the demolition that preceded the Lincoln Center project, just over half were rehoused in
Manhattan, and only 10 percent were housed in New York City Housing Authority
projects (Zipp 240-1). These demolition projects together were reshaping areas of the city
and forcing thousands of residents from their homes, just as Schuyler himself was leaving
the city in 1961.
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Image 4: Eddie Hausner, “Lincoln Center Then and Now,” (slideshow), The New
York Times. 16 September 2008.
https://www.nytimes.com/slideshow/2008/09/17/arts/20080917_LINC_SLIDESHOW
_index/s/7linc-slide2.html
This photograph, which depicts the demolition of the former San Juan Hill neighborhood,
was taken by the photographer Eddie Hausner and appeared in the New York Times in
1959. In the foreground, a demolition crane shatters the upper floor of a factory building.
The set of windows closest to the crane are suspended, hanging at an angle from the rest
of the building. A large pile of rubble surrounds the immediate demolition site, indicating
that this is the final building in the immediate vicinity to be demolished. Clouds of dust
fill the air below the vantage point of the photograph, which is well above the street. In
the background of the photograph, brownstone row homes, many of which have boarded
windows, await demolition. The shadows of more recently constructed, taller buildings
appear in the upper right. The enormity of the construction site suggests the increased
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scale of the Lincoln Center project against the backdrop of the compressed brownstone
houses.
A large-scale demolition project, like that of the San Juan Hill neighborhood,
complicates Edelman’s “fantasy of imaginary unity” by identifying an instantiation of
such a fantasy in its material context. While urban renewal is bound up in a future that
favors the Child and the expectations of compulsory heterosexuality, that future is in no
way unified or universal. The rupture created by demolition projects, like the one in
Hausner’s photograph, underscores the selective availability of a futurity offered by
renewal, and the destruction necessary to realize the projects in which that futurity
inheres. The thousands of displaced households, like San Juan Hill itself, are the subjects
of a curative imaginary, applied both to the land, and to its former residents, particularly
those who were rehoused in public housing projects and were subject to expectations of
normative family life as a form of enforced “improvement.” 57
The urban curative imaginary of the Lincoln Center project appeared not only in
its public narratives of improvement and progress, but also in analogies that suggested
clearance as a medicalization of urban space and a comparison of body and city. Lincoln
Center construction director Otto Nelson identified the demolition of the area as a
“‘painful surgery’ that ‘a virile and vast program of urban renewal’ would bring to
Manhattan” (qtd in Zipp 159). The urban curative imaginary of the Lincoln Center
project figures not only the improvement of land use and amenities through the

U.S. public housing historian Lawrence Vale argues that “the urban design politics of public housing
offers a promise of moral redemption” and later that “[p]ublic housing projects in the United States, when
built, were arguably the nation's single greatest effort at social engineering” (333). He identifies public
housing in the U.S. not as an effort to provide housing, but as an effort to perpetuate a shared narrative of
futurity, often in the process excluding residents of housing projects from a viable conception of a social
future.
57
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displacement of thousands of households, but also the connotation that improvement is a
process of masculinization, a “virile and vast program” of renewal. The language of
illness and its eradication is pervasive across urban renewal discourse, scaling a curative
imaginary to the city personified as a large body being remedied by planners-as-surgeons.
Sites of disinvestment targeted by renewal were frequently referred to generally as blight,
a term that grafts both plant and human metaphors of infection onto the urban built
environment.58 Both the medicalization of urban space and the metaphorics of blight
suggest the necessity of reading the representation of renewal across scales.
Representations of the city by planners and others working on renewal projects relied on
the smaller scales of humans and plants to describe the processes of renewal. Scaling
Kafer’s curative imaginary to the scope of the city suggests that theoretical modes of
reading the body might be used productively to meet the city, a space whose language of
representation is always already polyscalar.
Schuyler’s attention in the poems to a vantage on urban transformation available
to him as a queer, disabled urban resident intertwines the body and city scales of urban
renewal. The version of urban change he offers in his poems resists a curative imaginary
on the scale of his own experience of neurodisability. Additionally, by insisting on the
window as a form of urban access, he issues his skepticism of an urban curative
imaginary through his attention to small changes to urban space that exemplify tiny non-

The primary definition of blight relates to disease or illness that appears upon the leaves of plants, “[a]ny
baleful influence of atmospheric or invisible origin, that suddenly blasts, nips, or destroys plants, affects
them with disease, arrests their growth, or prevents their blossom from ‘setting.’ Additional definitions
include similar disturbances that appear or are “[a]pplied to affections of the face or skin.” (“blight,
n.” OED Online, Oxford University Press, June 2018, www.oed.com/view/Entry/20205. Accessed 11 June
2018.) These definitions appear in the 17th and 19th centuries, respectively. The 20th century application of
“blight” to urban areas draws analogies both to plant disease and illness as it manifests in human facial or
epidermal appearance.
58
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ideological fluctuations that make use of obsolescence. A consideration of how
competing visions of urban change govern experiences of the city raises the problem we
started with in this chapter: what models might we need for pressurizing the points where
body and city meet? How can we challenge and clarify the terms of access by detailing its
dynamic transformation and its embeddedness in the contours and behavior of urban
space? How does a queer approach to access prepare us to read how access is made
newly dynamic by the mounting pressure of environmental precarity in the context of
climate change?
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Chapter Two – Environmental Justice and Racialized Gender in June Jordan’s Future
New York
I. Urban Renewal, Environmental Justice, and Black Life
In the fall of 1970, the Black feminist poet, teacher, and activist June Jordan traveled to
Italy as a Rome Prize recipient in the category of Environmental Design (We’re On 153).
She was awarded the prize for work that grew out of her collaboration with the architect
R. Buckminster Fuller in the mid-1960s. Jordan’s connection with Fuller began in 1964,
when Jordan was asked by Esquire to write about that summer’s “Harlem Riot,” a
weekend of violent protests in mid-July spurred by the death of James Powell, an
unarmed Black teenager who was killed by a white police officer on Manhattan’s Upper
East Side.59 Instead of writing about the protests, however, Jordan reached out to Fuller
to propose a collaboration: a total “environmental redesign” that envisioned a Harlem
remade to value Black residents’ lives by reconfiguring the relationship between the built
environment and its ecological context. Their work became “Skyrise for Harlem,” a
project composed of an essay written by Jordan and plans designed by Fuller and his
associate Shoji Sadao. The essay and plans appeared together in Esquire in April 1965.60

As historian Michael W. Flamm argues, the “Harlem Riot” was the “first major civil disorder of the
1960s” that presaged the frequent violent conflicts between protesters advocating for racial equity and
militarized local, state, and federal police forces in U.S. cities in the 1960s (6). See Flamm, (1-9).
60
Editors at Esquire retitled the project “Instant Slum Clearance,” mischaracterizing Jordan and Fuller’s
work as a variation on the racially biased clearance logics of urban renewal, rather than as a counternarrative that adapted renewal’s idiom.
59
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Image 5: Shoji Sadao, “Instant Slum Clearance” Esquire. April 1965, 108-109.
Jordan’s writing in “Skyrise for Harlem” was motivated by a vigorous refusal of the
practices of urban renewal, the dominant approach to U.S. city and regional planning in
the 1950s and 1960s. Jordan responded both to anti-Black urban renewal policies and
projects and to living conditions in 1960s Harlem that were shaped by racist renewal
policy and by the legacy of decades of devaluation and disinvestment. In the second half
of the 1960s, New York City suffered its most severe housing shortage in 20 years, the
conditions for which were mounting as Jordan began her project. 61 “Skyrise for Harlem”

In Harlem, the shortage was exacerbated by the age and condition of much of the area’s housing stock, as
nearly half of the buildings predated 1900. As a result of both the age of the housing and the city’s
deprioritization of its maintenance, half the housing in Central Harlem was substandard in the mid-1960s,
compared to fifteen percent in New York City overall (Flamm 45, 48). As historian Michael W. Flamm
notes, Harlem’s Black population had increased by nearly 1/3 in the 1950s, as more than 500,000 additional
residents moved to the area. In Flamm’s words, “the number of residents had doubled since 1940” but “the
number of apartments had not increased” (45). Harlem’s housing crisis, as well as the city’s broader
shortage, was exacerbated by institutional growth across the city. Universities, private schools, hospitals,
and other institutions routinely bought residential properties, often those reclaimed by the city due to
unpaid property taxes, and evicted their residents either to expand institutional programming or to house
students and employees. At Harlem’s southern edge, Columbia University began evicting large numbers of
residents in the 1960s as it plotted its expansion, evicting 3,500 residents by 1968 (Shields, “Columbia
61
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proposed using renewal’s large-scale paradigm to respond to Harlem’s housing crisis as it
envisioned “the literal elevation of Harlem to the level of Morningside Heights,” in order
to center the needs and lives of its marginalized residents (“Skyrise for Harlem” 110).
The project imagined a series of towers that would be built above existing neighborhoods
in Harlem. Residents would continue to live in their homes, and then move up into the
towers, freeing previous residences to be used as park space. Despite Jordan’s liberatory
conception of the project, the design of “Skyrise for Harlem” both rehearsed the
regimented “Tower in a Park” plans of Swiss modernist architect Le Corbusier and largescale housing projects like Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis, Missouri, which was built in the early
1950s and by the early 1960s had become a prime example of governmental failure to
provide non-toxic, structurally sound public housing to low-income Black and Brown
residents in U.S. cities decimated by urban renewal. 62

Crushing Tenants”). Institutions’ eviction of local residents created a housing hierarchy in which residents’
affiliation with a wealthy institution gave them an elevated right to secure and livable housing. Institutions
like Columbia justified the prioritization of people directly affiliated with the institution. Asked to speak on
Columbia’s expansion plans in early 1967, the institution’s coordinator of university planning, Stanley
Salmen, noted in a public meeting that “Columbia’s academic interests must come before its commitments
to the community,” ratifying the university’s justification of the eviction of thousands of Morningside
Heights residents in the interest of Columbia’s academic programming (“Salmen Defends Columbia
Expansion”). Harlem advocates understood Columbia’s efforts to redevelop its surrounding neighborhood
of Morningside Heights to be an active threat to Harlem. In response to the university’s 1968 attempt to
locate its new gymnasium in Morningside Park, a plan aborted only after the university had dug a large
hole in the park and protesters sat in the hole to prevent the continued work on the project, members of the
Morningside Park Committee galvanized support from their constituents in a 1969 meeting announcement
by noting, “In the past you have been primarily responsible with preventing an outside interest from
invading the Harlem community through Morningside Park.” (“Morningside Park Committee Flier, January
1969.” Box 6, Folder 1, Christiane C. Collins Collection of the West Harlem Coalition for Morningside
Park and Urban Problems of the Contiguous Communities: West Harlem, Manhattan Valley, Morningside
Heights and Manhattanville, Sc MG 397, Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture, New York
Public Library). With its development goals situated at direct odds with the needs of Harlem residents,
Columbia was understood as an “outside interest” that was “invading” Harlem, actively contributing to the
racist development policies that had left Harlem economically and infrastructurally destabilized.
62
On Le Corbusier’s “Tower in a Park” style of architecture as part of his Radiant City architectural plan,
see Eric Mumford, The “Tower in a Park” in America: Theory and Practice, 1920–1960, Planning
Perspectives, vol. 10, no. 1, 1995. pp. 17-41. On the construction, mismanagement, and subsequent
demolition of the Pruitt-Igoe Housing Complex, see Joseph Heathcott. “Pruitt-Igoe and the Critique of
Public Housing.” Journal of the American Planning Association., vol. 78, no. 4, 2012, 450-451, and The
Pruitt-Igoe Myth, dir. Chad Friedrichs, Unicorn Stencil Documentary Films, 2012.
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In opposition to the kinds of spatial transformation enacted by renewal projects,
Jordan wrote of her speculative intervention, “Skyrise for Harlem is a proposal to rescue
a quarter million lives by completely transforming their environment” (109). 63 Jordan had
no formal training as a designer, architect, or urban planner, although she had taken
classes taught by renowned urban sociologist Herbert Gans at Barnard when she was an
undergraduate there in the mid-1950s. The majority of her knowledge about cities as
systems produced at the intersection of design, society, and ecology came from her own
reading, her work as a journalist and organizer, and her careful attention to the city itself.
She was familiar with Fuller's work from reading it in the basement of Donnell Library at
New York University as part of an autodidactic education in urban design that she
undertook in the early 1960s while parenting her young son, Christopher (We’re On
61).64
“Skyrise for Harlem” was never constructed. Additionally, although Jordan and
Fuller corresponded about the project and shared a commitment to architecture and urban
planning as practices of social resistance, the finished project demonstrates some of their
implicit disagreements. Jordan’s subsequent counter-planning imaginaries offered in her
poems and in a short experimental novel in the late 1960s and early 1970s, which I
consider at length later in this chapter, demonstrate a shifted focus to smaller scales of
spatial resistance. Jordan moves from imagining large-scale neighborhood redevelopment
to thinking about the spatial practices of Black families and the claiming of both public
and private land for housing and cultivation as smaller-scale manifestations of the spatial

Jordan’s orientation in “Skyrise” rhymes with Black architect Arthur L. Symes’ contemporaneous claim
that “People used to think planning was just another nonpolitical technical skill. It’s not. Urban renewal
taught us that.” “Negro Architects Helping Harlem Plan its Future.”
64
Also see Jordan, Civil Wars, xvi-xvii.
63
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resistance she considers in “Skyrise for Harlem.”
In this chapter, I read “Skyrise for Harlem” in dialogue with Jordan’s other
speculative counter-planning projects. “Skyrise for Harlem” was the first of a series of
works in which Jordan posited that centering Black life required the development of
Black city planning. Jordan is a crucial figure in genealogies over the past half century of
Black feminist and queer resistance, writing, and organizing. It is important to how those
genealogies are narrated that Jordan’s resistant practice began with projects that sought to
democratize the tools of city planning. In an urban environmental lineage of queer
cultural production that returns to feminist, queer, and trans writing that set the terms of
queer scholarship, Jordan’s contribution to Black, queer and feminist thought begins with
an infrastructure plan. Jordan’s writing offers an injunction to conceptualize Black and
queer belonging in relation to environment, infrastructure, and urban space. As is the case
for James Schuyler, whose work I discussed in Chapter 1, for Jordan, cities are
importantly environmental places. Reshaping Harlem to spatially precondition the
valuation of Black life requires remaking the neighborhood to honor Manhattan’s own
topography. Just as Ruth experiences her marginalization in Baldwin’s “Come out the
Wilderness” by countering planning that bars her from the river, as I discussed in the
introduction, Jordan proposes to center Black life by remaking the relationship between
the built and non-built environments of Harlem to bring Black residents into relation with
the city’s ecology.
“Skyrise for Harlem” proposed to achieve justice for its residents by following the
contours of Manhattan’s own topography, raising the ground level of Harlem to be as far
above sea level as neighboring Morningside Heights, which was a majority white
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neighborhood. In the context of Harlem’s stark disinvestment, “Skyrise for Harlem” used
city planning’s speculative mode to imagine human and non-human urban life out of the
spatial and lexical grammars of death perpetuated by urban renewal. 65 Jordan instead
envisions urban justice that sutures the valuation of Black life to access to and care for
the city’s ecological landscape. As Jordan writes, “New Harlem will encompass a half
million people by removing old limits in exchange for natural boundaries. Harlem will
widen from river to river across the island” (109). Describing a feature of the plan that
includes “protective watersheds” that would direct precipitation to be “piped into New
York Reservoirs,” Jordan argues, “A comprehensive designer must conserve natural
resources and yet control their effects” (111). The proposal to raise and redesign Harlem
in dialogue with Manhattan’s geological context is both a symbolic gesture of equity and
a practical move to decrease the vulnerability of Harlem’s residents to the flooding of the
Harlem and Hudson Rivers. For Jordan, the environmental redesign of Harlem proposed
a municipal-scale culture of the valuation of Black life by providing residents with a
physical infrastructure that valued both their lives and their ecological context. Jordan
further explains that remaking Harlem requires remaking how it relates to the
environment of the rest of the city. Jordan thinks not only about the built environment but
also about how redeveloped Harlem will relate to the broader water supply of New York
City. In reimagining Harlem’s planning, Jordan suggests several approaches—raising the
floodplain, managing runoff, and conserving the city’s water supply, as well as involving

“Skyrise for Harlem” offers one example of how alternative uses of city planning principles can respond
to Black trans studies scholar C. Riley Snorton’s injunction to consider, “How does one think about and
express genres of life that are reiteratively, transitively, and transversally related to death?” (Black on Both
Sides 185). Jordan demands Black life by refusing the supplemental transformation of the built
environment—the construction of new housing, or a new bus route, or community center—as the sole
mode of solving urban problems.
65
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residents in community-based planning efforts—that anticipate many of the
conversations about the city and its future that are intensified in the present by the threat
of sea level rise.66
Through her intervention into Harlem’s built environment, Jordan argued that
ecological, racial, and urban justice are intertwined and can be approached through a
reformulation of planning that centers equitable access to urban space and environmental
and social resources as its primary goal. “Skyrise for Harlem” was one of a number of
projects Jordan undertook in the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s to consider how an ecological
approach to urban redevelopment could serve as a primary strategy for working toward
racial justice in disinvested New York City neighborhoods. “Skyrise for Harlem,” her
1971 novel His Own Where, and poems in her 1974 collection New Days: Poems of Exile
and Return, interrogate New York’s disinvested built environment and its devaluation of
Black life, a spatial grammar within which, as Snorton notes, “blackness was defined as
somehow always out of time, out of place, wrong anyplace and anytime” (Black on Both
Sides 181). Read together, these three texts demonstrate how the tools of city planning
can be democratized in works of literary counter-planning to enable residents to speculate
about and work toward urban futures that center environmental and racial justice. In these
texts, Jordan demonstrates that doing the work of planning requires developing
vocabularies around residents’ needs and desires, the ecological context of the area, and
how each has been expressed or constrained by existing built environments. It also
As literary urban studies scholar Lieven Ameel argues, “The belief that the kinds of stories we tell of our
own possibilities to act have a crucial importance in the context of climate change is shared also to some
extent by literary authors . . . and policy makers. Mary Kimball, waterfront planner at the New York City
Department of City Planning, and one of the members of the Vision 2020 Project Team, argued in a
personal interview that the ‘stories communities tell of themselves dictate how they react and how they see
their futures.’ She singled out, in particular, stories told by urban communities in the context of rising sea
levels” (1329).
66
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requires fluency in the vocabularies that produce spatial marginalization and therefore
requires identifying how the grammars of plans and planners become material realities. 67
II. Counter-Planning for Racial Justice
Jordan shared her critique of renewal with another contemporaneous, woman-identified,
self-taught critic, who also took Manhattan as her archetype to intervene in a
conversation dominated by white cis-male planners: the urbanist Jane Jacobs. Like
Jordan, Jacobs chronicled the gulf between daily urban life as planners imagined it and as
she observed it in order to speculate about principles of urban design that would better
suit residents’ needs. Jacobs detailed what she called the “sidewalk ballet,” the
improvisatory simultaneous and multiple uses that caused strangers to pass one another
and engage in short, brief contact that Jacobs argued is specific to urban life. Jacobs
illustrated the “sidewalk ballet” by describing its general contours as it unfolded outside
her home on Hudson Street in Manhattan’s West Village (50-53). Like Jordan, Jacobs
was interested in using her observations of daily life to motivate counter-planning that
she argued was more relevant to how people (especially women and children) already
used urban space. Jacobs, an upper middle class, white journalist in her mid 40s whose
husband was an architect, also wrote a number of civilian refusals of the marginalizing
architectures of urban renewal. These included her landmark 1961 The Death and Life of
Great American Cities. Like Jordan’s work in “Skyrise for Harlem” and her subsequent
poems and novel that opposed the social codes and structures of power that she argued
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Geographer Laura Pulido argues, for urban development history as integral to a comprehensive
understanding of environmental racism read through the lens of white privilege. She writes, “White
privilege allows us to see how environmental racism has been produced—not only by consciously targeting
people of color . . . but by the larger processes of urban development, including white flight, in which
whites have sought to fully exploit the benefits of their whiteness” (“Rethinking Environmental Racism”
33).
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were baked into dominant city planning, Death and Life focused on New York as its key
case study for promoting urban design in pursuit of social justice. Unlike Jordan’s work,
Jacobs objected to urban renewal because of its impractical and impersonal scale, rather
than its devastating racism. Race, for Jacobs, was subordinate to her interrogations of
class and community, whereas in Jordan’s analysis, racist planning and policy dictated
the built and social environments that urban residents variously lived within and against.
Another important distinction between Jacobs and Jordan is that Jacobs was not trying to
use her participatory and ethnographic approach to rethink city planning to fundamentally
restructure a set of American social codes and structures of power premised on antiBlackness, as Jordan was. Jacobs advocated for the replanning of cities so that they
would better serve the needs of people they were designed to serve within structures of
systemic anti-Blackness, not so they would serve the needs of people they had long
disenfranchised.
Perhaps the most useful element of the parallel between Jacobs and Jordan is in the
reception history of their observational and participatory urbanism. Death and Life has
shaped sixty years of professional and academic conversations about planning and urban
policy in cities around the world.68 Jordan, a Black poet, activist, and journalist in her late
20s and at the edge of poverty in the mid-1960s, also contributed, in “Skyrise for
Harlem,” New Days, and His Own Where, a revolutionary reformulation of renewal.
Jordan’s work on democratic city planning and counter-planning as an approach to racial
justice is far less frequently studied by planners and urbanists and by scholars in the

See, for example, Martin Fuller and Ryan Moore’s The Death and Life of Great American Cities, Taylor
and Francis, 2017; Glenna Lang and Marjory Wunsch’s Genius of Common Sense: Jane Jacobs and the
Story of The Death and Life of Great American Cities; and Peter L. Laurence’s Becoming Jane Jacobs,
University of Pennsylvania Press, 2016.
68
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environmental and urban humanities, although Jordan’s work is tremendously important
to Black studies and feminist scholarship. Sixty years of planning history that had
centered Jordan’s resistant speculation the way it has centered The Death and Life of
Great American Cities as its landmark call for democratic city planning would have been
structured by a commitment to exploring the interrelation between race and
environmental justice as the key features of equitable urban design, and as the grounds on
which to reject urban renewal. Furthermore, such a planning historical legacy would have
been focused on a coalition politics attentive to how differently marginalized groups of
people use the city, and to building urban spaces in support of coalitionality. Such a
history would also have followed not only Jordan’s attention to how race mediates access
to the means of urban design as well as the means to live in cities, but also how sexuality
and gender function as components of racialization. Jordan’s speculative and literary
applications of city planning principles suggest an alternate history that questions
narratives of participatory urbanism that identify Jacobs’s intervention as singular in its
time period, and particularly as singular among women writers.
An important difference between Jordan and Jacobs is that through her use of
literary texts as a primary tool for counter-planning, Jordan draws attention to literature
and city planning’s shared reliance on implicitly and explicitly racialized language.
Counter-planning through literature is integral to Jordan’s larger project of using her
writing to advocate for language as a tool for valuing Black life, a goal that she argues
should be central to city planning. In 1972, between the publication of His Own Where
and New Days, Jordan wrote and published the essays “White English: The Politics of
Language” and “Towards a Politics of Language,” which together became the essay
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“White English / Black English: The Politics of Translation.” She writes on the
normalization of “white English”:
the issue of white English is inseparable from the issues of mental health
and bodily survival . . . White power uses white English as a calculated,
political display of power to control and eliminate the powerless. In
America, that power belongs to white power . . . We can and ought to join
together to protect our Black children, our Black language, our terms of
our reality, and our defining of the future we dream and desire. (We’re On,
113, 115, 117, emphasis in original).
Jordan’s urbanist essays, poems, and novel demonstrate how literary texts can instruct
their readers in methods of counter-planning. These texts speculate about forms of urban
change that would expose how the architectures of urban renewal use what Jordan refers
to as “white English” to materialize racialized-gendered systems of control. They argue
that Black city planning and Black language rely on one another to speculate about a
future dedicated to the valuation of Black life. Jordan believed that speculation was
integral both to planning and to poetry, and her work in planning was tied to her writing
and teaching of poetry. As she wrote decades later of her work to develop a public
pedagogy built around poetry, what she termed a “Poetry for the People,” “Poetry is a
political action undertaken for the sake of information, the faith, the exorcism, and the
lyrical invention, that telling the truth makes possible” (We’re On 291). Jordan figures
poetry the way she figures the imaginative work of planning—both are forms of
invention that are committed to “telling the truth” by seeking emotionally precise
descriptions of the relation between space, social frameworks, and their emotional
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effect.69
An important similarity between Jacobs and Jordan is that both writers explicitly
directed portions of their critiques at two of the most powerful and influential white, cismale U.S. urbanists of the mid-twentieth century: parks commissioner turned renewal
planner Robert Moses, in Jacobs’s case, and federal policymaker Daniel Patrick
Moynihan in Jordan’s. In March of 1965, the month before “Skyrise for Harlem”
appeared in Esquire, a key document in the justification of racially biased urban policy
was published by the U.S. Department of Labor: Daniel Patrick Moynihan's report
entitled “The Negro Family: The Case for National Action,” which became the basis for
President Lyndon Johnson's Great Society programs. 70 “Skyrise for Harlem” and what
became colloquially referred to as “The Moynihan Report” took opposite approaches to
their explanation of the spatial contours of structural racism in U.S. cities. Jordan
understood the entrenched Black poverty in Harlem, and in Black neighborhoods in New
York generally, to be the result of a combination of biased housing polices,
environmental racism, unequal job access, and the systemic devaluation of Harlem’s
population, almost all of whom were residents of color. The multiple spatial and political
manifestations of structural racism risked creating a sense of pervasive personal

Jordan’s use of literary texts to speculate about anti-racist urban futures anticipates recent work in the
environmental humanities that draws a link between the speculative practices of literature and those of
urban design. As ecocritics Ursula Heise and Jon Christensen note of the human and non-human urban
network they term the “biocity,” “The line between nonfiction and fiction is blurred in all of these efforts
to speculate about the future of the biocity—from scientific models to architectural drawings and nonfiction
counterfactuals” (458). Like Jordan, Heise and Christensen identify the common purposes of speculative
projects that link ecological justice to advocacy for marginalized human lives in an urban context. The
growing body of scholarship in the urban and environmental humanities on the city as a crucial site of
advocacy for racial justice can benefit tremendously from a Black feminist genealogy that identifies Jordan
as a key precedent for current work.
70
Originally intended as an internal report designed to inform President Johnson's Great Society programs,
the content of Moynihan's research was leaked and made available to the public (Duneier 102).
69
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devaluation among the residents of disinvested neighborhoods. As she argued in
“Skyrise,” “Where we are physically is enmeshed with our deepest consciousness of self”
(“Instant Slum Clearance” 111). Urban design was a matter of environmental as well as
racial justice for Jordan, because she understood the relationship between humans and the
non-human world to structure affect and kinship and to be legislated through the
promotion or refusal of social and racial bias.
“The Moynihan Report” understood the disinvestment of Black neighborhoods to
be a justification of inequality, rather than its cause. As indicated by the report’s title,
Moynihan identified what he understood as Black kinship structures to be the primary
impediment to racial equity in the U.S. In the report, Moynihan argued in particular that
what he identified as the gender non-conforming behavior of Black mothers was at the
root of structural racism. He wrote:
The Negro community has been forced into a matriarchal structure which,
because it is so out of line with the rest of American society, seriously
retards the progress of the group as a whole, and imposes a crushing
burden on the Negro male, and in consequence, on a great many Negro
women as well. (29)
In scholarship by historians, sociologists, and political scientists on U.S. urban policy in
the wake of urban renewal, Moynihan’s report is taken as a key example of work
“understood to blame poverty on the pathologies of the poor” (Duneier 107). 71 In her
reading of the report at the intersection of its racial and gender politics, Kimberly Juanita
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A senior policy advisor in the Johnson administration, Moynihan stayed on after completing his 1965
report as a policy advisor under Nixon, as despite progressive objections to the report, he was regarded
“among whites as the go-to expert on blacks in the United States” (Duneier 106).
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Brown refers to the report as the “much maligned Moynihan report,” and identifies
Moynihan’s analysis as a paradigmatic example of the ideology of “‘patriarchy as a
common good’” (161). Roderick Ferguson argues in his reading of the report that
“Moynihan’s text helped authorize a hegemonic discourse about black matriarchy and
enabled a national discourse that understood nonheteronormative racial difference as
deviant” (111, qtd in Brown 161). But focusing in particular on how Moynihan equates
assumed cisgender identification (the performance of behavior and social relationships
that accord with the gender normatively associated with sex assigned at birth) with
middle-class whiteness elucidates that the particular “pathology” at the center of
Moynihan's analysis is the gender non-conformity that he argues is inherent in the role of
the Black single mother. Moynihan’s assessment identifies kinship ties as a primary
means of producing gender. Gender non-conformity, in this case, inheres both in
Blackness and in the absence of a cis-male partner from the domestic structure of
parenting, rather than from information about any given person’s gender identity or
expression. As Moynihan describes it, Blackness, single parenthood, a non-patriarchal
family structure, and poverty all exceed the terms of what is legible to him as cisgender
identification. Moynihan’s assessment reinforces that both the state of being cisgender
and gender non-conformity are relations, rather than isolated identities.
Moynihan's assessment of what he regards as the gender non-conforming kinship
structure of Black life in U.S. cities evidences the racialization of cisnormativity in the
shaping of urban spaces and policy, a reading he focuses in the report on the figure of the
Black single mother. It also establishes an important precursor to what trans studies
scholar Jules Gill-Peterson describes as the rise of the “cis state,” in which the state itself
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links rhetorics of authority to cisgender performance. 72 Moynihan wagers that a
“matriarchal structure” is “out of line with the rest of American society,” by which he
means the minority of U.S. residents who are white, cisgender, heterosexual, middle
class, Anglophone, non-disabled, procreative U.S. citizens imagined to be living in
single-family homes. This assumption illustrates that, in his perception, access to
privileged experiences of cisgender identification assumes middle class whiteness.
Jordan vigorously objected to Moynihan’s characterization of Black women, and
particularly resisted the pathologization of Black women that Moynihan justified by the
association he drew between Black single motherhood and gender non-conformity. In
response to Moynihan’s report, Jordan wrote the poem “Memo to Daniel Pretty
Moynihan,” which appears in her 1974 collection New Days: Poems of Exile and Return.
The poem reads in its entirety:
You done what you done
I do what I can
Don’t you liberate me
from my female black pathology
I been working off my knees
I been drinking what I please
And when I vine
I know I’m fine
I mean
All right for each and every Friday night
But you been screwing me so long
I got a idea something’s wrong
with you
I got a simple proposition
You takeover my position

72

See Jules Gill-Peterson, “The Cis State,” (April 14th, 2021).
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Clean your own house, babyface. (We’re On 155)
The poem’s central conceit reverses the stigma that Moynihan applies to Jordan’s role as
a Black single mother, and instead casts it upon Moynihan as a white, cis-male
policymaker. Jordan exposes Moynihan’s reading practice as a justification for blaming
Black women for the structural racism of urban renewal and its aftermath that Moynihan
and other state officials exacerbated through their policymaking. She also draws attention
to Moynihan’s own subject position. Where Moynihan’s claims rest upon his performed
objectivity as a policymaker, Jordan exposes them as biased positions expressed to
support the privilege of white, heterosexual, cisgender men. Jordan establishes her refusal
of Moynihan through the parallel structure of the poem’s opening lines. “You done what
you done” refers to Moynihan’s decontextualization and pathologization of Black
women. “I do what I can” situates Jordan’s navigation of her daily life as it is shaped by
Moynihan’s pathological policymaking. Jordan uses the rest of the poem as a refusal of
Moynihan’s violent reading of Black women. The evidence she points to is her own
quotidian life, set into contrast with Moynihan’s accusations of what constitutes the
everyday for Black women. She refuses Moynihan’s attempt to erase the existence of a
Black feminine mundane. Jordan’s rebuttal focuses on activities that Moynihan
stereotypes as pathological: labor, alcohol consumption, and nightlife. Jordan claims
these activities, recentering them as elements of her daily life, while resisting Moynihan’s
usage of them as metonyms for Black women’s behavior. Furthermore, Jordan refuses
Moynihan’s racist characterization of the inherent deviance of Black womanhood through
personal identification with his attack, as she mandates, “Don’t you liberate me / from my
female black pathology.” Jordan argues that Moynihan claims a position of corrective
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power by issuing a punitive assessment of Black women, as he identifies the pathology
inherent in Black single motherhood so that he can “liberate” Black women from the
gender non-conformity of racialized poverty by recommending that they aspire to
whiteness.
Jordan concludes the poem by suggesting that Moynihan “takeover [her] position.”
“Position” in this line is at once subject position as the object of biased pathology, and
labor position. Jordan challenges Moynihan to do the domestic labor her daily life
requires, as well as Jordan’s labor as a writer and activist, forms of work that exceed his
view of Black women. “Position” also carries the valence of sexual position, as she points
to the equation in the previous line of racist and sexist policymaking with physical,
sexualized violence. The line “working off my knees,” for instance, suggests at once
domestic labor and sex work. Jordan implicates Moynihan in a cascade of kinship
relations at once sexual and filial. She continues these multiply valent suggestions in the
poem's closing line, “Clean your own house, babyface.” The final line is an imperative
for Moynihan to analyze and critique the behavior characteristic of his own subject
position. It is furthermore a command for him to do his own domestic labor, to literally
clean his own house, a job disproportionately done by Black women as a direct result of
longstanding racist and sexist hiring and labor practices in other fields. 73
Jordan's “memo” to Moynihan also projects back onto him the accusation of gender
non-conformity as a symptom of pathology. Substituting “Pretty” for Moynihan's middle

A 2017 report from the Institute for Women’s Policy Research entitled “The Status of Black Women in
the United States” argues, “domestic work is rooted in the legacy of slavery . . . the care economy was
built, in large part, from Black women’s labor. Today, the care economy is one of the fastest growing
sectors of the US economy, overall. Yet, in the fastest growing sector of the economy, wages are not
growing. The people who care for those we care for the most are underpaid, undervalued, and underprotected” (DuMonthier et al., iv-v).
73
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name, “Patrick,” Jordan feminizes Moynihan as she figures him as at once
hypermasculine in his long-duration “screwing,” and feminized by the diminution of
being a “babyface” as a mark against the authority of his professionalism. In his reading
of the poem, Daniel Geary argues that Moynihan’s “screwing” is transhistorical, noting
of the poem that it “evokes the history of white male sexual exploitation of African
American women dating from slavery” (140). Moynihan is represented in the poem as a
figure of transhistorical violence. His pathologization of Black women recalls the
violence of chattel slavery, even as the application of “babyface” identifies Moynihan to
be as ungendered and inexperienced as the face of a baby. The gender ambiguity that
Jordan ascribes to his face suggests the arbitrary nature of the rigid understanding of a
racialized gender binary on which his assessment relies. Jordan’s poem evidences
Moynihan’s violent mischaracterization of structural inequality as a failure of Black
women to conform to a white, cisgender, heterosexual, reproductive middle class norm, a
behavior he identifies as pathological because it does not adhere to his racialized
understanding of normative gender.
Jordan’s further critiques of Moynihan and of the control of white people over
Black urban areas and residents identify environmental racism as grounds for debunking
pathologizing white theories about Black urban poverty. In the poem “On the Black
Family,” which also originally appeared in New Days, Jordan links white environmental
devastation and racist resource management to the pathologization of Black kinship
relations. The poem opens:
we making love real
they mining the rivers
we been going without trees and going
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without please and growing on—
on make-dos and breakthroughs to baby
makes three’s a family
ole Charlie knows nothing
about out there
where
he burning the leaves and firing the earth
and killing and killing (We’re On 164, emphasis in original)
In the poem, Black people and the non-human world are linked by the rights they are
denied by white people perpetuating racist policies and practices. Jordan argues that the
white pathologization of the Black family, of which Moynihan's report is exemplary, is
sutured to the devastation of both the human and non-human worlds caused by white men
who are “mining the rivers,” “burning the leaves,” “firing the earth,” and “killing and
killing.” While white men, “ole Charlie,” have been causing environmental and human
harm, the poem’s “we,” Black people, have been negotiating the material circumstances
of racial bias to build and maintain kinship relations. These kinship relations are
themselves shaped by environmental injustice, as the poem’s collective speaker navigates
the effects of environmental racism perpetuated by white people to maintain them.
The poem’s environmental focus further underscores that the ecological urbanism
Jordan models in “Skyrise for Harlem” is not only an insistence on Black land rights in
Harlem, but also a refusal of the pathologizing racial and gender norms of anti-Black
urban policy and planning. As Jordan demonstrates in her critique of Moynihan, in antiBlack urban policy, the pathologization of Black motherhood is used as a justification for
separating Black residents from access to land and from both environmental resources
and the means of their regulation. She asserts her environmental urbanism both in
“Skyrise” and in “On the Black Family” as a means of demanding not only resource
access but also the power to reshape pathologizing narratives of racialized gender. The
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power to control raced and gendered narratives of urban space, Jordan argues, is bound
up in having the power to control access to the non-built environment.
Both the poems “Memo to Daniel Pretty Moynihan” and “On the Black Family”
closely echo the language of Moynihan's report. And both poems also identify
foundational elements of kinship and daily life, labor in “Memo,” and the birth of a child
in “On the Black Family,” as practices Moynihan cites as symptoms of pathology, which
Jordan reasserts as integral components of a Black quotidian threatened by environmental
racism. The latter poem refuses the language of the “Negro Family,” instead issuing the
poem as a report “On the Black Family” as a corrective to Moynihan's. Similarly, Jordan
frames the former poem as a “memo,” the poem doing the work of professional
correspondence. Both poems evidence the imbrications of urban environmental racism
and gender and sexual pathologization as mutually informing systems.
Further, both poems refuse Moynihan’s language, instead suggesting language that
resists the pathology inherent in the taxonomy Moynihan uses to describe Black women
and Black kinship relations. As Hortense Spillers notes of “The Moynihan Report”:
Moynihan’s “Negro Family” . . . borrows its narrative energies from the
grid of associations, from the semantic and iconic folds buried deep in the
collective past, that come to surround and signify the captive person.
Though there is no absolute point of chronological initiation, we might
repeat certain familiar impression points that lend shape to the business of
dehumanized naming. (69)
Spillers suggests that Moynihan’s language locates the violence of his report within the
legacies and language practices of chattel slavery. In refusing Moynihan’s degrading
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characterization of Black women and kinship networks, Jordan uses the poems, His Own
Where, and “Skyrise for Harlem” as language acts that propose a counter-imaginary of
the connection between Black kinship relations and urban environments. The future they
propose refuses not only the bias of urban renewal, but also the legacies of racial violence
in the U.S. that urban renewal extended, and which began with the forced passage of
Black people to the U.S. in the transatlantic slave trade. As they refuse urban policy that
reproduces a legacy of racialized violence, the poems evidence the need for an urbanism
that considers environmental justice and the mutual constitution of race and gender as
forms of knowledge production and as grounds for advocacy that need one another’s
strengths.
III. Plan Back: Urban Environmentalism and Racial Justice in 1960s Harlem
Jordan’s work in the 1960s and early 1970s used a variety of media—organizing,
pedagogy, a novel, poems, essays, and letters—to center Black residents’ knowledge of
and right to Harlem. Jordan’s work was a refusal of the punitive and anti-Black
normalization of whiteness in the planning projects she opposed. Her work also resisted
the hatred that interacting with anti-Black design threatened to instill in her. Jordan’s
work intervened in debates among both radical and establishment planners and architects
that identified Harlem as a key site for negotiating questions of urbanism, race, and
environmental justice. As Jordan reflected several decades later:
It was the week of the Harlem Riot of 1964, a week of lurching around
downtown streets like a war-zone refugee (whenever I heard a police or
fire engine siren I would literally hit the pavement to flatten myself before
the putative level of the flying bullets) that I realized I now was filled with
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hatred for everything and everyone white. Almost simultaneously it came
to me that this condition, if it lasted, would mean I had lost the point: not
to resemble my enemies, not to dwarf my world, not to lose my
willingness and ability to love. (Civil Wars x)
As I noted above, “Skyrise for Harlem” developed as a response to the uprising in the
wake of the police killing of James Powell in Harlem in July of 1964. On the genesis of
the project in response to the protests, she wrote, “the agony of that moment propelled me
into a reaching far and away to R. Buckminster Fuller, to whom I proposed a
collaborative architectural redesign of Harlem, as my initial, deliberated movement away
from the hateful, the divisive” (Civil Wars xi). In reaching out to Fuller, Jordan chose to
collaborate with a designer and architect whose primary idiom was the speculative, and
whose design projects used new spatial imaginaries to model experimental ways of
organizing social, economic, environmental, infrastructural, and interpersonal systems. 74
It was also, as Jordan argues, an opportunity to refuse a culture of hate by collaborating
with a white architect, modeling for herself a form of cross-racial coalition building that
centered Black life, and decoupled hate from rage.
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In addition to his work as a designer and architect, Fuller himself was also a poet and essayist. His early
work frequently used poetic form to explore theories of design, science, and democracy. Like Jordan, he
was skeptical of forms of professional specialization that obscured connections between disciplines. In the
1961 addendum to his 1940 poem “No More Second Hand God,” the opening stanza reads:
Because scientists today are specialists
rather than generalists,
they have tended to avoid consideration
of the total significance of their interrelated work
The recent decade’s evolution of science
finds its specialists continually surprised
to discover their respective specializations
bringing them into unexpected proximity
to other specializations theretofore considered
almost infinitely remote. (Fuller 31-2)
Like Jordan, Fuller identified poetic form as a forum for working between elements of his professional and
auto-didactic training, bringing together specialized vocabularies with general observation and reflection.
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In “Skyrise for Harlem,” Jordan articulates the need for the project in
environmental terms. She writes, “Harlem is life dying inside a closet, an excrescence
beginning where a green park ends, a self-perpetuating disintegration of walls, ceilings,
doorways, lives. It is also, of course, a political embarrassment for which no political
solution is adequate” (109). Jordan presents the design problem of Harlem as at once
insufficient green space and decaying infrastructure. Harlem begins north of Central Park
(“where a green park ends”) and is treated, Jordan argues, not as part of the city but as an
excrescence, an unwanted growth or appendage. In referring to Harlem as an
excrescence, Jordan rehearses the same rhetoric of surgery that Otto Nelson employed in
the contemporaneous “painful surgery” that resulted in the demolition of the San Juan
Hill neighborhood and the construction of Lincoln Center that I discussed at the end of
the previous chapter. Jordan rejects the trope of designers and builders as surgeons, just
as she rejects the premise that the destruction of Black and Brown neighborhoods can be
justified through the spurious framing of demolition as apolitical that the comparison to a
necessary medical procedure is meant to suggest. Urban design, for Jordan, was the only
means by which to improve lives devalued by redevelopment, which Jordan argues “is
frequently a pretext for the permanent expulsion of Negro populations” and which, as I
have argued, was controlled in the 1960s by federal urban policy whose anti-Blackness
was often framed in cisnormative terms (“Skyrise for Harlem” 110). As she offers a
counterplan for Harlem, she exposes and rejects the rhetorics and metaphors that are
commonly used to justify destructive programs of clearance and redevelopment. Her
description shifts between a metaphorical spatialization of the neighborhood's social
reality (in which the neighborhood is a single body, “life dying inside a closet”) and a
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depiction of the material conditions of the neighborhood's crumbling infrastructure. She
identifies the correlation between the disintegration of “walls” and “lives,” drawing the
connection between design and the valuation of Harlem’s residents that fuels the project,
as she also describes the project as allowing her to retain her “ability to love.” Design, for
Jordan, is a form of caring labor, a way of facilitating the daily needs of Harlem's
residents by transforming their spatial context. Design is also a form of self-care, a way
of valuing how relationships to place and sense of self constitute one another.
“Skyrise for Harlem” enacts Black feminist geographer Katherine McKittrick’s
call to “make visible social lives which are often displaced, rendered ungeographic”
(Demonic Grounds x). But Jordan’s project also makes visible social systems, like the
regimentation of racialized binary gender, that slip to invisibility on the scale of the city,
or are framed as agreed upon social norms that mask anti-Black planning and policy
within the putative terms of their agreement. “Skyrise for Harlem” makes evident that
urban planning is always an act of imagining gendered, sexual, racial, and kinship
relations as they are formed in dialogue with the non-built environment. And radical or
activist planning, or “planning back” at marginalizing programs of planning and policy, is
an act of imagining these situated relations otherwise. Therefore, if gender and race are
relations both between embodied subjects and between subjects and the environment,
then the transformation of the environment is one way that the constitutive elements of
those relations change. Planning back seeks to realize that transformation through
imagining and designing urban environments that value marginalized lives.
Jordan shared her critique of anti-Black city planning with other activists and
urbanists who used the tools of planning to imagine futures for Harlem centered on
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celebrating Black life. Harlem’s extreme disinvestment in the 1960s made it the focus of
a substantial number of redevelopment plans in addition to Jordan’s that proposed to
alleviate its decaying infrastructure, high crime, inadequate schools and job access, and
entrenched poverty. Several of the most prominent plans were developed either by
architects employed by large universities or as part of the academic programming of a
university itself. In 1965, the same year as the publication of “The Moynihan Report” and
“Skyrise for Harlem,” Harlem Community Board 10 worked with the Columbia
University School of Architecture to facilitate a detailed study undertaken by architecture
graduate students and faculty that would produce a redevelopment plan for the
neighborhood. The university’s attempts to mitigate its previous predatory behavior
(buying vacant properties for conversion to student housing and expanding the campus
and affiliated buildings further north and east toward Harlem) through collaborations
with the Harlem community, however, were empty promises. Reporting on the public
revisitation of the plan in 1972, New York Times reporter Ralph Blumenthal noted, “the
Columbia study itself appeared all but lost and forgotten” (“Harlem Awaits Use of 1965
Plan”).
Four comprehensive redevelopment plans for Harlem by architects from
Columbia University, Cornell University, MIT, and Princeton were featured in the 1967
exhibition at the Museum of Modern Art, “The New City, Architecture and Urban
Renewal.” As planning historian Suzanne Frank argues of the exhibition, the four
architects, who were all white cisgender men, did not “understand that if their plans were
actually realized, part of the fabric of Harlem might be obliterated, to the detriment of the
daily lives of the local population” (211). These university interventions into Harlem
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would have exacerbated the area’s disinvestment by capitalizing on the economic
precarity of its residents through aggressive development, and by using the legacy of antiBlack planning in the neighborhood to present themselves as beneficent contributors to
mitigating the conditions that plans like theirs had produced. Jordan’s plan for Harlem
differed in its architectural imaginary, but it also reversed the relationship between design
and impact. Jordan, who had lived and worked in Harlem, began her project with the goal
of supporting the lives of Harlem’s existing residents and she sought a design approach
that would realize that impact. This approach was a stark contrast to the plans proposed in
the 1967 MoMA exhibition that did not seriously consider the effect on the neighborhood
they would bring about if they were built.
In opposition to these institutional approaches, other plans for Harlem’s
redevelopment centered the contributions of activist planners whose work was connected
to larger advocacy for racial justice. One primary actor in these counter-planning efforts
was ARCH, the Architects’ Renewal Committee in Harlem. Contemporaneous with
“Skyrise” and with the “New City” and Columbia University plans, ARCH was founded
by white architect Richard Hatcher in 1964. Renowned Black architect and longtime
Harlem advocate J. Max Bond Jr. joined the organization as executive director in 1968.
In opposition to comprehensive redevelopment plans, ARCH’s approach focused on
small-scale projects. Like Jordan and Fuller’s plan, ARCH was interested in using a set of
strategies including but not limited to renewal for the benefit of Harlem’s residents, and
they saw themselves in direct opposition to corporate developers. As planning historian
Brian Goldstein notes, “ARCH and its collaborators . . . proposed the radical idea that
Harlem did not need class transformation.” Like Jordan, they argued that Harlem “could
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flourish by housing and serving its current inhabitants” (83). In their 1965 proposed plan
for a formerly industrial and commercial redevelopment site bounded by 125th Street,
135th Street, Broadway, and the Hudson River, they argued, “The ARCH proposal for the
Piers Area Economic Development Study offers an alternative to public acquiescence to
private speculation and to action which serves to exacerbate present trends to
deterioration” (“Report on the Present and Future Use of the Piers Area” 4). Later in the
proposal, they identified the act of planning by outside speculators or private developers
as itself a form of violence. Of their collaboration on the plan with the Hunter College
Urban Research Center (which they noted, was like ARCH a “private, non-profit”
agency”) “it could provide a sound basis for renewal action without engendering the
hostile responses which planning undertaken by an official agency might provoke” (4).
Given subsequent anger around the Columbia University expansion plan, a further
nuance of ARCH’s claim was that both ARCH and the Hunter College Urban Research
Center were agencies without the plans for (or financial goals of) the large-scale
development of an institution like Columbia University. 75
ARCH also drafted a plan in 1969 for the West Harlem Community Organization,
a group founded in 1965 in opposition to Columbia’s plans for Harlem and its plans for
neighboring Morningside Heights that would affect Harlem residents’ quality of life.
(Huxtable, “Negro Architects Helping Harlem Plan its Future”). Jordan and Fuller’s
project similarly prioritized the needs of Harlem residents. Residents’ continued access
to—rather than their displacement from—Harlem was the primary goal of their
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In its desire to expand, Columbia began buying up the land of the piers development site in 1967 with the
express goal to “buy as much of the area as it could lay its hands on.” (Ridgeway, “Columbia’s Real Estate
Ventures.”) Columbia tried at once to imagine a viable future for Harlem and to foreclose that future
through their own expansionist projects.
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redevelopment plan. Furthermore, Jordan shared with ARCH, an organization staffed
largely by Black architects, the goal of having Black architects and designers at the center
of projects that primarily impacted residents of color. In other design projects, residents
of color were frequently consulted as experts on their lived experience in their
neighborhoods, rather than as designers.76
In the early years of urban renewal, critiques of predatory plans for Harlem
extended beyond conversations among architects and were also part of broader public
discourse concerning racial justice. In particular, the future of Harlem had for several
decades been important to major Black literary figures, including James Baldwin and
Ralph Ellison. As Baldwin argues in the 1960 essay “Fifth Avenue, Uptown”:
The people in Harlem know they are living there because white people do
not think they are good enough to live anywhere else. No amount of
“improvement” can sweeten this fact. Whatever money is now being
earmarked to improve this, or any other ghetto, might as well be burnt. A
ghetto can be improved in only one way: out of existence. (76)
Similarly, in 1948, Ralph Ellison argues:
Harlem is a ruin … [and] many of its ordinary aspects (its crimes, its
casual violence, its crumbling buildings with littered area-ways, illsmelling halls and vermin-invaded rooms) are indistinguishable from the
distorted images that appear in dreams, and which, like muggers haunting
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Concerned about the inclusion of architects and designers of color in redevelopment plans that primarily
affected Black and Puerto Rican residents, in 1969, ARCH asked the Human Rights Commission to
investigate the Planning Commission in New York, which since its inception in 1938 had never included a
Black or Puerto Rican urbanist. Furthermore, ARCH noted in their request that of the 300 professionals
employed by the Planning Commission in 1969, only ten were Black and none were Puerto Rican. (“HRC
Investigates Planning Commission”).
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a lonely hall, quiver in the waking mind with hidden and threatening
significance. (295)
Baldwin and Ellison agree with many contemporaneous figurations of Harlem that its
neighborhoods were characterized by the entanglement of decayed infrastructure,
quotidian violence, and affective negativity. The challenge that Black writers, architects,
planners, and academics faced as they envisioned a redevelopment plan that refused
urban renewal was how to simultaneously maintain the neighborhood as a Black space
and improve it in a way that ameliorated quality of life without dramatically changing the
neighborhood’s demographics or character. The architects who worked with ARCH were
among the most optimistic that design projects proposed a means of addressing
overcrowded and decaying housing, pollution, and inadequate access to food and clean
air in the neighborhood without jeopardizing the neighborhood or turning it into a site of
real estate speculation.
In their approaches to the area's redevelopment, Black planners, architects, and
writers frequently disagreed about how to improve the neighborhood without
fundamentally altering its character. For example, Bond Jr., the prominent Black architect
and community planning advocate involved with ARCH, argued that the neighborhood’s
street life was integral to its identity. As he noted in a 1969 interview:
The elements in the black community that we would like to maintain as
good, that we feel are good, have their origins in street organization. You
can send your children out to play and the neighborhood will take care of
them, because the street is the living room. The streets are informal,
they’re real . . . Many corners are symbolic places—125th Street and
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Seventh Avenue where Malcolm X used to speak, Michaud’s bookshop
used to be—in the struggle for equality, for liberation. (Tucker 266-7)
Bond Jr. understood Black planning to follow a fundamentally different logic than
hegemonic white planning. And he understood white majoritarian planning to
definitionally fail Black neighborhoods. He imagined what he termed “the Black city” in
opposition to planning’s white norms. As he noted in 1969 “I imagine that the Black city
would be like a very rich fabric. It would not be a fabric with a superimposed pattern but
one with multicolor threads running through it. A great mix of housing, social facilities,
and working places, rather than a series of distinct zones, each separate, each pure, each
Puritanical” (Tucker 268). Speaking about the possibility of design based on the
substantive input of Harlem residents, Bond Jr. argued for the same kind of
democratization of city planning that Jordan proposed. Bond Jr. explained, “The people
cannot do a worse job than architects have done. How could the people possibly be more
parochial and less sensitive to real human needs and concerns?” (Tucker 268). The firm
division of public and private space, Bond Jr. argued, violently discouraged “real human
needs,” stifling rather than supporting sustainable forms of Black life. Bond identified the
separation of uses that Daniel Patrick Moynihan found lacking in Black neighborhoods as
both the failure and emblem of white city planning. Uses of space that Moynihan
identified as the failure of normative family structure, Bond Jr. identified as a refusal of
both normative spatial use and kinship relations that conform to it, which he associated
with hegemonic whiteness characterized by a dominant household model that assumes
that all residences contain children and that the primary site of parenting is within the
private home. Bond Jr. refused not only this household model but also the assumptions of
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clear division between public and private space it anticipated. Like Jordan, he argued that
Black city planning required recognizing the kinship, care, and residential practices that
were already at work in the neighborhood and designing spaces that supported those
practices rather than punishing kinship norms that did not conform to a white cisheteronormative ideal.
J. Max Bond Jr.'s contemporary, the environmental psychologist Kenneth Clark,
had a different assessment of Harlem. Clark argued that “the only constant characteristic
[of the neighborhood] is a sense of inadequacy.” “People seem to have given up in the
little things that are so often the symbol of the larger things” and “[t]he most concrete fact
of the ghetto is its physical ugliness—the dirt, the filth, the neglect” (qtd in Duneier 46).
In Bond Jr.'s assessment, it was the informality of street life that was Harlem's strength.
In Clark's assessment, it was the neglect of Harlem's streets that most evidenced the
neighborhood's “sense of inadequacy.” Identifying the streets as spaces characterized by a
productive, informal kinship network emphasizes their importance to communities of
care, as in Bond Jr.’s assessment. But identifying the streets as dirty and neglected both
evidences and informs “a sense of inadequacy” in Clark’s. Facilitating a collective sense
of “adequacy” in the terms of 1960s urban policy would require imagining, as Bond Jr.
does and as Jordan does in both “Skyrise for Harlem” and His Own Where, a space that
makes room for kinship relations and environmental justice on terms unrelated to white
cis-heteronormativity. For both Bond and Jordan, embedded within the project of
narrating an equitable future for Black neighborhoods was the project of imagining urban
coalitions, itself work that spans neighborhood, community meeting, legislature, student
protest, and classroom. Jordan continued the project of imagining urban coalitions as a
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way of claiming urban space in her 1971 novel His Own Where.
IV. Urban Environmental Justice and Racialized Gender
Jordan continued to relate questions of environment, race, gender, and the city to one
another in His Own Where, which is written in Black English. As Jordan explains of His
Own Where in a 1986 interview with journalist Penelope Moffet, “‘I wrote it to
familiarize young people with city planning principles . . . and to prove a point—that
people could read black English. I had to make it palatable, so I threw in a love thing.’”
As Moffet explains of His Own Where, “The novel is a romance about two city teenagers, Buddy and Angela, who try to make their piece of urban landscape physically and
psychologically inhabitable” (“Black Poet Sees Politics as the Duty of an Artist”). In His
Own Where, Jordan locates her refusal not with marginalizing redevelopment projects,
but with a paradigm of planning that ignores the structural conditions of systemic
disinvestment and uses accusations of gender non-conformity to blame Black residents,
and particularly Black youth, for their own poverty. In doing so, she provides a revision
to the fundamental understanding of what city planning should be. Jordan’s approach
argues that planning should not be a procedure of remaking urban spaces to benefit
developers, white cis-heterosexual residents, or ideas of normativity, but should instead
imagine new and transformed urban spaces that reflect the needs and desires of Black
residents through attention to resource use and urban ecology.
The novel’s two protagonists are Brooklyn teenagers, Buddy and Angela, who meet
in the hospital where Angela's mother works and where Buddy visits every evening with
his father who is dying. After Angela and her mother have a fight in the hospital, Buddy
walks her home, and then continues to do so every night after Angela visits her mother at
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work. One night, Angela's father comes home drunk from his work of driving a taxi and
physically harms Angela. Angela leaves her house and goes to Buddy's. He takes her to
the hospital, and when she is treated, she is sent upstate to a religious home for assigned
female at birth children who are either orphaned or removed from the homes of their
caregivers, despite her desire to stay with Buddy. Angela's good behavior results in her
being granted a weekend to visit her parents, and when she arrives at her house and they
reject her, she goes to Buddy's. Buddy and Angela leave their Brooklyn neighborhood,
driving down Bushwick Avenue until they arrive at a cemetery, likely the Evergreens
Cemetery in the Cypress Hills section of Brooklyn, part of a network of cemeteries that
span Brooklyn and Queens. In the cemetery, Buddy breaks into a toolshed and they set up
a home there, hiding out and living together.
Buddy and Angela spend the novel trying to find a place in the city that they can
belong to and occupy. Throughout the novel, Buddy offers a series of imagined
conceptions of urban coalitionality, using institutions, human systems, and the city's
ecological context as frameworks for a utopian imaginary. Buddy's primary observations
about New York are analyses of the kinds of planning and policy decisions that produce
division and those that produce collectivity. Unable to realize his utopian vision of the
city in his daily life, Buddy uses the spaces of the hospital, the garden, and the cemetery
to produce imagined collectivities composed of but also apart from the city’s residents.
The urban spaces that Buddy creates and imagines propose a flexible and shifting
network of gender and professional roles that contribute to collective practices of care. In
doing so, he identifies the construction of urban imaginaries that resist white
cisnormativity and are attentive to the ecology of the city as his strategy for survival.
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Early in the novel, reflecting on his visits to the hospital, Jordan writes of Buddy:
Buddy sure the whole city should be like a hospital and everybody taking
turns to heal the people. People turning doctor, patient, nurse. Whole city
asking everybody how you are, how you feel, what can I do for you, how
can I help. Fantastic if the city turn into a hospital the city fill with a million
people asking a million other people how you feeling, how’s everything,
what you need. Dig, policeman move up to this Momma, ask her do she
sleep well. She say no. Explaining how the heat turn off at midnight.
Policeman make a note. Act like a nurse. (10)
Buddy's paradigm of city-as-hospital imagines the shared experience of living in the city
as grounds for caretaking, and caring labor as the common text of urban experience. This
vision begins as a way of building community among urban residents, a shared
responsibility of an ongoing practice of healing as a way of structuring daily life. This
caring labor puts city residents in the place of both medical professionals and recipients
of care, “people turning doctor, patient, nurse.” Buddy imagines that an urban community
structured around caring relationships directly improves public health. Buddy also
imagines a version of urban life in which residents cycle through a network of relations to
care, alternately taking the positions of doctor, patient, and nurse. He proposes a social
imaginary within which instead of social or professional roles connoting particular
relationships to gender or race, residents move between roles such that the gendered
connotations of those roles—the masculinization of doctor vs. the feminization of nurse,
for example—cease to meaningfully exist.
Buddy's imaginary paradigm of city-as-hospital focuses specifically on the
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interaction between Black residents and the police. The administrative function of the
police, in Buddy's imaginary, is to work at the intersection of caring labor and the
bureaucratic systems that structure urban resource allocation. The interaction between the
“policeman” and the “Momma” begins as an interaction centered on interpersonal
concern, in which the policeman asks her how she sleeps, an intimate and open-ended
expression of care. When he discovers that the reason for her sleeping badly is
insufficient heat, the policeman's caring labor extends into his administrative function to
provide publicly managed resources (like heat) to city residents. By describing the
policeman's behavior as “act[ing] like a nurse,” Buddy imagines the allocation of
resources as an element of administrative care, rather than as an impediment to urban
equity. In doing so, Buddy identifies the rigid masculinity associated with policing as
itself an impediment to urban networks of care. The act of temporarily entering into
different roles is so normalized in Buddy’s imaginary that the police officer can take part
in a flexibly gendered network of caring labor and the valuation of Black life, rather than
appearing as a figure of anti-Black violence and control. In a social network of changing
roles, Buddy models a speculative imaginary in which urban residents participate in a
collaborative cycle of care for one another.
Buddy identifies in most urban spaces both a utopian and a dystopian potential.
Later in the novel, Buddy spends the night in the hospital “thinking that the whole city of
his people like a all-night emergency room. People mostly suffering, uncomfortable, and
waiting” (30). Buddy imagines the hospital as a metonym for the city both as a utopian
framework for caring relationships between strangers and as a space characterized by
administrative barriers to care and by the concentration of suffering. Within the space of
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the hospital, Buddy associates caretaking with access to cultivation. As he waits in the
hospital, Buddy imagines, “For his father buy some seeds, and haul some open land into
the hospital” (34). Throughout the novel, Buddy consistently draws a connection between
urban residents' access to shared green space and their desire and ability to interact with
and care for one another. For Buddy there is a direct connection between hospitals that
concentrate suffering when they should be modeling care, and planning decisions that
develop highways “where the traffic bars the river from the people,” a critique Jordan
also issues in “Skyrise for Harlem,” and which Baldwin asserts in Ruth’s experience of
Midtown (His Own Where 45). For Buddy, the urban non-human world is part of the
city’s collectivity. Buddy imagines planning interventions that connect urban residents to
greenspace and cultivation in order to overcome administrative barriers and build
community.
In one instance, Buddy builds a garden after relatives send him money:
He take all the clothes money and spend it ordering seeds from a garden
catalog his father always use to use, with color photographs of fruit trees
and things like that. The backyard seem like a flower island in the middle of
the block. Buddy stare at the fencing separate the people keep every yard
too small. Keep every yard a secret angry under the windows. The alley cats
the only living action yard to yard. (52)
Taking his cues from the alley cats, Buddy suggests to his neighbors that they pull down
their fences: “Pretty soon the neighbors break the backyard open. Pull the fencing down.
Stretch the yard into a park they will all share . . . Things looking up. People on the block
say hello and talk awhile” (52). Buddy notices a direct relationship between changing the
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design of the yards on his block by taking down the fences and the transformation of
relationships between neighbors. The garden, too, becomes a site of caring labor. In the
garden, Buddy imagines that residents would be able to extend the care network of
becoming “doctor, patient, nurse” to their neighborhood’s non-human life. Like his desire
for residents to cycle through caretaking roles for other people, Buddy seeks to counteract
the anger of the yards and incorporate the ecological life of the neighborhood into a
flexible and sustaining network of care. This network of care echoes Jordan’s refusal in
“Memo to Daniel Pretty Moynihan” of the Moynihan report’s pathologization of Black
single mothers and Black kinship networks. Buddy’s flexible care network requires a
similarly flexible performance of gender roles, and a refusal of a white cisnormative
relation to urban space, as integral to the valuation both of Black neighborhoods and their
ecology.
In Buddy's search for a relationship to the city in which he can shape its built and
non-built environment to represent his visions for collectivity, “‘his own where’ turns out
to be a cemetery,” as Sapphire notes in her introduction to the 2010 Feminist Press
edition of the book, (vi). In the cemetery, he notes perhaps of Angela, of himself, or of a
general subject:
You be different from all the dead. All them tombstones tearing up the
ground, look like a little city, like a small Manhattan, not exactly. Here is
not the same. Here, you be bigger than the buildings, bigger than the little
city. You be really different from the rest, the resting other ones. (89)
Buddy intervenes in the debates of the 1960s and 1970s about city planning and Black
life in New York City, as he takes the cemetery as a model for his visions of
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redevelopment. Despite the fact that Evergreens Cemetery, the likely setting for the later
portions of the novel, was designed “in the rural style,” in the 1840s, to Buddy it looks
like a model city (“Further Information”). The “buildings” in the cemetery are the
tombstones, which like buildings rupture the city's ecology, “tearing up the ground.” The
cemetery for Buddy is a repetition of the city with a difference. Throughout the novel,
Buddy thinks structurally about the city, and uses its built and non-built environments to
counter predatory and anti-Black planning, as he lives in the cemetery and turns private
yards into a semi-public garden.
As it centers planning as democratic knowledge, His Own Where furthers Jordan’s
contributions to debates about redevelopment and Black life. Buddy, like Jordan herself,
is an imaginative city resident who is not formally trained as a planner, but who sees the
environmental redesign of the city as the only means of producing racial justice. Like
Jordan in “Skyrise for Harlem,” Buddy routinely draws links between access to green
space and access to equitable urban life and to facilitating residents' investment in the city
as itself a framework for care. Buddy models an approach to the democratization of
planning in which making the city a space in which “black lives will have mattered to
everyone” requires an approach that uses attention to urban ecology as a primary means
of centering Black life (Black on Both Sides 198).
Like Jordan's vision in “Skyrise,” Buddy's is often a vision of radically remaking
parts of the city. In a dream he has while he is sleeping in the toolshed in the cemetery:
The dream continue bright from Buddy father drawing pad into another
dream and all the crowded, cold, the peeling painted rickety and rusted the
unlit shamble Brooklyn housing slide invisible into the Hudson River slide
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collapsing from a river pier of several thousand splinters. Meanwhile all
the families all the Brooklyn people reach the evening empty towers and
fill them up with cribs and toys and parties on the intercom and blankets
on the leather couch and turnip greens cook steaming in the cafeteria. (84)
This dream, like “Skyrise,” involves the radical reconstruction of the shape and use of the
built environment. Skyscrapers become workplaces during the day and alternatives to
decaying housing at night after that housing collapses into the Hudson River. In Buddy's
dream, the Hudson and the Brooklyn residents are both disadvantaged. The substandard
housing is made precarious both by its flimsy construction and by its dangerous
proximity to the water. Buddy's description of the substandard housing anticipates a large
body of work in urban and disaster justice that identifies the housing of marginalized
people as disproportionately exposed to environmental risk. 77 The solution that Buddy
envisions is not to rebuild the housing, but rather to center the rights of its former
occupants by allowing them to live in the most valuable real estate in the city during its
unused hours. The sharing of skyscrapers as workplace and residence is part of both
Buddy's and Jordan's visions of the radical redistribution of ecological, social, and
material resources through environmental redesign. For Buddy, as for Jordan, advocacy
for marginalized people must begin with an intervention into their access to urban
resources and their ability to shape urban space, a process that, as it does for Buddy,
frequently begins with shaping urban ecological life. Buddy’s approach, like Jordan’s, is
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For instance, as Laura Pulido notes of her analysis of environmental hazards in Los Angeles in the late
1990s, “looking at the region as a whole, it is clear that people of color are disproportionately exposed to a
particular set of environmental hazards. Such patterns are not the result of any single decision or particular
act. Instead, they are the result of urban development in a highly racialized society over the course of 150
years” (“Rethinking Environmental Racism” 32).
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also pedagogical. Democratizing city planning requires turning the yard or the block or
the cemetery into a classroom. It also requires turning the classroom into a space of
coalitional thinking about where that classroom is located, and how its spatial context
mediates the work that happens within it.
In my reading of Jordan, I have been using Jordan’s urbanist writing to consider
how her speculative redevelopment plans refuse marginalizing urban policy by focusing
on race, gender, and environment. Jordan’s reading practice rhymes with the many recent
conversations in queer and trans theory that consider the utility of a materialist reading
practice. For instance, in her discussion of what she terms “the technical capacity of the
body to modify its gender,” Jules Gill-Peterson argues that this bodily capacity is shaped
in dialogue with the body’s negotiation of its spatial and material context (“Technical
Capacity” 409). Jordan’s work on urban design follows Gill-Peterson’s provocation to
read in both “materialist and . . . speculative” ways (“Technical Capacity” 405). GillPeterson advocates for the figuration of “racialized and trans embodiment as technical
capacities of all bodies,” offering trans as an analytic for ideas of racialized gender
relevant to all people, including and beyond those who identify as trans or gender nonconforming (“Technical Capacity” 403). In her literary and journalistic work that
imagines alternate urban futures, Jordan also figures racialized and gender nonconforming embodiment as technical capacities of all relations between bodies and
spaces, and therefore, of all planning projects that imagine a relation between bodies and
the urban environment. In her analysis of the embeddedness of race, gender, and
environment, Jordan offers a practice of “ecological” reading in addition to GillPeterson’s “materialist” reading. Jordan’s “ecological” reading focuses on how gender is
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produced in dialogue with race and environment in the renewal-era city. Jordan models a
practice of reading urban change that sets gender, racialization, and environmental justice
into dialogue with one another. She exposes normative conceptions of racialized binary
gender as a technology that shapes all people’s material experience, including
relationships between the human and non-human worlds. An approach to bodyenvironment relations in urban space focused on linked gendered, racial, and
environmental impact identifies how practices of urban environmental racism have
sought justification through a conception of binary gender that assumes whiteness. As
this anticipates recent scholarship on trans materialisms, it suggests the possibility of an
urban environmental approach to conversations about trans ecology that attend to the
environmental factors that shape how the technical capacities of bodies are socially
produced.78 It also suggests a further connection between feminist, queer, and trans
materialist scholarship and work in feminist, queer, and trans pedagogy that identifies the
classroom as one place to model approaches to rethinking relations between bodies,
structures of power, and built and non-built environments.
V. Teaching Like a City
As a writer and a teacher, Jordan was committed to developing tools for a pedagogy that
refuses static forms of knowledge. Thinking with Jordan, I end this chapter by
speculating about how Jordan’s approach to counter-planning might relate to the at once
institutional and anti-institutional space of the justice-focused classroom. I pivot to

On trans ecology see Nicole Seymour, “Transgender Environments.” Routledge Handbook of Gender
and Environment. 2017. 253-269; Nicole Seymour, “Trans Ecology and the Transgender Road Narrative.”
Oxford Handbooks Online, Oxford University Press, 2016; Tarsh Bates. “Queer affordances: The human as
trans* ecology.” Angelaki 22.2. 2017. 151-154; and Wibke Straube. “Toxic Bodies: Ticks, Trans Bodies,
and the Ethics of Response-Ability in Art and Activist Writing.” Environmental Humanities 11.1 (2019):
216-238.
78
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teaching in this final section to draw out parallels between Jordan’s proposals for city
planning and the various proposals for the justice-focused classroom. But I also focus on
pedagogy in this final section because for Jordan, teaching was integral to advocacy, and
she understood much of her writing to be pedagogical. In Jordan’s body of work, the
future of the classroom was inseparable from that of the street. In my analysis of Jordan’s
urbanist writing, I follow her commitments to ask how they might be brought to bear on
the classroom. In the course of pivoting to the classroom in this final section, I identify a
number of parallels between how Jordan approached the city and how contemporary
scholarship in and across queer and trans studies, Black feminism, and the environmental
humanities suggests we might approach both the classroom and the planet, spaces that are
inextricable from one another, in the context of climate change. The practices I discuss
here draw both on this contemporary body of scholarship and on the practices of Jordan,
her City College colleague Toni Cade Bambara, with whom she taught in the late 1960s
and 1970s, and others working in the Black feminist, queer and trans, and environmental
humanist traditions, for whom pedagogy, scholarship, and public engagement and
activism are intertwined.
Jordan’s approach to both the city and the classroom as sites of engagement shares
with contemporary scholarship in trans pedagogy a focus on unknowability. The goal of
such a pedagogy is to embrace instability and uncertainty. As trans studies scholar Toby
Beauchamp argues:
by embracing unknowability in a time of growing visibility and by
acknowledging the ongoing process of decision-making inherent in
identity claims, a transgender studies pedagogy might clutch onto the very
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instability that once seemed impossible to grasp. (32)
Beauchamp advocates for a trans studies pedagogy that resists what he refers to as an
“about model” that structures trans studies courses around “transgender” as a rigid
identity category. He instead advocates for “a course in which the goal is not to learn
about particular people who can be grouped under terms such as transgender, but about
how such terms themselves develop, the meanings they carry, and the uses to which they
are—or can be—put” (25). In a trans studies pedagogy, how the terms of trans identity
operate in the service of and in opposition to structures of power in ways that describe the
gendered experience of all people becomes the focus of trans studies. This revised focus
requires a situational attention and advocates for uncertainty as an ongoing political
practice. Similarly, Jordan’s approach to planning seeks to refuse the diagnostic
approaches of dominant planning and policy, and to identify the meaning that urban
space creates and the use to which designed spaces can be put. “Unknowability” in
Beauchamp’s usage refers to a refusal to guess or assume the identities of other people
without asking, as people do when they presume other people’s pronouns. And in
Beauchamp’s scholarship, like in Jordan’s counter-planning, it refers to a refusal to make
a critical contribution in the classroom or in the city that intervenes by insisting on the
knowable. It therefore enters into conflict with approaches for which proof, rather than
survival, is the goal.79
In her own work, June Jordan advocates for a speculation contingent upon
unknowing that focuses on explicating and resisting the forces behind systems that

Writing about her position in a Black feminist lineage, Alexis Pauline Gumbs writes, “Survival
references our living in the context of what we have overcome. Survival is life after disaster, life in honor
of our ancestors, despite the genocidal forces worked against them specifically so we would not exist”
(“The Shape of My Impact”).
79
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produce conflict, rather than on refuting conflictual positions. She reflects in Civil Wars
on developing this practice in the course of co-creating “Skyrise for Harlem”:
This was a way, a scale, of looking at things that escaped the sundering
paralysis of conflict by concentrating on the point, the purpose of the
fight: What kind of schools and what kind of streets and what kind of
parks and what kind of privacy and what kind of beauty and what kind of
music and what kind of options would make love a reasonable, easy
response? (xi)
Jordan explicitly links the school to the streets as she asks how the spaces of daily life in
the city condition public affect.
Jordan shares a commitment to articulating the meaning and context of
unknowability not only with scholarship in queer and trans pedagogy, but also with
recent scholarship in the environmental humanities on the future of cities. In their
discussion of the bond between human and non-human life and the built environment that
they term the “biocity,” Ursula Heise and Jon Christensen argue for the importance of
describing the forces that produce systems they cannot entirely name, in part because
they do not yet exist:
It is here, in the imagining of a biocity that is thoroughly hybrid, a product
of nature and humanity, and a habitat for such hybrids and their odd,
evolving, and adapting assemblages, that such histories, theories,
narratives, and speculations might usefully be applied as we think through
the future of urban environmental humanities and life in this human and
more-than-human habitat. (“Biocities” 459)
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All three essays agree that “embracing unknowability” is the approach most appropriate
to representing the forces that create “odd, evolving, and adapting assemblages,” and to
understanding how those assemblages fit together.
The unknowability for which Beauchamp advocates orients anti-oppressive critique
toward describing how power structures use language to delineate and define.
Beauchamp’s attention to language echoes Jordan’s assertion throughout her career that
both spaces and people need to exist in language in order to exist in built and non-built
environments. As I noted briefly above, a small-scale form of embracing unknowability
is necessary to a trans-affirming practice of referring to other people using the names and
pronouns they prefer, one way of enabling others to exist in language. As trans studies
scholar A. Finn Enke writes, “conversations and references—by gendering or
misgendering—have the power to affirm or refuse the ability of some persons to
participate as speaking subjects and even to exist in language at all” (216). Following
Jordan, embracing unknowability as an orientation to city planning would have to begin
by acknowledging that planners curate kinship networks by choosing the size of units to
build or the kinds of buildings to put near one another, or the neighborhoods to value or
ignore. It would also have to acknowledge that planning decisions routinely structure the
exposure of city residents to environmental harm. It would also have to acknowledge that
city residents must exist and be valued in language, both the language of literary texts and
the language of planning documents, before they can exist and be valued in the designed
and redesigned spaces of urban life.
A pedagogy of unknowability is relevant to any course of study that concerns the
production, behavior, and resistance of structures of power. It concerns both classroom
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spaces and daily language use as itself a pedagogical practice. It distinguishes itself from
other theories of resistant pedagogy through its commitment to reading relations between
humans, built, and non-built environments as crucial sites in which power is constituted.
It is attentive to the relationships between making and maintaining a classroom, a city, a
planet, and an individual life. Its relevance to conversations in queer and trans studies, the
environmental humanities, urban and planning history, and Black feminism have a
number of key tenants in common. Below I discuss three that I think are crucial. Please
amend and build upon them as you want to, and as reflects your own critical and
pedagogical practice:
1. Think across scales
As Jordan’s City College colleague Toni Cade Bambara argued in 1969, “All that
any of us who are in the process of thinking, writing, designing, can offer is what we see
at the moment to be important” (22). Bambara’s was a responsive pedagogy, oriented
toward teaching as an act of listening. That listening, for Bambara, required attention
across scales, linking, in her pedagogy: “Black people’s histories to those of their
neighbors and co-workers also struggling against institutional and interpersonal racism in
the United States in a more global anti-colonial context” (Lavan and Reed 6). In her
description of her own practices, Jordan argued similarly of her own method of living as
inseparable from the practices of teaching and writing:
My life seems to be an increasing revelation of the intimate face of
universal struggle. You begin with your family and the kids on the block,
and next you open your eyes to what you call your people and that leads
you into land reform into Black English into Angola leads you back to our
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own bed where you lie by yourself, wondering if you deserve to be
peaceful, or trusted or desired or left to the freedom of your own
unfaltering heart. And the scale shrinks to the size of a skull: your own
interior cage (Civil Wars xi).
What Jordan and Bambara identify as a crucial Black feminist method, feminist ecocritic
Stacy Alaimo argues is a method necessary to environmentalist writing in the
Anthropocene. She writes, “The ethical and the political, like many other questions of
and in the anthropocene, become matters of scale-shifting—improvisational interventions
in lives and worlds where there is no stable background and nothing can be set straight”
(11). The focus of all three authors’ approaches on improvisation and shifting scales
rhymes with Beauchamp and Enke's call for a trans studies pedagogy that is attentive to
the unknowable in language that circulates in the classroom. As each author
demonstrates, questioning the knowable requires questioning the scales on which
knowledge is produced, as well as the communities and contexts whose knowledge is
valued, and the scales of critique on which various knowledges appear in critical
discourse.
2. Teach that language is pedagogical
Reflecting on their experimentation with gendered language norms in the
classroom, Enke writes, “If we understand pronouns as signifiers, we might say that
binary gender pronouns don’t just reflect binary gender, they create, teach, and enforce
binary gender.” (218). A trans studies pedagogy makes clear that the choices we make as
we use language are themselves pedagogical. 80 Critical work in and between Black
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Stacey Waite argues additionally that speech acts in particular are tied to the bodies that produce them.
Waite posits that Waite’s performance of “illegitimate masculinity” in the classroom as a gender non-
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feminism, trans studies, and the environmental humanities have in common a desire to
index systems of oppression in order to persuasively work against them. As those
approaches imagine a gendered vocabulary for addressing oppression, they engage in
what Beauchamp refers to a “decision-making [process] inherent in identity claims” (32).
Binary gendered language produced from this process can reinforce power structures that
an oppositional rhetoric otherwise works to destabilize. Understanding language to be
pedagogical—to teach readers and listeners and users of language about how structures of
value intervene in the act of selecting words and composing sentences—ties the work of
the classroom to the field of the biome and the skyscraper. Embracing unknowing
requires speculating with precision, where the orientation toward not knowing animates
the urgency of careful inquiry. Jordan identifies her dreams for the future as “detailed
explorations of the alternatives to whatever stultifies and debases our lives” (Civil Wars
xi). Imagining another material context, as she does in “Skyrise for Harlem” or His Own
Where requires unknowing in pursuit of detail as it opens up information about her own
and others’ experience of urban space in which received structures of planning collapse
into irrelevance.
3. Center marginalized knowledge and spatial practices
In her 1969 essay “Realizing the Dream of a Black University,” Bambara proposes
a number of courses that center Black and Latinx knowledge as the ethical center of
academic study. She also proposes that universities offer a course that rereads selections

conforming teacher shapes how students experience written texts. Waite writes, “my body betrays and in
doing so becomes a kind of betrayal. I betray my students, so that in addition to reading seemingly radical
texts . . . my students are also faced with a teaching body and performance that betrays them. They have
difficulty reading or interpreting the texts I give them or the text I am to them to the point that these texts
(my body) may seem impossible and illegible” (32-3, emphasis in original).
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from the white Western cannon to trace and refute the histories of marginalization it
encourages. Among the courses Bambara recommends is a course on “trends in western
thought” that focuses on “the development of reliance on scientific knowledge, which
depends on a vision of the world from which accident, chance, magic, God, evil, error,
love, weakness, dependency, was excluded” (25). Other courses she proposes include
“Nutrition,” “Psychology and Blacks,” “Eastern Ethics Through Literature,” and
“Negritude” (25-26). Following Bambara, our trans studies, feminist theory,
environmental humanities, and even city planning and planning history classes should
center both knowledge produced by marginalized people, and knowledge about social,
political, and environmental structures of marginalization.
A university that pursued this goal as a structural tenant would start by expanding
the many excellent and generative critical approaches to studying systems of power that
are presently important to the curriculum of many institutions. It might continue to center
marginalized knowledge by making changes in the structure of curricula in addition to its
course offerings. We might require city planning students to take a course in feminist,
queer, and trans theory in order to understand how structures of gender and sexual power
have organized the spatial history in which they intend to intervene. We would require
business students to take courses in Black feminist thought so that they had the
vocabulary to understand and address the long history of racialized and gendered
violence in the service of capitalism. We would structure our first-year writing seminars
and composition courses around environmental justice movements in the global South
and in marginalized communities in the global North to help students internalize that they
will use their time in college and the remainder of their lives beyond it to directly or
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indirectly negotiate the effects of climate change. But we would also structure those same
practice-based courses on how global advocacy for environmental justice is related to the
Indigenous past and present of the land where the university is located, and to practices of
building, clearance, rezoning, speculation and contestation with which the university and
its context are embedded.
The university is an insufficient site of action on its own. At the same time,
strengthening our ability to advocate for how to use the resources of the university to
benefit people and places outside it requires changing what everyone inside the university
thinks the university does and should do. What a pedagogy of unknowing as a way of
engaging both city and classroom has to offer us is a shared sense of urgency about
understanding the material and multi-scalar effects of power. A pedagogy of unknowing
is therefore a site-specific practice aimed both toward at the classroom and beyond it to
language and its use as the site of the creation and sharing of knowledge. As Jordan wrote
of Harlem in “Skyrise,” “Partial renovation is not enough. Piecemeal healing provides
temporary relief at best and may create as many problems as it cures . . . despair requires
exorcism” (110). A critical project committed to explicating the social and ecological
contours of power requires a vital engagement with land and its development, and with
racialized and gendered language in relation to the multi-scalar environment with which
it is embedded.
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Chapter Three – The Climate of AIDS: Loss and Predatory Speculation at the End of
Nature
I. AIDS, Gentrification, and Climate Change
On October 13th, 1996 an estimated 300 protestors gathered before the gates of the White
House to throw urns, boxes, and bags containing the ashes of AIDS victims over the
fence and onto the White House lawn (“AIDS Protesters Toss Funeral Urns Over White
House Fence”). The demonstration, a mass “political funeral” for people killed by AIDS
in the deadliest years of the pandemic in the U.S., was organized by the advocacy group
ACT-UP (AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power). The action was inspired by a passage in
David Wojnarowicz's 1991 essay collection, Close to the Knives: A Memoir of
Disintegration, in which Wojnarowicz speculates about regular public action in response
to AIDS. He writes:
I imagine what it would be like if, each time a lover, friend or stranger died
of this disease, their friends, lovers or neighbors would take the dead body
and drive with it in a car a hundred miles an hour to washington d.c. and
blast through the gates of the white house and come to a screeching halt
before the entrance and dump their lifeless form on the front steps. (122)
Wojnarowicz died of AIDS in July 1992, just over a year after the publication of Close to
the Knives. The banner that led his own political funeral through the streets of
Manhattan’s Lower East Side read:
DAVID WOJNAROWICZ
1954-1992
DIED OF AIDS
DUE TO
GOVERNMENT NEGLECT (Woubshet 14)
In his discussion of the grief of early AIDS mourners, Dagmawi Woubshet argues, “the
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formal and political character of their grief confounds and traverses the limits of
mourning” (3). Woubshet posits further, “the unique formal and extraformal dimensions
of this body of mourning have significant implications for the way we theorize loss” (5).
As Woubshet himself notes, the form used by early AIDS mourners to contain their
grief—the form of the political funeral, of the street protest, of the public art action—was
in dialogue with a Downtown arts scene in the New York City of the 1980s and early
1990s in which Wojnarowicz was active, and where the largest number of AIDS cases in
the U.S. were concentrated. 81
Contemporaneous and complexly entangled with the early years of AIDS in New
York was the gentrification of many areas of the city, including the Lower East Side,
where Wojnarowicz lived. 82 The gentrification of U.S. cities in the 1980s is situated in
what Neil Smith identifies as the urban manifestation of the neoliberal policies of
globalized racial capitalism. As Smith explains, gentrification was facilitated by “global
economic expansion in the 1980s; the restructuring of national and urban economies in
advanced capitalist countries toward services, recreation, and consumption; and
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New York City was not only the site of the largest concentration of AIDS cases in New York, but also an
important context for the negotiation of AIDS activists with city government. Activist Larry Kramer
blamed New York mayor Ed Koch for ignoring the severity of AIDS. In his essay “1,112 and Counting,”
published in the gay periodical the New York Native in early 1983, Kramer focused his attack specifically
on Koch, writing, “With this silence on AIDS, the mayor of New York is helping to kill us” (qtd in Soffer
309).
82
In the 1970s, early conversations about gentrification in urbanist scholarship argued that gentrification
was caused by the movement of suburban residents back into the city, in a reversal of the “white flight” of
the 1940s, ‘50s, and ‘60s. In his 1979 article “Toward a Theory of Gentrification,” Neil Smith argues
conversely that “gentrification is a back to the city movement all right, but of capital rather than people”
(547). Against an explanation that identified the symptom of gentrification—people, mostly white, moving
into, buying houses and opening businesses in mostly disinvested urban neighborhoods populated mostly
by people of color—to the exclusion of the cause—public policy and corporate investment facilitating the
development of jobs and seizure of real estate in gentrifying areas—Smith argued that, “A broader theory
of gentrification must take the role of producers as well as consumers into account, and when this is done, it
appears that the needs of production—in particular the need to earn profit—are a more decisive initiative
behind gentrification than consumer preference” (“Toward a Theory of Gentrification” 540).
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the emergence of a global hierarchy of world, national and regional cities” (New Urban
Frontier 8). As geographer Caitlin Cahill argues of the gentrification of the Lower East
Side in language that mirrors the public cultures of loss described by Woubshet,
“gentrification is experienced as a loss of self, community and culture” (219).83
Furthermore, as Sarah Schulman argues, in the Lower East Side, the early years of the
AIDS pandemic further sped the pace of gentrification. Schulman explains that “the high
rate of deaths from AIDS was one of a number of determining factors in the rapid
gentrification of key neighborhoods of Manhattan” because, as people died of AIDS,
“surviving partners or roommates were not allowed to inherit leases that had been in the
dead person’s name” (Schulman 27). 84 The simultaneous processes of gentrification and
the concentration of AIDS deaths in U.S. cities in the late 1980s and early 1990s created
an interlocking web of loss for people with AIDS. Many simultaneously negotiated the
loss of their homes, the loss of their friends and lovers, and the loss of their lives.

In this chapter, I use the term “Lower East Side” to refer generally to the area of Manhattan below 14 th
Street and east of Broadway. In a 2016 report on the resilience of the neighborhood after damage wrought
by Hurricane Sandy, The City of New York’s Department of City Planning explains that for their purposes,
“East Village,” is a municipal designation that includes the area from 14th Street at the north end to Houston
Street at the south end. They use the term “Lower East Side” to refer to the area that extends south of
Houston to the Manhattan Bridge. The report also notes, however, of its study area of the East Village,
Lower East Side, and Two Bridges (the area surrounding the Manhattan and Brooklyn Bridges, which
overlaps with portions of Chinatown) “combined, the study area is also part of what is sometimes
collectively referred to as the ‘Lower East Side.’” (“Resilient Neighborhoods,” also see Image 6) I use the
term “Lower East Side” in this chapter to correspond both to this generalized usage and to its use as the
dominant term for the area in urbanist scholarship. I retain the term “East Village” when it appears in
writing that I cite in the chapter.
84
Schulman cites the case of one gay dancer, Jon Hetwar, whose apartment, when he died, “went from
$305 per month to the market rate of $1,200 per month” (Schulman 28). The impact of the early years of
AIDS on New York was more dramatic than on any other U.S. city. As Schulman notes, “81,542 people
have died of AIDS in New York City as of August 16, 2008” (Schulman 32). That number is greater than
the entire population of the Lower East Side in the year 2000: 72,285 (NYC Open Data – Population By
Neighborhood).
83
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Image 6: “Study Area Context Map” Resilient Neighborhoods: Lower East Side –
East Village – Two Bridges. City of New York Department of City Planning.
accessed January 17, 2019.
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/planning/download/pdf/plans-studies/resilientneighborhoods/evillage-leside/resilientneighborhoods_ev_les_tb_report.pdf
This interlocking network of dispossession contributed to public narratives of loss
for which spatial displacement and mass death due to AIDS were inextricable
illustrations of the disenfranchisement of marginalized people under the racial capitalist
policies of neoliberal globalization. As Jodi Melamed argues, “racialization naturalizes
the privileges of those who benefit from present socioeconomic arrangements and makes
the dispossessions of those cut off from wealth and institutional power appear fair” (2).
As I suggested in the introduction to this dissertation, in the early years of the AIDS
pandemic, racialized experiences of dispossession caused by neoliberal globalization
linked AIDS to gentrification, and also to early public conversations about climate
change.85
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Wojnarowicz, like many other artists living with AIDS in the early years of the pandemic, theorized the
losses of individual friends and lovers as part of a climate of loss that would shortly include his own. In
both his writing and his visual art practice, his critique of the governmental mismanagement of the AIDS
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In his writing and art practice, Wojnarowicz looked to the behavior of non-human
animals, the weather, the Hudson River, and the land on which New York was built for
coalitional bonds that gathered human and non-human actors dispossessed by neoliberal
globalization. As I expand upon below, he simultaneously imagined climate disaster as a
venue for creative destruction and objected to an enduring imaginary of nature that
bolstered and justified the misuse of ecological resources and the dispossession of
marginalized people. In the essay “Do Not Doubt the Dangerousness of the 12-Inch
Politician” Wojnarowicz asks, “Why is it any other person but myself can make a
determination that affects the health or safety of my body? Why are so many people
silent in the face of this? Is it because the sky is blue that most people feel safe from this
disease called AIDS?” (157) Wojnarowicz’s questions link perceptions of the planet to
logics that justify the under-resourcing of marginalized people.
As Bill McKibben describes in his contemporaneous early work on climate
change, The End of Nature, published in 1989 (a book Wojnarowicz owned at the time of
his death) the ability to take comfort in the blueness of the sky is a denial not only of how
normative ideology and behavior imperil the lives of marginalized people, but also of
human geological impact. Reflecting on the statistic that in the late 1980s, the average car

pandemic was tied to a broader critique of neoliberal policy and its conflation of predatory urban
development, economic productivity, environmental degradation, racial capitalism, and compulsory
heterosexuality. As he argued in the essay “The Suicide of a Guy Who Once Built an Elaborate Shrine
Over a Mouse Hole,” this coalitional experience of marginalization offered dispossessed people particular
purchase on the political economic structures underpinning the upward redistribution favored by neoliberal
policy. Wojnarowicz writes, “We see something about the structure that others take for granted or seem
blind to; the structure consumes them and all they know is to get that job, get that food, get that comfort,
and hopefully, get that retirement” (197). Wojnarowicz agrees with later queer critique that refuses social
teleology on the terms of reproductive futurism, and which situates that refusal on economic terms.
Wojnarowicz’s critique hinges on normative economic participation – job, and retirement – and therefore
frames “food” and “comfort” as operating in service of those economic benchmarks.
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driven the average U.S. distance of 10,000 miles per year emits its weight in carbon into
the atmosphere annually, McKibben argues, “Imagine each car on a busy freeway
pumping a ton of carbon into the atmosphere, and the sky seems less infinitely blue”
(6).86 What McKibben refers to as a problematic “sense of nature as eternal and separate”
is entangled with the public narratives that, Wojnarowicz argues, allowed a late 1980s
public to feel that a disease killing more than 30,000 people a year in the U.S. was as
distant from them as a version of nature untouched by human activity (8,
nycaidsmemorial timeline). The link Wojnarowicz suggested between ideas of nature as
durable and timeless and the justification of the marginalization of people outside
structures of normativity rhymes with how some recent ecocritical work stages the
conceptual relation between human systems and the non-human world. As he
distinguishes between the anthropocentric concept of the “globe” and the extra-human
category of the “planet,” historian Dipesh Chakrabarty argues that “planet” is a category
that extends beyond the realm of human relevance in both temporal and spatial scales. He
posits that “to encounter the planet is to encounter something that is the condition of
human existence and yet profoundly indifferent to that existence” (4). Wojnarowicz
considered neoliberal policy to behave the same way.
In this chapter, I consider how the work of Wojnarowicz and the writing of Eileen
Myles, a trans writer and fellow participant in a late 1980s and early 1990s Downtown art
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McKibben goes on to compare the spectacular carbon emissions of the 20th century to saving [money]
one’s whole life only to spend “every cent on one fantastic week’s debauch . . . and in the process,
contracting a horrid disease” (11). While Wojnarowicz reaches for the language of weather to describe
public distancing from AIDS, McKibben reaches for the language of human disease to describe the
procedures of climate change. And while Wojnarowicz links the violent under-resourcing of people with
AIDS to histories and ongoing practices of raced and classed marginalization, McKibben argues that “there
is no future in loving nature,” a statement with which Wojnarowicz in his skepticism on the reliance of
normative ideology on a consistently blue sky would agree (211).
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and literature scene, represent neoliberal globalization as a process that simultaneously
reshaped the geology and climate of the planet, perpetuated the gentrification of U.S.
cities, and facilitated the early years of the AIDS pandemic. Both Myles and
Wojnarowicz worked to visualize a world system that aligned marginalized people in the
U.S.—the vast majority of the population—with a global human and non-human
community obscured by U.S. nationalism. Both artists worked to conceptualize
globalization as they charted how AIDS, gentrification, and climate change informed one
another. Imagining globalization allowed them to envision an approach to planetary
reading in which the planet and its weather were on the side of marginalized people. It
also allowed them to think in Chakrabarty’s vein about a planetary scale that does not
care about human life: if a process of neoliberal development motivated by racial
capitalism actively imperils the lives of queer people, people displaced by gentrification,
people of color, and people with AIDS, then given the choice between the weather’s
indifference and racial capitalism’s active violence, Myles and Wojnarowicz chose
weather every time. And yet, even as they understood the weather to be a site to which
they could turn away from the harm of racial capitalism, the weather was also an ally
because it too was part of an atmosphere remade by anthropocentric development that
harmed non-human beings as well as marginalized people. Both Myles and Wojnarowicz
staged counter-readings of globalizing forces including capital, climate change,
gentrification, and AIDS, which were transforming the Lower East Side, where they both
lived.87 They tried variously to belong to and identify kinship ties with a global
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In addition to extending a feminist geographic focus on the body, considering the gentrification of the
Lower East Side as a situated instantiation of global power responds to urban historians A.K. SandovalStrauss and Nancy H. Kwak’s call to “locate transnationalism in specific places, grounding the study of
globalization in the built environments and everyday interactions of the city” (2). While they do not focus
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population, and with meteorological events including heat waves and rainstorms, with the
Hudson River, and with other non-human actors. These non-human kinship relations
allowed them to understand and outthink a U.S. nationalist project that itself used false
accounts of unharmed nature as proof of its efficacy.
In their attention to both built and non-human environments, Myles and
Wojnarowicz remind us that U.S. cities, especially coastal cities, have been formed by
centuries of the global movement of people, goods, weather, and capital. U.S. cities are
constructed upon contested land and shared with non-human beings and systems. The
ports and water access that made particular sites advantageous for city building in the
U.S. earlier in their short lives under settler colonialism of one or two or three hundred
years pose at once a forum for global connectivity and an environmental threat as sea
levels rise. Furthermore, like all urban lives, the lives of queer and trans people in cities
occur within the complex ecology formed of the relation between built and non-human
environments. The way that relation manifests, however, is specific to individuals’ and
communities’ relationships to structures of power. As geographer Matthew Gandy
argues, “It is only by radically reworking the relationship between nature and culture that
we can produce more progressive forms of urban society” (Concrete and Clay 5). Myles
and Wojnarowicz make evident that how ideas of nature circulate is bound up not only
with an urban binary of “nature” and “culture” or “natural” and “built” environments, but
also with how neoliberal systems figure dispossessed people as “with” or “against”

on sexuality or gender, they also advocate for a materialist critique invested in a “human-scale” reading of
the city. They write, “This focus on the materiality of the city is essential to our analysis because it
identifies transnationalism in physical space, at the level of the street, the neighborhood, and the
community — thereby placing human-scale mobility and flow at the conceptual center” (9). Myles and
Wojnarowicz reveal gendered and sexualized embodiment to be integral components of reading the city at
a human scale.
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nature.
“Nature” as a conceptual category in the U.S. in the late 1980s was linked to human
sexuality generally and to the AIDS pandemic in particular. Conservative politician Pat
Buchanan argued in 1983 that “The poor homosexuals—they have declared war upon
nature, and now nature is extracting an awful retribution (AIDS)” (Woubshet 25). In
1987, biologist Stephen Jay Gould used the AIDS pandemic to argue against a
teleological equation of technological development with empirical societal gain. He
writes, “The AIDS pandemic . . . provides a more striking proof that mind and
technology are not omnipotent and that we have not canceled our bond to nature.”
Seeking to depathologize the pandemic, Gould goes on to refer to the biology of AIDS as
an “ordinary natural phenomenon” and to state explicitly that “AIDS is natural . . . It is
part of nature. So are we.” Even so, Gould acknowledges that the failure to mobilize
governmental resources in response to the pandemic is entirely bound up with stigma
against IV drug users, queer people, and people of color (“The Terrifying Normalcy of
AIDS”).88
As Wojnarowicz and Myles demonstrate, intervening at the intersection of “nature
and culture” in the early years of the AIDS pandemic in the U.S. required an engagement
with how globalization was reshaping the cities where the pandemic was concentrated. It
also required an engagement with the circulation of racialized ideas of sex, gender, and
kinship as they were understood and justified as “natural” or “unnatural,” and the
implication of this use of “nature” for understanding climate change. Addressing
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The treatment of AIDS was further bound up with non-human life as one focus of AIDS research in the
1980s was the U.S. government’s pledge of $4.5 million in 1986 to launch a chimpanzee breeding program
in order to infect the animals with simian HIV (SIV) in response to research by primatologists that sought
to use non-human primates to develop a vaccine for human AIDS patients (Zonana).
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neoliberal policy as a producer of interspecies harm helped Wojnarowicz and Myles at
once to conceptualize death and to refuse to be subsumed within a necropolitical reading
of AIDS, as they attempted to understand how mass extinction and quotidian life might
coexist. Their work demonstrates that read together, the recent history of U.S.
gentrification, the concentration of AIDS deaths in the early years of the pandemic, and
contemporaneous work on climate change offer one framework for understanding
systems of dispossession and forms of mass loss perpetuated by globalized racial
capitalism.
II. David Wojnarowicz, Environmentalist
The late 2010s saw a resurgence in formal interest in the work of David Wojnarowicz.
The U.K.-based Peninsula Press republished his short story collection, The Waterfront
Journals, in 2018. That fall, the Whitney Museum of American Art mounted a major
retrospective of Wojnarowicz’s visual work. The show, David Wojnarowicz: History
Keeps Me Awake at Night, was housed at the museum’s new site at 99 Gansevoort Street,
near the former site of the piers and abandoned warehouses that were an important
cruising and social space for queer and trans people in the New York of the 1970s and
1980s, and which Wojnarowicz substantially documented. The exhibition announcement
for the 2018 Whitney Museum retrospective describes the import of his contribution to
U.S. counterculture, and identifies his archive as composed of work that “documents and
illuminates a desperate period of American history: that of the AIDS crisis and culture
wars of the late 1980s and early 1990s” (“David Wojnarowicz: History Keeps Me Awake
at Night”). But even the cover image of the exhibition illustrates what is absent from the
curatorial introduction to his work and its framing as being invested solely in U.S. queer
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and countercultural life—for Wojnarowicz, the forms of racialized privilege and
entitlement that facilitated the massive and tremendously fatal under-resourcing of AIDS
research and treatment and the gentrification of Lower Manhattan were intimately tied to
dominant ideas and representations of both globalization and non-human life.
The cover image for the exhibition is a photograph of Wojnarowicz taken by the
artist Tom Warren, which Wojnarowicz subsequently annotated, the 1983-84 Self
Portrait of David Wojnarowicz.

Image 7: David Wojnarowicz (1954–1992) with Tom Warren, Self-Portrait of David
Wojnarowicz, 1983–84. Acrylic and collaged paper on gelatin silver print, 60 × 40 in.
(152.4 × 101.6 cm). Collection of Brooke Garber Neidich and Daniel Neidich,
Photograph by Ron Amstutz.
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In the image, a collaged and painted photograph of Wojnarowicz is cropped in a straight
line at the waist. The photograph depicts Wojnarowicz dressed in a short-sleeve buttonfront shirt. His arms are crossed. He gazes just over the left shoulder of the viewer.
Fragments of an Anglophone map of the globe have been excised from a spherical
projection and reassembled to cover the right half of his face and neck. The Eastern
Seaboard of the United States with “New York” written larger than other place names is a
green landmass that meets his left hairline, sharing an edge with the pink landmass of
Western Australia’s Great Sandy Desert. The eastern coast of Australia covers his throat;
at its pink western edge it becomes the green of Azerbaijan. Argentina covers the flesh
above his collarbone. More of Western Australia expands in the recess to the right of his
lower lip and covers half of his mouth. Paraguay and the eastern half of Bolivia frame his
chin. A central slice of Brazil reaches up the left side of his chin to the edge of his lip.
Clocks with the time in nine time zones illustrate his right forearm. His right hand holds a
cigarette lit and mostly smoked. A figure engulfed in flames runs away from his upper
right arm. The left side of Wojnarowicz’s own body is in flames. His left bicep bears a
tattoo of the globe that centers the Americas, with partial outlines of Asia, Africa,
Antarctica, and Europe visible at its edges.
The image of the planet on Wojnarowicz’s bicep is unlike the image of Earth with
blue oceans, green landmasses, and wisps of atmospheric clouds canonical to illustrations
of Earth Day from the 1970s to the present and emblematic of what Finis Dunaway refers
to as a call to “environmental citizenship” (3). The land on Wojnarowicz’s tattoo is the
same blood red of the flames, the color of a sky in crisis, for instance during the violent
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and destructive bushfires in Australia in the second half of 2019 and early 2020.89 In this
image, there is no visible atmosphere. In fragmenting the planet across the surface of his
face and neck, Wojnarowicz participates in what geographer Caitlin Cahill refers to as a
“feminist geopolitical project of bridging the interdependent scales of the global and the
body to ‘repopulate’ globalization and gentrification discourses . . . to demonstrate how
our subjectivities are inextricably connected with processes of global urban restructuring”
(205). In the image, the scales of the global and the body co-exist on the surface of
Wojnarowicz’s skin.
The fragmentation of the globe as it appears across Wojnarowicz’s face draws
attention to the proximity of spatially distant places brought into dialogue by systems of
racialized power. As Jodi Melamed argues of the racialization of a world-system, “the
emergence of a global order through a world-embracing system of capitalism, nationstates, colonies, and imperial rule was able to constitute itself as a global social structure
only to the extent that it was racialized” (7). In Wojnarowicz’s self-portrait, New York
and Brazil both touch Australia. Landmasses and oceans are excised from the map, which
is recognizable as a representation of the globe even as most of what constitutes the globe
does not appear. The self-portrait emphasizes that the “emergence of a global order” that
Melamed describes is a process of physical remaking. This remaking occurs both by the
act of assigning national boundaries as a result of colonial projects and their aftermath,
and through a global system of capitalism that continuously redistributes people and
social, economic, and ecological resources. The map on Wojnarowicz’s face turns him

See, for instance the description of the fires in the early 2020 article, “Blood-Red Skies Loom over
Southeast Australia,” (Whiteman and Renton, https://www.cnn.com/2020/01/04/australia/australia-red-skyfires-intl-hnk-scli/index.html).
89
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into a surface on which global restructuring occurs. The fragmented map literally covers
his face, rendering his right ear, cheek, forehead, and half of his mouth invisible. The
self-portrait suggests that Wojnarowicz’s experience as a white gay man living in poverty
in the U.S., and eventually living as a person with AIDS, is complexly implicated in the
forms of racialization that perpetuate neoliberal globalization. As a white, cis-male
person who lives in the most populous city in the U.S., he is implicated in systems of
power that at once figure him as a marginalized subject, and supplement the privilege of
his whiteness.
Wojnarowicz’s complex experience of marginalization exemplifies what
geographer Laura Pulido argues of the situation of white residents of Flint, Michigan,
where public water was contaminated in 2014 by municipal decisions that valued cost
cutting measures over public health. As Pulido argues of Flint:
Although there are white Flint residents, they suffer a fate similar to their
Black neighbors insofar as the entire city is racialized as Black. The
situation in Flint is of concern to all of us, not only because of its tragic
nature, but because as a racially devalued, surplus place, it is a testing
ground for new forms of neoliberal practice that will become increasingly
common. (“Flint, Environmental Racism, and Racial Capitalism” 2)
Wojnarowicz, too, was concerned with the forms of neoliberal practice being worked out
both on the environment and on people with AIDS as test cases. On a personal scale,
Wojnarowicz understood himself as a case study. His writing and art often worked to
understand his experience by zooming out. This change in scale both left him feeling less
isolated and illustrated the insight and context available in his own experience as it relates
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to other forms of dispossession and harm. As is evident in his joining the blueness of the
sky to how the U.S. public ignored people with AIDS, Wojnarowicz acutely felt a queer
coalition politics, but also its refusal by people rewarded by their participation in
normative systems. As Pulido argues of “the situation in Flint,” Wojnarowicz believed
that his experience as a person with AIDS should be of concern to everyone for what it
demonstrated about normalized neoliberal practice as it disproportionately harms
marginalized people, and as it threatens the future of the planet and all of the life it
contains.
Wojnarowicz’s portrait of himself covered with a collaged Anglophone global
map, and with an Earth with red landmasses tattooed on his arm was part of what he
identified as a lifelong project of compulsively visualizing the planet as though from
space, his own study in conceptualizing neoliberal globalization and its environmental
effects. This process of visualization offered a means of negotiating the devaluation of his
own life, his communities, and the places where he spent time. As he notes in the essay
“Living Close to the Knives,” “[e]ver since my teenage years, I’ve experienced the
sensation of seeing myself from miles above the earth, as if from the clouds” (88). He
goes on to note that this sensation was especially produced by losing his friends to AIDS:
And with the appearance of AIDS and subsequent deaths of friends and
neighbors, I have the recurring sensation of seeing the streets and radius of
blocks from miles above, only now instead of focusing on just the form of
myself in the midst of this Other World I see everyone and everything at
once. It’s like pressing one’s eye to a small crevice in the earth from
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which streams of ants utter from the shadows—and now it all looks
amazing instead of just deathly. (89)
In other essays, Wojnarowicz identified the practice of observation as the product of a
feeling of alienation. As he writes, “I have always felt alienated in this country, and thus
have lived with the sensation of being an observer of my own life as it occurs” (149). In
some moments, his frequent visualizations of the city or the planet as though from space
are strategies of using scale for survival, of seeing his life and its context as “amazing
instead of just deathly.” In others, visualization of larger systems serves as a vehicle for
his anger, a vessel for imagined acts of environmental harm as creative destruction. In a
journal entry he writes, “deep in the back of my head I wish it would all burn down,
explode in some screaming torrent of wind and flame, pier walls collapsing and hissing
into the waters. It might set us free from our past histories” (187). Wojnarowicz’s selfportrait participates in his broader project of visualizing the globe, and indicates his
interest in an imaginary that negotiates between human and non-human global systems.
This interest led him to a curiosity about non-human life that included a focus on weather
and features of landscape, as well as on non-human animals including the ants that “utter
from the shadows” in the earlier passage. 90
One form that Wojnarowicz’s interest in the non-human took was the
development of his personal library. Wojnarowicz collected a wide range of books on
various scales of the non-human world, from books on insects and spiders to books on
astronomy and the deep time of dinosaur extinction. Wojnarowicz’s library at the time of

In addition, facts about whale behavior are interspersed with the opening paragraphs of the essay “Living
Close to the Knives,” which recounts taking his longtime friend and mentor, Peter Hujar, to a doctor on
Long Island when Hujar was severely incapacitated by AIDS and nearing the end of his life (84-86).
90
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his death is archived at Fales Library at New York University. In the list of books
Wojnarowicz owned when he died, nearly 800 in total, about 10% of his collection
focused on physics, astronomy, geology, and most substantially, the life sciences.
Wojnarowicz owned multiple books on plant life, and field manuals including Audubon
Society guides to North American Reptiles and Amphibians, Seashore Creatures, and
Insects and Spiders. He owned multiple books about the study of the universe including
Stephen Hawking’s A Brief History of Time and Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan’s Comet.
He owned textbooks on Science at Home, Earth Science, and a supplement to his celestial
guides entitled Fun with Astronomy. He owned four books about snakes, several books
about ants, several about spiders, and at least eight books about insects. His books
indicate that he was especially interested in using information about ecology to
conceptualize the range of life on the planet. He owned guides to a range of ecosystems
including Trees and Flowers of the Hawaiian Islands, The California Deserts, and
Eastern Forests. He owned several neocolonial naturalist exploration narratives including
Peter Matthiessen’s The Cloud Forest: A Chronicle of the South American Wilderness
and Eric Hansen’s Stranger in the Forest: On Foot Across Borneo (“Guide to the David
Wojnarowicz Papers”).
Wojnarowicz also owned several books about climate disasters from Pompeii to
the late 20th century, as well as Bill McKibben’s The End of Nature, published in 1989,
which ecocritic Ursula K. Heise refers to as “one the first nonfiction books to ring the
alarm regarding climate change.” Taken as a marker of the beginning of the subsequent
three decades of scholarship and journalism focused on the geological impact of human
activities, Heise argues that The End of Nature and its contemporaries “may serve as
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convenient markers for the beginnings of stories about anthropogenic global warming”
(“Science Fiction and the Time Scales of the Anthropocene” 279). Since the late 1980s,
much of the ecocritical work about climate change and the planetary has considered the
effect on marginalized populations of both climate change and the imaginaries created to
understand it.91 Climate change is understood to have been perpetuated by the same
forms of racial capitalism that have created global structures of racialized inequality. At
the same time, people dispossessed by those structures are disproportionately at risk of
being displaced, killed, or left without food, water, or shelter by climate disaster.
In The End of Nature, McKibben calls in very different terms for a similar kind
of paradigm shift as that which Wojnarowicz suggests. McKibben writes that in response
to climate change, “the sacrifices demanded may be on a scale we can’t imagine and
won’t like” (14). McKibben is adamant both that climate change is happening and that
crucial to addressing climate change is the end of the idea of nature. His articulation of
climate change often relies on the language of human disease, further illustrating
conceptual linkages between human and planetary illness in the early years of AIDS.
AIDS became comprehensible through arguments that framed it variously as part of or
antithetical to nature. Climate change became comprehensible through comparisons to
human disease. Relying on the language of disease to make legible the circulation of
ideas of nature, McKibben argues of a normative U.S. public’s conception of the
destruction of nature that “in our minds, nature suffers from a terrible case of acne, or

See, for instance, Rob Nixon’s discussion of climate change, race, globalization, and the legacies of
colonialism in Slow Violence and the Environmentalism of the Poor. (Harvard University Press, 2011). The
goal of scholarship on racial capitalism and environmental justice is to understand how human geological
change and racial capitalism have been co-articulated, in order to counter structural violence and advocate
for both local and global policies that equitably distribute human and non-human life chances.
91
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even skin cancer—but our faith in its essential strength remains, for the damage always
seems local” (58). And yet, McKibben struggles to work out a constitutive relation
between surface and depth as he moves from a human disease metaphor to a planetary
scale to describe conceptions of Earth. He writes later, “we are used to thinking of our
planet as a chunk of rock covered, by some miracle divine or chemical, with a thin film
of life” (156). Descriptions of both AIDS and climate change in the late 1980s illustrate
how ideas of biopolitics and racialized power determine how publics understand disease,
environmental risk, and their interrelation.
Wojnarowicz, like McKibben, was drawn to the planetary scale in his reading
practice and in his art and writing, both to illustrate the entanglement of human and nonhuman dispossession, and to imagine an outside to structures of power. Wojnarowicz was
especially concerned with systems of power that link environmental injustice to the
failure of the U.S. government to react to forms of dispossession that include the
concentration of AIDS deaths in the 1980s and early 1990s. At the same time, he was
skeptical of the use of disease as a metaphor for understanding climate change, as it
abstracted from his actual experience as a person dying of AIDS, turning his illness into a
thought experiment. Wojnarowicz’s uncertainty about how to facilitate a planetary future
outside of racial capitalism anticipates recent work in scholarship on environmental
justice, as I discuss in both Chapter Four and the project’s coda. Wojnarowicz’s
significant interest in the life sciences, meteorology, and astronomy underscores the link
he draws between the mismanagement of the non-human world and of AIDS, and the
precarity of all kinds of life under racial capitalism.
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Wojnarowicz anticipates Mel Chen’s figuration of “animacy,” a condition that
Chen argues is complexly “much more than the state of being animate,” but is also
contested and impossible to singularly define. Wojnarowicz is especially interested in
what Chen would describe as “animacy” as it might violate “proper intimacies (including
between humans and nonhuman things)” (4, 11). Contributing to conversations about
queerness and animacy, Wojnarowicz identifies an inherent kinship between queer
people (taken in the most expansive sense of people outside of white cis-heteronormative
structures) and non-human life, all of whom are collectively imperiled. The link
Wojnarowicz draws between the lack of visible environmental threat in a blue sky and
the failure of a general public to respond the population-scale crisis of AIDS evidences
the social dimensions of weather and climate. His questions suggest what we are
reminded of consistently in contemporary conversations about climate change and
uneven environmental precarity: visible environmental crisis is proof of social inequality.
But Wojnarowicz’s questions also suggest the opposite—that humans are conditioned to
look for environmental cues to identify the effects of social problems. The “environment”
that is of concern to environmental justice advocates and scholars alike is also a
constitutive feature of any question of social justice or equity—health as well as housing,
energy production as well as the right to healthcare. McKibben’s hesitation about the
metaphor of human illness to understand climate change is that it can make
environmental harm seem outside of human influence. But the link that Wojnarowicz
suggests between the sociopolitical determinants of his health as a person with AIDS and
the abstraction of environmental harm caused by humans underscores the politicization
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and human causation both of many forms and experiences of disease and of climate
change.
As Wojnarowicz documented the link between climate change and the severity of
the AIDS pandemic as evidence of racial capitalism under neoliberalism, he also formed
an intimate relationship with elements of non-human life in the city, and particularly with
the Hudson River. The Hudson River, which borders the west side of Manhattan, and
which the piers faced, was foundational to Wojnarowicz’s personal geography of New
York. His documentation of the queer life of piers’ abandoned warehouses and their use
as informal studio spaces, as well as spaces for casual sex and sex work, was bound up in
the river itself as a kinship relation for Wojnarowicz, rather than as solely a backdrop for
the human community of the piers. In one account of moving through the city he writes:
I’m being buoyed by these discrete pleasures, walking the familiar streets
and river . . . These streets are seen through the same eyes but each time
with periods of time separating it: each time belonging to yet an older boy
until the body smooths out and lines are etched until it is a young man
recalling the movements of a complicated past. I can barely remember the
senses I had when viewing these streets for the first time. There’s a whole
change in psyche and yet there are slight traces that cut me with the
wounding nature of deja vu, filled with old senses of desire. Each desire,
each memory so small a thing, becomes a small river tracing the outlines
and drift of our arms and bare legs, dark mouth and the spoken words of
strangers. (13)
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The Hudson is both a feature of Wojnarowicz’s New York geography and a model for
how time and desire sediment in the body. At the start of the passage, the river is a
physical element of the landscape. In the final sentence, it becomes a model for how
desire imprints itself on the body. Wojnarowicz’s perception of an uneven and dynamic
non-human world allows him to map his experience of desire and to make sense of his
social networks and their relationship to place. Wojnarowicz uses his observations of the
non-human world to justify what he believes to be true about human activity, desire, and
kinship. But unlike the AIDS deniers who use a misreading of human geological impact
to shape their reality, Wojnarowicz looks to the layering of geological time to map his
own psychic transformation. While the planet may not care about humans, and certainly
exceeds the human in its temporal scales, Wojnarowicz demonstrates that how humans
understand care and intimacy is bounded to their relationships with non-human life.
For Wojnarowicz, the Hudson in particular is part of the pace and tempo of the
sexual culture of the piers. Recounting one interaction with a sexual partner on the piers,
he writes, “He seemed shy for a moment, maybe cause of what he saw in my eyes, but
the heat was pumping inside the car and the waves, turned over and over by the coasting
winds, barreled across the surface of the river beneath darkening clouds” (15). The scene
begins on the scale of the gaze between the two men, but immediately expands to take in
first the car then the river. The weather and its reception by the Hudson are part of how
his sexual partner perceives Wojnarowicz’s eyes. The churning of the water illustrates the
affective environment of Wojnarowicz’s sexual encounter in the car. As he describes the
life of the piers, the Hudson operates as a kind of proxy for queer bodies and their sexual
exchange. Wojnarowicz uses the wetness of sexual encounter to find homologies between
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queer sex and the way weather presses upon the Hudson. Water, he argues, correlates the
churning of waves to the thrum of sexual kinship. The piers’ proximity to the Hudson
identifies the river and how it interacts with weather, how it is touched by wind and rain,
as a constitutive factor of how Wojnarowicz understands queer desire and sexual contact.
In many descriptions of the piers, Wojnarowicz situates queer people as alone in
the city, as though from the piers the city belonged only to them. In another passage in
the same essay, he writes:
Later, about 3:00 a.m., a terrific storm swept down on the city, the waves
rolling like humpbacked whales just beneath the water’s surface: whole
schools of them riding first toward and then away from the piers. With
another coffee I stepped along the walls of the warehouse and ducked
beneath the low doorway to get out of the rain. Somewhere in the darkness
men stood around. I thought I could hear the shuffle of their feet, the sense
of their hearts palpitating in the coolness. (18)
Later, he continues, “Looked out the side windows into the squall, tiny motions of the
wet city” (19). As a space at the city’s margin where it meets the river, the piers allow
Wojnarowicz to play with the scale of the city, to see it in miniature. Much has been
written about the piers as a crucial space of queer community. 92 Wojnarowicz’s
descriptions of his solitary experiences of the piers add to this body of work a description
of urban life that constellates a sonic background of queer sex with the atmosphere of the

See Fiona Anderson, Cruising the Dead River: David Wojnarowicz and New York’s Ruined Waterfront.
University of Chicago Press, 2019; Thomas J. Lax, et al. “Queer Pier: 40 Years.” Art Journal, vol. 72, no 2,
2013. pp 106-113; and Jen Jack Gieseking, “Crossing Over into Neighbourhoods of the Body: Urban
Territories, Borders, and Lesbian-Queer Bodies in New York City.” Area, vol. 48, no. 3, 2016, 262-270.
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river and the built environment of Manhattan and its weather. The appearance of the city
in miniature gives the impression that Wojnarowicz’s description is comprehensive,
taking in a complete portrait of the city. The warehouse buildings on the piers afford
Wojnarowicz not only the intimacy of a queer sexual and social community, but also an
intimate relationship with the Hudson. They permit him a simultaneous distance from and
way to be embedded in the life of the city. They offer him a marginal proximity, a
vantage on Manhattan that allows him to claim belonging to an urban context that
through gentrification and the mismanagement of AIDS actively compromises his and
many other people’s ability to live there, and their ability to live at all.
The storm, a weather phenomenon, becomes part of Wojnarowicz’s intimate
relationship with the city. In his description, it is an event that is both ecological and
social. “Weather” is the concept that Black studies scholar Christina Sharpe uses to
describe the collapse of the ecological and the social, as she writes, “weather is the
totality of our environments.” Of her reading of Toni Morrison’s Beloved, she notes, “the
weather is the total climate, and the climate is antiblack” (104). Sharpe’s use of
“environment,” “weather,” and “climate” suggest that it is both unproductive and
impossible to separate sociopolitical factors from conversations in and about
environmental transformation. Every element of the organization of human life has an
impact on the planet, even as the concept of the planet, of this planet, relates to the life of
systems and species beyond the physical and temporal scales of humans.
“Weather,” the primary scene of antiblackness for Sharpe, is the primary scene of
climate change for McKibben. While he acknowledges the role of “the depletion of
ozone, acid rain, [and] genetic engineering” in facilitating the effects of climate change,
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he writes, “the story of the end of nature really begins . . . with what will happen to the
weather” (10). Wojnarowicz reads the weather in Manhattan as it makes visible snapshots
in the life of the rapidly gentrifying city as they occur at the meeting of environmental
phenomena, queer social and sexual life, and the abandoned infrastructure of the piers.
Thinking with Wojnarowicz, we might read the gentrification of the Lower East Side that
began in the 1970s and continues into the present, and was both exacerbated and fueled
by the catastrophic mismanagement of AIDS, for its own weather. We might read
gentrification as a kind of weather—a process composed at the meeting of economic,
sociopolitical, and environmental factors, whose explication relies on analysis on
simultaneously economic, political, and environmental terms.
Using Wojnarowicz’s relationship with Manhattan to develop an urban ecology of
gentrification further illustrates the difficulty of fully excising globe from planet. Sharpe
defines ecology at the meeting point of the environmental and the social as “the branch of
biology that deals with the relations of organisms to one another and to their physical
surroundings; the political movement that seeks to protect the environment, especially
from pollution” (106, emphasis in original). Sharpe’s definition tugs at the impossibility
for humans of entirely cleaving globe from planet. The idea of the planet, of a planetary
scale that extends in either direction far beyond the life of the human species, is for
human thinkers and critiques of human social systems bound up in environmental
destruction caused by humans (pollution). The idea of the planetary is linked, too, to the
protection that humans might offer the non-human world from the harm they cause, even
as they continue to cause it. We can understand that planetary time is longer than the
time-scale of the human species, but if we are interested in taking actions designed to
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impact the planet, we think from and with our humanness, and specifically about the link
between racialized violence and ecological harm. As in Sharpe’s definition,
understanding relations between organisms is tied to questions of the particular relation
of humans to one another and to other organisms, as those relations variously cause and
alleviate harm. In Self Portrait and in Close to the Knives, Wojnarowicz advances a
particular global ecology, one that sets the life and death of a white cis-male gay man into
relation with the life and death of the planet’s biodiversity. Self Portrait offers a multiscalar depiction of the idea of globalization, as much as of Wojnarowicz himself. It offers
cues to the scales (from body to planet) on which Wojnarowicz found his work to be
relevant, and found his existence to be implicated. It also demonstrates that early climate
change activism that re-read globalization for its ecological impact shares an interest in
conceptualizing globality with queer anti-gentrification activism, and that both are
facilitated by processes of racial capitalism. Wojnarowicz shared his interest in how both
urban ecology and globality might be operationalized toward advocacy for all
marginalized people with trans writer Eileen Myles, who takes up questions of the U.S.
and the global in their 1992 write-in campaign for President of the United States.
III. Eileen Myles for President
In a letter dated October 12th, 1991, the poet, essayist and performer Eileen Myles
announced their decision to run for president. 93 In their announcement, they explain that

I follow Myles’s own identification as I read them in the present as both a trans and lesbian writer, and as
a gender non-conforming and lesbian writer in the period in which they wrote Not Me. As Myles explains
of identifying as lesbian, “The lesbian identity was social.” They go on to articulate that starting to use
they/them pronouns in the mid-2010s offered a clarification not at all at odds with identifying as lesbian.
As they explain, “Gender flickers. It vanishes and then comes to the fore … when I realized that ‘they’
represented plurality and multiple, then that’s when I really decided: that’s mine” (“Not-Me-Ness”). While
they describe a gender non-conforming experience of moving through public space in the poems, they did
not identify publicly as trans in the 1980s, instead describing a disidentification with the available
consistent and binary modes of being gendered.
93
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they were spurred to run by a comment then-president George H.W. Bush made about the
singular threat that “the politically correct” pose to freedom of speech. Myles takes this
comment to refer to “members of ACT-UP, victims of bias crimes: women, homosexuals,
ethnic and racial minorities” (“Dear Citizen” – October 12th, 1991).94 From the start of
their campaign, they link their advocacy for what they consider to be an “inclusive”
United States to their proposal for a 75% cut in defense spending and a broader
reconceptualization of how the U.S. might belong more substantially to the world by
belonging less to itself.
Later in their campaign, in an April 25th, 1992 letter to their constituents that
included the transcript of a speech they gave the previous month, Myles set the idea of
financialized Americanness in opposition to global belonging. Citing a statistic akin to
that which galvanized the Occupy Wall Street movement twenty years later, they note,
“90% of America’s wealth is controlled by 1% of the population” (“Dear Citizen” – April
25th, 1992). They go on to offer a reparative reading of globality, a method of claiming a
world system for the benefit of marginalized people. They write:
If the money runs everywhere, so should the information. We have the
systems. We have the capability for total world disclosure. Do we want to
be American so much? Do we want to be number 1 at our own expense?
90% of the people of America could decide to be part of the world. We
could be part of a new world order that was neither racist nor sexist nor
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Myles publicly circulated their campaign announcements. I cite a copy of many of their publiclycirculated campaign materials that I encountered in the papers of poet Leslie Scalapino. There is a copy of
the campaign materials I cite in Box 30, Folder 1 of the Leslie Scalapino Papers. Archive for New Poetry.
Mandeville Special Collections Library, University of California San Diego Libraries, San Diego, CA. 4-8
June 2018. There are many other copies, some of which have been archived and some of which have not.
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homophobic nor classist nor one that routinely used kids as condoms as
it’s currently fashionable to do as world disease flourishes not recognizing
nations and borders. Disease is as fluid as money. The cure for both is
openness, not secrecy. Don’t you get weird when nobody’s looking? I do.
We’re the one millionth and we could be different. We could work
together on the environment, world health, world peace. Nobody owns the
world. Nobody is trespassing here. (“Dear Citizen” – April 25th, 1992)
For Myles, Americanness is at odds with global belonging. The constituents they identify
as the “90% of the people of America” are in a position to “decide to be part of the
world.” To do so would entail identifying with an experience of economic
marginalization distinct from the concentration of wealth and power in the U.S. Myles
argues that the globalization of economic systems and disease transmission offer a form
for queer coalition politics to follow. What Myles advocates for is a kind of
“globalization of the poor” that anticipates Rob Nixon’s call to “turn the long
emergencies of slow violence into stories dramatic enough to raise public sentiment and
warrant political intervention” (3). 95 Myles troubles what political intervention looks like,
refusing a neoliberal logic that equates access to capital with belonging. In doing so, they
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In a summary of competing narratives of how globalization manifests as a contemporary phenomenon
(distinct from several thousand years of global travel and colonization), Romain Lecler explains that one
tension in current conversations about globalization relates to whether globalization is specific to people
with wealth. As Lecler explains, “several researchers have disputed this stance by focusing on a
globalization ‘from below’ or a ‘globalization of the poor,’ showing that deprived individuals can also be
part of the globalized economy. They point to informal markets and transnational migrant networks, such
as the Afghans who transport goods from Dubai to Europe along informal routes. Filipino nannies also
accumulate various assets during their migratory trajectory to Western countries, as do women specializing
in suitcase trading between Russia and Turkey” (371). Myles similarly suggests a globalized coalition of
economically disadvantaged people. They further suggest that such a coalition would constitute economic
belonging over and above national belonging, as participants would choose to be part of a global economic
community, rather than part of America.
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imagine a global multi-issue coalition grounded in a common experience of
dispossession. Myles creates a binary that separates belonging to a project of U.S.
nationalism from a common relationship to economic and social marginalization that
aligns the vast majority of U.S. residents with a global community that shares its position.
Myles’s invocation of global belonging as a choice marginalized people in the
U.S. can make over and above Americanness anticipates Lisa Duggan’s claim that “as
long as the progressive-left represents and reproduces itself as divided into economic vs.
cultural, universal vs. identity-based, distribution vs. recognition-oriented, local
or national vs. global branches, it will defeat itself” (xx). Myles is interested in political
belonging on economic terms beyond a nationalist agenda. Like Wojnarowicz, they look
to meteorological and ecological phenomena to make sense of how that belonging might
be constituted.
Their conception of global coalition politics is particularly bound up in the
political valences of weather. In one “Dear Citizen” letter to their supporters, they include
a poem they wrote in the course of campaigning. The poem, entitled “Wallpaper
Bankruptcy Sale” opens:
It doesn’t help
to be grey
at moments
like this. The
early day’s
cloud, sort
of a sweater
or an emblem
of my
identity
is invisible
by night
…
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O grey you are
neutral,
forgotten
o grey
my sullen
weather, the
color of
storms
buildings
minus
the names of
institutions (“Dear Citizen,” November 18th, 1991)
The poem opens with the speaker identified as “grey.” That greyness becomes clouds that
the speaker at once wears as a sweater and takes as emblematic of their selective
invisibility. That invisibility is a nighttime immersion into greyness. In the poem, grey
operates as a meteorological, affective, and racial designation. Myles’s use of grey as a
racialized category speaks at once to their whiteness and to the racialization of both
queerness and displacement in which they are embedded as a queer and gender nonconforming artist living in the gentrifying context of the Lower East Side. It also speaks
to the problem of how to make visible a relation to their neighborhood that is
characterized at once by the privilege of whiteness and by the violence of racialized
disinvestment. “Grey” as a racial category speaks to their desire to name their whiteness
and to recognize their interest in using their queerness to facilitate an antiheteronormative coalition that finds community in the impossibility of rights claims to
recognize both common and disparate experiences of dispossession.
In a later stanza of the poem, the color grey becomes at once a personal weather
communicating an affect of sullenness, and a color indicative of both storms and
buildings stripped of their institutionality. If to be “grey” is to be read as anti-
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institutional, grey rather than the green of U.S. currency or the black of profit, then
“times like this” are a political campaign, but also a moment of neoliberal control in
which “the money runs everywhere.” Taking issue with neutrality as they ascribe it to
“buildings / minus / the names of / institutions,” they compare their own invisibility to the
work of public-private partnerships kept from public knowledge. But what makes Myles
invisible in the “early day’s / cloud?” Is it a failure to act? Does SILENCE = GREY? Is it
their whiteness? Is it a necropolitical lifelessness, the grey pallor of death? Is it their
sexuality or gender? In a 2018 interview they note “a woman is invisible; a dyke is
invisible,” but in running for president, they are quite visible. 96 They are making themself
visible. Is it the possibility of interpellation into some structures of normativity even as
they vehemently resist and are refused by others? Is their “sullen / weather” a personal
affect? Is it distinct from their racialization? In “Wallpaper Bankruptcy Sale,” the days of
greyness are numbered. The poem’s final lines read:
Grey! You
are like
an upside
down
house &
one by
one the
lights
are going
out. (“Dear Citizen,” November 18th, 1991)
A house might be upside down in the process of demolition, taken apart, its roof on the
ground. Or, in its gutting, it might be “flipped,” a usage that sounds like inversion. The
poem at once ascribes the neutrality of grayness to Myles and vehemently refuses
association with it. In the final image, greyness is compared to an act of demolition or
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Myles, “Not-Me-Ness.”
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significant construction, a process that takes a house off the grid. Is Myles participating in
an effort “to make slow violence more urgently visible” (Nixon 13)? Is it the violence of
neutrality itself that they take issue with? What do they get if they refuse an identification
with grey? What kind of urgent visibility could they produce? In their campaign
materials, Myles advocates for the relevance of their social position as a person poised to
recognize the coalitional potential between their white queer working-class identification
and other marginalized positions. Yet, the poem addresses at once their simultaneous
hypervisiblity as a white person within the gentrification of their neighborhood, and a
sense of public depression as a result of neoliberal policy, a greyness of affect that works
against visibility. It does not help to be grey (depressed) in moments that require action.
When the lights go out, the visible malaise of neoliberalism disappears, but so does
Myles.
Urgent visibility is a complex question for trans and gender non-conforming
subjects. As C. Riley Snorton argues, “the relation between what is human and what is
visible/legible is problematic as it seems to preclude the possibilities for other
communities to validate the lives of those who may be culturally illegible elsewhere” (‘A
New Hope’ 82). In the poem, Myles grapples with the imperative to make visible a
shared position relative to neoliberal globalization via an anti-nationalist relationship to
identification with Americanness. They raise the question of how to make the slow
violence of U.S. nationalism visible while marking their own selective and uneven
visibility. Jasbir Puar argues that a flexible visibility formed of what she terms “piecing,”
rather than passing, is constitutive of the “new transnormative citizen” (45). Puar,
thinking with disability scholars David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder, argues, “neoliberal
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medical approaches to bodies with disabilities, now globalized to all bodies” turns the
body into what Mitchell and Snyder term a “multi-sectional market” in which “we are
now perpetual members of an audience encouraged to experience our bodies in pieces”
(qtd in Puar 45). Myles’s effort to make structures of dispossession visible implicates
both the sectioning of the body that Mitchell and Snyder describe and the separation of
marginal experiences through the limited framework of rights claims. Rob Nixon
discusses the useful contribution of writers whom he argues are “writing against a violent
and violating invisibility” (24). Accurate representations of environmental harm are, for
Nixon, bound up in accurate descriptions of how racialized global capital has harmed
dispossessed people, and therefore of the visibility of dispossession. But Puar and
Mitchell and Snyder argue that visibility cannot be inherently useful because it is so often
used as a tool for the exploitation of dispossessed people, as the selective visibility of
“partitioning the body” is itself violent and violating. In their campaign, Myles demands
visibility on their own terms. They ask the population that makes up the 90% to establish
a queer coalition politics by becoming visible to one another. Myles also identifies
implicit U.S. nationalism as generative of opacity. In their campaign materials, they
clarify that for the U.S. citizen subject, Americanness is a choice, and a contested one,
rather than an assumed identification. Their specifications raise the question of what
kinds of visibility are productive, both in the case of environmental harm, and of bodies
and communities whose lives are shaped by ecopolitical dispossession.
Trans subjects’ experiences of visibility raise questions about the relationship
between visibility and misreading. To be visible is not necessarily to be visible within a
particular category, to be visible as aligned with one identification and not another. As
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Snorton, who identifies as transmasculine, indicates in his descriptions of “passing as a
woman,” what if we cannot control how our attempts at visibility are received (‘A New
Hope’ 87-88)? How do we reconcile the inevitable misreadings of attempts at visibility
with an imperative to demonstrate how harm to bodies and harm to environments occur
and are intertwined? What kind of knowledge about another person or about a system of
power does “visibility” rather than “recognition” imply? How, following Snorton, can we
recognize the position of those whose relation to structures of power is identifiable to us,
even as we cannot presume to experience them as visible? How do we validate people
and systems with which we share common circumstances and goals while loosening our
attachment to visibility, its implicit ableism through assumption of sightedness as a
universal capacity, and its frequent introduction of misreading?
And how might a trans visibility politics reframe questions of visibility in
environmental discourse? What kind of environmentalism would we produce if we built a
coalition politics of validation without the presumption of visibility? Alternatively, can
we make structures of ecopolitical violence visible or legible while acknowledging the
ways that the visibility politics of a “multi-sectional market” that separates bodies into
both physical pieces and isolated frameworks has itself been violent and violating? If we
read for a “multi-sectional market” on an environmental scale, would we discover that
environmental concerns have been “pieced” or separated into fragments in a way that
obscures the comprehensive behavior of systems of power? As environmental activist
Denis Hayes explains of the coalition built between activist groups around the
organization of the first Earth Day in 1970, “All of that stuff was viewed as the whale
issue, the lead paint issue, the birds issue. It wasn't viewed as having anything in common
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with one another.” Hayes goes on to explain of the collective framing that made the
development of an environmental coalition possible:
If you can pull all of these things together and you become a movement
that's addressing all of them so that the birds people will help you on the
highways issues and the highway people will help you on the lead paint
issues, then suddenly you've got something that was capable of having real
impact on society. (Abdelfatah and Arablouei, “Force of Nature”)
With early environmental movement organizing in the U.S. as an example, what does an
imperative to make ecological violence visible become in the lives of subjects who
cannot control how they will be recognized? What can coalitional engagement or
commonality of purpose be organized around without presupposing visibility?
Myles’s focus on weather in their campaign materials speaks to their broader use
in the late 1980s and early 1990s of meteorological phenomena to describe private
experiences of publics composed of social and ecological factors. Myles’s interest in
weather in the city often appears alongside their interest in homelessness, as decaying
infrastructure on the Lower East Side causes both environmental and housing precarity.
The poem “Hot Night,” set on the Lower East Side, opens:
Hot Night, wet night
you’ve seen me before.
When the streets are
drenched and shimmering
with themself, the
mangy souls that wander & fascinate its
puddles, piles of
trash. Impersonal
street is a lover
to me-growling
thunder lightning
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to flash and light
up 7th as a little
mangy boy weaves
towards me &
laughing couples
kiss the puddles
with intended
sex in bright
shirts. It could
be another city
but it’s this
city where
I start
being alone
& alive (Not Me 51)
Myles addresses the poem to the night. The night, like Schuyler’s marriages of the
atmosphere, is composed of the meteorological condition of being hot and having the
particular humidity of the hours after a rainstorm. The weather is held up against the
context of the street and its activity. The night is composed of these ingredients.
Weather—thunder and lightning—is the means by which the street is the speaker’s lover.
It is how the street communicates with Myles. The street is at once hyperspecific—a
block of the Lower East Side on a particular night at a particular time, and general. “It
could / be another city,” but it is rendered specific by Myles’s experience of it.
There are people who populate the streets—a problematically and vaguely
racialized “mangy boy” and “laughing couples,” but it is the infrastructure itself that
holds Myles’s attention. The couples suggest “intended / sex” but the actual sexualization
is reserved for the surface of the pavement, which Myles describes as “drenched and
shimmering.” What is queer about their attachment is not that it is a relation between
humans outside cis-heterosexuality, but that their sex object is a piece of infrastructure.
Myles’s attachment to the street locates urban disinvested infrastructure as a site of queer
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ecology. As Mel Chen and Dana Luciano argue, “Queer ecocriticism also takes up an
understanding of ecology as naming not the idea of the ‘natural world’ as something set
apart from humans but a complex system of interdependency” (188). In the poem, as in
the broader literary archive of this dissertation, the system of interdependency between
queer and trans people and non-human life emphatically includes both elements of urban
infrastructure and weather systems as they shape the city. Just as the “natural world” is
not set apart from humans in the poem, it is also not set apart from the city. The street
marked by the aftermath of the rainstorm is not only an interdependent relation for
Myles, but specifically a sexual one.
At the other end of the 20th century, the Lower East Side was a multiethnic
neighborhood composed of Black residents and people who at that time would have be
classified as ethnic minority immigrants. Of the Lower East Side in the 1910s and 1920s
as an archetype for concentrated urban poverty, Saidiya Hartman writes, “The ward, the
Bottom, the ghetto—is an urban commons where the poor assemble, improvise the forms
of life, experiment with freedom, and refuse the menial existence scripted for them. It is a
zone of extreme deprivation and scandalous waste” (4). In “Hot Night,” Myles situates
themself as an inheritor of this legacy, a wayward figure, a gender non-conforming, lowincome artist negotiating both an ethnic identification with Irishness and white privilege
inextricable from being able, sometimes just barely, to remain in the Lower East Side
apartment that has been their primary residence since 1978. As their neighborhood
gentrifies, evicting many people and families of color who did not have personal
experiences of AIDS, as well as people who did directly experience AIDS, including the
partners and loved ones of queer people of color and white queers unable to retain rent
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controlled apartments after their loved ones had died, Myles is caught in a complex
position. They at once mourn the loss of the neighborhood they loved, and also
see themself as a figure of its transformation: a white artist who remains while
their neighbors are displaced.
While the street in “Hot Night” is clearly not devoid of people—Myles opens the
poem by enumerating the people they see—they valorize the street's emptiness, which is
in turn indicative of its decay. Later in “Hot Night,” they write:
…I
feel erotic, oddly
magnetic to the
death of things
emptily attracted
to the available
empty space (Not Me 52).
Myles's description of their relation to the street as being “emptily attracted / to the
available / empty space” illustrates the experience they describe of their connection to the
street in the collection’s afterword, of “its outsides looking like [their] insides” (199).
Finding affective resonance in their disinvested neighborhood offers Myles sexual charge
without a fellow human sexual object, a queer ecological interdependency oriented to the
landscape of their neighborhood. Myles’s affiliation both with the street and with other
people in their neighborhood is predicated on a lack of interaction, a fundamental
aloneness that goes undisrupted. In “Hot Night,” Myles positively identifies their wasted
neighborhood as a place in which they feel “alive,” taking their neighborhood as
unworthy of public investment in the way that they are made to feel unworthy of public
investment as a queer and trans person. In other words, they take a negative feeling
related to their gender and find its corollary in the negativity of their disinvested
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neighborhood. Across their campaign materials and their poems, like Wojnarowicz, they
at once identify environmental harm as an urgent problem to which they are uniquely
attuned as a queer person and problematically take comfort in landscapes that look as
destroyed as they feel.
IV. Gentrification, Shame, and the Politics of Loss
The poems in Not Me turn again and again to describing both widespread homelessness
in the Lower East Side and Myles's own complex emotional identification with unhoused
people. As Myles articulates in a 2016 interview, one element of this identification is
rooted in Myles’s own fear of becoming homeless, particularly as a result of their
previous alcoholism. As they explain, “When I was drinking, because my life was so
unmanageable, I was afraid of not having a home. The fear of losing my apartment was
visceral and haunting and persuasive” (“Why Eileen Myles Spent a Week Living on the
Streets of New York”). In the poems in Not Me, Myles’s fear appears in the pervasive
visibility of homelessness and poverty and in Myles’s churning, shifting, and hesitant
emotional orientation both to homelessness and to their own obsession with it. In “A Poet
of Compassion” they write:
I think I see
poor everywhere
this year and
feel for them.
Is that a crime? (Not Me 34)
In “Everything’s House” they index the incomprehensibility of being housed during a
period of widespread homelessness. Having a home becomes, in the poem, their life’s
distinguishing characteristic. They write:
. . . how
do we live
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in housing in
the middle of New
York City.
Eileen Myles
born in
a house
died in
a house. (Not Me 26)
In “Vista” they read the streets as though they were looking for somewhere to sleep and
describe feeling guilty, perhaps for having a home, perhaps for imagining or preparing to
experience homelessness. They write:
. . . to
feel so criticized
by the streets.
My thoughts aren’t
staying in. To live
in the streets,
what a thought
what a word.
A doorway could
be a roof, an
abandoned car (Not Me 105)
Many poems in the collection describe Myles’s attraction to and alienation from the
condition of being homeless, and the disinvested landscape of their neighborhood. Their
description of the streets recalls what geographer Laura Pulido terms, “the politics of
abandonment.” Pulido explains, “the decision to neglect infrastructure so that it becomes
toxic must be seen as a form of violence against those who are considered disposable”
(“Flint, Environmental Racism, and Racial Capitalism” 5). The condition of their
neighborhood infrastructure identifies a common experience of dispossession for Myles.
The streets around their apartment index at once other and self.
Myles performs a relationship to their whiteness that rhymes with what Caitlin
Cahill describes of the perceptions of her interlocutors and research collaborators, who
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are young women of color, of white people on the Lower East Side. Cahill writes,
“Whiteness is constructed as a sign of not belonging, coupled with a taken for granted
privilege to cross borders into unfamiliar territories” (209). And yet, as Cahill notes, in
the context of settler colonialist New York, “there have always been white people living
on the Lower East Side” (210). Myles describes themself as at once at the mercy of and
greatly affected by the gentrification of their neighborhood and also as indifferent to it.
Myles is hard to place within the gentrification narratives of the Lower East Side. They
are at once economically disadvantaged, worried that they will be unable to pay their
rent, but they are also a white, single person not responsible for any dependents. As
poetics scholar erica kaufman writes, “Myles is always committed to the importance of
the body and to the undoing of the ways that bodies are stifled to conform to public
norms” (238). And yet, Myles struggles with the desire to evenly represent the way
bodies are “stifled to conform” alongside the responsibility to describe the uneven effects
of that stifling.
Myles’s affective relationship with gentrification spans grief, guilt, nostalgia, and
anger. They express what might be understood as a kind of “gentrification grief,” as they
mourn a loss of the neighborhood in which they are simultaneously a long-term resident
and a symbol of gentrification. Myles’s experience of gentrification grief anticipates
recent work on the complex affective life of ecological grief. Human geographer Amy
Spark asks, “How do grief and guilt manifest in the face of environmental change,
particularly when fellow humans and one’s own community are the perpetrators of the
crime?” (82) In a context in which grieving environmental losses caused by human
behavior is framed as hypocritical, Spark argues that “grief turns into guilt, guilt into
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shame, and shame into uncomfortable silence” (86). As Michael Warner has described,
for some queer subjects there is a “queer ethic of dignity in shame” (qtd in Morland 287).
Myles’s writing encourages the question: what does that queer ethic become when the
object of shame is not queer sex but implication in urban displacement or environmental
crisis? If, as Iain Morland has argued, queer critique has framed “queerness as an
excessive embrace of shameful shattering,” how might queerness be a useful analytic for
understanding the affects associated with the interlocking systems of urban displacement
and climate change?
Amy Spark goes on to advocate for the utility of the guilt associated with
ecological grief for generating useful conversations about the public affects of climate
change that might, to borrow from scholar and AIDS activist Douglas Crimp, turn
mourning into militancy (see Crimp 9). Responding to Michael Warner’s assertion that
there is, in Morland’s words, “equality in shame,” Morland argues that “shame here
touches individuals and connects them, without separation and division, weblike” (290).
Shame, in other words, is coalitional. Morland goes on to note the co-presence of
pleasure and shame, both of which Lauren Berlant describes as “sensations of minority”
(qtd in Morland 297). The affects of gentrification and climate change transform the logic
of shame. The “minority” position becomes, in many cases, impossible to consistently
assign—is it all people affected by climate change? Is it those most affected? Is it people
affected by instantaneous disaster? By slow violence? By both? In addressing shame as it
relates to climate change, how do we reconcile the shared affects that are relevant to
everyone and the unevenness of loss split largely along lines of race, class, and nation?
As in Myles’s case, what does it mean to find kinship with your shameful neighborhood
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even as you are able to withstand its gentrification? Or, in ecologist Amy Spark’s words,
“how can you grieve a forest when you also live in a house made of timber?” (85)
As Myles’s experience of remaining while others were removed from their
neighborhoods indicates, being pushed out of their neighborhoods has substantial
affective consequences for people who are displaced. In an assessment of a participatory
action research project she undertook with a group of young women of color who grew
up on the Lower East Side in the 1990s and 2000s, Caitlin Cahill explains, “how young
women define their relationships to their neighborhood is intimately connected with how
they understand their selves” (204). Cahill notes further that, “feeling that the disinvested
material conditions of their neighborhood are their fault, contributes to a sense of shame
and inadequacy” (214). While queer theory argues that there is “equality in shame,”
shame as an affect associated with displacement is a matter of racialized economic
inequality. Cahill describes the loss associated with gentrification as two-fold: a sense of
loss caused by disinvestment, layered subsequently by an additional feeling of loss
caused by displacement.
Myles attempted to grapple with the affective impact of their neighborhood’s
gentrification as it took a third form: loss associated with the neighborhood’s
revitalization. In the afterword to Not Me, “How I Wrote Certain of My Poems,” they
write, “It's impossible to say anything new about the East Village changing, that wreck,
though my most startling experience recently was when I turned a corner on my bike
early one evening and didn't recognize any of the stores and didn't know where I was”
(Not Me 202). In the poems, Myles expresses guilt and shame at being able to stay in a
neighborhood from which many others are being displaced. As Patricia J. Lopez and
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Kathryn Gillespie argue, “the bodily felt-ness of shame is stored in the flesh as memory”
(15). In Myles’s case, the bodily experience of shame is informed by the changing
physical experience of their neighborhood. As they turn the corner and find unfamiliar
businesses, they are unmoored. As Gillespie and Lopez argue, “grief and mourning
generate new temporalities that lose their linearity” (10). As gentrification ruptures
Myles’s experience of time, that rupture registers as grief. They identify gentrification as
at once overdescribed and presently disorienting.
Myles’s more than four decades on the Lower East Side identify how the
gentrification of global cities complicates the desire for a queer coalition politics, like that
for which Cathy Cohen argues. Cohen writes:
Only by recognizing the link between the ideological, social, political, and
economic marginalization of punks, bulldaggers, and welfare queens can
we begin to develop political analyses and political strategies effective in
confronting the linked yet varied sites of power in this country. (482)
Myles does experience some shared forms of marginalization with others in their
neighborhood and with the Lower East Side itself. But Myles also grapples in their
affinity with dispossessed people and places with how to represent their position as
simultaneously marginalized from the economic position and neoliberal desires of white
people—queer and not—moving into their neighborhood, and exempt from the threat of
total disenfranchisement and displacement that many of their neighbors of
color experience.
Myles’s writing in the late 1980s and early 1990s, including their 1992 write-in
campaign for president, often describes gentrification as an illustration of how queerness
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is coterminous with loss. In the afterword to Not Me, Myles notes of summer 1987 in the
city as they portray it in the poem “Hot Night”:
In the summer the city seems like a big rotten museum, or an empty
abandoned culture where no one lives anymore which suits me just fine.
For me the holiday weekends in the summer are the kind of wreck for
which I feel like the ideal narrator—so being in the city for the 4th of July
weekend was a kind of set up for this poem. The city's outsides look like
your insides if you're feeling that way. (Not Me 199)
Myles's portraits of the city are motivated by a resonance between their neighborhood’s
material environment and Myles’s affective orientation. Myles is the ideal narrator for the
city as “wreck” because the Lower East Side in the midst of a housing crisis on a summer
holiday weekend, “rotten,” “empty,” and “abandoned,” looks the way they feel. In their
affiliation with the city, Myles enacts a typically queer relation to a feeling of social
irrelevance. As Heather Love argues, “contemporary queer subjects are also isolated,
lonely subjects, looking for other lonely people, just like them” (36). However, the
commonality Myles identifies is not one of a shared affective orientation—finding others
who feel the way they feel. It is instead an identification with affects that Myles
extrapolates from the material experience of people experiencing homelessness and
disinvested places—problematically feeling the way others look.
Myles’s equation of racialized social and economic marginalization with their
experience of queer/trans alienation raises questions both about the possibility and
productivity of queer affective coalitions and about loss as a tool for analyzing urban and
environmental change. It also raises questions about how the fundamental queer affects
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of shame and loss are transformed by an urban environmental alternate lineage of queer
cultural production. Narrated as being in relation with non-human life, queers might be
lonely, but they are not alone. But more importantly, what Myles’s relationship with the
Lower East Side makes clear is that other lonely people are not just like them. An urban
environmental alternate lineage of queer cultural production’s cardinal affects of loss and
shame traces the entanglement of AIDS deaths, gentrification, and climate change. But it
also revisits the material circumstances of queer life to resist turning the disinvested city
into a metonym for the queer affects of the early era of AIDS. Instead, as in the case of
Myles’s material circumstances, the ruptured urban spaces in which queer theory
developed provide a framework for drawing new lines of coalitionality among
marginalized people under the sign of queerness, even as they refuse the conflation of
resonant affects with shared material circumstances.
V. Climate Change and the Pedagogy of Loss
In addition to the significant processes of economic transformation and displacement,
complexly constitutive of the disorientation of gentrification on the Lower East Side were
a series of summers of record heat in the final years of the 1980s. These included a
record-breaking heat wave in the Northeast of the U.S. during the first week of August
1988. In fact, summer 1988 was one of the hottest summers on record in the U.S. Earlier
that summer, climatologist James Hansen testified before the Senate Committee on
Energy and Natural Resources. While Hansen made the argument that the greenhouse
effect was causing climate change, not that the greenhouse effect was specifically
responsible for the particular hotter than average summer in 1988, the summer’s heat
shaped the reception of his testimony. As Bill McKibben argues, “Hansen’s proclamation
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seems to have had the effect of convincing people in the street that there may be trouble
in the sky” (“Is the World Getting Hotter?”).
The record heat also compounded other conflicts that brought people into the
streets in the first week in August 1988 on the Lower East Side. 97 During that week,
several hundred Lower East Side residents faced off against police in a resistance
movement spurred by the city’s attempt to evict an encampment of people experiencing
homelessness from Tompkins Square Park, what Jonathan Soffer describes as a:
ten-acre plot between Seventh and Tenth Streets and Avenues A and B on
the Lower East Side . . . One of New York’s most contested spaces, the
park has been the scene of six riots since 1874, when the police charged a
group of peaceful unemployed workers while they waited to be addressed
by the mayor. (375)
The culture of public unrest associated with the gentrification of the Lower East Side
catalyzed in the turn from the 1980s to the 1990s in fights between unhoused residents of
the park, protesters, and the city over the management and future of Tompkins Square
Park. Neil Smith refers to the battle over the park's fate as “the most militant
antigentrification struggle in the United States” (New Urban Frontier 6).
At the core of the argument was the use of the park as a place of residence for
several hundred New Yorkers experiencing homelessness. As Soffer argues:
By the 1980s the neighborhood was one of the world centers of the
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The Los Angeles Times reported that the heat wave of early August of 1988 caused record power usage
in the Northeast. Harvard University closed for the second time in its 152-year history (and the first time
due to heat) and municipalities across the Midwest, Mid-Atlantic, and Northeast hit record temperatures on
August 4th (“Heat Bringing Record Power Usage in East”). The Wall Street Journal reported that generators
unexpectedly failed in Long Island as electric utilities in Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and New York cut
voltage by 5% as they worked to meet the demands to the electric grid generated by the heat wave (Paul).
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postpunk scene, and gentrifiers were squaring off against the artists and
musicians whom the wealthy were rapidly crowding out of the
neighborhood. The gentrifiers also were seeking to evict an encampment
of nearly 150 homeless people struggling to deal with the summer heat
(335).
The situation was further exacerbated after the August 1988 protests. As Smith explains,
by July of 1989, “there were on average some 300 evictees in the park on any given
night, at least three-quarters men, the majority African American, many white, some
Latino, Native American, Caribbean” (New Urban Frontier 5). There were a similar
number of park dwellers two years later when mayor David Dinkins’s administration
finally closed the park on June 3rd, 1991 and evicted between 200 and 300 park dwellers
(New Urban Frontier 6).
The conflict over Tompkins Square Park focused both on questions of municipal
responsibility and on those of urban belonging as they were exacerbated by climate
change, systemic racism, and the AIDS pandemic. Protesters at the August 1988
demonstration held signs that read: “gentrification is class war” and chanted: “whose
fucking park? it’s our fucking park.” (New Urban Frontier 3) Their argument was at once
about resource allocation and about affect as itself an urban resource. The speech act of
claiming a park as “ours,” like that of saying “this is my neighborhood” does two kinds
of work. It makes a statement about the materiality reality of where residents live. But it
also makes a second statement about belonging, or affective attachment. The act of being
denied or removed from the place where you live has affective consequences inseparable
from its material consequences. A neighborhood is “lost” to its residents both because
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they can no longer live there and because its social and economic networks have been
violently ruptured. The Tompkins Square Park protesters positioned themselves as
witnesses to gentrification. As Gillespie and Lopez argue, “to witness is a political act of
pushing back against the invisibilization of the acts of violence against lives that are
rendered ungrievable” (13). By protesting the evictions of residents experiencing
homelessness from the park in a neighborhood with the highest number of AIDS deaths
in the city during the hottest summer on record, the Tompkins Square Park protests
indicated the inextricability of gentrification, the AIDS pandemic, and climate change in
contemporary genealogies of loss.
The importance of the summer of 1988 to evidencing the complex entanglements of
the losses of AIDS, gentrification, and climate change in the U.S. is echoed in decades of
subsequent work in both the global North and the global South on loss related to the
interlocking categories of cities, climate, and health. In a 2009, South African public
health scholar and longtime AIDS advocate Mary Crewe published an article entitled
“HIV/AIDS and Climate Change: A Pattern of Response” in the UN Chronicle. In the
short article, she argues that HIV/AIDS and climate change follow similar patterns of
impact as they instantiate a common foundation of state sanctioned inequity. As she
argues, “just as HIV/AIDS exacerbates poverty, gender vulnerability, exploitation of
children, and access to health care, so too may climate change heighten social
dislocations” (44). The AIDS pandemic, as she reminds us, “grows from and contributes
to poverty, hunger, exploitation, migration, lack of education and a failure of political
will and imagination” (44). Crewe takes the AIDS pandemic as both a present concern
and a litmus test for the behavior of global social upheaval. The AIDS pandemic is at
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once infuriating to Crewe as a failure of human rights and interesting to her as a map of
how particular global phenomena interact with existing architectures of inequality. Using
a geologic metaphor, she argues: “HIV/AIDS is one of the most fascinating social issues
of our time. It has bred in the existing fault lines of society and exposed new ones” (43).
The early years of the AIDS pandemic at once produce a sociopolitical blueprint of how
poverty, neoliberal global capital, urban redevelopment, racial capitalism, and inequitable
environmental policy shape the uneven effects of global political crisis, and offer an
affective map of the relationship between global understandings of and action in response
to climate change and public grammars of loss.
An article in the July 2019 issue of the journal Nature Climate Change by
Australian ecotourism scholars Ross Westoby and Karen E. McNamara suggests that
ecological losses from climate change shape public affects. Focusing on the example of
damage to Australia's Great Barrier Reef, they argue:
In addition to its economic value, the GBR is associated with intangible
and unquantifiable values, such as sense of belonging, cultural heritage,
and personal or collective notions of identity. Thus, losses from largescale climatic events, such as mass coral bleaching or severe tropical
cyclones, may evoke strong feelings of sadness or loss. (500)
As they go on to argue, “fear, along with sadness, anger, or grief, can demobilise actions
for positive change” (500). Worried that the negative affects associated with ecological
loss will discourage public action, they wonder about “how people, individually and
collectively, play a role in mitigating climate change when they may feel disaffected,
unengaged, sceptical or disillusioned about where to begin” (500). Expressions of climate
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grief as Westoby and McNamara identify them rehearse what Woubshet refers to of the
early years of the AIDS pandemic as a “poetics of compounding loss.” As Woubshet
argues, “These narratives of mourning do not recount, respond to, and reflect upon
singular events of mourning, but instead explicitly underscore . . . the serial and repetitive
nature of the losses they confront” (3). The ecological losses of climate change, the losses
of the cultural value of non-human species and ecosystems, and the losses of place and
kinship endured by people displaced by climate crises and by predatory redevelopment
alike revisit the unending waves of loss that Woubshet attributes to the early years of the
AIDS pandemic.
Climate change puts the entire human population in the position of reckoning that
was characteristic of the early years of the AIDS pandemic. As Woubshet argues of
Black queer poet Melvin Dixon in the poem “These are Just a Few…” “He mourns not
only past deaths, but also impending ones, including his own” (4). Responses to climate
change call us to revisit on a global scale Douglas Crimp's argument of early AIDS
activism in which “mourning becomes militancy” (9, ital. in original). Early responses to
the AIDS pandemic by a global network of activists demonstrate how endless waves of
mourning become action that targets both the product and the root of the devaluation of
marginalized people. Early responses to AIDS rehearse what I described in the
introduction as a “pedagogy of loss,” a means of learning to negotiate a climate of serial
and repetitive losses.
The particular pedagogy of loss characteristic of the early years of AIDS focuses
on a relation between the material life of AIDS and the cultural imaginaries that AIDS
activism counters and exposes. Wojnarowicz’s proposed throwing of the corpses of the
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AIDS dead onto the White House lawn—and the actual AIDS ash actions—are gestures
in which the particular bodies thrown on the lawn are both evidence and metonym. The
act of the political funeral, and particularly of bringing the physical remains of AIDS
victims into contact with the emblematic architectures of U.S. democracy, identifies the
co-constitution of the material effects of dispossession and the political imaginaries that
produce it. It is this same meeting of materiality and its sociopolitical imaginaries that is
relevant to the process of understanding and negotiating climate change. Geographer
Matthew Gandy refers to this relation in his study of water systems in New York City as
“the mutually constitutive relations between nature as biophysical fabric and the
symbolic power of nature as a cultural representation of imaginary landscapes” (Concrete
and Clay 7). Gandy’s positioning of nature as “biophysical fabric” and as “cultural
representation of imaginary landscapes” locates the non-human environment as an
important site for the development of what Jodi Melamed refers to as a “material politics
of antiracist knowledges” (3). Early AIDS activism and its pedagogy of loss articulate
that one form such a material politics takes is the means by which its very materiality is
transformed. A “material politics of antiracist knowledges” is a politics that advocates not
only for an antiracist approach to the present and future, but also for an antiracist
approach to how material life is changed over time. Relating the pedagogies of loss
offered by early AIDS activists to contemporary understandings of climate change
revisits a longstanding conversation across queer studies, the environmental humanities,
and critical race studies that considers both coalitional orientations and actual histories of
advocacy across experiences of marginalization. The challenge of environmental justice
advocacy is to demand, as trans legal scholar Dean Spade argues, “more than legal
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recognition and inclusion, seeking instead to transform current logics of state, civil
society security, and social equality,” while acknowledging how access to basic resources
like clean water follows both a rhetorical logic and a process of disinvestment that often
ties those forms of access to rights claims (19).
The work of Myles and Wojnarowicz suggests that as queer and trans people are
suspended outside the normative imaginary of urban economic and kinship patterns, they
occupy a position useful for identifying the collaborative strategies shared by other
marginalized people. Their work also identifies forms of connectivity between places,
and between place and planet. Wojnarowicz and Myles look to global connectivity and
planetary time as strategies for resisting patterns of neoliberal globalization in which they
and many others are denied basic access to their lives and to one another. In doing so,
their work identifies how the linked devastation of AIDS and of gentrification are
justified both by policymakers and by residents who economically benefit from how
people in positions of power conceptualize the planet and the environmental impact of
the lives they live and cities they build. Read together, the work of Wojnarowicz and
Myles provides a model for linking the global advocacy of AIDS activism in New York
in the 1980s and 1990s to contemporary conversations around environmental justice, both
of which rely on a reading of the transformation of New York as embedded in networks
of global connectivity as well as in the globalized exploitation of ideas, weather, goods,
people, and capital.
The pedagogy of loss offered by queer activist responses to the early years of the
AIDS pandemic reanimates longstanding conversations in queer studies about the
necessity and the limits of coalition politics, and the particular coalition politics most
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relevant to the context of climate change. Climate change simultaneously expands the
possible coalition of people at risk of dispossession and raises new questions about the
equation of social progress with rights claims. The echo in public narratives of climate
change of the rhetorics of loss of the AIDS pandemic offers the example of a queer and
trans rights agenda as a cautionary tale of conflating progress with state recognition. As
Spade argues of the limits of a rights logic for resisting the dispossession of trans people,
“law reform tactics can have a role in mobilization-focused strategies, but law reform
must never constitute the sole demand of trans politics” (8). Spade encourages us to
instead “think in terms of populations and the allocation of resources and life chances”
(16). The question most relevant to scholars in the environmental humanities is how the
interaction of climate change and a world-system characterized by legacies of
dispossession, will in Spade's words, “promote and maximize certain forms of life and
ways of being” (16). The early years of the AIDS pandemic provide a model for
conceptualizing a resurgent and cyclical culture of loss also characteristic of climate
change. In addition, decades of queer and trans critical, artistic, and activist responses to
the ongoing AIDS pandemic and to the dispossession of people whose race, gender,
sexuality, or kinship patterns locate them outside normativity provide a framework for
conceptualizing the shape that population-scale thinking about both grief and resource
allocation might take in the context of contemporary advocacy for climate justice.
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Chapter Four – Toxic Optimism: Trans Hydropolitics and the Future of the Gowanus
I. An Invitation to Disaster
In 1951, Rachel Carson published The Sea Around Us, her National Book Awardwinning exploration of the development and contemporary biology of oceans, and the
danger posed to all forms of life by their neglect. In the book, she argues of the unstudied
ocean dumping of radioactive waste, “to dispose first and investigate later is an invitation
to disaster” (xiii). Dispose first and investigate later, however, was the primary approach
used to manage industrial and chemical waste in the U.S. from the start of large-scale
manufacturing in the mid-19th century through the late 1970s, when anti-toxics activism
put pressure on legislators to address unchecked industrial dumping, both on land and in
waterways. Even since the passage of major anti-toxics legislation in 1980, policy that
has favored industry and accumulation over human and non-human public health has
contributed to the ongoing insufficient monitoring of the use and disposal of toxic
chemicals. The variously slow and rapid accumulations of improperly dumped toxic
waste have continued to cause significant public harm to local, regional, national, and
global human and non-human populations, and to disproportionately affect low-income
residents and residents of color.98
Under-regulated disposal and contaminant management practices weaken the life
chances of people living near and with dumping sites, poorly monitored production
facilities, and contaminated soil, air, and water. In his analysis of how life chances are

On the relationship between toxic contamination and environmental racism, see: Laura Pulido, “Flint,
Environmental Racism, and Racial Capitalism.” Capitalism Nature Socialism. 2016. vol. 27, no 3, 1-16;
Rachel D. Godsil, “Remedying Environmental Racism.” Michigan Law Review, vol. 90, no. 2, 1991, pp.
394–427; and Dorceta Taylor, Toxic Communities: Environmental Racism, Industrial Pollution, and
Residential Mobility. New York University Press, 2014.
98
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distributed in the post-civil rights era, trans studies scholar Dean Spade thinks with social
movements that interrogate “why disparities in life chances have increased during a
period when we have seen the elimination of formal segregation and the advent of
policies prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex, race, and disability” (1). In the
case of anti-toxics activism, this disparity in life chances is perpetuated by advocacy for a
right to normative futurity as the primary justification for access to non-toxic resources.
Rhetorical strategies common to anti-toxics activists and government programs alike
regularly equate the right to the life chances afforded by non-toxic air, water, soil, food,
and buildings with adherence to narratives of progress and productivity correlated with
white cis-heterosexuality. These narratives, which focus in particular on the relationship
between the human-scale futurity of children, and the city and regional-scale futurity of
property ownership and real estate development, contribute to marginalized residents’
disproportionate toxic exposure. The pervasiveness of environmental racism locates antitoxics activism as a crucial site for distinctions between environmental justice and
environmental equity. As Colville Confederated Tribes scholar Dina Gilio-Whitaker
argues “as many have pointed out, the difference between environmental equity and
environmental justice is in how risk is distributed” (21). Early conversations about antitoxics activism in the U.S. identified the inequity of living with toxic exposure without
attending to the distribution of risk, a legacy with which contemporary activism and
remediation efforts continue to contend.
Since 1980, the Superfund program has been one primary means by which the
U.S. government has proposed to remediate toxic waste and improve access to non-toxic
resources. Superfund was inaugurated by the passage of the Comprehensive
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Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA).
CERCLA proposed to make industrial and commercial polluters pay for the damage they
caused.99 The program was galvanized by anti-toxics activism in the 1970s, including
protests and testimony in response to the Hooker Chemical Company’s dumping of toxic
waste into Love Canal, a waterway that travels through an eponymous neighborhood in
the La Salle area of Niagara Falls, New York. Since its purchase of the site in the early
1950s, the Niagara County School District had built several schools and low-income
housing units there. The unchecked dumping accumulated over time, and heavy rains in
1975 and 1976 raised the water table, flooding basements and groundwater with toxic
runoff, and causing the widespread illness of children and adults who worked and lived in
the area (Spears 119-122; “Background Information”).
In the case of Love Canal, the residents who testified before the U.S. Senate
Subcommittee on Toxic Substances and Chemical Wastes in 1978 and 1979, most of
whom were white mothers of young children, premised their right to remediation on their
right to participate in reproductive futurism and to accrue the real estate value of their
homes. One resident, Grace M. McCoulf, noted in her testimony, “Our children are sick,
our homes are valueless and we have boarded up homes for our neighbors. The entire
meaning of family has been corroded” (“Grace M. McCoulf” 2). McCoulf’s narrative
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CERCLA was designed to identify hazardous sites eligible for federal cleanup funds, and to assign
liability for toxic waste disposal, in order to facilitate the solicitation of private contributions to remediation
projects. The two primary strategies of the act are “removal” and “remedy” or “remedial action.” The act
defines “remedy” or “remedial action” as follows: “those actions consistent with permanent remedy taken
instead of or in addition to removal actions in the event of a release or threatened release of a hazardous
substance into the environment, to prevent or minimize the release of hazardous substances so that they do
not migrate to cause substantial danger to present or future public health or welfare or the environment (42
USC Ch. 103, Subchapter 1, Section 9601).” Evident in the act’s definition of “remedy” is the Superfund
program’s linking of past, present, and future. The goal of the program is to manage “present and future”
threats or dangers.
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links the futurity of children to the appreciation of real estate as twin contributions to a
shared idea of the future to which she believes she should be afforded access. In doing so,
she illustrates that what Lee Edelman refers to as the “absolute privilege of
heteronormativity” preserved by reproductive futurism is not only the right to
biologically reproduce, but also the right to produce normatively healthy children, and the
related right to non-toxic air, water, food, and housing (2). Further, she associates
reproductive futurism with homeownership—the future of kids inextricable from the
future of real estate.
McCoulf’s equation of reproductive futurism with anti-toxics activism and
homeownership identifies how conversations about remediation and toxicity and the
environmental futures they imagine are inextricable from the racial, sexual, gender, and
spatial politics that reproductive futures accrue. McCoulf illustrates this link as she
transmutes the toxic contents of the canal from material to metaphorical. What is
“corroded” is not only the water system’s infrastructure, but also the “meaning of
family.” Another resident, Loretta Gambino, similarly uses the figure of the child to
justify the right to remediation. She ties the figure of the child not to the futurity of her
home, but to the futurity of U.S. nationalism. In her testimony, she argues, “These
children are the future of America. Human lives should not be used for the sake of
progress” (“Loretta Gambino” 1). The trouble with Gambino’s argument is that the racial
logics that have facilitated the “future of America” have been, from their foundation,
premised on using “human lives . . . for the sake of progress.”100

As Christina Sharpe argues, “The ongoing state-sanctioned legal and extralegal murders of Black people
are normative and, for this so-called democracy, necessary: it is the ground we walk on. And that it is the
ground lays out that, and perhaps how, we might begin to live in relation to this requirement for our death.
What kinds of possibilities for rupture might be opened up? What happens if we proceed as if we know this,
100
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Important to the testimonies of McCoulf and Gambino is that both women claim a
right to futurity that is tied explicitly to whiteness as well as to reproductive futurism.
They object to the toxicity of Love Canal because it interrupts what legal scholar Cheryl
Harris terms a “property interest in whiteness” (1713). Remediation, for Gambino and
McCoulf, enables a performance of white futurity, a linking of reproductive biological
relations to the maintenance and accrual of property and its value through the framework
of “family.” As Hortense Spillers argues, “family” in a U.S. context carries with it a
relation to property that is premised on whiteness. Spillers writes:
“Family” as we practice it “in the West”—the vertical transfer of a
bloodline, of a patronymic, of titles and entitlements, of real estate and the
prerogatives of “cold cash,” from fathers to sons and in the supposedly free
exchange of affectional ties between a male and female of his choice—
becomes the mythically revered privilege of a free and freed community.
(74, emphasis in original)
The Love Canal protests sought to redeem for the neighborhood’s white residents a right
to non-toxic water and housing, even as their neighborhood had been made toxic by
development under racial capitalism designed to benefit other white people. McCoulf and
Gambino racialize “family” as white by their use of the term to justify the linked
privileges of non-toxic housing, the ownership of property, and the stability of kinship
that have, in the U.S., been disproportionately accorded to white people. Building upon
the racial logics of the Love Canal protesters, the Superfund program perpetuates the
paradox of proposing to rectify the racialized results of toxic dumping by seeking to

antiblackness, to be the ground on which we stand, the ground from which we attempt to speak, for
instance, an ‘I’ or a ‘we’ who know, an ‘I’ or a ‘we’ who care?” (7, emphasis in original)
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restore the “property interest in whiteness” of homeowners compromised by the largerscale “property interest in whiteness” of industrial and commercial development. 101 The
Superfund program seeks the remediation of toxic waste in order to restore a right to
family and property that, following Spillers, is coterminous with an experience of white
freedom premised on the subjection of people of color.102
Furthermore, the rights that the Superfund program seeks to promote are premised
on a performance of cisnormativity that is itself racialized as white. McCoulf identifies
herself at the beginning of her testimony as a cisgender women whose relevance inheres
in her participation in what Spillers refers to as the “titles and entitlements” associated
with a narrative of family premised on the biological transfer of blood and property. The
first three sentences of McCoulf’s testimony read: “My name is Grace McCoulf. I am a
housewife and mother of two small children. I live in the Love Canal” (“Grace M.
McCoulf” 1). Following Spillers, the categories of “housewife” and “mother” perform a
relationship that links the assumed biology of reproductive futurism (being a “mother”) to
the real estate interests and heteronormative property relations that accompany it (being
the “wife” of the “house”). These categories are rendered geographic by the third
sentence, the roles of “housewife,” and “mother” disrupted by the toxic context of living
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In his 1994 study of the Superfund program, political scientist Harold C. Barnett identifies the question
implicit in Superfund in the following terms: “Is it possible to successfully pursue environmental goals in a
political economic system that is biased toward the interests of capital and under an administration that
unabashedly advocates that bias as in the public interest?” (xiii) In his assessment, Barnett argues that the
successful pursuit of these environmental goals is not possible. In his critique of the program, he argues that
the “EPA was far more effective in executing emergency and interim actions and studying site problems
than it was in actually responding to long-term hazardous waste site conditions through remedial cleanup”
(164).
102
The Superfund program is an example of what Sara Ahmed describes as “how whiteness is ‘real,’
material and lived” (“The Phenomenology of Whiteness”150). The Superfund program illustrates that
environmental remediation projects that seek to restore rights to families and property correlated with
whiteness offer a crucial example not only of how whiteness is material, but also of how environmental
equity projects in which whiteness is invisible perpetuates the same forms of damage and stratification as
the practices of environmental harm against which it positions itself.
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in Love Canal. The roles of “housewife” and “mother” are constitutive of McCoulf’s
gender, a gender identification inextricable from the kinship and property relations
facilitated by her whiteness. Her argument assumes that the U.S. government should
protect her capacity to perform the “property interest in whiteness” constitutive of her
gender and ruptured by the canal’s toxicity.
As she addresses the co-constitution of gender and race, Spillers argues that to be
denied access to the kinship and property relations of reproductive futurism is to be
identified as gender non-conforming. As Spillers argues, holding
to a specialized reading of female gender as an outcome of a certain
political, socio-cultural empowerment within the context of the United
States, we would regard dispossession as the loss of gender, or one of the
chief elements in an altered reading of gender. (77, emphasis in original)
Spillers argues that normative gender inheres in performances of property relations
correlated with whiteness. She argues further that the legacy of racialized dispossession
in the U.S. divests a sex-gender binary of any inherent meaning. As she posits, “in the
historic outline of dominance, the respective subject-positions of ‘female’ and ‘male’
adhere to no symbolic integrity” (66). If gender is a function of property and the cisheteronormative performance of family relations, then non-normative relationships to
property and kinship produce an uneven performance of gender. The problem with
toxicity for McCoulf and Gambino is not only that it deprives them of exercising rights
they believe they are entitled to as white people, but also that it interrupts their ability to
perform a cisgender identification. Designed in response to the Love Canal protestors’
claims, the Superfund program is primed to reward and restore performances of white
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cis-heteronormativity. Since the commencement of the program, Superfund projects have
frequently ignored the needs of marginalized residents.
Environmental activists in general and anti-toxics activists in particular have often
made the argument that the ethical problem with exposure to toxicity is that it violates a
shared understanding of “human rights” predicated on the right to future-oriented life
chances. As ecocritic Ellen Griffith Spears argues, “if a healthy environment is a basic
human right and nation-states exist to protect human rights, then restoring and extending
a federal commitment to a healthy environment for all remains the central task” (239).
However, many decades of scholarship in critical race theory, Indigenous studies, Black
studies, feminist theory, and queer and trans studies have been skeptical of advocacy that
is entirely based upon rights claims that require marginalized subjects to be visible and
interpellated within the legal systems designed to subordinate them. Dean Spade argues
that advocacy for justice that focuses only on rights claims does not adequately address
the power structures that produce dispossession. What he calls “critical trans politics”
thinks structurally about how gender acts as an intersectional vector of marginalization.
As he argues, “In order to properly understand power and transphobic harm, we need to
shift our focus from the individual rights framing of discrimination and ‘hate
violence’ and think more broadly about how gender categories are enforced on all
people” (9). Spade shares with anthropologist Nikhil Anand the goal of understanding
power as a crucial aspect of advocating for equity. In his analysis of leaking municipal
water systems in New York and Mumbai, Anand also calls for a reconceptualization of
power. As Anand argues, “As water continues to soak, perforate and puncture the
grounds of the city, it calls for new theorizations of power, responsibility, vitality—
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theorizations that decenter and challenge the idea that humans have dominion over
the earth” (151). Building on decades of work skeptical of the mainstreaming of queer
rights, Spade argues that advocacy premised on the singular application of human rights
for marginalized people reinscribes their dispossession. Anand argues that another
problem with the use of a human rights discourse as the sole means of managing
environmental resources is that it operates from the premise that environmental resources
can and should be entirely controlled by humans. An environmentalism that equates
equity with rights limits the life chances of some human lives and of all non-human
life. To read the Superfund program through the lens of a critical environmentalism, I
focus on the gender and racial politics of the legacies of violence that produced toxic
conditions, and which have also facilitated their inadequate remediation.
In the case of the remediation of toxic sites, resistance to a rights-based logic
refuses what, following Lauren Berlant, might be termed a “toxic optimism” about the
possibility and efficacy of Superfund projects. As Berlant argues, “the compulsion to
repeat a toxic optimism can suture someone or a world to a cramped and unimaginative
space of committed replication, just in case it will be different” (259, emphasis in
original). Berlant notes that what makes this particular variety of optimism toxic is a
repetition compulsion attached to a “cramped” spatial imaginary. I take Berlant here to be
focusing on figurative toxicity. The Superfund site, however, encourages us to read
remediation as an optimism about improving and even eliminating material toxicity, and
about the life chances that remediation projects might afford.
This chapter reads between trans theory, critical race studies, and the
environmental humanities to articulate how anti-toxics activism premised on a rights-
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based model fails both marginalized subjects and precarious ecological resources. It takes
as its case study Brooklyn’s toxic Gowanus Canal, which was added to the Superfund
priority list in 2010.

Image 8: Map of South Brooklyn, New York, United States. GmapGIS, 2020,
https://gmapgis.com/. Annotated by Author.

Image 9: Map of Manhattan, Brooklyn, and Queens, New York, United
States. GmapGIS, 2020, https://gmapgis.com/. Annotated by Author.
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Remediation of the Gowanus began in 2020. The construction of the Gowanus
Canal commenced in 1849, and upon its completion in 1869 it was “one of the first
planned industrial districts in the country” (“Gowanus: A Framework for a Sustainable,
Inclusive, Mixed-use Neighborhood”). Filmmaker Alison Prete describes the canal as
“one of the shortest and most important waterways in the world,” a “tiny waterway that
knifes its way into the heart of South Brooklyn,” the surface of which often appears as
“black mayonnaise” (00:03:45, 00:03:20, 00:06:45).

Image 10: Still from Lavender Lake: Brooklyn’s Gowanus Canal. Lavender Lake:
Brooklyn’s Gowanus Canal. directed by Alison Prete, produced by Rough on Rats
Productions, Filmakers Library, 2001.
The Superfund remediation of the Gowanus proposes to deliver on the promise of over
100 years of attempts to rectify the canal’s dangerous levels of post-industrial waste. As I
expand upon below, the first attempts at the canal’s remediation began in the early 1900s.
There have been projects designed to “clean up” the Gowanus for most of its life as an
industrial and commercial waterway, many of which have advocated for remediation in
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order to facilitate real estate development. 103 Focusing on the Gowanus and its more than
100 years of proposed remediation projects allows for an analysis of remediation and
urban redevelopment as closely entangled approaches that have guided the future
imaginary in the image of which cities and regions in the U.S. have been built and rebuilt.
Approaching this future imaginary through a queer method of reading urban and
environmental change emphasizes how white cis-heterosexual norms of reproductive
futurism have guided not only urban redevelopment but also the remediation of toxic
sites.104
As I explore the toxic optimism that has facilitated the proposed remediation of
the Gowanus, I think with trans and Two-Spirit Latinx, European, Mescalero, and Lipan
Apache writer and musician Julian Talamantez Brolaski’s exploration of the canal and its
history in the 2011 poetry collection gowanus atropolis. gowanus atropolis identifies
Brolaski’s emotional intimacy with the canal, its toxic waste, and its non-human life,
through a shared experience of marginalization, as both Brolaski as a gender nonconforming person of color and the canal as a toxic site are treated as unclean and
unproductive. Brolaski’s poems make evident the need for anti-toxics activism premised
on promoting the equal distribution of life chances. In so doing, they gesture toward what
anti-toxics activism that thinks with trans and critical race theory to engage in structural
critique might be like.

103

Prete identifies that the goal of Gowanus funeral director and local community leader Buddy Scotto, for
instance, was to “realize his vision of a Venice in Brooklyn,” in which the canal would be made available
for tourism, recreation, and commercial development (00:26:00).
104
The entanglement of normative futures implicated in the remediation of the Gowanus identify how ideas
of the future associated with white cis-heteronormativity are often accorded to city planning projects as
being in the public interest. As “Gowanus: A Framework for a Sustainable, Inclusive, Mixed-use
Neighborhood,” a 2018 rezoning plan issued by the NYC Department of City Planning argues, “The area’s
history is a microcosm of land use, economic and demographic trends that have played out citywide and
nationally over the past century” (8).
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My reading of Brolaski’s poems follows Kara Keeling’s call to advocate for
“living beings that have been relegated to the status of things within existing political,
ontological, and social systems” by tracing through the poems a demand for remediation
that focuses on the marginalized beings that the Superfund program has identified as
unaccountable and therefore irrelevant (xiii). 105 In the face of the toxic optimism that has
guided the remediation of the Gowanus, I consider the potential that toxic waterways
offer to remediation premised on a critique of structural violence and of linear narratives
of futurity and repair. I explore what I term a “trans hydropolitics” that considers what a
theory of the remediation of toxic waterways that thinks with the politics of gender and
race might offer both to the environmental humanities and to trans studies. I build upon
the pervasiveness of liquid language in queer and trans theory—motifs of fluidity or ooze
or leakiness—to consider an approach to water justice skeptical of assimilation to state
norms as the precondition for basic rights. In doing so, I consider how trans critiques of
linear transition can reframe the goals of remediation and its impact on the wide range of
spatial and temporal scales that are a key analytic for how we theorize the necessary
transitions required to meet the demands of environmental change.
II. Toxic Bodies (of Water)
In a September 2012 episode of the Poetry Foundation’s “Poetry off the Shelf” podcast,
host Curtis Fox interviews Julian Talamantez Brolaski about Brolaski’s 2011 collection,
gowanus atropolis.106 The conversation begins with Fox’s introduction, which models

Furthermore, Brolaski’s poems offer for discussions of the canal what Keeling argues of poetry as a
practice of using language. Keeling writes, “Language is a vehicle through which sensory knowledge is
parsed into common senses, and poetry has the capacity to deterritorialize language, making uncommon,
queer senses available to thought” (xii).
106
As Brolaski’s Poetry Foundation author page notes, “its pronoun is it,” a usage whose association of
trans and gender non-conforming people to non-human and non-living things recalls and repurposes
105
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how a listener might navigate Brolaski’s opaque poetics, as the poems draw words from
hundreds of years of the English language, spanning Middle English to the present. Fox
asks Brolaski, who uses the personal pronoun “it,” about the eponymous “Gowanus” of
the book’s title, Brooklyn’s Gowanus Canal, which it had lived near while writing the
poems in the collection. Fox notes that the canal was recently designated an EPA
Superfund cleanup site, and Brolaski mentions the canal’s extreme toxic pollution, its
previous use as an industrial dumping ground, and the Canarsie people’s pre-colonization
oyster fishing of the streams and tributaries that in the 19th century were dug out to form
the canal. Brolaski resists, however, identifying the collection as being “about” the canal
(“Who Done it in Brooklyn?”).
Fox and Brolaski’s conversation focuses the poem “murder on the gowanus,”
which opens:
swell me a bowl
with lusty oil
brightest under bis
geynest under gore (gowanus atropolis 41)
“murder on the gowanus” identifies the Gowanus as a place the speaker simultaneously
desires and resists, a “bowl” swollen with the “lusty oil” of pollution. The canal in
Brolaski’s description holds its brightness under a layer of “bis,” a Middle English usage
(often “bice,” “bise,” “biss(e, bissh(e, or bessh(e” among other alternate spellings) that
refers to a layer of dark fur (“bīs n.(2), “Middle English Compendium”)). In these
opening lines, the thick cover over the canal's water is at once oil leaked from industrial
production and transportation and a layer of fur that imagines the canal as a non-human

legacies of dehumanizing anti-trans violence, as well the related dispossessions of marginalized people and
non-human life (“Julian Talamantez Brolaski”).
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animal. The layered logic of the opening lines continues its parallel structure in the
following line, “geynest under gore.” In this line, the “geynest,” (another Middle English
usage) or shortest path to the water lies underneath the dirt or filth of the Middle English
sense of “gore,” as well as under the violence that created the toxic display. Like “gore,”
“geynest” also draws on both its Middle English connotation and on a contemporary
resonance, carrying the echo of “gayest” in its visual representation, and also encouraging
the reader to imagine the canal as a “gay nest,” linking the material deviation of pollution
to the deviant kinship of queer and trans life. The frame of intimate deviance as a lens
resonant with the polluted canal contributes to the complex gender politics that enter the
poems through the use of a wide range of archaic pronouns as well as through explicit
references to trans embodiment. As the opening lines of “murder on the gowanus”
illustrate, lexical indeterminacy is one of Brolaski’s primary strategies by which it refuses
a linear representation of the futurity of remediation that joins the management of toxicity
to reproductive futurism and urban redevelopment.
One of the primary technologies of indeterminacy in gowanus atropolis is the
inclusion of a range of words from hundreds of years of the English language with which
Brolaski describes the people, objects and relations the poems contain. In other poems in
the collection, Brolaski’s poetics of indeterminacy focus especially on pronouns. As
Brolaski notes in a 2012 interview about Advice for Lovers, its book subsequent to
gowanus atropolis, “most of the pronouns in the book are indeterminate, offering
multiple places for the reader to project their fantasy” (“You Will Be the Lover of the
Century”). In gowanus atropolis, the projection of fantasy draws a sharp contrast to the
future projections of remediation, which imagine a clean imaginary that equates a fantasy
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of remediation with one of reproductive futurism. In opposition to this normativizing
social fantasy, the poems link their critique of a binary of toxic and clean to binaries of
male and female, but also to a binary of linear transition organized by the poles of being
“pre” and “post” transition. The poems connect the binary logics of environmental risk
and improvement to gender as a social model for how binaries work, and how they might
be refused.
The fragmentation of the poems offers a formal heuristic for identifying and
intermingling the literal opacity of the Gowanus Canal’s surface, covered in “lusty oil,”
and the proliferation of genders beyond a binary system that also resists the logic of
transition as a process of moving from one gender to the next. For instance, in the poem
“adverse yaw,” Brolaski writes:
what dairy melts most neatly and most easily
a product or a person
a3ens / avec kynde
for or against nature
to act in opposition to one’s genitals
…
dont you need a machine or a bedazzler
awaiting bloodrawing at the queer center
the pythia poised over greekish fumes
martini slick as the gowanus with oil
with what engenders one
is
adore
adorabile (gowanus atropolis 46)
In “adverse yaw” the question of whether “to act in opposition to one’s gentials” is “for
or against nature” is intermeshed with the medicalization of the queer/trans body and the
toxic pollution of the Gowanus. Like the Love Canal protesters, Brolaski identifies that
the toxicity of the waterway directly shapes the gender identifications it is possible to
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perform. But rather than demanding remediation to maintain white cisnormativity,
Brolaski questions the kind of relation that non-cisgender identification might have to
“nature.” Brolaski puts forth the trans subject as the ideal interlocutor of the toxic canal.
If cisnormativity is enabled by a relation to futurity that requires non-toxic resources, and
in the post-industrial U.S., all relations to water, air, and soil require some negotiation
with toxicity, then the intimacy shared by the canal and Brolaski’s speaker suggests that
the terms of gendered categories are themselves transformed by this inescapable relation
with toxic waste.
In “adverse yaw,” a relation between gender and nature collapses into the
neologism “adorabile,” a supplementation of “adorable” that identifies “bile” as both the
synthetic toxicity of the canal and the human waste of the “queer center.” The trans body
is itself defamiliarized by infantilizing praise (it is “adorable”) and mired in debates about
the “naturalness” of transition. As Mira J. Hird argues in her discussion of what she terms
“animal trans,” “nature is often invoked in discussions of morality in so far as natural
behaviors are considered to be morally superior” (157). As it resists a representation that
equates a connection to “nature” with white cis-heteronormativity, “adverse yaw,” along
with many other poems in the collection, references how the category of “nature” has
been weaponized for anti-trans positions, as it is ascribed in the poem both to the toxic
canal and to the speaker’s trans body. As the poem describes the transformation of human
bodies and urban ecologies as ruptured, unstable, repeated, and inconsistently apparent, it
rhymes with trans studies scholar Eva Hayward’s tracing of homologies in trans and
starfish embodiment, when she asks, “Am I not in part a transsexual through the reworking and re-folding of my own body?” (180). Many scholars working in trans studies
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identify how a trans analytic is useful for thinking beyond the binaries that condition our
lives and our discourse. But thinking with trans studies about environmental risk
illustrates the applicability of non-binary thinking to additional polarities—toxic and
innocuous, contaminated and remediated, urgent and non-urgent, safe and at risk.
A non-binary approach to questions of remediation makes evident that the
infrastructure of the Gowanus and the larger water system in which it participates have
helped, additionally, to complicate the binary categories of urban and rural. As
environmental historian David Soll notes, “The construction of the city’s water system
reconfigured the natural and built environments of southeastern New York State, from
Long Island to the headwaters of the Delaware River, 125 miles northwest of the city”
(2). Until the 1990s, New York City had the most substantial and least well-regulated
water supply in the country. The city began constructing a water system in the 1830s, fed
by a network of rivers and reservoirs in the Catskill Mountains that dramatically reshaped
areas far outside of the city, as well as the relation between the city and its surrounding
rural and suburban areas (Soll 6-7). New York City’s water system is itself pulled
between identifying a clear urban/rural binary and queering that binary by cutting across
municipal delineations, land-use types and layered histories of industrial development.
Throughout gowanus atropolis, the crisis of the canal’s toxicity is set into the
context both of the canal’s industrial history and of Brooklyn’s history of colonization.
The failure of settler recognition of the area’s Indigenous history and settler colonists’
justification of the theft of Indigenous land and water rights serves as a through line in the
collection. The poem “myths of manahatta” begins:
from the woodlands of new york
lenape nation
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sovereign L-train
the weckquaesgeeks
& reckgawawancs
& melville’s ‘manhattoes’
machicans
mohegans
unami
munsee delawares
lenni lenape
oneida cayuga
onandaga seneca
mohawk
usually just ‘indians’
‘basically algonquins’
‘were’ residents
the kapsee group of canarsie
said to have sold manahatta
for '60 guilders
worth of trinkets'
for which the deed was never found
& the dutch west india co.
'for goods worth $24'
promptly applied
the paleface theory of ownership (gowanus atropolis 55)
Unlike “murder on the gowanus,” this poem establishes a linear narrative about settler
colonists’ failures to recognize distinct Indigenous communities in what became New
York City, and the practice instead of describing them as “indians” or “basically
algonquins.” The poem situates colonial history as co-constitutive of environmental
degradation, as naming “new york” is coterminous with displacing its Indigenous
population and clearing its “woodland” landscape. Brolaski relates the “woodland” state
of New York, its pre-settler colonist ecology, to the area’s belonging to a set of distinct
Indigenous communities. The poem stages in what is presently known as New York City
a link between environmental justice and decolonization. As Colville Confederated
Tribes scholar Dina Gilio-Whitaker argues, “EJ for Indigenous peoples . . . must conform
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to a model that can frame issues in terms of their colonial condition and can affirm
decolonization as a potential framework within which environmental justice can be made
available to them” (25). The poem identifies the dispossession of Indigenous land and
waterways as foundational to spatial and social inequality in the city. The framework that
Brolaski provides in the poem stages environmental justice as a pursuit crucial to
advocacy around other forms of urban justice.
The poem goes on to identify “new york” and “manahatta” as part of a violent
taxonomy that relates settler colonists’ processes of taxonomy (‘melville’s
“mamhattoes,”’ for instance) to the seizure of land and waterways. The poem reveals
“manahatta,” as an island “traded” for by settler colonists, to itself be a myth. In
emphasizing the falsity of lawful white claims to the land, Brolaski throws into relief the
fictions that enabled its subsequent development, suggesting that those ensuing narratives
must also be premised on divisive fictionalization.
Others of Brolaski’s poems use the historical frame of poems like “myths of
manahatta” to provide fragmented snapshots of the Gowanus area in the years just before
the beginning of the Superfund cleanup. These poems situate the toxicity of the Gowanus
in a lineage of settler colonist resource seizure connected to the original claiming of what
became New York City. These poems, many of which focus on a formal homology
between trans embodiment and remediation, situate remediation as a palimpsestic process
that repeats a long history of land claims and refuses completion or arrival, while raising
questions about remediation for whom and at what cost. The poem “gowanus
apocalypse” opens:
bees at toledo
gog and magog
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satellite—farce
spycams ablog
as they drip w/ pearls
and molt
landlord
infinite
harry
ope
ersatz

peraventure
di—a’ready—
harry
myopia
rigeur (gowanus atropolis 33)

Throughout these opening lines, Brolaski combines Biblical and Middle English
language and references with resolutely 2000s reference points—blogs and spycams.
This mélange of registers suggest that the idea of apocalypse is inherent in the human
condition rather than especially relevant or suited to the present. It also suggests that the
present condition of surveillance and wealth concentration identify the present of the
poem as both a point in a long line of theories about the end of human life as we know it,
and as a uniquely applicable context for analyzing historical cycles of civilizational
destruction. The title of the poem frames the poem’s content as indexing the constitutive
parts of apocalypse: bees at a place name shared by more than a dozen places, at once
located and everywhere, and alongside spycams that at once exude wealth and shed their
skin. The bees are held in the subsequent line in relation to “gog and magog,” invaders
(“gog”) who appear in a vision in the Book of Ezekiel and come from a foreign place
(“magog”). Because the invaders do not worship Christ, Ezekiel prophesizes that they
will threaten Israel after it has been restored upon the return of Christ’s followers
(Authorized King James Version, Ezekiel. 38.2). The invocation of “gog and magog,”
terms that recur throughout the collection, raises questions of invasion, foreignness and
the racial politics of restoration or repair, a history that repeats in the canal’s seizure by
white settler colonists, and by its subsequent waves of toxification and plans for
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remediation.
The Biblical allusion also situates the process of imagining cleaner futures for the
Gowanus in a long history of prophecy that links speculative futures to the endurance of
politicized land claims. Speculation continues to be a dominant logic in the poem’s
opening stanzas. The speaker suggests that the Gowanus might “ope,” or open its
condition of sight, only to reproduce a gaze that does not look beyond a short distance
(playing on the physical and metaphorical state of myopia, or nearsidedness, but also the
impossibility of seeing through the toxic waste in the canal). As the poem continues,
Brolaski introduces other species in a collection of contemporary and archaic English
usages that reference contaminants in the Gowanus alongside the object world of the
speaker’s daily life, which together mimic the inscrutable sludge of the toxic canal:
the buffalo I foment about, wildly
the torture taste of pâté
shard parade
along the gowanus
…
how a dog plays tennis
how a gog, magog
if xe has nails
to standit
industrial pawwipe
sludgie, anon!
how a dog goes
we go thru anon
antique roses and lambsquarters
the gowanus’
fecal matter percentage
proteus wo
kristelnacht gauntlet
of liquorsoaked amulet-tennis
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mesoteric
acrostic dawn
what we hang on anon, 311
we crouch in tha kitchen, adept
as silverfish
sludgie being
erato anon—snu backhand
how a dog—southie crossd—
decidedl eros—greasepaw—
—ass singed & boiled—
cryptoquotation anon
honeybees gurgling
in ersatz anglonorman
bovary cum ratatouille
pitbull T-O-G (gowanus atropolis 33-4)
The poem’s later sections are populated by animals: buffalo, a dog playing tennis, and
Sludgie, a minke whale that died in the canal in April of 2007 (Saul, et. al., “Whale of a
Tragedy”). The poem mimics the form of the canal, its contents assembled by
accumulation. The canal’s toxicity—its “fecal matter percentage”—forms the
background of the poem.
Within the frame of the toxicity, Brolaski both employs and critiques an affect of
amusement, and raises questions about the limits of anthropomorphism as the dominant
strategy of describing kinship between human and non-human actors. The poem “elegy
for kari edwards” picks up the same scene. Its final stanzas read:
all ridded of giggling
anthropormorphia aghast
DL in the bowries
the tee hee ambigenuity
of amputee-wannabees
googling tee hee
silly faggot
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dicks are for chicks
wicked hee
to bury my heart at
my heart was in my knee (gowanus atropolis 50, emphasis in original)
The poem’s speaker giggles variously: at the entanglement and affiliation between trans
human bodies and non-human life, at a constellation of non-normativity made up of
associations with non-human animals, transability, and gender non-conformity in the
affirmation of at once compulsory heterosexuality and non-surgical gender nonconforming or transfeminine embodiment in the lines, “silly faggot / dicks are for
chicks.”107 However, the speaker then classifies as “wicked” the laughter (or, perhaps, the
masculine pronoun “hee”) that responds to Brolaski’s riff on the title of Dee Brown’s
1970 history of the displacement and extermination of Indigenous populations in the
American West, Bury my Heart at Wounded Knee, returning obliquely to the Indigenous
history of New York City. In its attention to humor as a strategy for managing the crisis
state of the canal, the poem raises questions about the relationship between the affects
with which we address environmental catastrophe and our ability to assess and represent
environmental problems. Read in the context of the canal’s subsequent Superfund
designation, it also raises questions about the affects of remediation and their capacity for
directing affective orientations to the city more broadly. Brolaski works with and against
a hundred-year history of future imaginaries of the Gowanus in which remediation,
economic productivity, and reproductive futurism are intertwined.

On “transability” Jasbir Puar notes, “Transabled individuals, linked to the diagnosis of bodily integrity
identity disorder, are those who desire amputation, paralysis, blindness, deafness, and use of wheelchairs …
and other forms of body modification and alteration to simulate certain conditions of disability. According
to both Bethany Stevens and Anne Lawrence, the analogy of transability to transgender is made largely
because of the alignments of desires for surgical modification and reconciliation of internal identity and
external embodiment” (44).
107
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III. Miss Gowanus
A hundred years before the publication of gowanus atropolis, on June 21st, 1911, a
special iteration of the annual “South Brooklyn Day” parade was held on Brooklyn’s
Fourth Avenue to celebrate the completed construction of a flushing tunnel installed in
the Gowanus to circulate its already heavily polluted water. The goal of the tunnel, as the
Brooklyn Daily Eagle reported, was to counteract more than fifty years of industrial
dumping into the canal in order to “clear the Gowanus Canal of its accumulated filth”
(“South Brooklyn Day is Celebrated with Parades and Speeches”).

Image 11: Gowanus Canal Below Fifteenth Street.” 1910 ca. Brooklyn Historical
Society Postcard Collection. Brooklyn Eagle Post Card, Series 32, No 189.
V1973.4.497.
At the celebration, Jennie Haviland, the young daughter of J.W. Haviland, the
commodore of the Gowanus naval parade, was crowned “Miss Gowanus”
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Image 12: “Little Jennie Haviland,” “South Brooklyn Day is Celebrated with
Parades and Speeches.” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, 11 June 1911, p. A1-A2.
She congratulated New York City Mayor William Jay Gaynor on the opening of the
tunnel by bestowing upon him a bouquet of white lilies. Upon the presentation of the
lilies, Commodore Haviland explained to Mayor Gaynor, “Miss Gowanus wishes to
present to you this bunch of lilies. She asks you to accept them as emblematic of the
purification of the putrid waters of the Gowanus Canal.” The celebration concluded with
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a commemorative barge ride attended by 350 passengers, with Miss Gowanus at the
helm, scattering lilies on the surface of the canal as insurance of the future cleanliness of
the canal, “an earnest of the purity that is to be” (“South Brooklyn Day is Celebrated with
Parades and Speeches”).
As feminist scholar Sarah Banet-Weiser argues of the figure of Miss America,
Miss Gowanus, concretized “a utopian fantasy of national identity, structured by
whiteness” (Banet-Weiser 68). But while Miss America was a metonym for U.S.
nationalism, Miss Gowanus was the embodiment of an environmental toxic optimism, as
she both represented and symbolically enacted the anticipated cleanliness of the
waterway (Banet-Weiser 68). Miss Gowanus, as Banet-Weiser argues of Miss America,
serves to consolidate “whiteness as a dominant ideology” through the use of
“representative bodies” (Banet-Weiser 68). A future described by “the purity that is to
be” refers at once to the promise of the clean canal and to Jennie Haviland’s continued
performance of purity as a young white woman. In its association with Haviland, the
canal becomes “pure” and “clean” not by the operation of the tunnel, which cannot
address the accumulated sediment of fifty years of industrial waste on the floor of the
canal, but by taking on Haviland’s performance of race and gender. Furthermore, as she
predates Miss America by a decade, the figure of Miss Gowanus also provides an
important precursor to the white mothers of Love Canal in the association she draws
between white womanhood and the right to a non-toxic future. Like Miss Gowanus, the
mothers of Love Canal link their objection to toxicity to its symbolic and material
imperiling of the pursuit of white womanhood. Together, Miss Gowanus and the mothers
of Love Canal mark points at opposite ends of seventy years of anti-toxics activism and
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infrastructure projects for which the desire for cleanliness associated with remediated
toxicity is inseparable from its promotion of the reproductive future of young white
women. The repeated figuration of young white women as a symbol of the non-toxic
futurity of public waterways conscripts municipal engineering and the public funding that
enables it into facilitating the performance of white cis-heteronormativity.
The flushing tunnel that Miss Gowanus inaugurated with lilies in 1911 was in
continuous operation until the 1960s, when it fell into disrepair. Gowanus, like many
previously industrial neighborhoods in New York City, was economically devastated by
the deindustrialization of the city in the decades after World War II. As the city entered a
growing financial crisis in the late 1960s and early 1970s, the water quality of the
Gowanus was similarly neglected. 108 As Alison Prete explains in her 2001 documentary,
Lavender Lake: Brooklyn’s Gowanus Canal, funeral director Buddy Scotto led a series of
resident efforts to remediate the Gowanus. Scotto started the Carroll Gardens Association
in 1968 and pressured the city to develop the Red Hook sewage treatment plant, which
opened in 1989, but “did little to reverse the effects of a century-old mound of sewage”
(00:26:10). His colleague Harry Pontone, owner of the South Brooklyn Casket Company
and fellow Gowanus resident, shared with Scotto the motivation to remediate the canal in
order to facilitate recreation and development. Pontone insisted that conversations about
remediation should not stop “until we have people fishing and promenading along this
canal” (00:50:23). Scotto and Pontone perpetuate a toxic optimism about the future of the
Gowanus. Their optimism is toxic not only because it is committed to an imaginary
predicated on the possibility of total remediation, but also because the forms of

108

See: Joseph Alexiou, Gowanus: Brooklyn’s Curious Canal. New York University Press, 2015, 305-328.
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development that Scotto and Pontone argue for privilege the concentration of economic
resources and spatial access to the canal to people who are already comparatively
economically advantaged. Despite the efforts of Scotto, Pontone, and other local
residents, the flushing tunnel was inoperable for more than three decades, until it was
restarted again in 1999, shut down by the city in 2010, and began operations again in
2014 (“Unilateral Administrative Order” 11). The aim of the original flushing tunnel was
to clear accumulated waste from the canal into New York Bay, where it could be carried
into the Atlantic Ocean, away from the densely populated neighborhood of Gowanus.
The two main sources of pollutants in the canal were industrial and chemical wastewater
from manufacturers on the banks of the canal and the raw sewage that continues to flow
into the canal when heavy rainfall or snowmelt overwhelms Brooklyn’s combined sewer
system.
The possibility of a second flushing tunnel was at the center of negotiations in the
late 2010s between the New York City Department of Environmental Protection
(NYCDEP) and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). In the decade of
negotiations between the listing of the canal on the Superfund priority list in 2010 and the
directive to begin the remediation of the canal in January 2020, the NYCDEP lobbied for
the construction of a second flushing tunnel to remove sewer overflow from the canal. 109
The NYCDEP’s proposal was a counterproposal to the EPA’s recommendation in a 2013
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One of the goals of the Superfund program is to engage in cost-recovery settlements to make private
companies pay for remediation. The January 2020 administrative order that calls for the commencement of
the remediation of the canal notes that “The order is being issued to six parties that EPA determined have
the largest shares of responsibility for the contamination at the Gowanus Canal site: Brooklyn Union Gas
Co. d/b/a National Grid New York; the City of New York; Consolidated Edison Co. of New York, Inc.;
Hess Corp.; Honeywell International Inc. and The Brooklyn Improvement Co. EPA is seeking to enter into
cost recovery settlements with about 30 other private and federal government entities that have
significantly smaller shares of responsibility” (“Unilateral Administrative Order,” 4).
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Record of Decision (ROD) that two underground holding tanks, one with an eight million
gallon capacity and the other with a four million gallon capacity, should be constructed
under the canal to accommodate combined sewer overflow (“Record of Decision” iii). 110
While negotiations about the construction of a second tunnel extended for several years,
the EPA ultimately decided against the tunnel. On September 20th, 2019 EPA Regional
Administrator Peter D. Lopez issued a letter to NYCDEP Commissioner Vincent
Sapienza, identifying that the reasons for proposing the tunnel, while valid and important,
were beyond the purview of the Superfund program. As Lopez wrote:
The City’s request for the tunnel remedy change largely relies on possible
future flood control, resiliency, and infrastructure benefits that are outside
of EPA’s Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act or Clean Water Act (CWA) federal jurisdiction. This
effectively limits EPA’s basis for exercising federal authority to change
the ROD. (“Letter to Commissioner Vincent Sapienza” 2)
The Superfund program was signed into law in 1980 and overhauled in 1986, before
climate change was normalized as a key condition of future-oriented environmental
policy.111 Lopez’s 2019 justification for the EPA’s decision not to build an additional
flushing tunnel underscores that the Superfund program continues to undertake projects
in a way that cannot account for the changing conditions of environmental risk. 112
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The first of the tanks—an eight-million-gallon basin—would be operational by November 2029, while
the second, smaller tank would be up and running by July 2030 for a combined cost of $1.193 billion.
Comparatively, DEP expected the tunnel’s completion by December 2030 for $1.250 billion. The EPA says
the project could actually cost at least $50 million more than the tanks and cause a two-year delay that
would stall the dredging of the toxic “black mayonnaise” at the bottom of the canal. “‘Trump’s EPA’
Rejects Gowanus Canal Sewage Tunnel.”
111
On the 1986 overhaul of the Superfund program, see Barnett 1994 (230-235).
112
As Ian Baucom and Matthew Omelsky note in the 2017 introduction to a special issue of South Atlantic
Quarterly on “Climate Change and the Production of Knowledge,” substantial public discourse about
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Lopez’s refusal to build a second flushing tunnel also underscores that one of the
key factors projects undertaken under Superfund, a program begun to make private
companies pay to address harm caused by toxic waste they had dumped, is enabling
private development. In his letter, one reason Lopez cites as justification for the EPA’s
selection of the tanks over the tunnel is the delay to the project’s timeline and the
entanglement of the timeline of remediation with that of redevelopment. He argues that
“the dredging is also closely tied to the pace of redevelopment and the pending
neighborhood rezoning” (“Letter to Commissioner Vincent Sapienza” 2). 113 The EPA’s
refusal of the tunnel underscores that the Superfund program continues to operate in the
interests in which it was inaugurated in 1980: to privilege short-term economic
productivity over long-term public health and environmental justice. Lopez further
articulates that he is not opposed to the City’s management of the Gowanus, writing to
Commissioner Sapienza, “Please know that EPA fully supports the City’s efforts to
improve its stormwater and waste handling infrastructure to address the flooding and
resiliency needs of the Gowanus community” (2). In so doing, he indicates that the
climate change in the U.S. begins in the late 1980s with NASA scientist James Hansen’s 1988 testimony
before the U.S. Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, and its coverage in popular media.
Drawing on at least 50 years of sporadic engagements with the idea of climate change, Hansen’s testimony
and its reception by news media catalyzed public conversations about climate change in the U.S. As
Baucom and Omelsky go on to note in their historiography of climate change, in 2000,
climate scientists Paul Crutzen and Eugene Stoermer tested out the language of “geological force,” moving
toward the distinction of the Anthropocene by identifying climate change as the manifestation of human
geological impact on the planet (11).
113
Lopez’s insistence on the link between remediation and economic development is further stressed in the
January 2020 administrative order from the EPA that called for the commencement of remediation. The
news release announcing the order concludes: “‘This order will ensure the remediation of a portion of the
heavily-contaminated waterway, which is the centerpiece of a revitalized neighborhood,’ said EPA
Regional Administrator Pete Lopez. ‘By addressing Superfund sites in densely populated urban areas such
as the Gowanus Canal, EPA is protecting public health and the environment while supporting Brooklyn’s
continued economic redevelopment.’” (“EPA Issues Administrative Order”). The January 2020
administrative order further articulates that economic development, rather than environmental justice, is the
primary goal of the Superfund program. As the order notes: “Data collected through 2017 shows that at 487
Superfund sites in reuse, approximately 6,600 businesses are generating $43.6 billion in sales and employ
156,000 people who earned a combined income of $11.2 billion” (“EPA Issues Administrative Order”).
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Gowanus Superfund project can account for the futurity of financial accumulation but not
for the imperiling by climate change of the real estate interests that it seeks to promote. In
his simultaneous good will about resiliency-oriented environmental planning and
professed inability to contribute to preparing New York’s infrastructure to manage the
effects of climate change, Lopez makes evident the fractured temporality of Superfund
remediation. Furthermore, he exemplifies the Superfund program’s orientation to repair
as a local phenomenon, even as the Superfund program links the isolated impact of
hundreds of industrial waste sites together into a network of remediation
projects. Building on decades of anti-toxics projects that require the premise of a
planetary reproductive futurism in order to justify remediation, the Superfund program
imagines a linear environmental future made impossible by climate change. 114
Furthermore, while the racial and gender norms that undergird the future
imagined by remediation have endured since Miss Gowanus inaugurated the opening of
the canal’s first flushing tunnel in 1911, rainfall in New York has changed. In the 2010s,
it rained 65.21 inches more in New York City than it did in the 1910s (“Monthly &
Annual Precipitation at Central Park”). Additionally, the average rainiest month in the
2010s amassed 1.2 inches more rain than the rainiest month in the 1910s.115 This

Further evidence of the Superfund program’s discontinuity with environmental policy attentive to
contemporary climate science is that one of the means by which financial liability for the dissemination of
toxic waste can be avoided within the language of the law is if the sole means of transmitting toxic waste
were an “act of God,” which the law defines as “an unanticipated grave natural disaster or other natural
phenomenon of an exceptional, inevitable, and irresistible character, the effects of which could not have
been prevented or avoided by the exercise of due care or foresight.” This classification assumes a
conception of climate disaster as unmediated by human activity that contradicts the dominant strains of
scholarship on climate science that explain that in our contemporary moment, all climate disasters are
perpetuated by human action, even though the particular precipitating human actions may not be traceable
in some cases (42 USC Ch. 103, Subchapter 1, Section 9601).
115
In the 2010s, the average rainiest month of the year saw 8.63 inches of rain, compared to 7.43 inches in
the rainiest month of the year in the 1910s. I arrived at this number by using the National Weather Service's
records of monthly and annual rainfall in Central Park, which date back to 1869. To calculate the total
rainfall for each decade, I totaled the annual rainfall for each year from 1910 to 1919, and then from 2010
114
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increased rainfall correspondingly increases the amount of sewer overflow that exceeds
the fixed capacity of the combined sewer system and is released into the Gowanus, a
problem that will only be exacerbated by the continued increase of rainfall in New York
due to the effects of climate change. In response to the EPA’s insistence on the
appropriateness of the tanks over the tunnel, NYCDEP spokesperson Ted Timbers
identified the refusal as emblematic of “Trump’s EPA,” arguing that “President Trump’s
EPA is at it again: ignoring science and facts when making significant decisions that
impact New Yorkers’ lives.” Timbers argues that the tunnel would have increased the
amount of sewage captured during heavy rains by 33 percent over the pair of tanks, “all
with negligible cost and timeline impacts.” (Spivack, “‘Trump’s EPA’ Rejects Gowanus
Canal Sewage Tunnel”). Timbers suggests that the EPA rejected the NYCDEP’s
counterproposal to build a second flushing tunnel because of the skepticism of scientific
research characteristic of the EPA under President Donald Trump. The history of the
Superfund program suggests that a significant additional factor is that climate change is
not a part of the future that Superfund has the capacity to imagine.
In addition to the complications posed by the effects of climate change, the
toxicity of the canal, along with that of other aquatic Superfund sites, continues to
challenge the original mission of the Superfund program. The goal of the program upon
its foundation was “to zero in on toxic targets that had been passed over for decades
because they were too big, too costly and just too difficult to tackle” (DePalma,

to 2019, and then subtracted the 1910s total from the 2010s total to arrive at the difference. To calculate the
average rainiest month of each year in the two respective decades, I totaled the rainiest month in each year
across the decade, and then divided by ten. (See: “Monthly & Annual Precipitation at Central Park.”
National Weather Service.
https://www.weather.gov/media/okx/Climate/CentralPark/monthlyannualprecip.pdf.)
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“Superfund Cleanup Stirs Troubled Waters”). But the added challenge of aquatic sites is
that toxic sediment circulates as it is displaced. Michael A. Barbara, the technical
consultant for the Passaic River Superfund site, noted that both the actual work of
remediating aquatic sites and the cost of preparing to remediate pose challenges to the
procedure’s efficacy: “Trying to predict how everything will work is so complicated that
preliminary planning alone can cost more than an entire land-based cleanup,” he argues
(DePalma, “Superfund Cleanup Stirs Troubled Waters”). Citing the material reality of
aquatic remediation as distinct from toxic optimism about the future of the canal, Barbara
stated in 2012 that “The public wants this stuff picked up and hauled away . . . but the
reality is that sometimes the processes of stirring up this stuff does more harm than
leaving it in place” (DePalma, “Superfund Cleanup Stirs Troubled Waters”). As Barbara
describes, dredging toxic materials in a waterway has the potential to send those toxins
through the water to other locations along the waterway that were not toxic—or were less
toxic—before the remediation process began. The challenges of remediating toxic
waterways emphasize some of the existing difficulties posed by remediation. As Barbara
concludes, “Every remediation method has drawbacks” (DePalma, “Superfund Cleanup
Stirs Troubled Waters”). 116

116

The remediation of the Gowanus is divided into two main processes: the dredging of toxic sediment on
the floor of the canal, and the management of combined sewer overflow that continues to be dispensed into
the canal in the event of heavy rains or sudden snowmelt. The particular process of dredging approved for
the Gowanus proposes to remove sediments with contamination levels too high to be left in place and then
to treat them with a process called thermal desorption. After they are treated, they will be used for what the
EPA categorizes as “beneficial reuse,” which includes shoreline stabilization, beach fill, and recontouring
of degraded aquatic areas (“Informational Webinar: Dredging and Dredged Material Management”).
Thermal desorption is a process by which soil is heated in a chamber such that “water, organic
contaminants and certain metals are vaporized.” As the Center for Public Environmental Oversight argues,
one challenge presented by thermal desorption is the treatment of the air emissions that result from the
process (“Thermal Desorption”). The safe disposal of toxic gases created by thermal desorption is not
addressed in the EPA plan. Additionally, there is a discrepancy between the material the EPA cites as being
present in the canal and the process they intend to use to manage it. In “A Citizen’s Guide to Thermal
Desorption,” the EPA acknowledges, “if the treated soil contains contaminants that do not evaporate, such
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Despite the technical challenges and risks of remediating aquatic toxic waste,
upon the March 2010 addition of the Gowanus to the Superfund priorities list, many local
residents expressed enthusiasm for the Superfund project, identifying it as redemptive
both of the area’s public health and of the value of the waterway. Marlene Donnelly, the
leader of the group “Friends and Residents of the Gowanus” said of the designation, “It’s
the beginning of a plan to start the restorative process for the Gowanus area” (Navarro,
“EPA Readies Cleanup Plan for Gowanus”). While the restorative properties of the
Superfund project remain uncertain, the Superfund designation has already dramatically
transformed building practices and the real estate viability of the neighborhood in the
decade since it was announced, in large part through the rezoning of 43 blocks in the
Gowanus neighborhood to allow for more high-rise construction (Newman, “Can
Gowanus Survive Its Renaissance?”).
The white feminine future into which the performance of Miss Gowanus
conscripted the management of the toxic Gowanus in 1911 has continued to characterize
the kind of futurity that the Superfund program is prepared to imagine. An environmental
future that maintains the restoration of pre-industrial levels of contaminants as its telos is
an impossible goal in the context of human-facilitated environmental transformation.
Anti-toxics projects organized around a toxic optimism about remediation leave

as most metals, they may be disposed of and capped onsite, or transported offsite to an appropriate landfill”
(“A Citizen’s Guide to Thermal Desorption”). But as the January 2020 directive notes, metals present in the
Gowanus sediment include barium, cadmium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, and silver, all substances
unable to be separated from the soil via thermal desorption (7). The EPA’s most recent public assessment
of the dangers of Thermal Desorption appears in the 1997 paper “Thermal Desorption Implementation
Issues.” The paper notes that in the case of extreme contamination “Contaminant concentrations in the
vapor may be too high to be treated effectively, and therefore would not meet the cleanup goals”
(Blanchard and Stamnes 5). None of these questions are addressed in the EPA’s approved plan of action for
the Gowanus site, leaving significant uncertainty as to the forms of contamination risked by transporting
sediment not suitable for thermal desorption to a landfill, or storing it in a landfill or other site.
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unaddressed not only the realities of climate change, but also the long history of
racialized harm caused by investment in environmental futures correlated with whiteness.
The ongoing Superfund remediation of the Gowanus perpetuates what Kathryn Yusoff
refers to as “the racial blindness of the Anthropocene as a willful blindness that
permeates its comfortable suppositions and its imaginaries of the planetary—imaginaries
that constitute is geographies of concern and ambition” (xii). Yusoff objects to the
“Anthropocene” as a framework for addressing geological change caused by humans
because it obfuscates that racialized violence and ecological harm are linked. As Yusoff
argues, the framework of the “Anthropocene” implicates all humans equally in speciesinflicted damage on the non-human life of the planet, rather than situating marginalized
people and non-human life as sharing an experience of dispossession. Further, it locates
the temporal moment of ecological crisis as the present or recent past, ignoring hundreds
of years of displacement, destruction, and toxic exposure that have disproportionately
affected marginalized people. As Miss Gowanus demonstrates, these imaginaries are
deeply implicated in the white and cisnormative terms in which anti-toxic futures have
been imagined.
The Superfund program draws on a legacy of equating the remediation of toxic
sites with the perpetuation of a reproductive futurism that assumes white cis-womanhood.
The history of the program and its development demonstrates that the Superfund program
is oriented both toward a future that systematically disenfranchises marginalized
residents, and which is geologically discontinuous with the uncertain future of the planet.
The program seeks to remediate industrial damage, and yet it is premised upon a version
of the planet only cosmetically affected by the forms of industrial production that caused
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the toxic harm it seeks to address. For its implicit racial and gender bias and its outdated
environmental framework, the Superfund program cannot adequately address the
management of contaminated land and water. As a reframing of the logics upon which
the Superfund program relies, I propose a trans hydropolitics that aims to address water
justice as it is related to the socio-environmental conditions that have produced and
exacerbated climate change, and which have perpetuated the disproportionate harm and
risk caused to people outside the white cis-heteronormative imaginary upon which the
Superfund program is premised.
IV. Trans Hydropolitics and Environmental Cisnormativity
The example of Miss Gowanus suggests that the management of municipal urban water
systems has been a process inextricable from the gender and racial norms that have
structured the real estate and development futures to which those water systems have
been designed to contribute. Similarly, several decades of work in trans studies has used
metaphors of seizing, controlling, and developing land to describe the futures accorded to
the body undergoing medical and social transition. In particular, land claims associated
with city building have occupied a central place in transition imaginaries. In their
discussion of the ubiquitous metaphorics of land claims as a framework for representing
gender transition, trans studies scholar Lucas Crawford asks, “How do geographical or
nationist metaphors of transgender community—empire, citizenship, nation, home—both
reflect and reify the apparent need for a transgender person’s geographical (urban)
relocation?” (129). Crawford troubles language like Jay Prosser’s description of gender
transition as “coming home to the self through the body,” arguing that there is a clear link
between experiencing transition as homecoming and experiencing transition as
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neocolonial land claim (Prosser 83, qtd in Crawford 133). Crawford’s objection is twofold: they refuse what they identify as a narrative of gender transition that presumes a
binary (movement from male or female, or female to male). But they also refuse the
correlation between this binary transition and the migration of trans subjects from rural to
urban space. The trouble with this model, Crawford argues, is that it equates transition
with a linear course of medical interventions (hormone replacement therapy and/or
gender-confirming surgery) that are often more available (to populations with wealth
and/or trans-affirming health care) in cities. In doing so, it obfuscates non-linear and/or
non-medical transition narratives, as well as the experience of people who understand
transition to be a vantage from which to engage with the duration of their lives, rather
than a clearly delineated interruption between passing as one cisgender identification and
passing as another. Crawford’s critique also suggests that claiming land is integral to
performing cisnormativity, a claim with which Spillers would agree in her discussion of
the white, heterosexual narrative of “family” and the “titles and entitlements” that it
carries. Crawford objects to a version of normative, linear gender transition that assumes
whiteness (74). This neocolonial model of transition further presumes that the contours of
a trans life cannot exist in rural space, and therefore invisibilizes rural trans people. Read
through Spillers, it becomes evident that this model of transition also obfuscates the
experience of trans people of color, as well as how racialization often manifests as
accusations of gender non-conformity.
In opposition to the model of transition as land claim, Crawford thinks with
Deleuze and Guattari’s theory of deterritorialization to imagine a non-prescriptive and
non-linear idea of transition. Working with Deleuze and Guattari’s suggestion that
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deterritorialization requires a movement away from “striated spaces,” Crawford writes,
“The suggestion that we ought to roam and fuck with the grids and codes of striated
spaces deterritorializes the valorization of city dwelling, ownership, and organized urban
life that often accompany representations or expectations of trans life” (137). Such a
pivot away from what Crawford terms “the process of urban gender transition” allows us
to see rural queer and trans lives more effectively. As Crawford argues, “Many rural
gender-fucking people find—in unconventional ways—unconventional allies, lovers, and
mentors in their towns and villages” (138). This pivot to rural space allows Crawford to
ask, “What kind of phenomenon is ‘transgender’ if it exists without hormones, surgery, or
the extensive medical documentation that accompanies these identifiably trans
procedures?” (138). Crawford’s argument usefully works to unseat a narrow classed and
racialized logic of gender transition that correlates access to and desire for medical
procedures unevenly covered by health insurance (which itself assumes access to health
insurance in the first place) with the performance of transness. Crawford’s argument
turns, however, on a narrow image of urban life that equates city dwelling with wealth
and (trans)normativity. This image of urban trans life can be usefully supplemented by
attention to the lives of the many trans people in cities who, for reasons of their financial
position, responsibilities, level of insurance, or care or work obligations, have no more
access to “the process of urban gender transition” than trans people in rural space.
Following Spillers, it can also be supplemented by focusing on how narratives of gender
non-conformity are used to justify the dispossession of people who neither identify as
trans nor perform a white cis-heterosexual norm.
Crawford’s reading of deterritorialization suggests a willful turning away from
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verbal or physical acts of claiming land. In contrast, ecocritic Ursula Heise reads
experiences of deterritorialization that attend to the non-voluntary relinquishment of land
due to environmental disaster. As Heise argues:
Risk scenarios, especially those that do not originate locally but at the
national, regional, or global scale, contribute to deterritorialization
processes as they prompt individuals and communities to reconfigure their
practices of inhabitation in relation to these larger sociospatial scales.
(Sense of Place and Sense of Planet 152)
Heise refers to environmental risk scenarios—floods, storms, drought, extreme heat, and
other catastrophic events that translocally fix global climate change to particular
experiences of place. In a U.S. urban context, these risk scenarios interact with
gentrification, clearance, and other forms of displacement that echo the initial
deterritorialization of Indigenous communities who lived and continue to live on the land
and with the waterways on which cities in what is known as the U.S. were built. In light
of an idea of cisnormativity that assumes the right to claim land and own property,
Heise’s reading of deterritorialization adds to Crawford’s the call for a trans theory of the
forced relinquishment of land as well as of the voluntary refusal to illustrate transition as
a metaphor for claiming land rights.
Additionally, a focus on involuntary deterritorialization nuances Crawford’s
narrative of what cities are and how they are designed. In its interest in a messy and
granular trans rural life, Crawford’s argument imagines a version of the city that cleanly
severs the built environment from the non-human world. In discussing another
contemporaneous analysis of deterritorialization, Crawford writes, “In his recent essay,
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‘Space in the Age of Non-Place,’ Ian Buchanan notes that ‘deterritorialization names the
process whereby the very basis of one’s identity, the proverbial ground beneath our feet,
is eroded, washed away like the bank of a river swollen by floodwater’” ((Buchanan 23,
qtd in Crawford 135). Crawford responds to Buchanan’s description by noting that:
In this decidedly pastoral metaphor, Buchanan reminds us that, just as
trans life seems to demand literal and figural movement does Deleuze and
Guattari’s deterritorialization of the subject implicate both body and space.
In this sense, the literal shapes we impose upon bodies, buildings, or
hillsides are constitutive of how we will be able to move and be moved.
(135)
Crawford uses Buchanan’s reading of Deleuze and Guattari to illustrate the correlation
between body and space, a correlation Crawford uses to make a convincing case against
the enmeshment of transition with that of migration from rural to urban space. To do so,
however, Crawford indexes Buchanan’s description of a flooding river as a “decidedly
pastoral” image, and uses Buchanan’s water metaphor to pivot back to the relation
between trans bodies and land (“buildings, or hillsides”).
Work in trans theory that refuses a transnormative often looks to the way that both
binary gender and hybridity have been used by systems of state power. Wanting
something else from gender as a system of social organization requires, as Crawford
argues, wanting a different relation with land. Bodies and land, in Crawford’s analysis,
share an experience of being controlled by structures of power. But what happens if we
take the interest in trans studies in the parallels between how land and bodies are
controlled and think of the city not as a grid that is a metonym for power, but as a real
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city with competing and conflicting uses and an archive of spatial negotiations, in the
case of a city like New York, from settler colonization to the present? Power is exercised
upon land as it is zoned or built upon. As it is cleared for highway construction or
composed from swamp infill. As there are public hearings about it. As it contains utility
grids above and beneath its surface. All of these negotiations disrupt the linear grid that
Crawford ascribes to their idea of the city. What would a trans theory that thinks with the
contestation of urban land be like? And how would a trans theory of urban space account
for a context like the Gowanus?
What if when we turned away from the paradigm of transition-as-land-claim in
trans studies, we turned toward water? The Gowanus, for instance, disrupts Crawford’s
categorization of a flooding river as a “decidedly pastoral” image. As I discussed in the
previous section, flooding regularly fills the Gowanus with sewage—a decidedly antipastoral problem. Furthermore, the affiliation that Brolaski draws between the
dispossession of the Gowanus and that of the racialized trans body locates the toxic
waterway is an ideal site for considering how gendered dispossession is mapped onto the
uneven distribution of urban environmental harm. Water offers both a formal model for
trans belonging and a site of advocacy for fundamental rights that seeks to separate the
conditions of justice from acquiescence to state power.
What happens if we stay with the waterway as a useful heuristic for thinking about
trans life? What if trans movement were more like water than like migration over land?
After all, the impulse that Crawford describes to be suspended between genders, and to
take cues to roam and obscure grids and codes is precisely how water behaves. Grids and
plans in coastal city (and in many inland cities, for that matter) as well as highways,
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bridges, tunnels, and other basic infrastructural elements, often conform to the meander
of waterways. In his analysis of the water systems of six global cities, geographer
Matthew Gandy asks, “Can the flow of water unsettle our existing conceptions of space,
technology, and landscape?” (The Fabric of Space 1) If we were to pay attention to the
relationship between water systems and trans life we might ask additionally: can the flow
of water unsettle existing conceptions of identity and embodiment? As I discussed in the
previous section, the flow of water frequently blurs the division between rural and urban,
as well as shaping and being shaped by systems of power that also regulate the terms of
normative and non-normative gender. As Matthew Gandy notes, “the development of the
modern state, and its characteristic forms of expertise and knowledge production, is to a
significant degree entwined with the impetus toward greater control over water, ranging
from the public health needs of cities to larger-scale interventions for agriculture, power,
and flood control” (3). A trans attention to water continues the work of Crawford and
others to unsettle transnormativity and its geographic logics, while also bringing a tighter
focus onto the status of the urban in trans studies, not as a metaphor for binary arrival but
as the site of the majority of human lives in the present and future of the planet, and as a
complex point of negotiation between human and non-human lives.
Brolaski’s attention to the Gowanus as a site with which to think about trans
identification encourages us to take exception to the idea that a flooding river is
necessarily pastoral. For Brolaski, a poet who in gowanus atropolis is consistently
focused on the Indigenous history of New York, refusing the logic of land claims is also
important to refusing the settler colonial history of Brooklyn and its toxification of the
canal. In response, Brolaski develops an analogy not between the process of transition
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and migration or imperialism, but between the gender non-conforming body and the toxic
water of the Gowanus. The poems in gowanus atropolis encourage skepticism about a
linear transition narrative as it might govern either a transnormative process of changing
genders (from male to female, for instance) or a procedure of remediation (from toxic to
clean). Both the polluted canal and the trans body interrupt the multi-scalar reproductive
futurism within which the future of the city can only be achieved through real estate
development and the future of the family can only be achieved through biological
reproduction. To identify with the canal is not to encourage or promote its toxicity, but to
register skepticism at the possibility, purpose, and impact of remediation. Gender
transition is no more a linear or finite process than the remediation of the century plus old
sludge in the Gowanus. The commencement of either process stirs up and reframes as
much as it definitively changes. Brolaski’s entanglement of the visibly trans body and the
severely polluted canal offers an opportunity to think about gender non-conformity as
behaving physically and politically like a polluted urban waterway: existing always in a
middle state, rather than being possible to entirely remake through remediation or
transition, and both publicly reviled and politically exploited as a narrative of progress.
Thinking with water as both metaphoric and material context for trans lives in
urban space is constitutive of what I refer to as a trans hydropolitics. Hydropolitics has
generally been defined as the politics of allocating and managing water resources,
particularly between countries (Park). Recent work in human geography, however, has
advocated for an analysis of hydropolitical impact on larger and smaller scales. This
approach to scaling hydropolitics allows for the establishment of a new interaction
between traditions of transnational hydropolitics and local initiatives. If a hydropolitical
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discourse originally emerged to describe how nations joined by bordering waterways
negotiate their management, a scaled hydropolitics addresses how local, regional,
national, and transnational actors differently value and negotiate waterways, their
management, and their development.
Recent work on “critical hydropolitics” similarly offers an approach to discursive
strategies that open up hydropolitical analysis to multiple scales of inquiry. As political
scientists Chris Sneddon and Coleen Fox note, “critical hydropolitics” “identifies notes of
water conflict . . . and the multiple networks of political, economic, discursive, and
ecohydrologic processes intermingling within these nodes.” Critical hydropolitics “sets
the stage for alternative imaginings of river basins, ones that derive from non-state actors
(and from the river itself) as they struggle for livelihood security along trajectories that
see river basins in quite different terms” (Sneddon and Fox 183). Critical hydropolitics
links human lives and the representation of water as a material and political entity. It
reveals that the environmental actions that seem plausible and urgent depend upon how
we describe water systems as they are claimed in many valences and at all scales.
Furthermore, as Nikil Anand notes as he describes the challenges that engineers in
Mumbai face in trying to control underground water leakages, water and its management
provide a useful example of the limits of state power. As Anand writes, “as leakage
events—of power, authority, and also water—occur underground, engineers
are constantly managing the network not as experts, but as subjects compromised by the
unknown materialities and processes taking place beyond their gaze” (151). The
persistent flooding of the Gowanus similarly illustrates the limits of power to control the
infrastructural systems that previous systems of power have produced. The challenge of
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managing the urban waterway shares with the trans body a material resistance to the
structures of power they evade.
What is trans about a trans hydropolitics is the homology between the trans
subject’s resistance to being controlled or commoditized by state power and water’s
resistance of containment. Furthermore, a trans hydropolitics elucidates how normative
ideas of the future premised upon compulsory cisnormativity often structure water
management and remediation projects. Hydropolitics focuses on how water is mediated
by the state even as it exceeds the state’s control. Questions of water justice raise
concerns at once about access to clean water as essential for survival and about whether
state actors can or will advocate for water policy that will keep people alive. A trans
hydropolitics considers how human and non-human bodies, and systems for describing
and organizing bodies, develop in close entanglement with water and water systems. It
seeks to explore how debates about competing industrial development and public health
imagine the “nature” of both human and non-human actors as they consider the needs and
desires of stakeholders. It also considers how debates in trans studies about what bodies
are and how they change are inseparable from water systems, as access to non-toxic
water is a primary condition for the existence of both human and non-human life. A trans
hydropolitics puts pressure on the proximity of water and embodiment. It reminds us that
conversations around water and the environment are conversations about how bodies
matter. This analytic allows us to keep our focus on how toxicity works in concert with
social and political ideas of gender and normativity to determine the life chances of all
beings. Evident in the difficulty of disciplining water is the need for structural
transformation, a project for which advocates for rethinking transition to refuse
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cisnormative social relations can find allies in advocates for urban water systems, as well
as in advocates for the transformation of social and environmental relations premised on
carbon-intensive processes.
A trans engagement with questions of water justice identifies broader parallels
between discourses of transition and transformation in urban studies, queer and trans
studies, and the environmental humanities. Discourses of environmental transition and
transformation variously advocate for a movement away from peak oil, which has been a
key factor in the facilitation of urban globalization. Globalization, as trans studies scholar
Dean Spade argues, is built upon “a racialized-gendered distribution of life chances that
perpetuates violence, genocide, land theft, and exploitation.” Spade argues “we will not
resolve those issues solely by appealing to law” (7). Processes of urban and
environmental transformation seek to reconceptualize social and economic relationships
to land and resource use. To do so, they must also seek to re-imagine the gendered and
racialized terms of kinship, personhood, power, and social participation on which those
uses of land and resources are premised. Processes of urban and environmental change
require us to trace how the development of exploitative and unsustainable carbon
intensive practices of production, housing, and transportation have been premised on
racist and hetero- and cis-normative power structures. Productive engagements with
environmental transformation that require the reformulation of these patterns of resource
use can only occur alongside the anti-racist and trans-affirming reconceptualization of the
social and kinship patterns that less carbon-intensive systems will require.
One key contributor to conversations over the past 15 years about reducing reliance
on carbon has been The Transition Movement, which advocates for what Kelvin Mason
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and Mark Whitehead refer to as “a globally responsible but highly localized”
environmentalism (495). As they note, the Transition Movement, or what they term
“Transition Culture,” focuses its intervention at the intersection of “the approach of peakoil production and the social consequences of the decline of our petrochemical economy;
and the ensuing socio-environmental problems associated with climate change” (493).117
Similarly, the framework of “just transition” has also identified the system-scale
intervention necessary to reducing global carbon emissions. In a 2010 report, Climate
Change and Labour: The Need for a Just Transition, the International Labour
Organization argued for what it terms a “just transition” to an economic system that
would diminish the carbon footprint of the global production and distribution of goods
and energy. It describes the term “just transition” by arguing “that the transition process
to a greener economy has to be inclusive of all stakeholders, and that the unavoidable
employment and social costs of the transition have to be shared by all” (8). 118 Transition

The framework of “transition” in an environmental context has been used in particular by clean energy
advocates to describe both the economic changes necessary to facilitate a less carbon-intensive economy
and the related process of a shift from carbon-intensive energy production to other means, what Rob
Hopkins, the author of The Transition Handbook refers to as the shift from “oil dependency” to “local
resilience.” Hopkins argues that the transition to a less carbon-intensive system of energy production, and
the economic changes it necessitates requires ecological resilience, what he defines, via Walker et al. as
“the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and reorganise while undergoing chance, so as to still retain
essentially the same function, structure, identity and feedbacks” (qtd in Hopkins 37). The components of
resilience that Hopkins identifies are diversity, modularity, and tightness of feedbacks. By diversity,
Hopkins refers to “the number of elements that comprise a particular system, be they people, species,
businesses, institutions or sources of food,” where diversity comes “not only from the number of species”
but also “from the number of connections between them” (38-39). On modularity, Hopkins argues, “a more
modular structure means that the parts of a system can more effectively self-organize in the event of shock”
(39). Modular systems are beneficial because “maximizing modularity with more internal connections
reduces vulnerability to any disruptions of wider networks” (39). Tightness of feedbacks refers to “how
quickly and strongly the consequences of a change in one part of the systems are felt and responded to in
other parts” (39). Tightening feedbacks, he argues will bring “the consequences of our actions closer to
home, rather than so far away from our awareness that they don’t even register” (39-40). Hopkins’s
theorization of transition offers a model of change that develops a relationship to futurity that is uneven,
discontinuous and fragmented.
118
One additional useful contribution of the environmental frameworks of “transition,” “transformation,”
and “just transition” is their work to produce new administrative categories. As Dean Spade argues of the
power of administrative systems, “Administrative systems that classify people actually invent and produce
117
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as an orientation to environmental action is galvanized by the inapplicability of a single
set of procedures or political orientation for different geographic, ecological, and social
contexts. It shares this orientation with a critical trans politics that focuses on how social
normativity is facilitated by the normalization of racialized binary gender.
Critical trans politics is a crucial interlocutor for conversations about transition and
transformation in the environmental humanities. Together they make visible the
environmental cisnormativity that equates the clean future imaginary of the toxic site
with the image of the good cisgender subject, eligible for participation in biological
reproduction. Just as environmental racism facilitates “the unequal distribution of
environmental benefits and pollution burdens based on race,” environmental
cisnormativity compounds the racialized distribution of environmental resources on
cisnormative terms (Sze, Noxious New York 13). Furthermore, environmental
cisnormativity expands upon Hortense Spillers’s argument that a history of racial
subjugation has manifested in “dispossession as the loss of gender.” This analysis reveals
that an experience of gendered dispossession has both facilitated and been facilitated by
exposure to disproportionate environmental harm (77, emphasis in original). Following
Spillers, environmental racism is also always environmental cisnormativity. Thinking
with a critical trans politics about energy futures illustrates how literacy about the politics
of gender transition is integral to advocacy for the social transformation necessary to the
project of decreasing carbon dependence. In so doing, it also pushes against the toxic
optimism that governs future-oriented environmental activism in which the goals are not

meaning for the categories they administer.” He argues further, “those categories manage both the
population and the distribution of security and vulnerability” (11). One possible benefit for trans people of
“transition” as an environmental paradigm is that in reconfiguring resource-use practices, it has the
opportunity to reconfigure the social relations that justify them.
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equitable resource use and access but a shimmering “clean imaginary” in which a history
of industrial pollution is erased in order to renew a cycle of toxic and stratifying
development.
V. Clean and Resilient Imaginaries
As this chapter has explored, the Superfund program offers a key example of the
insufficiency and implicit bias of a rights-based approach to environmental advocacy.
This rights-based approach is designed to facilitate the entangled promotion of real-estate
development and biological futurity on which it is premised, rather than to address the
structural devaluation of people of color and racialized places that has facilitated the
selective accrual of toxicity. The Superfund program shares with other anti-toxics
measures and with narratives of financialization and real estate development a
commitment to decreasing risk through accountability. As Kara Keeling argues via what
she terms “Black futures,” quantification and accountability have historically been tools
that subvert needs that exceed what financial systems are designed to measure. As she
posits:
Where financial derivatives and their calculations seek to quantify risk,
account for randomness in advance, and perform the endless computations
necessary for commensuration between various things, “Black futures,”
animated in queer times and inseparable from queer relations, names what
remains unaccountable to existing instruments of measurement and the
interests those instruments presently serve. (32)
Keeling describes in racialized and gendered terms what feminist scholars Sarah Tobias
and Yolanda Martínez-San Miguel refer to as “the resistance posed by nonconforming
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bodies” (13). The example of the Gowanus provides the opportunity to think of the canal,
and of remediation projects more broadly, as an example of a nonconforming body,
rather than as a body on a trajectory to eventually conform.
Evident in this discussion of the Gowanus and its Superfund designation is that the
remediation project poses a representational problem: what elements of the remediation
process do journalists and academics have an ethical responsibility to address? How
should the toxic materials that are removed from the site be managed, and how much
does the public have a right to know about their management? How can we demand the
mitigation of the public health risks of the toxic waterway while upholding the embodied
experiences of people disabled and made ill by living near the canal? What is the
relationship between Indigenous claims to the canal and its surrounding area, and the
rights of non-Indigenous residents (many of whom are residents of color) who have been
and stand to be forced from their homes by the neighborhood’s gentrification during and
after remediation? As Colville Confederated Tribes scholar Dina Gilio-Whitaker argues,
“Indigenous peoples fighting for political autonomy from the hegemony of the State are
fighting the forces of colonialism while simultaneously fighting capitalism—all aimed at
control of land and resources—with colonialism as the precondition for capitalism” (24).
In the case of the Gowanus, access to remediation of the canal is intimately bound up
with access to the real estate futures catalyzed by the promise of remediation. Following
Gilio-Whitaker, questions of environmental justice in urban postindustrial sites reveal
that the uneven distribution of risk is inextricable from the uneven distribution of real
estate capital and the right to the city, both of which have been intensified by the
neoliberal gentrification of Brooklyn coterminous with the increased threat of climate
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disaster. Remediation to pre-industrial conditions is technologically impossible, not least
because the canal continues to be filled with sewage in every hard rain. So, what kind of
future is it appropriate to imagine for the Gowanus, and for remediation projects more
broadly? And how can a model like a critique of environmental cisnormativity or
Keeling’s “Black futures,” both of which share an orientation to unaccountability as a
necessary feature of futurity, help develop an equitable remediation imaginary?
One opportunity raised by these reading practices is the chance to read from the
vantage point of the city for the core questions that trans studies and the urban and
environmental humanities share. As evident in each field’s management of the shared
vocabulary of “transition,” scholarship in the urban and environmental humanities and
work in trans studies are both concerned with the material effects of global capitalism’s
control of the bodies and lives of marginalized people. As a result, these conversations
are motivated by an urgent need to center community knowledge and identify
intersectional oppressions to read across the grain of large-scale structures of power. Both
conversations rely on a dual imperative. They work to confront the language central to
debates about how cultural and social systems shape human and non-human lives. But
they also recognize that the language we are using now responds to a specific social,
political, and ecological moment and will need to adapt to suit what is presently
unknown. Both trans studies and the environmental humanities use their respective lenses
for seeking to join material and theoretical knowledge in order to explain how systems of
power function, and how they unevenly effect marginalized people and places.
Two of the frequently entangled scales of strategy used by U.S. anti-toxics
activists and by the federal remediation programs their advocacy has facilitated have been
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the right to futurity of children and families, and the management of risk facilitated by
proposed real estate development, which in urban areas has often taken the form of
gentrification. As gowanus atropolis demonstrates, narratives of virus-infested urban
creeks that argue for the remediation of toxicity as a “basic human right” often further the
distribution of life chances along the lines of assimilation to existing structures of power.
In many cases, the only way to claim access to non-toxic air, water, and housing is to
uphold the proximity of your life to what you understand to be the agreed-upon values of
U.S. public culture. The majority of people whose economic, social, racial, sexual,
gender, and political marginalization have been justified by these same narratives of
normativity cannot use the discourses that facilitated their marginalization to secure
access to the resources on which their life chances depend.
These narratives depend on ideas of future cleanliness, a clean imaginary
associated with the performance of normativity. Cleanliness, as Nicole Seymour argues,
has in its mid-20th century U.S. reception the twin effects of allowing middle-class white
residents to demand “healthy products and clean spaces to live and recreate” and to
regulate the usage of public space, in which the cleanliness of the beach, for instance, is
correlated to: “a beach clear of amorous teenagers, beach bums, idle surfers, and other
riff-raff” (Strange Natures 24, 135). In reading an Environment Illinois ad, Seymour
notes how the reproductive futurism that Lee Edelman cautions against as definitionally
oppositional to queerness is also coupled with a bid for environmental management. The
ad reads: “Protect our children’s future. Clean up dirty power plants” (Strange Natures
vii). Cleanliness, in other words, is often both justified as being on behalf of the white
children of cis-heteronormative couples, and is used to validate the removal of people
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identified as deviant because of some combination of their sexuality, race, and gender.
As I have argued of the Superfund program, an idea of the future governed by a
“clean imaginary” is premised on a static set of environmental conditions displaced by
the effects of climate change. The Superfund imaginary of cleanliness is both superseded
by and at cross-purposes with a focus on resilience, as in the case of the New York City
Department of City Planning’s rezoning plan for the Gowanus, which promotes “a more
resilient future, where buildings and infrastructure are designed to manage flood risk
today and into the future” (“Gowanus: A Framework for a Sustainable, Inclusive, Mixeduse Neighborhood,” 8). The shift in the environmental management of public space from
the goal of cleanliness to that of resilience mirrors the shift that Keeling notes from
reproductive futurism to risk management as the future-oriented ideology linking social
and environmental control in the present.
While the Superfund program’s clean imaginary is outdated, the program itself still
dictates the future of hundreds of toxic sites like the Gowanus. The shift from repair to
resilience is at once a relationship of succession and one of overlap. And yet, even as
some environmental management strategies privilege an uneven and unpredictable
resilience over the linear futurity of repair, many of these approaches continue to seek to
quantify risk, and to delineate between forms of risk that are and are not quantifiable. The
futurity exemplified by resilience as an environmental management strategy echoes
Lauren Berlant’s discussion of what she terms an “attrition of fantasy,” a large-scale loss
of interest in the “upwardly mobile good-life fantasy,” not only of monogamous
heterosexuality, but also of suburban homeownership (11).119 The “good-life fantasy,”
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Also see Clayton Howard, The Closet and the Cul-de-Sac. The Politics of Sexual Privacy in Northern
California. University of Pennsylvania Press, 2019, 1-19.
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however, is still the dominant orientation to the future of Superfund sites. Applied to the
context of the Gowanus, the “good-life fantasy” suggests that living with a post-industrial
toxic site like the Gowanus calls for a turn to a fantasy of an urban landscape that can
accommodate density while eliminating the centuries of toxic sediment that imperil its
efficacy as a model for human life. The Superfund program narrates itself as pivoting
toward a future for residents such as had been foreclosed by projects like Love Canal.
Even so, the future imaginary of many of its projects locate the potential of the Superfund
site in its capacity for reclamation by finance capital in the form of real estate
development. While the “good-life fantasy” may no longer be available for or appealing
to many people on the scale of the individual, couple, or normative kinship unit, it
remains active on the scale of the economic and environmental future of the city.
What I articulate here is not an argument against the Superfund program, but
beyond it: a call for an orientation to the future of toxic post-industrial sites that considers
the legacies of environmental racism and environmental cisnormativity on the lifechances afforded by previous attempts at remediation. The “Black futures” that name
what is uncountable to a quantifying orientation to risk management describe not only the
experience of marginalized people but also the dominant paradigm of managing the
effects of climate change. In the case of the Gowanus Superfund project, the act of
imagining remediation does not equate to a more equitable or livable version of the area
for any of its current residents, whether they stay in Gowanus or leave. The optimism that
remediation encourages is closely tied to the suggestion that we might also be optimistic
about the kind of future created by the financial impact of the gentrification promised to
follow a successful urban remediation project. That future is premised, however, on an
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unachievable degree of remediation. The Superfund program is designed to transform
narratives of futurity in excess of how well it is equipped to transform the ecological
harm of toxicity and its uneven distribution along racial lines. What we need, in the wake
of the failures of Superfund, is an approach to managing the legacy of toxic industrial
waste that articulates and refuses the racial and gender dynamics upon which previous
remediation projects have been premised, and which equitably distributes the social costs
and benefits of transition integral to urban futures in the context of climate change.
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Coda – “Every Time a City is Born”
In her discussion of environmental justice activism, Julie Sze describes its goal as
to “disrupt the holy grail of capitalism as the natural state of being, particularly in the
United States, and thus begin to answer the question, what comes next?” (Environmental
Justice in a Moment of Danger 81) Sze’s interrogation of “what comes next” refers to the
yet unknown system of social and economic organization that, she argues, must replace
capitalism in order to work toward environmental justice. But speculation about
environmental futures also frequently raises questions about the environmental conditions
that will come next, as well as the systems designed to confront them. The New York
City of N.K. Jemisin’s 2020 speculative novel The City We Became provides one model
of the harm that might come next as neoliberal gentrification and climate emergency
merge to threaten both the city and the coalitions that gather to address it.
In the novel, what comes next is the organization of a coalition of six avatars of
the city (the five boroughs and New York City in its entirety) who are brought together to
resist the attempted neocolonial takeover of the city. In that attempted takeover, the
novel’s antagonist, the Woman in White, attempts to supplant the city with one node of
an urban network that is gradually erasing previously extant global cities across the
planet. The novel traces the six avatars as they traverse the city in an alternate version of
the present to find one another and to harness the energy of the city to resist its predatory
takeover. Their options, as it becomes clear in the novel, are to build a coalition with one
another or to surrender their city to the Woman in White. As they move across the five
boroughs, the Woman in White or, alternatively, Dr. White (what one character later
refers to as a “nonhuman nonwoman”) circulates squirmy white tentacles throughout the
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city that provide her with a foundation for a neocolonial project in which she intends to
graft her own city onto New York, thereby causing New York City to disappear (262).
The disappearance for which she advocates is facilitated by the city’s ongoing neoliberal
development. It is easier, in the world of the novel, to grow white tentacles out of a
Starbucks than out of an independently owned bodega or a community art center.
In the novel, this is all happening now because New York City is preparing to go
through a transformation described as birth that makes it both vulnerable to takeover and
ripe for productive transformation. In the prologue, we meet the avatar of New York City
as he is oriented to the birthing process and to the risk of the Woman in White. His guide
through this transformation is the avatar of São Paulo, Brazil, whose guide through his
own city’s transformation was the avatar of Hong Kong. As Paulo explains early in the
novel, the birthing process will determine the city’s future. Paulo cautions:
If you do not learn the things I have to teach you. If you do not help. The
time will come and you will fail, and this city will join Pompeii and
Atlantis and a dozen others whose names died with them. Or perhaps there
will be a stillbirth—the shell of the city surviving to possibility grow again
in the future but its vital spark snuffed for now, like New Orleans—but
that will still kill you, either way. You are the catalyst, whether of strength
or destruction. (6, emphasis in original)
The metaphor of birth in the novel is complicated, as is the avatar’s relationship to the
birthing process, as the avatars are at once the city’s embodiment and its stewards. The
birthing of cities seems to occur at moments of rupture or disaster. The suggestion that
New Orleans was rendered stillborn, presumably by Hurricane Katrina, suggests that in
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the novel, the birth of a city like the birth of a human, is one frequently facilitated by a
rush of liquid and the failure or success of its management. The suggestion that a
catastrophic event like a hurricane might be to a city as birth is to a human sets up, in
these early pages of the novel, an invitation to read urban change and particularly
catastrophic urban change in gestational terms. The way gestation operates as a metaphor
in the novel is multifaceted—the avatars of the city are at once midwives to the city’s
birth and are themselves being physically transformed by it. They at once facilitate and
coach the birthing, as though the city were birthing itself, and simultaneously birth the
city from their own bodies.
This dissertation has taken up the interlocking projects of the development of an
urban environmental alternate lineage of queer cultural production and the modeling of a
queer method for reading urban and environmental change. In the conclusion to this
project, I want to think with the metaphor of gestation to consider how questions of race,
gender, and environmental disaster inform one another in how we narrate present and
future processes of catastrophic urban change. I have traced through the project’s four
chapters how literary texts that stage resistance to urban renewal and its legacy in New
York from the 1950s to the 2000s attend to relationships between people marginalized by
racialized conceptions of normative gender and sexuality and the built and non-built
environments of cities. Across the four chapters, this dissertation has considered how
queer and trans engagements with the city map queer coalition politics onto systems of
urban and environmental change that in turn expand the reach of coalitionality to include
both other residents marginalized by predatory redevelopment and non-human systems
imperiled by climate change. In The City We Became, a queer method of reading urban
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and environmental change focused on how the city’s built and non-built environments
transform in the novel attunes us to the novel’s use of birth as a model for urban change,
in which bodies of all genders can engage in gestation.
In the novel, the metaphor of urban change as birth is useful because it identifies
that so much language for talking about urban change, particularly catastrophic change, is
metaphorical, and specifically relates to metaphors of embodiment. As feminist theorist
Elizabeth Grosz argues in her essay “Bodies-Cities,” bodies in urban spaces are
conditioned by the city itself. Grosz writes, “The city provides the order and organization
that automatically links otherwise unrelated bodies: it is the condition and milieu in
which corporeality is socially, sexually, and discursively produced” (104). But human
and non-human bodies, as Jemisin’s engagement with gestation suggests, are also the
condition in which we understand both the concept of urbanness and the infrastructural
transformation of city spaces. So, what do we learn about how cities change if we think
about them as capable of being born and capable of doing the work of birthing? As I
close this dissertation, I hope to provide one additional angle on this project’s
provocation that asks us to consider how a queer method of reading urban and
environmental change focalizes the relationship between the bodily metaphors we use to
describe urban and environmental change and the questions and people at the center of
advocacy for urban and environmental justice.
Several pages after Paulo describes the gestational processes that cities undergo,
New York City’s avatar explains: “The gestation can take twenty years or two hundred or
two thousand, but eventually the time will come. The cord is cut and the city becomes a
thing of its own, able to stand on wobbly legs and do . . . well, whatever . . . a living,
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thinking entity shaped like a big-ass city wants to do” (8). The metaphor of gestation
operates in the book without a parallel metaphor of conception. Cities gestate
themselves—the city grows another version of itself under its surface until that new
version emerges through the violent rupture of what was before. But we never learn in the
novel how cities are conceived. In other words, no beings appear to have sex or its analog
in order to conceive cities. So, the gestation of cities is not catalyzed by sex, as is also the
case for many people outside of compulsory heterosexuality, as well as people within
compulsory heterosexuality who use assisted reproduction to conceive.
In the novel, the avatar of New York City is a young Black man in poverty who is
told by Paulo that he will “embody a city of millions.” As Paulo explains, “You need not
be them, but know that they are a part of you” (9, emphasis in original). While he, the
city’s avatar, explains his relationship to the birth of the city by noting “I’m the
midwife,” he also becomes the vehicle for its birth (9). A rupture at the start of the novel
catalyzed by an attack by the Woman in White compromises elements of the city’s
infrastructure. The attack turns the avatar into midwife and gestational parent
simultaneously. Later in the attack that opens the novel, the city’s avatar notes:
On Second, Sixth, and Eighth Avenues, my water breaks. Mains, I mean.
Water mains. Terrible mess . . . I shut my eyes and I am seeing what no
one else sees. I am feeling the flex and rhythm of reality, the contractions
of possibility. I reach out and grip the railing of the bridge before me and
feel the steady, strong pulse that runs through it. You’re doing good, baby.
Doing great. (17, emphasis in original)
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Gestation in the novel is a disruptive and often destructive process—water mains break,
in a later passage the Williamsburg Bridge explodes, and road infrastructure is severed. It
is not clear, in many moments of these opening pages, what forms of damage are caused
by the attack and what forms of damage are caused by the birth in process. There is no
anatomical analog for many of the parts of the birthing process. The city has a surface—
its street grid and roads—and it also has internal organs and a circulatory system—
subways and water mains—but the act of birth does not suggest an analog for the
reproductive organs or passageways of the assigned female at birth human body. So, as
the nominally cis-male avatar embodies the city, he is interpellated as a gestational parent
as his water breaks. He is made eligible for gestation by his involvement in the city’s
birthing process, rather than by virtue of having a specific set of reproductive organs. As
the process unfolds, he continues to coach a birth in which his own body is implicated.
Jemisin’s engagement with gestation as a process that does not assume an
assigned female at birth body suggests recent work in queer and trans scholarship on
reproduction and pregnancy that seeks to resist essentializing biological norms about who
can participate in gestation. Gestation as a model of urban change echoes work by
transfeminist scholar micha cárdenas who advocates for “reimagining science in the
interest of oppressed people” and says of her own bioart project Pregnancy, on her
relationship to gestation as a transfeminine person, “How many people are inside me?
Multitudes” (56). The multitudes that cárdenas contains (like the city of millions that
New York’s avatar embodies) echo Walt Whitman’s assertion in Canto 51 of Song of
Myself, “I am large, I contain multitudes.” Canto 51 opens with the lines, “The past and
present wilt—I have fill'd them, emptied them. / And proceed to fill my next fold of the
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future” (n.p.). Cities, of course, also contain multitudes. Thinking about urban social and
spatial reproduction as a gestational process complicates what gestation is. The Oxford
English Dictionary defines gestation as “The action of bearing or carrying” (“gestation,
(n)”). So much interdisciplinary engagement with the relationship between body and city
is devoted to identifying how urban residents are borne and carried by the city, and how
the city functions as a nonhuman kinship relation, a place shaped by people and by the
built environment and by nonhuman beings, even as it exceeds them. The metaphor of
gestation draws attention to our collective bodily reproduction of our cities, even as it
claims gestation as other than the carrying of a child in the context of biological
pregnancy.
In the novel, to be attentive to the operations of the city as one of its avatars is not
only to identify the needs of other urban residents but also to blur the boundary between
where the human body ends and where the body of the city begins. As Sze goes on to
argue of environmental justice activism:
the significance of the environmental justice movement is in challenging
the authorities of whiteness, extraction, and violence through diverse
voices, media, and perspectives. Environmental justice movements make
links, within the United States and across borders, and create cultures of
solidarity. (Environmental Justice in a Moment of Danger 100)
Gestation as a model for urban change makes evident that cultures of solidarity require
putting our bodies on the line. But the metaphor of gestation also underscores all of the
ways in which our bodies are already linked to those of other urban (and non-urban)
residents through the water we drink, the waste we create, the infrastructure we use, and
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the other urban residents we notice when we look or listen out of our windows and into
theirs or feel their movement in our shared buildings, walls, hallways, and streets. In this
way, gestation as a metaphor for urban change is a refusal of an individual model of
living in cities. The logic of gestation as metaphor for urban change is insistent on living
close to the bodies and needs and lives of others as a form of belonging to a shared built
and non-built environment that takes precedence over a neoliberal norm of individuation.
Sze argues earlier that the reconceptualization that environmental justice demands will
require what Janet Fiskio refers to as the urgency of “imagining a ‘vocabulary for talking
about climate change’” (qtd in Environmental Justice in a Moment of Danger 84). In The
City We Became, such a vocabulary is generated by new precision about what human
bodies are to the cities where they live and to the other human and non-human bodies,
structures, and infrastructures that live alongside them.
Using a queer method to address the metaphor of urban change as gestation, we
might ask how the idea of urban change as gestation can help us to conceptualize urban
change differently in the context of climate emergency. In their writing on what they term
the “urban environmental humanities,” scholars Ursula K. Heise and Jon Christensen use
the term “biocity” to, in their words “embrace the city as at once a human and more than
human creation” (“Biocities” 453). But isn’t that what a human child is—at once a
human person and a web of microorganisms? What language do we have that is really
specific to what cities are and to how they change? Heise and Christensen note that as
cities house the majority of the human population, they will also be a primary site on
which the questions of climate change, and the resulting radical adaptation of human
behavior, are worked out in the present and near future. Jemisin agrees.
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Later in The City We Became, Bronca, the queer Lenape avatar of the Bronx,
explains to the avatars of the other boroughs “Every time a city is born—no, really,
before that. The process of our creation, what makes us alive, is the deaths of hundreds or
thousands of other closely related universes, and every living thing in them” (306). Life,
the metaphor of urban change as gestation makes clear, is always in close relation to
death. Bronca’s description of urban birth recalls Black trans scholar C. Riley Snorton’s
assertion about a future in which “black lives will have mattered to everyone” that “For
some . . . that future effectively means the end of the world. And perhaps black and trans
lives’ mattering in this way would end the world, but worlds end all the time . . . Even so
and as yet, there is still life” (Black on Both Sides 198, emphasis in original). To think of
gestation as a model for urban change is to think of cities as not overdetermined by but
yet always in relation to death. Jemisin’s engagement with gestation as extended
metaphor emphasizes that to think about urban life is to think about how life comes to be
in cities, about how non-human and human lives inform one another, and about how built
and non-built environments make up the space of the city, and to consider who gets to
make urban life.
Considering urban change in the context of environmental disaster as an extension
of Jemisin’s gestation metaphor asks us to identify collective practices of making life in
cities in the wake and threat of death as inherent to how cities change, and to consider
how we might differently value urban lives and urban life in the future and present. As
sociologist Jason Moore argues of what he terms “reparations ecologies,” “What’s
coming into focus is a politics that is revolutionary in a new way—which questions
capitalism’s very basis, through especially the nature-society binary” (qtd in
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Environmental Justice in a Moment of Danger 78). Building on Moore’s framework, Sze
subsequently argues of what she terms “restorative environmental justice,” “to imagine
the end of capitalism as we know it as different from the end of the world—is the starting
point here for restorative environmental justice” (Environmental Justice in a Moment of
Danger 82). Queer liberation, like environmental justice, requires cleaving the end of
capitalism from the end of the world. As Roderick Ferguson reminds us, the
deradicalization of queerness was catalyzed by a “one-dimensional interpretation of
sexuality as an economic maneuver” (13). The City We Became dramatizes a near future
in which the neoliberalization of New York risks its infrastructural and environmental
collapse. But that risk also pressurizes the formation of a coalition of people who love
their city so much that their love makes them physically enmeshed with the city’s built
and non-built environments and therefore dependent upon one another. As bodyenvironment relations from place-based and social determinants of health to
constellations of the individual geographies of queer life indicate, our cities change what
our bodies are. Like the marriages of Schuyler’s atmosphere, to think of gestation and
birth as ways of approaching urban change is not to surrender to reproductive futurism
but to revisit the remaking of how all of the bodies in a city press upon one another to
refuse a nature-society binary on queer and urban terms. The pervasive threat of climate
change, and of sea level rise in particular, transforms the terms of existence in a city
composed of islands and peninsulas. But it also demands that we develop new
vocabularies, new ways of knowing. It demands that we become differently intimate with
the history and infrastructure and ecology and population of New York and its networks
of global belonging. As the avatars of the city in Jemisin’s novel remind us, the city
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contains multitudes of human and non-human lives that were and are and will be. To
pursue environmental justice in their name is to develop a vocabulary that represents
them all, to use that vocabulary to cleave capitalist and reproductive futures from the
futures of our multitudes, and to insist on the city as a place of vital human and nonhuman relations that reading with a queer method helps us to perceive.
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